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PREFACE 

This Sarbadar history was begun in the spring of 1962, when G. C. Miles 
of the American Numismatic Society made available to me a hoard of 
Sarbadar coins recently acquired by the Society. I had for some time 
been studying the later ilkhanid and post-Mongol dynasties of four
teenth-century Iran, but until then had paid little attention to the remote 
and obscure Sarbadars. But since a significant number of Sarbadar 
coins and F. Tauer's recent edition of I:Iafi~-i Abrii's texts on the Sarba
dars could now be used to supplement more familiar sources such as 
Ibn Batfiia ind Mirkhwand, I decided to begin my work with a treat
ment of the Sarbadars. In January, 1964, this study was submitted as a 
doctoral dissertation to Columbia University. The substance of the 
dissertation is largely retained in this book, which has benefited by the 
criticisms and suggestions of my dissertation committee, especially 
D. M. Dunlop, T. Halasi-Kun, and G. C. Miles. 

This work has had other antecedents as well. My interest in numis
matics as an historical source was awakened by S. Dow and R. N. 
Frye at Harvard. I have been guided and encouraged in the study of 
Islamic history by T. Halasi-Klm and J. C. Hurewitz (to name only two 
of many) at Columbia University. And I was trained in the uses of 
Islamic numismatics by the staff of the American Numismatic Society 
and in particular by G. C. Miles, who further helped to direct my atten
tion to fourteenth-century Iran. 

The Ford Foundation long supported me as a student, and enabled 
me to travel to the Middle East for research. My work in the Middle 
East was made possible, and this book has directly profited by the willing 
cooperation of Farraj Basmaji and Adiba Qasim al- 'Ani of tlle Iraqi 
Museum in Baghdad; of Malekzade Bayani of the Iran Bastan Museum 
in Tehran; and of ibrahim and Cevriye Artuk of the Archaeological 
Museum in Istanbul, as well as of many other members of the staffs of 
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8 PREFACE 

these institutions. Ch. A. Azami of Tehran generously allowed me to 
inspect his private coin collection, and helped me to gain access to 
others. A. A. Bykov kindly sent photographs and measurements of 
coins in his care in the Hermitage Museum in Leningrad. Tehran Uni
versity, the Siileymaniye Library in Istanbul, and the United States 
Information Agency in Baghdad and Tehran also did much to facilitate 
my travels and studies. 

I thank my colleagues at the University of California at Berkeley for 
their encouragement and for the opportunity to complete this work. 
W. M. Brinner, J. E. Bosson, and Abbas Zaryab have my special thanks 
for their assistance with problems in Arabic, Mongolian, and Persian, 
as does A. Morgan for her work on the maps. 

Berkeley, November, 1964 
J.M. Smith 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

AND TRANSLATION 

The system of transliteration that I have followed is essentially that used 
by the Encyclopqe#:l(IJ}il~lll!!l._except that I use '!<h' instead of 'c,' and 'j' 
instead of 'ill,' and '~' instead of db. This system, although it produces a 
somewhat Arabicized Persian, is adequate to the needs of a study in which 
few Turkish names are encountered. Those few Turkish names which 
would resist this kind of transliteration I have left in a modified modern 
Turkish form: e.g., Kopet Dagh. Mongol names have been given in their 

Persianized form: e.g., Uljaytu. 
In rendering Arabic genitive compounds, a literal form has been applied 

to book titles and to such titles of persons as had not degenerated into 
proper names. Assimilation of the consonant in the definite article is 
reproduced, where appropriate; inflection is not: e.g., Ta~kirat asJJ
§!1u<arii; amir al-ulUs 

Proper names in genitive compound form, however, have been treated 
as single words (as in modern Turkish) so as to approximate the spoken 
form of the names. Anominative inflection is used, and assimilation of the 
definite article to the appropriate consonants: e.g., <Abdurrazziils:. 

Textnal materials have been given in translation for the most part. 

Unacknowledged translations are my own. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first Western scholar to pay particular attention to the Sarbadars 
was A.J. Silvestre de Sagy, who translatedDawlatshah's Sarbadar history 
from his Tagkirat am-§!!:u<ara in 1798.1 Then, in 1850, B. Dorn publish
ed the text and a translation of Khwandamir's Sarbadar history from the 
l/abib as-Siyar, and added notes to the translation citing information 
(chiefly dates) at variance with that of Khwandamir, drawn from a number 
of Islamic histories.z Of these other histories cited by Dorn, only the 
Mujmal-i Fa~ibi of Falilil.l al-Khwiifi, Dawlatshah's work, and the Raw
rJat a~-$afa) of Mirkhwand are of earlier date than the 1;labib. V. Bi.ich
ner's article "Serbedars" and V. Minorsky's "Tugha Tiffifir" in the 
Encyclopaedia of Islani' are based on the same sources that Dorn used, 

1 In Notices et extraits des Manuscrits de fa Bibliotheque Nationale, IV (An 7/1798), 
pp. 251-262. A. J. Silvestre de Sacy's translation omits some material found in 
Browne's edition of Dawlatshiih, whether from inaccuracy or because of a defective 
MS, I cannot say. 
2 B. Dom, Die Geschichte Tabaristans und der Serbedare nach Chondemir (St. Peters
burg, 1850). The other sources cited by Dorn include: 

a) Mirkhwand (see p. 25, n. 2 below). 
b) Dawlatshah (Silvestre de Sacy's translation). 
c) The Mujmal-i F~f~i of Fa~il).uddin Al).mad al-;[9!wiifi, which ends with 845/ 

1441-42. See C. A. Storey, Persian Literature; a Bio-Bibliographical Survey (London, 
1927-58), pp. 90-91. 

d) The Lubb at-Tawiirikh of Mir YaI).ya al-~azwini (died 962/1555) which ends 
with 948/1542. Extracts and a Latin translation have been published. See Storey, p.111. 

e) The Nigaristan of al-Ghaffiiri, composed in 959/1552. Published in Bombay in 
1829 and 1275/1895. See Storey, pp. 114, 1240. 

f) al-Jannabi's Af-'Ayfam az-Ziikhir ... (author died 999/1590). See C. Brockel
mann, Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur (2 vols. and 3 supp!. vols.; Berlin and 
Leyden, 1902-49), II, p. 300, and Supp!. II, pp. 411-412. 

g) ~raf-Khan Bitlisi's §!J.ara/niima, written in 1005/1596. There are several publi
cations, including Cairo, 1931; and a translation by F. B. Charmoy, Cherej-Nameh 
(2 voIs. in 4; St. Petersburg, 1868-75). See Storey, p. 366. 
3 First edition. On the spelling of the name Taghaytimur-Tugha TimOr, see below. 
Chapter 11. 
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except for the addition of Ibn Batl1ta and, in Minorsky's case, the 
§}]ajarat a/-Atrak.4 

The only recent advance in the study of the Sarbadiirs as regards the 
sources used has been made by 1. P. Petrushevskii in his article, "Dvi
zhenie serbedarov v Khorasane", published in 1956.5 In it he has utilized 
not only the materials consulted by Dorn, et al., but also a number of 
works not previously considered, including those of Faryl1madi, Samar
tcandi, Mar'ami, and Isfizari.6 The most important new source employed 
by Petrushevskii is lJiifi~-i Abrl1's Zubdat at-Tawiirikh, but unfortunately 
the MS he has followed is incomplete, and ends after 746/1345-46 and 
the section on the death of Tagbiiytimiir. It thus lacks those passages on 
the middle period of the Sarbadiirs' history, 745-759/1344-58, that are 
unique to the Zubda, and those sections on the reign of 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
that lJiifi?-i Abrii culled from various parts of the Majmu'a for use in 
the Zubda.7 Thus, none of the Western studies of Sarbadiir history has 
utilized lJiifi?-i Abrl1's materials on the Sarbadiirs in their entirety (these 
have become generally available in published form only since 1959) and 
none has relied on any but literary sources. I have attempted here to 
remedy these omissions. 

Since my study of the Sarbadars utilizes new sources, it has seemed 
to me best first to consider the sources themselves and then to recombine 
the information obtained directly or analytically from the sources into 
a narrative account of the history of the Sarbadiirs. To begin with, I 
have tried to discover the basic works, insofar as we can see them, upon 
which later Muslim historians of the Sarbadars have depended, to show 
how far these works depend upon one another and where they are com
plementary or discrepant, and to trace the manner in which they were 

• The Shajarat al-Atriik, an anonymons history of Jingiz and his descendants to 
831/1427="28. There is an abridged translation by Col. Miles,· The Shajrat ul Atrak 
(London, 1838). See Storey, pp. 272, 1273. For Ibn Batuta, see below, p. 42, n. 58. 
5 In Uchenye zapiski Instituta vostokovedenta Akademii nauk SSSR, XIV (1956), 
pp. 91-162. Petrushevskii's article, virtually unchanged, has been incorporated into his 
Zemledelie i agrarnye otnoshenia v Irane XIII-XIV vekov (Moscow and Leningrad,1960), 
pp. 424-466. My citations of Petrushevskii below refer to his 1956 article. 
• Except for Isfizari, these authors are discussed and cited below. 

Mu'inuddin Isfizari's History of Harat, RawJat al-janniit fi aw~iif madinal Hariit, 
goes up to 875/1470-71. It has not been edited, although extracts have been trans
lated by B. de Meynard in the fournal Asiatique (1860-62). See Storey, pp. 355 and 
1296. Isfizari's material on the Sarbadars (fA, XVII [1861], pp. 506-507 and 515-516) 
seems to be a condensation of :E;Iiifi~-i Abru's information as found in the Majmu'a, 
and probably reached Isfiziiri through Samarl$:andi's Mafia', from which an anecdote 
concerning Pir 'Ali's campaigns against the Sarbadiirs is quoted (p. 516). 
• PetrushevskiI, p. 107, n. I. 
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used by the later historians. This assessment of the literary sources per
mits the beginning of a critical evaluation both of the sources in general, 
and of specific information contained in them. 

I have next considered numismatic materials as a source, showing 
what these materials are, what information they give, and what import 
this information has, both as an aid to analysis of the literary sources and 
as an addition to the information given by those sources. In order better 
to demonstrate the manner in which numismatic data are related to, and 
reflect upon the literary sources, I have isolated the topics of chronology 
and religion for separate treatment, first using literary evidence alone, 
and then using both literary and numismatic evidence. 

This study of the sources is, I submit, a necessary preliminary to the 
writing-or rewriting~of the Sarbadiirs' history, if the recent prolifera
tion of sources is to be coped with to advantage. This study is also 
necessarily separated from the narrative treatment of that history: I 
cannot see how the stylistic demands of source analysis can be brought 
into harmony with those of historical narrative. But an accompanying 
historical narrative is required. The source analysis depends upon a 
knowledge of Sarbadiir history, and a reader cannot be asked constantly 
to refer to separate volumes for the necessary information. And further
more, source analysis is only one part of the historiographic process. It 
enables the critical use of information asserted by the sources, and ex
tracts further '.'latent" information from the sources. But the synthesis 
of these data in a narrative form produces still further knowledge-the 
whole is larger than the sum of its parts-without which our under
standing would be incomplete. Moreover, in the absence of the narrative, 
the study is itself incomplete: the source analysis would provide special
ists with considerable data, but would leave the Sarbadars' history to 
their mental reconstruction; the general reader would be given nothing. 

My history of the Sarbadars, Part III of this study, attempts to show 
the Sarbadiirs-to arrange the historical data about the Sarbadars
against the background of, and in relation to their time and place, in a 
manner intelligible to general and specialist reader alike. In rendering a 
remote age accessible to today's reader I have attempted to avoid anach
ronism, yet tried to explain more thoroughly than did the Muslim 
historians. I have avoided the application (and denied the applicability) 
of hypotheses (such as those of class-war and racial or national conflict) 
whose elaboration is clearly modern and the supporting contemporary 
evidence for which is exiguous. On the other hand, where explanations 
turn on matters of common human experience-financial or political 
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advantage, for instance-or on known conditions and practices of the 
medieval Islamic world, I have not hesitated to base them on rather 
scanty evidence. They improve the story and will, I hope, challenge 
others to improve it still further. 

Taken as a whole, this study of Sarbadiir history is intended to show 
what the sources are (or were); to show how they may be used; and to 
show the story that may be told~the history that can be written-when 
they are thus used. 

Of the literary sources cited above, the histories of I;Iiifi?:-i Abrii, 
Fa~i1}., Mirkhwand, and !5-.!!wandamir; the sections on the Sarbadiirs 
and on Taghiiytimiir in Dawlatshiih's work; and the relevant passages 
of Ibn Ba!ii!a, al-Ahri, and Mar<ashi have been studied in preparing 
this work. I have not seen Samar~andi (which is in any case a copy of 
the Zubda of I;Iiifi~-i Abrii) or Faryiimadi's continuation of ~abiinkiira'i. 
I have omitted consideration of works composed after the early tenthl 
sixteenth century. 

PART I 

THE LITERARY SOURCES 
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DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS 

/fiifi;-i Abru 

Most of the non-contemporary sources that are reasonably close to the 
Sarbadar period in time are well known. These include Dawla~ah's 
Tagkirat a~-§!J.u(arii, which contains a section on Sarbadar history and 
notices concerning Taghaytimur;l Mirkhwand's Raw4at a~-$afii);2 and 
Khwandamir's /fabib as-Siyar.3 But another less familiar source is also 
now available. l;Iafi~-i Abrii's works contain a Sarbadar history as well 
as materials on Taghaytimfu, Amir Wali, Amir Arghunilliih, and the 
Kurts of Harat-all of wbpm were contemporaries of the Sarbadars and 
participants in the history of Khurasan during the Sarbadar period. 
These have recently been published in an edition by F. Tauer entitled 

1 Amir Dawlatiliah's Tazkirat ash-Shu'arii (E. G. Browne ed.: The Tadhkiratu'sll
Shu'arii of Dawlatshah; London andLeyden, 1901) [hereinafter abbreviated DS], 
pp. 277-288 (Sarbadars) and 236-238 (Tagl!.aytinliir). Dawlatiliah was a contemporary 
of Mirlillwand and died in ca. 896/1490--91. See Storey, pp. 784-789 and E. G. Browne, 
A Literary History of Persia (4 vols.; London, 1902-06 and Cambridge, 1928) [here
inafter abbreviated LHP], Ill, pp. 436-437. 
2 The Rawifat a~-fiafii> of Mul;tanlffiad b. ~awandiliah Mirkhwand is a history in 
seven books covering the period from the pre-Islamic prophets to 929/1522-23. Only 
the last two books, vols. VI-Timiir and his successors to 873/1468--69, and VII-the 
life and reign of Sulj:iin I;Iusayn (842-911/1438--1506), contain information obtained 
first-hand by Mirkhwand. (Mirkhwand died in 903/1498). See Storey, pp. 92 and 1236, 
andLHP,III,pp.431--433. I have used the Tehran, 1338--39/1960 edition ofMirkhwand; 
hereinafter the abbreviation Mir will refer to vol. V of that edition unless otherwise 
specified . 
• Ghiyathuddin Khwandamir, author of the Habib as-Siyar, was Mirkhwand's 
grandson. The Habib, which draws heavily on the Rawda (at least for the period under 
consideration here), was finished in 929/1523. See Storey, pp. 101 and 1237-1238, 
and LHP, III, p. 434 and IV, p. 445. My citations of Khwandamir refer to the edition 
of his Sarbadar history by B. Dorn (see above, p.19, n:2), and employ the abbreviation 
Khw. 
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Cinq Opuscules de lJiiJi:;-i Abrii.4 As IJati~-i Abrii's Sarbadar and other 
materials constitute the earliest non-contemporary and the oldest com
plete and extant Sarbadar history, it may be useful to discuss these 
materials at greater length and to give a summary of them so that they 
may be compared more readily with the other histories. 

IJafi~-i Abril deals with the Sarbadars in three of his works:5 (1) the 
Majmii'a-i lJiifi:;-i Abrii, (2) his Geography (which includes some sections 
on Khurasanian history), and (3) the Majma' at-Tawiirikh. The Majmii'a-i 
lJiifi:;-i Abrii, composed in 820/1417-18, is a compilation of the works 
of other historians, supplemented by chapters written by IJafi~-i Abru 
himself which are based on sources now lost and which fill the gaps 
between the borrowed histories. For the period under discussion here, 
IJafi~-i Abru took the Jami' at-Tawarikh of Railliduddin and the ?a
Jarniima of Ni~amuddin ~ami, and connected them with a chronicle 
treating the reigns of Uljaytii, AbU Sa'id, and the later ilkhanid and 
JaIayir rulers up to 795/1392-93. The connecting chronicle is called also 
by. the separate title :?ayl-i Jami' at-Tawiirikh-i Ra~idi.6 Besides the 
:?ayl, IJafi~-i Abru also composed supplementary chapters for the Maj
mii'a on the local dynasties and independent rulers that appeared in the 
outlying provinces of the crumblingl1khanid empire: on the Kurts in 
Rarat; on Taghaytimur, Amir WaH. the Sarbadiirs, and Amir Arghun
mah in Khurasan and Mazandaran; and on the M~affarids in Fars.7 

The chapter on the SarbadArs in the Majmu'a-i lJafi;-i Abru is entitled 
"Tarikh-i Umara-i Sarbadariyya wa 'Al}ibat-i Iman", and is twelve 
pages long in Tauer's printed text.s It is concerned almost entirely with 
the early period of the Sarbadars' history. Ten and a half pages are 
devoted to the ten or so years before 745/1344--35, and one and a half 
to the subsequent forty-odd. Within the early period, the main subject 

• (Prague: Supplements to the Archiv Orienttilni; V, 1959). Tauer's book, when 
cited, is hereinafter abbreviated HA in the footnotes. 
• My description of the organization of I;Iafi:j:-i Abrii's works is largely based on 
F. Tauer's study in "Vorbericht tiber die Edition des ?afarniima von Ni~ Siimi 
und der wichtigsten Teile der Geschichtswerke J:Iafi:j:-i AbrQ's", Archiv Orienttilnl 
(1932), pp. 250-256. 
6 An edition of the Zayl has been published by Khiinbiibii Bayiini (I-text; Tehran, 
1317/1938. II-[partial] trans. and notes; Paris, 1936), and Tauer has provided critical 
notes to this edition in a series of articles entitled "Le Zail-i llami'u-t-tawarih-i Ra~idi 
de J;!afi:j:-i Abrii et son edition par K. Bayani" in Archiv Orienttilni (1952:55). See 
Storey, pp. 86-89, and 1235-1236. 
7 These supplementary chapters are found in HA, except for the one on the Mu~af
farids, the edition of which by Tauer is still in progress. 
8 HA, text, pp. 15-26: 0~1 ';"";[.,J ~)-'-!.r-' <sir I t...>l;. 
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is the activity of the religious leaders, §!!aykh Khalifa and §!!aykh IJasan 
Juri, whose dervish following added an unusual element to the Sarbadar 

state. 
In summary, pages 15, 16, and part of 17 in Tauer's text treat the 

career of §!!aykh Khalifa, originator of the doctrine that was to inspire 
the dervish element among the Sarbadars; his conversion of §!!aykh 
IJasan JUri, creator of a covert religious organization based on ~aykh 
Khalifa's doctrines, and later co-leader of the Sarbadars; the murder 
of §!!aykh Khalifa; and the travels, teaching, and eventual arrest and 
imprisonment of §!!aykh IJasan. On part of page 17 and pages 18-19 
the origin and r~bada~s as rebels against the local govern
ment is discussed: the rebellion of 'Abdurrazzak and the seizure of Sab-
zaw[f;(Abdur~~~.)_~'Yi!.!k an~d~~Y£iln:Qjhe.r,Mas'nd; 
tlle""liberation of ~aykh l;Iasan by Mas(ud; and the merg~t2J ~ 
IJasan'sretlgiOus orgamzation with th~Sarbadar rebefs:-;'nd their fur-
ther successes.-"-------"---"--"--·" .. "---"·~-~--

Onpiige 19 there is cited an appeal by Mul)ammad Bik9 b. Arghun
mah to §!!aykh IJasan asking him, as a man of religion and peace, to 
dissociate himself from the Sarbadars' revolt and help reunify the coun
try. There follows (on pages 20-23) what purports to be the text of 
§!!aykh IJasan's letter in reply to Mul)ammad Bik. Page 24 deals with 
the war between the Sarbadars and Taghaytimur's forces under 'Ali 
Kawun, and the defeat and death of (Ali; page 25 recounts the un
successful Sarbadar campaign against Rarat, the death of ~haykh l;Iasan 
Juri and the resultant rupture between Mas<ud and §!!aykh IJasan's 
dervish followers, the death of Mas'iid and accession of Yal]ya Karawi 
(sic), and the assassination of Taghaytimur; on page 26 there is a hasty 
(and inaccurate) summary of the successive reigns of l;Iasan Damghani, 
l;Iaydar I$-a~~ab, and 'Ali Mu'ayyad (given thus out of order by IJafi~-i 
Abrii), and of 'Ali's relations with Timur. 

The main part of IJafi~-i Abru's chapter on the Sarbadars in the 
Majmu'a, therefore, is the section dealing with the lives of §!!aykh Kha
lifa and §!!aykh IJasan. Much of the material on pages 15-17 is repeated 
in (or from) the "letter" on pages 20-23. The chapter as a whole is useful 
only for its coverage of the origins of the Sarbadars and their activities 
to 745/1344--45. IJafi~-i Abru gives little information in it for the period 
after 745/1344--45, and what he does give is full of errors. 

l;Iafi~-i Abrii's short Gust over three pages in Tauer's text) chapter of 
the Majmu'a entitled "Padimahi-i Taghaytimur" resembles the chap-

9 For the spelling 'Bik', see below, Chapter 11. 
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ter on the Sarbadars in that it covers only a brief period and must have 
been based on some very limited source. The chapter describes the 
early reign of Taghaytimfir in an incomplete and inaccurate manner 
(on page 5 and the first half of page 6 of Tauer's text), and then proceeds, 
skipping over a decade, to a circumstantial description of the assassina
tion of Taghaytimfir (second half of page 6 and pages 7 and 8). 

The late period of the Sarbadars' history-the reign of 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
-is also considered by l;Iafi~-i Abrfi in the Majmu'a, but as part of the 
history of Amir Wali and of the Knrts of Harat. The chapter of the 
Majmu'a on Amir Wali contains some discussion of the Sarbadars' 
activities in Mazandaran during the late 750's/1350's and early 760's/ 
1360's when WaH was attempting to take control of that region, and 
also mentions that Wali restored 'Ali Mu'ayyad to the rule of Sabzawar 
in 782/1380-8I.l° The chapter on the Kurts speaks of Malik Pir 'Ali's 
campaigns against Nishapfir in the 770's/1370's, and describes the ~i'j 
practices of 'Ali Mu'ayyad to some extent so as to explain Pir 'Ali's 
contention that his attack was a Holy War. l;Iafi~-i Abrfi also relates 
how Pir 'Ali's governor of Nishapflr, Iskandar, joined Dervish Ruknud
din in ousting 'Ali Mu'ayyad from Sabzawar, and how their sub
sequent attempt to rule independently in Khurasan was defeated by the 
intervention of Pir 'Ali and Amir WalLH Except for the account of 
Sarbadar §hi'i ceremonies, l;Iafi~-i Abrfi gives almost no information 
on the Sarbadars' internal affairs during 'Ali Mu'ayyad's reign. These 
same materials, almost unchanged, were reused by l;Iafi~-i Abrii in the 
Geography and the Zubda.12 

The section on Khurasanian history in l;Iafi~-i Abrfi's Geography, 
composed in 823/1420, also treats Taghaytimfir, the Sarbadars, and the 
Kurts. The part on Taghaytimiir has been considerably improved over 
the correspondiIlgpassage in the Majmu'a by the incorporation of in for
mation on Tagbaytimflr taken from the Zayl. The treatment of the Sarba
dars in the Geography is little changed from that in the Majmu'a,however. 

l;Iafi~-i Abrii's Majma' af-Tawiirikh, composed in 830/1426-27, is in 
four volumes, and Volume IV, separately entitled Zubdat at-Tawiirikh, 
is divided into two parts: Part 1 covers the years 736-807/1335-1404, 
and Part 2, 807-830/1405-27. For Part 1 of the Zubda,t3 l;Iafi~-i Abrii 

10 HA, text, pp. 9-11 and 13. 
11 HA, text, pp. 52-58. 
12 HA, notes, pp. XIII-XIV. 
18 The Zubda exists only in MSS. The best-known of these is Fatil:t 4371/1. Bayani, 
Zayl, text, intro., mentions two more that are in the Kutubkhana-i Milli-i Malik in 
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took the materials from his earlier works, the Majmu'a and the Geog
raphy, which had been arranged according to dynasty, and rearranged 
them as far as possible into chronicle form, making the major divisions 
annual, instead of dynastic. In some places he not only rearranged but 
improved upon his earlier writings. In particular, his account of the 
Sarbadars in the Zubda has been augmented by the addition of new data. 

The important parts of the Majmu'a chapter on the Sarbadars-the 
story of ~aykh Khalifa's life; the account of the Sarbadars' revolt and 
the murder of 'Abdurrazzal):; the travels, imprisonment, and liberation 
of §haykh l;Iasan; the "letter"; and the recital of the Sarbadars' affairs 
to the death of Mas'fld in 745/1344-45-were repeated in the Zubda 
without change except for the occasional addition or correction of a 
date.14 But for the period 745-759/1344-58 of the Sarbadars' history, 
the Zubda contains information that had not been available to l;Ia~-i 
Abrii when he composed the chapter on the Sarbadars for the Majmu'a. 
This information is given the form of notices, placed under the appro
priate annual headings of the Zubda, relating the accessions, depositions, 
and deaths of the Sarbadar rulers, as well as the lengths of their reigns 
and some brief comments on the individual rulers}5 For the late period 
of Sarbadar history, as for the early period, l;Iafi~-i Abrii drew on the 
Majmu'a-this time on the chapters on WaH and the Kurts-for the 

Zubda. 
From this consideration of the various stages through which l;Iafi~-i 

Abrii's historical work passed, it appears tllat his material on the Sarba
dars covering the years 736-783/1335-82 is made up of the following 
elements: there is the material on the early period, 736-745/1335-45, 
which is found in the chapter of the Majmu'a on the Sarbadars, and 
which treats the rise of the Sarbadars under 'Abdurrazzal): and Mas'fld, 
and the development of the dervish ideology and organization of ~aYkh 
~alifa and ~aykh l;Iasan Jiiri. This element we might refer to as 
HA/A.16 

Then, also in the Majmu'a, there is information on the late period, 
ca. 757-783/1356-82. The chapter on Amir WaH treats the return of 

Tehran; and Petrnshevskii, p. 107, n. 1, cites an incomplete MS in the Institut Vos
tokovedeniia of the Akademiia Nauk of the Uzbek S.s.R., Tashkent, numbered 4078. 
See HA, notes, p. XII and n. 14. 
14 HA, notes, p. XIII. 
16 HA, notes, pp. 16-18. 
16 HAtA equals HA, text, p. 15 to p. 2S,line 17. I;iiifi~i Abril's materials from the 
Majmu'a are mostly repeated in his Zubda; Tauer gives a concordance of his texts in 
their various versions on pp. XIII-XV of Cinq Opuscu!es (HA). 
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Wali to Mazandaran and his struggle there against the Sarbadars during 
ca. 757-763/1356-62. The chapter on the Kurts contains a characteriza
tion of the last Sarbadar ruler, cAli Mu'ayyad, and of his reign, and a 
chronicle of the events of the period 771-783/1369-82, which included 
the accession of Pir CAli Kurt, and the wars of 'Ali Mu'ayyad against 
the Kurts, against Wali, and against Dervish Ruknuddin. The element 
dealing with WaH's rise may be called HA/CP and that concerned with 
CAli Mu'ayyad, etc., HA/D.18 

When I.fafi:?-i Ablii was reworking the materials of the Majmu'a for 
the Zuhda, he must have been struck by the inadequacies of his treat
ment of the Sarbadars for the period after 745/1344--45, and therefore 
added the occasional notices on Sarbadar affairs that are found in the 
chapters of the Zuhda on the events of 745/1344-45, 747/1346-47, 7491 
1348-49, 752/1351-52, 756/1355-56, and 759/1357-58. Let us call these 
HA/B.19 

It would seem therefore that there must have been at least four separate 
sources to account for the manner in which I.fafi:?-i Abru has treated 
Sarbadar history. At the beginning of his chapter on the Sarbadars in 
the MajmuCa, he speaks vaguely of "painters of chronicles and compos
ers of jewels of news"20 (notice the plural), but is nowhere more specific 
than this about his sources.21 But their essential character may be seen 
reflected in his work. When composing the MajmuCa, he had available 
the information found in RA/A, HA/C, and HA/D. But he did not have 
access to any study of the middle years of Sarbadar history, 745-7631 
1344-62, as is evident from his weak treatment of this period in the 
Majmu'a. The supplementary notices in the Zubda-HA/B-must there
fore have been of origin separate from the Sarbadar materials in the 
Majmuca. And if I.fafi:?-i Abru had no information on the period 745-
763/1344-62, then he cannot have had a full history of the Sarbadars as 
his source for the Majmuca. He must rather have used several sources: 
a partial Sarbadar history covering the years 736-745/1335-45 for HA/A; 
an account of Wali's rise for HA/C and information on the latter half 
of CAli MU'ayyad's reign for HA/D. This analysis, based on I.fafivi 
Abru's own placement of HA/A, HA/C, and HA/D in separate chapters 
of the MajmiiCa, is the simplest, but by no means the only possible one. 

17 HA/e equals HA, text, p. 9 to p.ll, line 16. 
18 HA/D equals HA, text, p. 52 to p. 54, line 11, and p. 55, line 4 to p. 58, line 5. 

HAfB equals HA, notes, pp. Hi-I8 (includes whole of note 6 to text, p. 26). 
'0 HA,text,p.15: Jl:>-'.J"'~ 0LJ;\.j-'J~Tj~ 01~ .;.:<,;. 
21 Except in one instance discnssed below, pp. 35-36. 
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I.fafi:?-i Ablii could scarcely have used fewer than three sources-it is 
difficult to imagine the form of a work (other than a full Sarbadar 
history) which would contain any two of HA/A, HA/C, and HA/D, 
since these sources are distinct in character from one another: in HA/A, 
for instance, the apparently purposeful vagueness about the content of 
the doctrines and program of the ~haykhs Khalifa and I.fasan is in con
siderable contrast to the directness of the account of cAli MU'ayyad's 
reign in HA/D, in which Sarbadar ~i'i practices are described, and 
Malik Pir 'Ali's campaigns against Nishapiir are described as a Sunni 
Holy War.22 But, I.fafi¥-i Abru might well have used more than three 
sources. HAtA, for instance, might be analyzed into a component con
cerned with the dervishes-the "letter" and a bit of background material 
-and another concerned with cAbdurrazza\<: and Mascud.23 But it is 
unprofitable and unnecessary to pursue such analyses. It will suffice to 
point out that I.fafi:?-i Ablii's Sarbadar material has been gathered from 
a number of sources-at least four-into a form and by a process that 
still reflects the individuality of those sources. 

I.fafi:j:-iAbru's material on the Sarbadars, as well as that on Taghay
timlir and the other principals of eighth/fourteenth-century Khurasanian 
history, was extensively utilized by later Islamic historians. cAbdurraz
zaJ.c Samar\<:andi copied it directly into his Mapa< as-SaCdayn from the 
Zubda,24 and later writers did likewise, either drawing on I.fafi:j:-i Abru 
directly, or deriving his material from SamarJ.candi. It will be useful to 
show how Mirkhwand, one of the most important of the later sources 
for the eighth/fourteenth century, has done this. 

The bulk of Mirkhwand's treatment of the Sarbadars is found in his 
Sarbadar history, which occupies pp. 600-625 of the Rawda, Vol. V.25 
This may be divided, for our purposes, into sections on th~ early period 
(736-745/1335-45), pp. 600-614; on the middle period (745-759/1344-
58), pp. 614-622; and on the late period (759-783/1358-82), pp. 622-625. 
I.fafi:?-i Abru's material that we have designated HA/A has been utilized 

.. The main text in HA/A showing the dervishes' purpose is that in HA, text, p. 16, 
lines 19--22; this will be discussed further in another section. For contrast, see HA, 
text, p. 52, lines 9-12, from HA/D. 
23 The parts of HA/ A primarily concerned with the dervishes are HA, text, p. 15 to 
p. 17, line 8, and p. 19, line 21 to p. 23, line 22. Those on the "political" Sarbadars 
are HA. text, p. 17, line 21, and p. 23, line 23 to p. 25, line 17. 
24 The Mafla' as-Sa'dayn of 'Abdurrazzals: Samar1!:andi (who died in 887/1482) 
covers the period 704--875/1304-1471 in two books. Book I, covering 704-807/1304-
1405, largely a copy of l:;Iafi'l'-i Abru's Zubda, exists only in MSS. See Storey, p. 293; 
LHP, III, pp. 428-430; and HA, notes, p. XV . 
• 6 See p. 25, n. 2, above. 
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by Mirkhwiind as the main source for his section on the early period. 
Mirkhwiind repeats I;Iiifi~-i Abril's account of the activities of §QaYkh 
Khalifa and §Qaykh I;Iasan, the rebellion of 'Abdurrazziil}, and Mas'iid's 
murder of his brother and liberation of §QaYkh I;Iasan, and he likewise 
includes the "letter" of§QaYkh I;Iasan to MuQ.ammad Bik b. Arghllniliah. 
Of HAIA, therefore, Mirkhwiind has used the largest and most valuable 
parts, in a somewhat altered order but with contents virtually unchanged. 

Mirkhwand also has some materials on the Sarbadiirs in chapters 
apart from his Sarbadiir histolY, just as I;Iiifi~-i Abrll has, and for the 
simple reason that these materials have been taken from I;Iilfi~-i Abril, 
not only as regards content, but also as regards arrangement. Like 
I;I~-i Abril, Mirkhwiind has a separate chapter on Amir WaH in 
which we find HAle, and, similarly, as part of Mirkhwand's history of 
the Kurts we find a large part of HA/D.26 

It is important to point out Mirkhwiind's historiographical technique 
as exhibited in his use of I;Iiifi~-i Abrll's materials. When dealing with a 
single source, as in the case of the WaH and Kurt chapters mentioned 
above, Mirkhwiind simply copies, in the sense that, although he often 
"improves" upon the original with his own paraphrase, the form and 
content of the original are both derivative. When using more than one 
source, as in his Sarbadar history, Mirkhwiind makes Some formal 
rearrangements of his materials, but, at least with the materials derived 
from I;Iiifi~-i Abrii, again makes no change in their contents. 

The Tiirllsh-i Sarbadiiriin 

Mirkhwiind did not rely exclusively upon I;Iiifi~-i Abril for informa
tion on the Sarbadiirs. After I;Iafi~-i Abrii's materials in the Rawrja have 
been isolated, there is still much more to account for: the sections on 
the middle and late periods (745-759/1344-58; 759-78311357-82) on 
pages 614-622 and 622-625; as well as those parts of the section on the 

26 Mirkhwand has utilized HA/A as follows: 
Vol. V, p. 602, lines 2-11 = HA, text, p.17, lines 8--20. 
Vol. V, p. 603, line 4 to p. 604, line 1 = HA, text, p. 17, line 24 to p. 18, line 15. 
Vol. V, p. 604, line 20 to p. 606, line 11 = HA, text, p. 15 to p. 17, line 8. 
Vol. V, p. 608, line 16 to p. 613, line 8 = HA, text, p. 18, line 19 to p. 23, line 22. 

For HAle we have: 
Vol. V, p. 597, line 18 to p. 599, line 4 = HA, text, p. 9 to p. 10, line 7. 

ForHA/D: 
Vol. IV, p. 693, line 17 to p. 695, line 7 = HA, text, pp. 52-55. 
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early period that do not derive from I;Iiifi~~i Abrii. Mirkhwiind acknowl
edges as sources Samarl}andi's Ma!ia' as-Sa'dayn-whence his materials 
from I;Iiifi~-i Abril were derived-the Mujmai-i F~lbi, and a Tiirlkh-i 
Sarbadiiriin.27 The Mujmal-i Fa$ibl cannot have been an original source 
for the Sarbadiirs, since it was composed in the ninth/fifteenth century, 
nor even an important secondary one, since its contents are too abbre
viated to have provided Mirkhwiind with an adequate basis for his 
account of the Sarbadiirs. That information in Mirk!1wiind which does 
not derive from I;Iii~-i Abril must therefore have originated in the 
TiirikJ1-i Sarbadiiriin. 

The Tiirilsh-i Sarbadariin has not as yet been rediscovered.28 But its 
contents, very likely, have not been lost. An approximate description of 
the TiirlkJ1-i Sarbadiiriin can be given owing to the peculiarities of 
Mirkhwand's historiographical technique that have been described 
above. We have seen that Mirk!1wiind closely followed I;Iiifi~-i Abril 
(Samar~andi) in composing the Rawda. It would seem probable there
fore that Mirkhwiind utilized the Tiirlkh-i Sarbadiiriln in similar fashion, 
so that his history of the Sarbadiirs, where it does not derive from 
I;Iiifi~-i Abrii, should be a similarly close copy of the TiirikJ1-i Sarbadii
riin. If this reasoning is correct (and there are other arguments in its 
favor which will be mentioned later) then we may say that the TiirikJ1-i 
Sarbadiiriin was the close equivalent of the following parts of Mir
,khwiind's Sarbadar history: vol. V, p. 600 to p. 602, line 2; p.602, line 11 
to p. 603, line 4; p. 604, line 2 to line 19; p. 606, line 12 to p. 608, line 16. 
From p. 613, line 8 on, Mirkhwiind's account follows the Tiirikh-i Sar

badariln exclusively, except for an occasional item. 
A further important point that must be made is that the Tlirikb-i Sar

badariin was not-except for one item-used as a source by I;Iiifi~-i 
Abrii.29 The analysis of I;Iiifi~-i Abrii's history of the Sarbadilrs above 

27 Mirkhwand acknowledges the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin on pp. 597 and 600 (among 
others); the Mujmal-i F~i~i on p. 617; and the Marla' on p. 620. For the Matta', see 
above, p. 31, n. 24. The Mujmal (see above, p. 19, n. 2, item c) is a chronicle of events 
under annual headings, from the Creation to 845/1441-42. See Storey, pp. 90-91; 
and LHP, III, pp. 426-428. I have used the edition of Mal;uniid Fariikh (Maillhad, 
1339/1960). 

2S See below, pp. 36-37. In the Bodleian Library, however (see E. Sachau and H. Ethe, 
Catalogue of the Persian, Turkish, Hindustani, and Pushtu Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Library. Part I: The Persian Manuscripts [Oxford, 1889], col. 85, No. 148; and see 
Storey, p. 276), there is a fragmentary MS containing material on the Sarbadars from 
'Abdurrazzii\:: to the year 767/1365 of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's reign. This may be the TiirikJ1-i 

Sarbadiiriin. 
•• Petrushevskii (pp. 106--110) considers that the Sarbadar histories of l;ilifi~-i Abril 
and Mirkhwand were derived from the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin, but that Dawlatilliih, 
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has shown that IJiifi~-i Abrti did not utilize a complete Sarbadiir history 
as a source, and the Tarikb-i Sarbadaran appears from its reflection in 
Mirkhwiind to have been a complete history, except for the omission of 
the middle years of the reign of 'Ali Mu'ayyad; It certainly dealt with 
the middle period of the Sarbadiirs' history in detail, and this I:Iiifi~-i 

Abrti could not do at all in the Majmft'a, whereas in the Zubda (HA/B) 
he relied on a source that differs from Mirkhwand's Tiirikb-i Sarbadaran 
material both in style and content. 

And if HA/B differs from the Tarikb-i Sarbadaran, so also does HAl A, 
as can be seen in Mirkhwand's section on the early period ofSarbadar 
history. It has been shown above that the material in this section that 
was derived from I:I~-i Abrti can be isolated; a comparison of this 
material from I:Iafi~-i Abru with the residue, as it were, will show redun
dancies and discrepancies which can only be the result of Mirkhwand's 
using two sources-I:Iafi~-i Abrii. and the Tarikb-i Sarbadaran-and his 
failure to reconcile or blend their data. To illustrate this point we might 
take the first chapter of Mirkhwand's Sarbadar history and show how 
he has combined the materials of his two sources. With the words: "In 
the Tiirikb-i Sarbadaran it is stated ... ",30 he introduces some two 
pages of discussion of the antecedents and early career of 'Abdurrazzal5:, 
of the outbreak of the Sarbadars' revolt, and of 'Abdurrazziil):'s subse
quent involvement in it. This information differs considerably from that 
found in I:Iiifi~-i Abrti, who said little about (Abdurrazziil):'s background 
and gave a different version of the outbreak of the revolt. Then Mir
khwand goes on to say "some ofthe Pillars of History have said ... ",31 
and to give I:Ia~-i Abrti's version of (Abdurrazzal5:'s background and 
the origins of the revolt. Mirkbwand's acknowledgment of two sources, 
and his use of two discrepant accounts of the same event (the rebellion), 

because of the loss of the TiirikJJ, had to rely on other sources. Petrushevskii has been 
misled because he has used an incomplete text of I;IMi+-i Abril. Since his MS of the 
Zubcla ends in 746, and since he has not used the Majmu'a as well, he has been unable 
to see the unevenness of I;I~-i Abril's treatment of the Sarbadars that demonstrates, 
by contrast with Mirkhwand's work, that I;Iiifi<:-i Abril could not have used the 
TiirlkJJ-i Sarbadiiriin. Once the elements derivative from I;Iafi~-i Abril have been 
separated from the TiirikJJ-i Sarbadiiriin material in Mirkhwand, the difference be
tween Mirkhwand and Dawlatshah is much reduced, and Dawlatshiih's "indepen
dence" of the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin also becomes an untenable hypothesis. 
so Mir, p. 600, line 3: ... .;......\ J.,S'.l. ,J!JI~ J" t~J(j J~' 
81 Mir, p. 602, line 2: ..\;1 d ~J(j ..,.,4) j\ .s4~; compare HA, text, p. 17, lines 
8-20. The account of Tag!laytimilr's murder also appears in two versions: that of the 
Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin in Mir, p. 620; and that of F.l~-i Abril in Mir, pp. 596-597 
(compare HA, text, p. 608). 
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one of which he attributes to the TariklJ-i Sarbadariin and the other 
demonstrably originating in I:Iafi~-i Abrii., leads inescapably to the con
clusion that RA/A was not derived from the TariklJ-i Sarbadaran. If 
I:Iafi~-i Abrti had had the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiran availab1e, he would surely 
have given at least a fuller account of cAbdurrazziil5:'s background in 
HA/A. 

The data of HAle are also distinct from the materials of the Tarikb-i 
Sarbadariin. Mirkhwiind has HAle in a chapter on WaH that, as mention
ed above, is separate from his Sarbadar history exactly as it is in l;Ia~-i 
Abrti's Zubda.32 And the information in HAle is not duplicated in the 
Sarbadar history-campaigns by I:Iaydar ~a~~ab and I:Iasan Damghiini 
against Wali are mentioned only when relevant to the course of internal 
Sarbadar politics,33 whereas in HAle these campaigns were viewed as 
a part of the external affairs of WaH and the Sarbadiirs. 

The relationship between a part of HA/D and the Tiirikb-i Sarbadaran 
is more ambiguous. In HA/D, for the first and only time, there is material 
that is found also in the Tarikb-i Sarbadariin. The description of (AU 
Mu'ayyad's ~i'i beliefs and practices is found not only in HA/D as 
given by I:Ia~-i Abru in the Majmft'a and Zubda and copied by Mir
!&hwiind in a chapter of his history of the Kurts, but also in Mirkhwiind's 
Sarbadar history, and in a way that makes it appear that the description 
must have been part of the Tarikh-i Sarbadiiran.34 In his Sarbadar history 
Mirkhwand gives this description just before skipping over the period 
765-782/1363-81 to the coming of Timiir.35 In HA/D, however, it is 
used to explain the conflict between 'Ali Mu'ayyad and Malik Pir (Ali, 
and thus constitutes for l;Iiifi~-i Abrii the prelude to a recital of the 
events of 773-782/1371-81-events which are entirely missing from 
Mir!&hwiind's Sarbadiir history, and, presumably, from the Tiirikb-i 
Sarbadaran. The description is not likely therefore to have been put 
into the Sarbadar history by Mirkhwiind copying from HA/D to fill 
the gap in the Tarikb-i Sarbadiiriin, since, in fact, Mirkhwiind left the 
gap unfilled. Moreover, we have the statement of I:Iafi~-i Abru himself 
that the description appears "in that history in which the affairs of the 
Sarbadiirs are described"36-a statement which certainly seems to refer 

3. Mir, pp. 597-599; compare HA, text, pp. 9-10. 
33 Mir, pp. 621, lines 11-12, and 622, lines 17-18. 
.. HA, text, p. 52. Mir, IV, p. 693, lines 21-23 gives the story derived from F.l~-i 
Abril, and Mir, V, p. 624, lines 17-19, that from the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin. 
.. Mir, p. 625, line 1 et seqq. Here and subsequently in this chapter I use dates that 
will be established in later chapters. 
.6 HA, text, p. 52, lines 7-8. 
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to the Tarflsh-i Sarbadiiran, the only "history", or full history, that is, 
to which a writer as early as I;iafi~-i Abn1 could have referred, as far as 
we know. 

This raises a question. If the description was originally part of the 
TariM-i Sarbadaran, how could I;iafi~-i Abril have obtained it? IfI;Iaf4-i 
Abru had had access to the Tarlkb-i Sarbadariin, then his Sarbadar history 
would certainly have been written entirely differently. Yet even in its 
final version in the Zuhda, despite augmentation and revision, this 
history remains in a rough form that reflects a variety of sources, and 
sources, moreover, which have nothing (except the item in question) 
in common with the Tarllsh-i Sarbadaran as seen in Mirkhwand. It 
appears, therefore, that I;iafi:vi Abn1 must have obtained the descrip
tion from the TarlklJ-i Sarbadaran out of context, as an excerpt from 
the TariM-i Sarbadaran in one of his sources for the Kurt history, which 
source would also then have been responsible for the attributive state
ment attached by I;iafi:vi Abn1 to the description. 

The remainder of HA/D, which covers the events of 773-782/1371-
81-the Kurt-Sarbadar war, Wali's intervention against (Ali Mu'ayyad, 
and the wars of Dervish Ruknuddin against (Ali Mu'ayyad and then 
Pir (Ali-was used only in part by Mirkhwand, and only as a part of 
his Kurt history. He (or perhaps SamarJ.mndi) has the events of the 
Kurt-Sarbadar war of 773-776/1371-75 in his Kurt history,37 but the 
other parts of HA/D38 are not used by Mirkhwand, either in his Kurt 
or his Sarbadar history. Had these materials from HA/D in fact origi
nated in the TariklJ-i Sarbadaran, which was available to Mirkhwaud, 
then Mirkhwaud would surely have included them in some section of his 
work. Since he did not, it may be concluded that, except for the passage 
describing (Ali Mu'ayyad's ~n practices, HA/D, like the other ele
ments of I;iafi~-i Abril's history, did not derive from the Tarikb-i Sarba
daran. 

The TariM-i Sarbadaran, then, covered the Sarbadiirs' history from 
the beginning of the revolt to about 765/1363-64, ending with (Ali 
Mu'ayyad's killing of Dervish 'Aziz and pogrom against I;iasan JUri's 
dervish organization. Mirkhwand's Sarbadar history jumps from these 
events, which occurred early in (Ali's reign, to the coming ofTimilr in 
783/1381-82, and the only plausible explanation for the omission of the 
period ca. 765-782/1363-81 is that the TariM-i Sarbadaran did not 
cover it. A writer at the court of (Ali Mu'ayyad, such as we may assume 

37 Mir, IV, pp. 693-695; compare HA, text, pp. 52-55. 
3t! Those parts in HA, text, p. 55, line 22 to p. 58, line 5. 
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the author of the TarikJ1-i Sarbadaran to have been, might well have 
been reluctant to recite in detail the catalogue of the Sarbadars' disasters 
of the 770's/1370's and 780's/1380's. 

By the time Dawlatffiah composed his Sarbadar history, the Tarikb-i 
Sarbadiiran had been lost.s9 Dawlatffiah, however, somehow obtained 
much of its information, perhaps from persons who had previously read 
it, so that his history is essentially derivative from the TariM-i Sarba
daran, although it varies from Mir)illwand's version in places as a result, 
probably, both of the faulty memory of Dawlatffiah's sources and of 
Mirkhwand's faulty copying. 

The points made above concerning the TariM-i Sarbadtiran are con
firmed by inspection of Dawlatffiah. Those elements which have been 
shown to have been derived by Mir)illwand from I;iafi~-i Abril are entirely 
lacking from Dawlatwah, whose account is otherwise but a condensed 
version of the material in Mir)illwand to which we have assigned a 
provenance in the TariM-i Sarbadiiran.4.0 Our conclusion above that the 
TariM-i Sarbadariin was the approximate equivalent of Mir)illwand's 
Sarbadar history minus I;iiif4-i Abril's materials is thus reinforced. And 
like Mirkhwand's Sarbadiir history, Dawlatffiah's goes only as far as 
(Ali Mu'ayyad's break with Dervish (Aziz and persecution of the der
vishes, and then, after some generalities about (Ali Mu'ayyad's reign, 
skips to the coming of Timilr.41 Again, we see the TariM-i Sarbadtiran 
reflected as a work that ended ca. 765/1363-64. 

But Dawlatffiah has not given us simply a shorter version of Mir
)illwand's information. Nor does his Sarbadar history serve only to cor
roborate the analysis of Mirkl!wand's work. Two reflections of the TariM 
enable us to see it more clearly. Examination of Dawlatmah leads to 
the further probable conclusion that the Tarikb-i Sarbadaran, in its 
turn, did not utilize J;Iiif4-i Abril's sources. Since the material in Mir-

.. DS, p. 277. 
40 Dawlatshith gives an account of the beginning of the revolt, of the background 
of 'Abdnrrazzal>, and of the reigns of 'Abdurrazziilc (pp. 277-281), but says almost 
nothing about the dervishes (see pp. 280, lines 23-24 and 281, lines 3-4 for the modest 
exceptions). 

E. G. Browne, in "The Sources of Dawlatshah", JRAS (1899), says that 
Dawlatshith cites, and perhaps used as sources (among others), Samarl>andi's 
Mafia' (p. 39); MirkJ!wand's Rawt!a (p. 41); and perhaps I;Iiifi~-i Abril's 
Geography (p. 42). Since any of these would have given Dawlatillah access to 
I;Iaf4-i AbIii's Sarbadar materials, and since there is no trace of these in Daw
latiliith's Sarbadar history, we must agree with Browne that "in some cases it is 
doubtful whether Dawlatshah had any direct knowledge of [the cited works'] con
tents" (p. 38). 
41 DS, p. 287. 
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k!lwiind that can be attributed toI;Iiifu.:-iAbni is not found inDawlatffiiih 
at all, it cannot have been contained in the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin. To 
mention only some major items, we find Dawlatffiiih lacking not only 
a treatment of the period ca. 765-782/1363-81, but also any account of 
the activities of ID!ayk!l Khalifa and ID!ayk!l I;Iasan Jiiri, or ID!ayk!l 
I;Iasan's "letter" to Mu1;lammad Bik.42 From this we may conclude that 
the treatment of the early period of Sarbadiir history, 736-745/1335-45, 
in the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin was rather less complete than that of HA/ A. 

In some places Dawlatffiiih has also preserved materials that Mir
k!lwiind does not have. He remarks, for instance, on the building program 
nudertaken by ID!amsuddin 'Ali,43 and he gives an assessment-a favor
able one-of CAli Mu'ayyad and his reign.44 These materials can be used 
to supplement those of Mirk!lwiind. in reconstituting the Tiirik!l-i Sar
badiiriin, since Dawlatffiiih's only source seems to have been the Tiirikb-i 
Sarbadiiriin. Furthermore, Dawlatffiiih's statements concerning the pros
perity of the Sarbadiir realm under 'Ali Mu'ayyad and the fine qualities 
of the sovereign himself can be used, along with conclusions to be drawn 
about the manner and extent of coverage of the early period of Sarbadiir 
history in the Tiirlkb, to deduce facts about the circumstances and date 
of the composition of the Tiirikb. The Tiirikb was, of course, probably 
written within rather than without the Sarbadiir state. A writer abroad 
would have had less access to information, less reason to write such a 
work, and would have been much less likely to have depicted 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad in a favorable light. We can probably go beyond this, how
ever, to the assertion that the Tiirikb was composed at the Sarbadiir 
court, if not at 'Ali Mu'ayyad's order. 

We would expect, or at least suspect, that a history composed for 
'Ali Mu'ayyad would cater to his views and recreate a complimentary 
version of the Sarbadiirs' affairs. In Dawlatffiiih, and from comparison 
of Dawlatffiiih's account with that of Mirkb,wiind, the existence of such 
tendentious themes in the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin can be seen. There is the 
praise of 'Ali Mu'ayyad, which would have been appropriate for his 
historian. There is no description of the dervish organization and its 
ideology, and only a minimal treatment of its role in the Sarbadiirs' 
history-omissions which would have conformed to the anti-dervish 
sentiments that 'Ali Mu'ayyad had developed from about 763/1361-62. 
And there is an attempt to improve the image of Mas'fld at the expense 

4. See p. 37, n. 40 above. 
43 DS, p. 282. 
.. DS, pp. 286-287. 
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of 'AbdurrazziiI.c, the instigator of the revolt, probably because Mas'iid, 
as the leader who had really established the Sarbadar state, and as the 
first persecutor of the dervishes, commanded 'Ali MU'ayyad's respect 
and sympathy. Mas'Ud gained the throne by fratricide; the Tiirikb-i 
Sarbadiiriin therefore attempted to impeach the character of his victim 
and to adduce circumstances whereby the fratricide could be seen either 
as justifiable homicide or accidental death.45 The presence of these "offi
cial theses" in the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin-and especially the recurrence 
in them of the anti-dervish theme-makes a connection between its author 
and 'Ali Mu'ayyad highly likely.46 

The date of composition of the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin can also be placed 
within narrow limits. A terminus ad quem of ca. 765/1363-64 is suggested 
by the fact that the Tiirikb, as reflected in both Mirk!lwiind and Dawlat
ffiiih, ended with the account of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's attack on Dervish 
'Aziz and the dervish organization-an attack that occurred shortly 
after 'Ali MU'ayyad's accession in 763/1361-62. A terminus a quo of 
763/1361-62 is indicatedtiecause the Tiirikb incorporates an anti-dervish 
bias which would not have appealed to 'AliMu'ayyad before his break 
with the dervishes in that year.' A date of composition prior to 773/ 
1371-72, at least, is also suggested by the fact that the Tiirikh spoke of 
the Sarbadiirs' prosperity under 'Ali Mu'ayyad. Although this can be 
attributed to the historian's desire to flatter 'Ali Mu'ayyad, surely if he 
had been writing much later, as the Sarbadars' well-being deteriorated 
during the wars against Harat, Wali, and Dervish Ruknuddin, he would 
have chosen some less ironic compliment for his patron. 

The only important point on which Dawlatiliiih's Sarbadar history 
differs from that of Mirk!lwiind in a manner that seems to raise the 
question whether Dawlatffiiih's sources were limited to the TiirilsJ:i-i 
Sarbadiiriin, is found in his treatment of the origins of the Sarbadiirs' 
rebellion. Whereas Mirk!lwiind gives a story of maltreatment of I;Iasan 
and I;Iusayn I;Iamza of Biiilitin by Mongol envoys,47 Dawlatffiiih has a 
tale with a similar plot but in which a nephew of 'Alii'uddin MuI:tammad 
plays the villain's role.48 This naming of names that have a certain in
dependent historical reality adds verisimilitude to Dawlatffiiih's ac
count, but it is a verisimilitude that is probably misleading. It is certainly 
simpler to explain away Dawlatffiiih's version of the story than to try 

This point is made by BUchner in "Serbedars", EJ1. 
•• DS, pp. 277-280; Mir, pp. 60!H502. 
47 Mir, p. 601. 
'" DS, p.278. 
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to find a source for it, and, more important, the explaining-away can be 
done plausibly. Dawlatiliah, through an error in memory, retained only 
the gist of the l;Iasan and l;Iusayn l;Iamza story-that some authority was 
abusing the hospitality of Bailitin village. Dawlatiliah then recalled 
that at an eady stage of the rebellion 'Abdurrazzal): had encountered 
and done away with a relative of a certain 'Ala'uddin, and remembering 
the prominent involvement of 'Ala'uddin Mul:tammad in opposition to 
the rebellion, proceeded to equate the two 'Ala'uddins. The original 
ingredients used by Dawlatiliah were thus: (1) the plot of the l;Iasan and 
l;Iusayn l;Iamza story, which may be seen in Mirkhwand; (2) the story 
of 'Abdurrazzal):'s raid in 738/1337-38 into Faryiimad, during which he 
killed Khwaja 'Abdull:tal):l): b. 'Ala'uddin Hindil-a story found in 
Fa~il:t;49 and (3) the account of 'Ala'uddin Mul:tammad's opposition to 
the Sarbadars' rebellion, which is also found in Mirkhwand.50 All of 
these elements-including the one from Fal?il:t (as we shall see below)
were derived from the Tarikh-i Sarbadaran; Dawlatiliah has simply 
forgotten some of the details and mixed up the rest. The rest of Dawlat
iliah's Sarbadar history quite obviously has the same basis as does 
Mirkhwand's Tarikh-i Sarbadtiran material. Those items in Dawlatiliah 
that Mirkhwand does not have, apart from the one considered above, 
are none of them of such a nature as to raise suspicion that they might 
have originated in another source. Their failure to appear in Mirkhwand 
may therefore be put down to carelessness or editing on Mirkhwand's 
part such as we can observe in his handling of l;Iafi:?-i Abril's materials. 
The items can therefore be considered and used as material from the 
Tarikh-i Sarbadaran. 

Another reflection of the Tarikh-i Sarbadaran is found in the Mujmal-i 
Fa:ji/:Zi.61 F~il:t presents most of his information much abbreviated from 
the original-he copes with 'Abdurrazzill):'s background and the begin
ning of the Sarbadars' revolt in twenty-one lines62 as compared with 
forty-nine for Mirkhwand53-but he does organize it in annalistic form 
and thus conveys a more detailed chronology than does either Mir
khwand or Dawlatiliah. And despite Fa~il:t's summary treatment of his 
materials, his source for most of his information on the Sarbadars can 
be seen to have been the Tarikh-i Sarbadtiran. His version of events, 

49 Fasib, p. 52. 
50 Mir, p.601. 
51 See above, p. 33, n. 27; and p. 19, n. 2, item c. 
5. Fa~ib, pp. 50-51. 
•• Mir, pp. 600-602. 
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item by item,54 agrees with that which Mirkhwand has obtained from 
the Tarikh-i Sarbadaran. Like Dawlatmah, Fa~il:t has little to say about 
the dervish organization. And, like both Dawlatiliah and Mirkhwand, 
he has no information for the period between 764/1362-63 and the 
coming of Timilr-at least none that would appear to have come from 
the Tarikh-i Sarbadtiran.56 

Aside from his chronological information, Fa~il:t is also of use for the 
light he sheds on the faithfulness of Mirkhwand'g copying of the Tarikh-i 
Sarbadtiran. In describing the murder of ~amsuddin 'Ali,56 Fa~ilJ. per
mits himself to write at greater length than usual, and the result, when 
compared with Mirkhwand's account of the same event,61 shows that 
both have been following their original source quite closely. The suppo
sition that Mirkhwand compiled fairly accurately from his sources, a 
supposition made above from the comparison of l;Iafi:?-i Abril's material 
in its original form with Mirkhwand's secqn'd-hand version, is thus 
borne out indirectly in the case of the TarikJi-i Sarbadaran as well. 

Other Literary Sources 

A number of other sources, all of them much more limited than those 
discussed above, also bear usefully upon the history of mid-eighth/ 

.< To cite only a few examples, compare Fa~ib, pp.54-55, on the murder of 'Abdur
razza]s:, with Mir, pp. 603-604; Fa~ib, pp. 73-74, on the overthrow of Aytimilr and 
the accession of Kulil Isfandiyar, with Mir, pp. 615-616; and Fa~ib, p. 94, on the 
reigns of Lutfullah and I:Iasan Damghani, with Mir, pp. 621-622. 
55 The story of Pir 'Ali of Harat using dervishes in his border garrisons toward the 
Sarbadars' border in F~ib, p. 104, is found neither in I:Iiifi~-i Abril nor in the other 
works that utilized the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin. Although the story might be taken as an 
apologia for the Sarbadars' attack, it also deals with dervishes, a topic largely ignored 
by the Tiiri!W; the information in Fa~ib,p.115, on Wali's capture ofSabzawar prob
ably derives from Hafi+-i Abril (compare HA, text, p. 13). 

Fa~ib (p, 85 under the year 756) does have the story of Taghaytimilr's assassina
tion in common with I:Iafi~-i Abril CHA, text, pp. 6-8), but its source must have been 
separate both from I:Iiifi,?-i Abril's other sources and from the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin: 
to I:Iiifi+-i Abril it was a stray anecdote as demonstrated by its placement in the 
Zubda under the year 746; and the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin had a different version of 
this event (see Mir, p. 620 and DS, pp. 237-238 for the Tiirikh·i Sarbadiiriin version, 
and Mir, pp. 596-597 for I:Iafi+-i Abril'S). 

Another element that is even more widely distributed, and which may have origi
nated, say, in the same (lost) wa!iiyiit collection as the story of Taghaytimilr's murder, 
is the account of the killing of Khwaja Yabya Karawi: most of our sources have the 
same story; Fa~il} has it in the most detailed version (see HA, notes, pp. 17-18; Mir, 
p. 620; Fa~ib, p. 90). 
56 F~ib, p. 84. 
57 Mir, pp. 618-619. 
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fourteenth-century Khurasan. Some of these authors wrote during the 
eighth/fourteenth century (Ibn Batuta, al-Ahri, and Faryiimadi); Mar
'ailii's history was composed in the second half of the ninth/fifteenth 
century. Each (with the possible exception of Faryiimadi, whom I have 
not consulted) imparts information which, however scanty it may be, 
is not available elsewhere. Discussion of these sources below is 
restricted, for the most part, to description; analytical and critical 
comments are made where the· materials from these sources have 
been used. 

The only extant contemporary comment on the Sarbadiirs in the early 
days of their rebellion by an outsider is that of Ibn Batiita. Ibn Batiita 
visited Harat on his way to India, and digresses from his description 
of Harat to discuss the Sarbadars.58 Ibn Batula's information on the 
Sarbadars was second-hand-he had passed through Khurasan in 7331 
1332-33, before the rebellion-and was of no later date than 743/1342-
43. He treats the Sarbadars' activities only up to the attack on Harat 
and the death of ~aykh I;Iasan Jiiri (743/1342-43), and the emphasis 
that he places upon the Sarbadars' involvement in the SJ]i'a would seem 
most appropriately to refer to the period during which ID!aykh I;Iasan 
was associated with Mas'iid in the Sarbadar government. Ibn Batuta's 
description of the mutual relations between the Sarbadiirs, Taghiiytimiir. 
and Malik I;Iusayn of Hariit is valuable, but Ibn Batii!a gives no 
chronology, and the only date he mentions-that of the battle between 
Malik I;Iusayn and the Sarbadars-is wrong. His information must be 
used with caution. 

Another useful contemporary history is the Tarlkh-i §haykh Uways 
by AbU Bakr al-l):.utbi al-Ahri,59 which, though concerned primarily 
with the history of the later IIkhans in the provinces of Azarbayjiin, the 
two 'Ira~s, and Riim, nevertheless follows certain Khurisiinian events 
as well. Although al-Ahri makes no mention of the Sarbadars them
selves, he does describe the elevation ofTaghaytimiir to sovereignty, the 
struggle for power among the nobles of Khuriisan, and the campaigns 
of the Khurasanians in 'Ira~-i 'Ajam and A~arbayjan in 737-738/1336-
38, 739/1338-39 and 741/1340-41.60 His description of the political 
situation in Khurasiin helps us to see the background of the Sarbadars' 

•• Ibn Batiita, Voyages (Defremery and Sanguinetti ed. and trans.; 5 vols.: Paris, 
1853-59), III, pp. 64-70. An English translation by H. A. R. Gibb, The Travels of Ibn 
Battuta (Cambridge; 1-1958, II-1962) is now partly in print. 
• 9 (J. B. Van Loon ed. and trans.; The Hague, 1954). Double page citations (e.g. 
p. 67/166) will refer first to the translation and then to the text. 
60 al-Ahri, pp. 64-65/163-164, and 67-69/166-168. 
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rebellion, and the dates he gives-where they are not inaccurate-aid in 
the establishment of a chronology for the early Sarbadiir period. 

Ghiyailiuddin 'Ali Faryiimadi's continuation of MuQ.ammad b. 'Ali 
aili-~abankara'i's Majma' al-Ansab-:-which I have not been able to 
consult directly-carries on from 736/1335-36, where aili-maabankiira'i 
left off, to 781/1379-80. StoreY,61 following Browne,62 cites a§h-~abiin
kiira'i's work, but does not mention Faryiimadi's continuation, although 
this had been discussed by Tauer63 in describing an Istanbul MS (Yeni 
Cami 909; Tauer 30) of the Majma'. The part of the work relevant to 
the Sarbadars' affairs seems to be brief: Petrushevskii cites only three 
folios (248v-249v) of his MS in his Sarbadar study.64 Although Petru
shevskiI says that Faryiimadi's dates for the 750's/1350's are inaccurate,G. 
a passage quoted by Tauer from the YeniCami MS66 shows that Faryii
madi's dates for the accession and deposition of Lutfulliih b. Mas'iid
~u'l-l):.a'da 757/0ct.-Nov. 1356 and ~u'I-I;Iijja 759/Nov.-Dec. 1358-
coincide with those given by l;liim:-i Abru.G7 Faryiimadi's text in this 
passage gives the same information (except that it gives dates to the 
month as well as year) as the equivalent passage in HA/B, but the 
wording differs. It would be useful to try to establish whether Faryiimadi 
is related to either of the main strains of Sarbadar history-to I;Iiifi?:-i 
Abrii as source, say, for HA/B,68 or to the Tarikh-i Sarbadaran. 

The Tarlkh-i Tabaristan wa Ruytin wa Mazandaran of ~ahiruddin 
Mar'as..hi69 goes up to 881/1476-77, and includes among its materials 
compiled from earlier sources two sections of pertinence to this study. 
The first consists of an account of Mas'iid's invasion of, and defeat and 
death in Miizandaran in 745/1344-45.70 This account is not only useful 
for the details of this campaign, but for the manner in which Mar'a§hi 
epitomizes the rise of the Sarbadars as a revolt by the oppressed Khura
siinians-especially the Iranian ("Tiizik") Khurasanians-against the 
oppressive financial policies of 'Alii'uddin MuQ.ammad and against the 

61 Storey, p. 84. 
52 LHP, III, p. 103. 
.3 Archiv Orientdlni, III (1931), pp. 95-96. 

Petrnshevskil, p. 109, n. 3; the MS is S-372 of the Institut Vostokovedenifa of 
the Akademifa Nauk of the U.S.S.R. 
•• Petrnshevskil, p. 109. 
•• Archiv Orientdlni, III (1931), p. 96. 
.7 HA, notes, p. 18; and see below, p. 52, Table 2 . 
•• The dates mentioned above coincide, and both Faryomadi and HA/B end in 759. 
69 See Storey, pp. 361-362 and 1298; Browne does not mention him in LHP, III. 
I have used the edition by 'Abbas ~ayan (Tehran 1333/1955). 
70 Mar'asl!.i, pp. 71-77. 
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rule of "Turkic amirs and other oppressors". 71 After this brief introduc
tion, Mar'affii goes on to describe Mas'ud's disastrous Mazandaran 
campaign, discussing its immediate causes as well as its conduct and 
outcome. Mar'affii's history also includes information on ~aykh Khali
fa and ID!.aykh I:Iasan Iiiri, which is used as part of a biography of Say
yid J>lwamuddin, and which contains the "letter" of ~aYkh I:Iasan to 
Mul;tammad Bik Jauni :&urbani.'2 Mar'affii, or Mar'affii's source, was 
interested in the two ~aykhs only as figures in :&iwiimuddin's religious 
background, and so, apart from the material in the "letter", there is little 
information on affairs in Khurasan in this passage. 

Assessment of Mar'affii's sources can only be speculative. His thesis 
of financial oppression as a cause of the Sarbadars' revolt seems to agree 
with other evidence,73 but in the other, more nearly contemporary sources 
that we have, this thesis is not found as a specific theme. Nor is the thesis 
of racial antagonism-Turks and Mongols vs. Iranians-explicitly pre
sented in other sources,except perhaps in the I:Iasan and I:Iusayn I:Iamza 
story of the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin, which is in any case of dubious authen
ticity.74 From what we can see of the sources for Sarbadar history, there
fore, Mar'affii's theses seem to have been derived either from an un
known source, or to have been arrived at by him through an interpreta
tive treatment of the sources that have been discussed above. As for the 
materials on the ~aykhs and the "letter" of ~aykh I:Iasan, Mar'affii 
could have obtained these either from I:Iafi?:-i Abru's work, or from the 
source used by I:Iafi~-i Abru. A certain vagueness in the passage con
cerning the contemporary political situation in Khurasan would make 
it seem more likely that Mar'affii used I:Iafi~-i Abru's source: the 
statement "at that time ... the reins of control of [Khurasan] in most 
matters was in the hands of the ffiaykhs"75 would probably refer 
to the period 741-743/1340-43, the time of the coalition between Mas'Ud 
and §!!aykh I:Iasan; Mar'affii says, however, that, at the time he is 
describing, ~aykh I:Iasan and his religious associates were working at 
Maffihad, and we know from other sources that Mashhad (Tus) was 
not in the Sarbadiirs' hands in 741-743/1340-43.76 If Mar'affii had been 

71 Mar'a!ihi, p. 72: h~ ZJ1.,.1.>::." !l,} <>~I. 
7' Mar'a!ihi, pp. 236-243. On the name Jaiinl Kurban, see below, p. 94, n. 6. 
73 Cited below, pp. 103-104. 
7< See below, pp. 104-106. 
75 Mar'a!ihi, p. 237; '>.H t""; .::,....~ .;"..1 ;5'1.;.> [ZJL...!r] .;l:,:>.i iL.j. Even applied 
to the period 741-743, this seems to be an overstatement, Petrushevskii (p. 135) to 
the contrary; see below, Chapter 7. 
7. See below, p.69. 
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following I:Iii.fi~-i Ablii closely he would probably have put the ~aykh 
at Sabzawar, so it is more likely that he used one of I:Iafi~-i Ablii's 
sources instead. 

As the Sarbadar period grew more and more remote, the compilatory 
technique-which we see at its best in I:Iafi~-i Abru's continual quest 
for, and utilization of new materials of whatever apparent incompatibil
ity-became less important for the historiography of that period than 
the requirements of style and order. As a result, the pursuit of literary 
virtues, as they were then interpreted, led to the ouster of many historical 
components from Sarbadar history. We may take the Sarbadar 
history of Ghiyailiuddin Khwandamir77 as the first and principal ex
ample of this change. Although Khwandamir relied upon Mirkhwand 
for most of his material, as he had to do since the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin 
was now lost, he also found in Mar'affii a new source for Mas'ud's 
Mazandaran campaign of 745/1344-45, and, more important, he re-· 
turned to Mirkhwand's source (probably Samarl):andi) to make a more 
extensive use of I:Iafi~-i Ablii's material than Mirkhwand had done. 
Where Mirkhwand had used HA/D only for its information on Kurt 
history, omitting other materials on the Sarbadars, and thus had dealt 
only with the period 773-776/1371-75, Khwandamir used HA/D (and 
HA/C as well) to make up for the failure of the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin to 
cover the period ca. 765-782/1363-81.78 Thus Khwandamir's broad 
compilatory activity enabled him to amass the most "complete" Sarba
dar history that Islamic scholarship was to produce. But unfortunately 
the formal improvements that Khwandamir then made upon his original 
materials-improvements that enabled him to give Sarbadar history the 
most coherent and fluent presentation that had as yet been achieved
resulted in as much historical loss as literary gain. Compilation can be 
useful, as I:Iafi~-i Ablii's efforts show, but it cannot easily be combined 
in a useful manner with the pursuit of a simple, orderly, homogeneous 
narrative-at least not without a more sophisticated method than 
Khwandamir used. Khwandamir dealt with the inconsistencies that his 
researches must have discovered (as, for instance, between HA/B and 
the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin, or in the matter of chronology) by suppressing 
incompatible material. The result is the impoverishment, not improve
ment, of Sarbadar history.79 
77 See above, p. 25, n. 3. 
78 ~wandamir (at least in Dorn's edition) has the dates from I;llifi~-i Abrii wrong, 
however. 
7. Khwandamir often omits references to the origins of his materials, so that these 
mustbe traced back through Mirkhwand. 
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For the study of the Sarbadiirs' history as such, and not as an aspect 
of Islamic historiography, it is not necessary to go beyond (or even as 
far as) Khwandamir. After the ninth/fifteenth century the sources Were 
lost (Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin), or available only in dubious versions (E;iafi.?:-i 
Abrii as transmitted by Samar~ndi, Mirkhwand, or Khwandamir), 
and neither the historical techniques of the time nor the historians' 
curiosity were adequate to overcome the obstacles thus raised. Other 
Islamic histories that contain material on the Sarbadars are given in 
Dorn's list of sources,so or by PetrushevskiL81 

Conclusions 

It may be useful to recapitulate here the points made during the anal
ysis of the sources, and the conclusions following from these points that 
aid in utilizing the sources in the reconstruction of the Sarbadars' history. 

(1) Fa~il.l, Mirkhwand, and Dawlat~hah supplement each other as 
transmitters of the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin. After their occasional discrepan
cies have been isolated and resolved, information from all three can be 
assembled to form, albeit in reflection, a "complete" Tiirikb-i Sarbadii
riin (obviously, I am not referring here to Mirkhwand's materials from 
l;Ia~-i Abrii). 

(2) The Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin and l;Iafi?:-i Abrii give independent ac
counts of Sarbadar history. These two sources therefore complement 
one another in some places, as, for instance, the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin 
reveals something of the processes behind the events of 745-759/1344-58 
which are barely chronicled by l;Iafi?:-i Abrii, while 1;Iafi.?:-i Abrii gives 
a ·different (and more accurate) chronology for this same period. The 
two sources also reinforce one another's credibility where both are in 
agreement, as in their dating and description of Mas'iid's Harat cam
paign. And where discrepancies are found in the two accounts, compari
son and analysis enable conclusions to be drawn as to the reliability, 
tendency, availability of information, and historiographical ability of 
J:Ia~-i Abrii and the author of the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiran. Some of these 
conclusions may conveniently be given here: 

(a) First, as regards l;Ia~-i Abrii, we find that his sources were of uneven 
quality. HA/A, which apparently relied largely on material of dervish 

80 See above, p. 19, n. 2. 
81 Apart from Dorn's sources, and those discussed above, Isfiziiri is the only addi
tional contribution by Petrushevskii (p. 106, n. 1). 011 Isfizari, see above, p. 20, 11. 6. 
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origin-perhaps biographical literature on ~aykh Khalifa and Shaykh 
l;Iasan-reflects the pro-dervish attitude of its source. HA/B was derived 
from notices on the Sarbadars probably written from without the Sar
badar state and at any rate by an author who was not au courant with the 
Sarbadars' affairs in a number of matte IS. HA/e and HA/D depended on 
sources that were concerned mainly with the external aspect of the 
Sarbadars' activities. 

Despite, or because of, the defects of his sources, I;I~-i Abrii makes 
efforts to improve the materials he uses where possible: HA/B is added to 
the Zubda to fill a conspicuous gap in the Sarbadar history in the Majmu'a; 
the faulty order of the Sarbadar rulers' succession in the Majmu'tf2 has 
been corrected in the Zubda;83 and a major event-the rise of Arnir Wali 
-the approximate date of which was related to the faulty original, was 
relocated in time.84 Lists of the Sarbadars' territories were revised, place
names changed, locations specified more exactly in the process of re
daction.85 I;Iafi?:-i Abrii also tries to maintain objectivity in places where 
his sources must have been biased. In his treatment of the killing of 
~aykh l;Iasan Jiiri, for instance, he says only that Mas'iid was suspected 
of responsibility by the dervishes, although his sources (especially any 
dervish biography) probably accused Mas'iid of murder, and the circum
stances he recites also strongly suggest it.86 J:I~-i Abrii's final product (as 
seen in the Zubda) therefore consists of material that has been critically 
revised as regards detail to the best ofl;I~-i Abril's ability; but with this 
material, however, l;Iafi?:-i Abrii was unable to make more than a pastiche 
of Sarbadar history. 

(b) The Tiirikll-i Sarbadiirlln, unlike I;Iafi?:-i Abrii's Sarbadar history, 
does seem to be an original and unitary work. As it is transmitted to us, 
especially by Mirkh wand, it appears to be the product of a court historian 
who is writing in the mid-760's/1360's for 'Ali Mu'ayyad. Throughout it 
there can be seen, by comparison with l;Ia~-i Abrii, a tendency to disre
gard or underplay the role of ~aYkh l;Iasan Jiiri and his dervish organi
zation in the Sarbadiirs' affairs. As a result of this tendency, the early 
period of the Sarbadars' history is distorted so as to increase the impor
tance of Mas'iid, the first persecutor of the dervishes, at the expense of the 
instigator of the Sarbadiir rebellion, his brother, (Abdurrazza~, whom 
Mas'iid murdered. <Abdurrazza~'s character is besmirched by an ac-

HA, text, p. 26. 
83 HA, notes, pp. 17-18. 
84 HA, text, p. 11, lines 5-7, corrected in HA, notes, p. 5 (note 8 to text, p. 11). 
86 These changes will be discussed below. 
86 HA, text, p. 25. 
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cusation of embezzlement, and his leadership of the revolt at its beginning 
is implicitly denied in the tale of l;Iasan and l;Iusayn l;Iamza.87 Likewise, 
the activities of ~aykh l;Iasan and his dervishes during this period are 
virtually ignored. Were it not for the evidence of independent sources, it 
could not be supposed that they played any major part in the Sarbadar 
movement. 

The anti-dervish tendency in the TiirikJJ-i Sarbadiiriin also undermines 
its treatment of the middle period of the Sarbadars' history, 745-759[ 
1344-58. The chronicle is full of coups d'etat and assassinations for which 
no satisfactory motives can be adduced because the author has decided 
not to deal with the dervish and radical §Qi'i theme, and thus cannot treat 
the dynamics of middle-period Sarbadar politics. Without some knowledge 
of the character of the dervish organization and its place in the Sarbadar 

, state, the reasons behind, say, the overthrow of Aytimur-because he was 
"the son of a slave" and "showed hostility to the dervishes"88-remain 
unintelligible. 

The Tiirikh-i $arbadiiriin, then, is a source that gives considerable data 
but that makes little sense until complementary data from other sources 
are combined with it. Its author has misrepresented events and suppressed 
evidence. And not only has the author approached his subject in a dubious 
manner, but he has approached it, as it were, from a distance-from the 
distance in time of some thirty years from the beginning of the revolt. He 
is not only willing to mishandle his sources, but his sources-perhaps oral 
traditions-may be equally imperfect. Their product is certainly unreliable. 

These remarks on l;Iafi?;-i Abril and the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin are based 
on an analysis of the literary sources alone. There is now, however, a 
further numismatic source available, and the information it provides 
also sheds light on the literary sources. After this new source has been 
described, and its information analyzed and integrated with that provid
ed by the chronicles, it will be possible to continue the discussion and 
characterization of l;Iiifi~-i Abril's Sarbadar history and the TiirlkJJ-i 
Sarbadiiriin. Before proceeding to numismatics, however, it will be use
ful to set forth certain of the problems presented by the literary sources 
which are not soluble through analysis of these sources alone, but which 
are susceptible of clarification by the use of numismatic information. 

8, It is unusual, to say the least, for the founder of a state to be traduced thus by 
its historian. Biichner, in "Serbediirs", EJ1, has pointed out that bias must be involved 
here. 
88 Mir, p. 615: ,~Ij '.I:.! (line 16), and ~..s J"lli iJ~.1J' .;.;,. 
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TABLE 1. 

Relationships between literary sources for the early and middle periods 
of Sarbadiir history 

HAle HA/D Ibn Baluta 

Tiirlkb-i Sarbadiiriin 

Fai?il;! 

\ 
~ 

Khwandamir 

£> 
~ 
~ 
~ e 

\ Mar'ami 

89 It is curious, in view of the apparent Zubda-Samarts:andi-Mirkhwiind transmission, that Mir
khwiind does not have HAIB. 
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With the proliferation of sources for the Sarbadars' history, the chro
nology of that history has become more and more confused. The chro
nicles have internal inaccuracies: I;Iafi.?;-i Abrii, for instance, says that 
Aytimiir, who succeeded Mas'iid in 745/1344-45, ruled for three years, 
and was overthrown in 747/1346-47.1 They also exhibit discrepancies by 
comparison with one another, even when they belong to the same tradi
tion and are related by copying: I;Iafi?-i Abrii puts WaH's seizure of 
Sabzawar in 782/1380-81; Khwandamir, utilizing I;Iafi?-i Abru as a 
source (though perhaps not directly), puts it in 780/1378-79.2 These ex
amples could be considerably multiplied. Reasons for these discrepancies 
are not hard to find. The information is at least secondhand in the form 
in which it reaches us, assuming that the lost original sources had not 
already progressed through a stage of copying, and derivative histories 
frequently suffer from their authors' careless handling of sources. More
over, the original sources may have been inaccurate. It has been suggested 
above that the Ttirikh-i Sarbadtiriin was composed in the mid-760's/ 
1360's, and if this was the case, the author was already sufficiently 
remote from the events of the 74O's/1340's and 750'8/1350's to have made 
mistakes, and his later readers would have been unable to correct them. 

For the early period of Sarbadar history, 736-745/1335-45, the sources 
largely agree on certain main dates, and also, since the history of 
KQurasan is linked to the general history of the later Ilkhanid period 
because of the pretensions of Taghaytimiir and the campaigns of his 
armies in 'Iral)::, the chronology of the KQurasanian chronicles-I;Iafi.?;-i 
Abrii's and the Tiirikh-i Sarbadaran-which relate local events to these 
campaigns can be coordinated with the later Ilkhanid chronicles of 
I;Iafi?-i Abrii (the ~ayl) and al-Ahri, in which the campaigns are dated. 

1 HA, notes, p. 16. 
2 HA, text, p. 13; Khw, pp. 158-159. 
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One important date can be established by a different method. The 
"leUer"3 of ~aYkh I;Iasan to Mul)ammad Bik b. Arghiinmiih describes, 
and to some extent dates the missionary travels of ~aykh I;Iasan in the 
years after §haykh Khalifa's murder. By extrapolation from ~aYkh 
I;Iasan's schedule, and by comparison of the results with the chronology 
reconstructed from the chronicles, a probable date can be assigned the 
union between Mas'iid and §haYkh I;Iasan Jiiri. 
~aykh I;Iasan left Khurasan for 'Iral5: (presumably, but not necessari

ly, 'Iral)::-i 'Ajam) in ~awwal, 736/May-June 1336, and spent 1-1/2 
years on this journey. Then in Mul)arram, 739/July-Aug. 1338, he start
ed for Transoxiana, and visited Balkh, Tirmi~ and Rarat before return
ing to Khurasan.4 Although the length of time he took for this trip is 
not given, we may imagine that it would have lasted approximately as 
long as his earlier journey to 'Iral)::.5 If ~aykh I;Iasan spent a year and 
a half on this Transoxiana journey, he would have returned to Khurasan 
sometime in mid-740/1340-41. And after his return, he is said to have 
spent at least four months at one place or another in Khurasan before 
being arrested by Arghunmah.6 Thus we may estimate that ~aykh 
I;Iasan was imprisoned late in 740/1340.1 We know that he was free 
again in 741/1340-41, because he helped Mas'iid seize Nimapiir while 
the Khurasanian armies were absent on campaign in 'Iral)::-a campaign 
dated in 741/1340-41 by al-Ahri.8 A date in the early summer of 741/ 
1340-41 (741 began on 27 June 1340) is most probable for §haykh 
!:lasan's liberation by Mas'iid since, by the estimate above, he was im
prisoned only late in 740/1340, and Mas'iid could not have proceeded 
unchallenged to ~aykh I;Iasan's prison in Yazir-a town beyond the 
Sarbadars' frontier even in later years-unless the Khurasanian forces 

a HA, text, pp. 10-23. 
• HA, text, pp. 20-21. 
• From Ni:illapiir to Tirmiq was 159 farsangs (1 farsallg = approx. 6 1

/ 3 km.) and 
the return via Harat would have been longer. From Ni:illapur to Sultiiniyya (to assign 
arbitrarily a destination in '''Iral$:'') was 188 farsangs. See J:Iamduliah Mustawfi 
~azwini, Nuzhat al-Tf.ulrtb, I-text (G. Le Strange ed.; Leyden and London, 1915), 
pp. 174-176; II-translation (Le Strange trans.; Leyden and London, 1919), pp.169-
170. Mustawfi, who wrote about 1340, is the main source for geographical informa
tion about the Middle East for the period in question. 
• After two months in Ghar Ibrahim, he set out for '1rii15:, but returned, spent two 
months in Ma:illhad, started for the Hijaz via ~uhistiin and was arrested en route: 
HA, text, pp. 21-22. 
1 Petrushevskii (p.1I8), who has counted only the times of travel specified, without 
considering the time which is implied in the Niiliapiir-Tirmiq journey, would have 
Shaykh Hasan arrested no later than mid-739. 
8 HA, t~xt, p. 19; al-Ahri, pp. 68-69/168. 
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were absent, as they would have been after the mustering had begun for 
the 'Iral): campaign of 741/1340--41, but not previously except for the 
campaign of 738/1337-38, which is too early. 

For the chronology of the middle period of Sarbadar history, 745-759/ 
1344-58, the chronicles are a source of nothing but confusion. The data 
in the main sources for the Sarbadar reigns during the years 745/1344-
45-ca. 766/1364-65 are given in the following table, which lists the 
date of death or deposition of each ruler by month (where given) and 
year, and the length of each reign (where given) in years and months. 
The Hijri calendar alone is used for economy of space. A sample listing 
for a ruler who died in §gawwal (the tenth month in the Hijri system) 
745/1344-45 after a reign of two years and five months would read: 10/ 
745:2/5. 

TABLE 2. 

Dates of death or deposition and lengths of rule of the Sarbadiir rulers 

Ruler J:liifi;-i Abrii Dawlat§!1iih Mirlshwiind 4!!wiindamir F~i~ 

Mas'iid 745 3/745 nd:7 743? 745 
Aytimiir 5/747:3 747:2/2 nd:2/1 nd:2 748:2/8 
Kulii Isfandiyar : /3+ 6/748:1/1 nd nd 749: /6 
Shamsuddln 748:1- 12/749: /7 nd: /7 nd: /7 750 
Shamsuddin 
-'Ali* 2/752:4/4 75(5-6):5- 753:4/9 753 754 
Yal.1ya 

Kariiwi 9/756 759:4/8 nd:4/8 756 759 
Zahiruddin :40 days 7/760 nd:4O days nd:4O days 760: /11 
i;!aydar 

J5.a~~iib 757: /4 4/761:1/1 4/761: /4 4/761 762 
Luifulliih·* 759:2 7/762:1/3 nd:l/3 (762):1/3 762 
Ijasan Diim-

ghani accedes nd 766:4/4 accedes 763 
759 762:4/4 

* Dawlatilliih (p. 283) gives 756 in Browne's edition; Silvestre de Sacy's translation 
of Dawlatshiih (p. 257) gives 755. Both say he ruled somewhat less than five years. 
Dorn, in the footnotes to his translation of !'Q!wandamir's Sarbadar history, says 
Fa~il). gives 755 for the murder of §!!amsuddin 'All; I have followed the Fariik!l 
edition, which gives 754. 
M Khwandamir (p. 157) says that Hasan Damgl!ani acceded in 762; we may assume 
that the same date would apply to Lutfulliih's deposition. 

All of these chronologies, obviously, contain internal errors. Simple 
addition of the lengths of reign given by Dawlatffiah produces a result 
inconsistent with Dawlatshah's date for the retirement of §gamsuddin 
-~fi'l-l;Iijja 748/Mar. 1348 would fit better than ~fi'l-l;Iijja 749/Feb.
Mar. 1349. Similarly, if ~amsuddin (Ali ruled "less than five years", 
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he would not have died in 755/1354-55, even figuring from ~fi'l-I:Iijja 
749/Feb.-Mar. 1349. l;Iafi?:-i Abrfi, too, has inconsistencies between his 
dates and lengths of reign, but he errs in the other direction: his lengths 
of reign are too long to fit his framework of dates, whereas Dawlatshah's 
dates are too far apart, measured by the lengths of reign he gives. 

This list shows that the difference, discussed above, between l;Iafi?:-i 
Abrfi's version of Sarbadar history and that based on the Tiirikb-i Sa/"
badiiriin carries over into chronology as wen: l;Iafi?:-i Abrfi's chronology 
is quite conspicuously independent of the others for this middle period. 
Unfortunately, MirJillwand, who usually best reflects the Tiirikb-i Sar
badiiriin, does not give a very full chronology. It is possible that the lost 
Tiirikb was vagne about dates, too: the discrepancies between Dawlat
shah and Fa~il;t could just as well be explained by their having guessed 
at the dates as by their having miscopied from the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin. 
In any case, although there are chronological inconsistencies within the 
various derivative versions of the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin, there are even 
greater discrepancies between their chronologies and that of l;Iafi?:-i 
Abrfi. 

For the late period of Sarbadar history, 759-782/1357-81, our chronol
ogy depends largely upon data originating in l;Iafi?:-i Abrfi. The chronol
ogy of the years 759-766/1357--65 is still confused by the rivalry of 
l;Iafi?:-i Abrfi's dates and those based on the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin.9 But 
since the Tiirikb then lapses, reconstruction of the chronology for the 
period 766-782/1364-81 requires only the use of the dates given by 
l;Iafi?:-iAbrfi himself rather than by his copiers, Samarl):andi, MirJillwand, 
and Khwandamir, except in some places in which the derivatives give a 
date that l;Iafi?:-i Abru lacks. These dates will be given below during the 
discussion of the numismatic material. 

Most of the recent studies of Sarbadar history-those of BUchner, 
Ethem,lO and Petrushevskii-have followed Dawlatshah's version of 

9 Fa~il)., however, with the year 763, changes to a chronology resembling J::lafi?;-i 
Abrii's. 
10 H. Ethem, Diivel-i iSldmiye (Istanbul, 1345/1927), pp. 399-400. Ethem's work is 
a revised version of S. Lane-Poole's Mohammedan Dynasties (Westminster, 1894). 
Lane-Poole's chronology, which agrees with none of those listed in Table 2, but 
which was copied by E. de Zambaur (Manuel de Gbufalogie et de Chronologie pour 
l'histoire de [,Islam [Hannover, 1927], p. 256), rearranged so as to give dates of death 
or deposition that may be compared with my list above, is as follows: 

Mas'ild-744 Sh. 'AIl-753 Lutfulliih-761 
Aytimiir-746 Yal).ya-759 Hasan-766 
K.lsfandiyar-747 Zahiruddin-760 . 
Fa<;l\u\liih [sic]-748 f.raydar-760 
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the chronology of the Ttirikh-i Sarbadiirtin. Until the publication of 
I:Iafi~-i Abrii's Sarbadar materials in toto by Tauer, Dawlatmah's chro
nology and that of Fa~il}. were the only complete ones available, since 
Mirkhwand and Khwandamir tended to omit the dates supplied by their 
sources. Buchner and Petrushevskii were aware that chronological prob
lems existed. Both have pointed out that Yal)ya Karawi's accession, dated 
755/1354-55 by Dawlatmah, must have taken place earlier, in 753/ 
1352-53 (Petrushevskii) or early 754/1353-54 (BUchner), because the 
murder of Taghaytimur, which occurred during Yal)ya's reign, is dated 
~ii'l-J>.a'da 754/28 Nov.-27 Dec. 1353 in a poem of 'Azizl, quoted by 
DawlatmahY But neither Buchner nor Petrushevskii has suggested any 
revision of Sarbadar chronology for the period after 753/1352-53 to 
compensate for the updating of Yal)ya's accession. The appearance of 
I:Iafi~-i Abril's rival chronology makes such a revision desirable; the 
Sarbadar coins, as will be shown below, make it possible. 

11 Dawlatshiih, pp. 237--238 and 283. Dawlatshah apparently overlooked the dis
crepancy between this date and the regnal dates he gave for Yalwa (755-759). 

3 

RELIGION AND THE SARBADARS 

"AU of [the Sarbadars] have adopted the Rifd [Shi'i] faith", says 
Ibn Batu!a.,l speaking of the early period of Sarba:da~istory, and both 
I:Iafi~-i Abru and the Ttirikh-i Sarbadtirtin attest to the ~i'i faith and 
practices of 'Ali Mu'ayyad, the last of the Sarbadar rulers.2 

The influence of the ~i'a in Khurasan and among the Sarbadars 
during the later and post-Mongol period was much enhanced by the 
efforts of two men: ~aykh Khalifa and ~aykh I:Iasan Juri; and by 
the activities of the dervish organization which they inspired and founded. 
J:Iafi~-i Abru, who is the source for almost all our information on the 
~aykhs and their organization, gives a brief biography of ~aykh 
Khalifa, from which we learn that the ~haYkh, after extensive travels 
and studies, came to Sabzawar and settled down as a prcacher.3 Sabzawar 
is noted by Mustawfi (writing about 740/1339-40 on the basis of infor
mation amassed earlier) as being a district inhabited by Twelver ~i'is, 4 

and it provided a suitable environment for hl!aykh Khalifa's work. 
~aykh Khalifa preached so effectively that he aroused the fears of the 
Sunnis of Sabzawar. They appealed to the Ilkhan, Abu Sa'id, for con
demnation of hl!aykh Khalifa, and upon his rejection of their appeal, 
instigated the murder of ~aYkh Khalifa by Sunni partisans in 736/ 
1335-36.5 

The best evidence as to the content of Shaykh Khalifa's doctrine is 
given by a passage from I:Iafi~-i Abru's Majmu'a chapter on the Kurts 
(repeated by Mirkhwand), which relates that during the reign of 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad a caparisoned horse was brought out twice each day in ex-

1 Ibn BaNta, p. 66: ....... ~I ,:"",.i..r:. ~ ,:"",.i..r:-. 
See HA, text, p. 52; and Mir, p. 624. 

3 HA, text, pp. 15-16. 
4 Mustawfi, trans., p .148. 

HA, text, pp. 15-16. 
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pectation of the appearance (Zuhilr) of the Hidden Imam.6 This practice, 
though observed at a later d~te, indicates that .§QaYkh Khalifa, in com
mon, apparently, with many contemporaries,7 had preached the immi
nent advent of the Imiim Mahdi. But the violent reaction of the Sabza
wari Sunnis against ~aykh Khalifa suggests that his preaching was not 
confined to the theological aspects of the Advent, but was directed to
ward its immediate temporal implications as well. Its content in this 
latter regard can be seen, though perhaps in a more developed form, 
in the program devised by §....haykh KhaUfa's successor. 

One of ~aYkh Khalifa's disciples, ~aYkh I;Iasan Jiiri, carried on his 
master's work after his murder. Where ~aykh Khalifa had formulated 
a new doctrine, ~aykh I;Iasan created a new organization out of the 
followers of that doctrine. He traveled around Khurasan, I;Iafi~-i 
Abrii tells us, recruiting converts in considerable numbers. Those 
who accepted the invitation to join his !arff!;a and had their names regis
tered were told, "Now is the Time of Concealment", and that for the 
moment they should keep busy earning their livelihood and speaking 
deceitfully to the common people about their intentions, but they were 
promised that the Time of Appearance would come, that the signal of the 
.§QaYkh would be given everywhere and that they should prepare 
themselves with weapons of war.s 

The terminology of ~aykh I;Iasan's instructions to his followers con
firms the Mahdist character of §....haykh KhaUfa's doctrines. The "time 
of concealment" and the "time of appearance" mentioned in these in
structions obviously refer to the Mahdi as well as to .§QaYkh I;Iasan's 
followers. From this passage it would appear therefore that when the 
Mahdi appeared or when ~aykh I;Iasan gave the signal, his organized 
followers were to rise in arms to aid the Mahdi in his mission of puri
fying Islam and leading it to final victory.9 

• HA, text, p. 52; see also Mir, p. 624 (and compare Mir, IV, p. 693). DawlatsIJlih 
does not have tlus passage. Ihn Batuta (Gibb trans.; Cambridge, 1961), II, pp. 324-
325, describes a similar ceremony practiced by ~i'is of l;IiJIa in 'Iral5:-i 'Arab; these 
are perhaps the Rlifi<;lis called ~u!!iir by the people of 'Iral5:, according to the state
ment of Ibn Batl1ta in his description of the Sarbadiirs (Defremery and Sanguinetti 
ed. and trans.), p. 65. 
7 A certain "Kurd Musa," during Uljliytl1's reign, and also TimiirtlisIJ b. Choban, 
when rebelling in 1322, had claimed to be the Mahdi (LHP, III, pp. 50, 54). -
• HA, text, p. 16-22, and especially: .s- ~b oJ '~JJ .::.....U>I ..:..JJ ~l,.. ';:"'£<.5" 

.~~ .::.....G :>.J>-.Y. Yr .;JT .s- ~4 oJ ..\...; ';..J~ cin :>.J;' ~ ';".;L::I .~ .. 
~4 J..J;"':'. ¥ ";l~ ......s ~ 1'L- ~~.; ..,...l,... ~ );.;l5"' -..l..:....oJ. 

9 The Shi'js of Hilla mentioned above (p. 56, n. 6) suggestively invoked the Mahdi 
thus: "fu the name of God, 0 Master of the Age, in the name of God come forth! 

A Sarbadar Coin of 769/1367-68 
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This passage also suggests that ~aYkh l;Iasan's activities were princi
pally directed toward the recruitment of members from among the urban 
tradesmen and artisans. When the ~aykh advises that now "he [the 
new recruit] should keep busy earning his livelihood", he seems to be 
speaking to urban workers, tradesmen or professional men, rather than 
peasants. This interpretation is supported, first, by the statement of 
1:Iafi~-i Abru that "most of his ~haykh l;Iasan's] followers have a 
trade",lo and second, by the fact that §haYkh l;Iasan's advice assumed 
that his recruits, although they became dervishes and members of a 
tari/fa, would remain self-supporting, and independent of either public 
charity or religious endowments; peasants, dispersed in the country, 
could not thus have been effective members of an organization and at 
the same time have remained self-supporting as peasants. 

Ibn Batuta adds some further information on ~haykh !:Iasan's follow
ers: "11 [§haykh l;Iasan] leur ordonna d'agir avec equite. Ils firent 
paraitre une si grande pro bite, que des dinars et des dirhems tombaient 
it terre, dans leur camp, et que personne ne les ramassait, jusqu'a ce que 
leur proprietaire survint et les ramassat".II He also says that organi
zations in (Ira~ and the Maghrib similar to that of the Sarbadars are 
called ~u!!iir (robbers) and ~uZdlra (birds of prey) respectively in those 
regions.I2 Names of this sort were often applied to futuwwa organi
zations.I3 §huffiiy, in fact, achieved sufficient importance in the early 
Ottoman state to survive into a later and better-documented period as 
ceremonial attendant footmen serving as symbols of rank-somewhat 
like Roman lictors-for provincial pii~iis.u And finally, a text from 
l;Iafi~-i Abru suggests that the organization of l;Iasan Juri-or at least 
its artisan affiliates-can be given another, even more significant name: 
akhi. Speaking of the Sarbadars' fourth ruler, Kulu Isfandiyar, who 

Corruption is abroad and tyranny is rife! This is the hour for thy advent, that by 
thee God may divide the true from the False" (Ibn Ba\iita, Gibb trans., II, p. 325). 
10 HA, notes, p. 10: ..\j~ "'y- '":"""t- ;5'1 .11 01~j". 

11 Ibn Balula (Defremcry and Sanguinetti trans.), p. 66. 
12 Ibn Batula, p. 65: 0':111.1.;1-"",, 0l~i;: 0";,,:"',J jl.b.!J4 JlrJl, 0";..:"-J ~l::.R.JI d t 
ojy<...d4 y pl! 0J~J [sic] "they are robbers such as are called '!.!!:.u!!iir in 'hal>, 
sarbadiirs in Khurasan and sukiira in the Maghrib". It is unlikely that the North 
Africans knewenough abont 'the Sarbadars of Khurasan to give them a special name. 
13 See F. Ktiprillii., OsmanlE devletinin kllrlllll.}';(Ankara, 1959), p. 86; and C. Cahen, 
"The Turks in Iran and Anatolia", A History of the Crusades, II (K. Setton cd.; 
Philadelphia, 1962), p. 666; and F. Taeschner, "'Ayyiir", £[2. 
14 See H. A. R. Gibb and H. Bowen, Islamic Society and the West, I:l (London, 
1950), p. 152. The fact tha.t the shuttiir were footmen, even in their vestigial Ottoman 
role, suggests to me that they oii"gi;';ated as an urban militia. 
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came to power as the candidate of J:Iasan Hiri's organization, J:Iafi~-i 
Abrii says he was "a man of akhi quality": ..::.....i.p ~I r..S.)r.16 If the 

term akht may be applied to the Sarbadars, there is certainly a strong 
indication, once more, of involvement with the futuwwa. It may be ob
jected that Ibn Batiita, who is the principal source of information on 
the Anatolian akhts of the early fourteenth century, makes no mention 
of any akhts among the Sarbadars. Ibn Batiita obtained his information 
about the Sarbadars indirectly, however, and was thus unable, both 
from lack of first-hand knowledge and from bias against the ~i'a, to 
observe whatever similarities existed between the akhi organizations of 
Anatolia and the Sarbadars of Khurasan. 

The salient characteristics of this group that appear from our various 
sources are, therefore, that (1) its members have been taught to act 
justly and honestly by §haykh J:Iasan's precepts; (2) its members are 
mostly urban workers; and (3) its members are armed in preparation to 
do battle for a religious cause. The nature of these characteristics, taken 
together with the epithets and adjectives applied to the group and its 
members, would indicate that we have to do here with afutuwwa organi
zation inspired by a §hi'i Mahdist ideology. And once Mahdist ideology 
and the futuwwa have been brought together, it can be seen why the 
Sunnis of Sabzawar had been upset by ~aykh Khalifa's preaching: 
given this combination, even Ibn Batiita's statement that the Sarbadars 
planned to extirpate Sunnism from Khurasan cannot be discounted as 
merely the product of bias. 

But while it is ~aykh J:Iasan and his organization that have given the 
Sarbadar movement its most obvious and best-known religious attrib
utes, it should be remembered that J:Iasan and his followers were late
comers to, and only for a short time full participants in the Sarbadars' 
affairs . .s!!aykh I;Iasan had been imprisoned by Amir Arghiiniliah in 
740/1340 and his organization persecuted for subversive activities, and 
it was not until 741/1340, when the second Sarbadar ruler, Amir Mas'ud, 
having come to power through fratricide, felt the need of some mandate 
upon which to base his authoritY,16 that the Sarbadars rescued ~aYkh 
I;Iasan and made him Mas'iid's associate in their government.!' 

The merger of the Sarbadar rebels under Mas'iid with §haykh J:Iasan 
and his followers came late, and was also incomplete. Ibn Batiita's ac-

,. HA, notes, p. 16, and see below, p. 128. For further information on the akhis, 
see the many writings of F. Taeschner. 
15 HA, text, p. 18, lines 19-20. 
17 See the argument above, p. 51. 
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count of the Sarbadars, in which they are described, on the one hand, 
as brigands raiding the highways of Khurasan from a mountain strong
hold, and, on the other, as a well disciplined force inspired by the §!!i'j 
religious leader, §haykh I;Iasan,18 although apparently inconsistent at 
first glance, simply reflects the fact that the Sarbadar forces, from 741/ 
1340-41 to 743/1342-43, were composed partly of Mas'iid's sometime 
banditti, and in part of §hayJill I;Iasan's orderly dervish militia. As 
J:Iafi~-i Abrii says, "that people has two groups: they can the followers 
of §haykh I;Iasan ~aykhiyan and the followers of Amir Mas'ud Sarba

dar".19 
The merger was likewise short-lived. In 743/1342-43, during the battle 

between the Sarbadars and Malik I;Iusayn Kurt of Harat, a Sarbadar 
soldier struck and killed §!!aykh J:Iasan. l:lafi~-i Abrl!, giving the 
most reserved account of the incident, says that the ~aykh's dervish 
followers suspected Mas'iid of complicity in the killing;20 the other 
historians state outright that Mas'iid ordered the murder.21 The follow
ers of ~aykh J:Iasan, in any case, ceased thereafter to work with Mas'lid. 

The question of dervish cooperation with the Sarbadar government 
continued to disturb Sarbadar politics long after Mas'iid's death. The 
rise and fall of several Sarbadar rulers-Aytimiir, Kulii Isfandiyar, and 
~amsuddin 'Ali-depended, partly, on their attitude toward the der
vishes. And 'Ali Mu'ayyad, rebelling against J:Iasan Damghani, achieved 
success by repeating Mas'iid's tactic of associating the leader of the 
dervish organization-at that time a certain Dervish 'Aziz-with him
self in the Sarbadar government, but he had subsequently to deal with 
Dervish 'Aziz as Mas'iid had with §haykh J:Iasan. A final incident in 
the recurrent dispute between the dervishes and the Sarbadar govern
ment occurred in the 770's/1370's, when Dervish Ruknuddin and others 
of the dervish organization, then fugitive from Khurasan because of 
'Ali MU'ayyad's persecution, advanced from ~iraz with Mu~affarid 
support, expelled 'Ali Mu'ayyad from Sabzawar, and set up their own 
state. Dervish government lasted only a few years before Amir Wall 
seized Sabzawar and restored 'Ali Mu'ayyad, his sometime enemy.2Z 

It would appear, then, that the futuwwa organization that ~aykh 
Khalifa and liliaykh 1:Iasan Jiiri had created played a very important 

18 Ibn Ba!uta, pp. 65-66. 
1. ~A, notes, p. 23:~.1 tl.,jl3 J..:Jl,,:.. 0y..~ I.) u-~ ~ [1.,,1 .Ii.)..!; ... ,11 30 p; 0T 

X.U~)~.r' l; ~~ •. 
20 HA, text, p. 25. 
21 Mir, p. 614; DS, p. 281. 
22 These events are discussed in detail below in Chapters 8 and 9. 
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part in Sarbadar history. In political affairs, which our sources best de
scribe, analysis of its relationships with other Sarbadar groups and 
leaders seems, indeed, to be the only way to discover a dynamic in 
Sarbadar history other than simple clashes between personalities.23 But 
the evidence that has just been considered does not go very far to illu
minate this relationship. It can be seen that the moral and physicalsup
port of the Jutuwwa organization's propagandists and militia would 
have been useful to Mas'lid and 'Ali Mu>ayyad (to take only the most 
prominent rulers as examples) in gaining control of ~i'i Sabzawar. 
But it is not so obvious why both Mas'ud and 'Ali Mu'ayyad later broke 
with the dervishes. The only reasonable explanation24 that can be based 
on the evidence of the chronicles alone is that the Sarbadar rulers feared 
the increasing influence of their dervish associates-"the reins of control 
of that province [Khurasan] in most matters were in the hands of the 
illay!ills"25-and that Mas'iid and 'Ali Mu>ayyad resorted to assassina
tion to protect their own power. 

23 Petrushevskii, following I;Iafi:?-i AbrCi's statement (HA, text, p. 23) cited on p. 59 
above, has analyzed the Sarbadars into a "moderate" and an "extremist" group, 
and uses this analysis to explain the course of Sarbadiir internal politics. 
2. One which is used by Petrushevskii, pp. 134-135. 
25 Mar'ailii, p. 237; see also p. 44, n. 75, above. 
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THE EPIGRAPHIC REMAINS; DESCRIPTION 

A contemporary source for the period of Khuriisiinian history under 
consideration, largely unpublished, and hitherto unused, is the coinage 
of the Sarbadiirs, and that of the later Ilkhiins, Sulaymiin, and especially 
Taghiiytimiir, from Khuriisan and its neighboring regions.1 

The non-Sarbadiir coins that are relevant to Sarbadiir history include 
eight of Sulaymiin, and fifty-four of Taghaytimur, all from mints in or 
near Khuriisiin. An important group of these coins comes from a hoard 
of 160 coins published by Zambaur.2 This hoard contains three 
kinds of coins. The first includes sixty-two specimens of Taghaytimiir's 
coinage of 739-745/1338-45. One of these was struck at Niillapiir in 
739/1338-39;3 another at "Sari" (Zambaur indicates doubts about this 
mint or reading); a third at JJAJ;4 and the other fifty-nine at Tus. 

Only four of the latter bear legible dates: 740/1339-40, 742/1341-42, 
743/1342-43, and 745/1344-45.5 To the best of my knowledge the Tus 

1 By "Khurasan" 1 mean here what Mustawfi (I, pp. 147-151; II, pp. 146-150) 
designates as the Nimapfir Quarter of l1khanid Khurasan. "Its neighboring regions" 
include the towns of the "Atak" (Abiward, Nisafwhich belonged to the Marw Shiihi
jan Quarter, and also Mazandariin and J5:fimis-Tabaristan, which were part of ~sca1 
Khurasan" under the lIk!liins. See Mustawfi, I, p. 146; II, p. 146. 
'-E. von Zan1baur, "Contributions it la numismatique orientale", Nwnismatische 
Zeitschri/t (1905) [abbreviated below: Zambaur (1905»), pp. 178-184. This hoard 
needs to be republished. Zambaur's description of its contents is incomplete, and his 
metrological information is misleading: e.g. he gives the average weight for Taghiiyti
mur's coins of 737-745, although several different standards were used during this 
period by Tag!1:iytimfir's mints. 
3 Appendix, No.1. Zambaur ([1905), p. 179) reads this date as 737; 1 have 
seen no coin of Tag!1aytimur's that could certainly be dated 737 rather than 739. 
• Zambaur (1905), p. 180; the dates of these coins were illegible, and 1 have 
not listed them in the Appendix. 
• Zambaur divides these coins of the "first kind" into two types: (1) the Ni:;hiipur 
737 [sic 1 coin, and (2) all the rest. See Appendix, Nos. 1 (737), 15 (740), 38 (742), 
40 (743) and 52 (745). 
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745 coin is the unique example of Taghaytimiir's minting of that year. 
The second kind consists of ninety-six coins of Taghaytimur, all struck 
in 752/1351-52.6 The mints represented, and the number of coins from 
each are given below in Table 3.' This issue of 752 is remarkable because 
it originated in large part (if not entirely) from mints in territories that 
Taghaytimfir had lost in the early 740's/1340's to the Sarbadars. The 
questions raised by this fact will be considered below. The third kind 
of coin (two examples) in Zambaur's hoard," struck at Sabzawar 
in 750/1349-50, is an early Sarbadar type which will be discussed 
below. Zambaur's attribution of these coins to Taghaytimiir is in

correct. 
The earliest known Sarbadar coinage is dated 748(1347-48, and was 

struck at Sabzawar and Isfarayin. One of these coins has been published 
by Bartholomae, but was attributed by him to the Chiibanid, Aillraf, 
and to the mint of §hidiz.9 The other examples, one a Sabzawar 
coin similar to Bartholomae's, are in the Iraqi Museum in Baghdad.1O 

Zambaur, as mentioned, has published an anonymous coin of 750/ 
1349-50 from Sabzawar that must also be Sarbadar, but he has incor
rectly attributed it to Taghaytimiir:l1 Sabzawar was at the heart of the 
Sarbadars' realm, for one thing, and for another, Taghaytimiir would 
not have issued anonymous coins. Other misattributions of this sort 
may have been made in other publications not seen by this writer; any 
anonymous coins from Mazandaran or Khurasan dated between 737/ 
1336-37 and 756/1355-56 are probably Sarbadar. The coins of 750( 
1349-50 are rather more loquacious than those of 748/1347-48, which 
give only the mint and date, the Kalima and the names of the Four 
Caliphs. On the reverse of the 750 coins the legend is: 

Help from God and victory nigh! 
So do thou give the glad tidings unto the believers!12 
Oh (Ya) Mul;tammad! 

6 Zambaur's Type 1 of Group 2. 
7 See p. 167 below. 
8 Zambaur (1905), p. 183. 
• J. de Bartholomae, "Troisieme lettre ... a M. F. Soret ... ", RNB, (1862), 
p. 91, No. 148; PI. III, No. 24. Amraf did not control Fiirs in 748. and in any 
case his coinage bore the name of his puppetsovereign Anumirwiin. Fraehn 
(RNB [1862). p. 305) also thought that this mint might be Sabzawiir. 
10 Appendix, Nos. 63 and 64. 
11 Zambaur (1905), p.183. 
12 ~ur'iin, LXI, 13 (E. H. Palmer trans.): .:&-.>11 ? J '-;"..} e:> J .<ill LJ- ~. 
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About half of the extant Sarbadar coins come from a hoard of fifty 
coins now in the collection of the American Numismatic Society.13 Of 
these, all but seven are Sarbadar.14 They cover the decade 759-769/ 
1357-68, and represent the mints of Sabzawar, Isfarayin, Niillapiir, 
Tiis, Jajarm, Astarabad, Damghan and Simnan. Nine of the coins are 
dated 759/1357-58; twenty-four 763/1361-62; and seven 769/1367-68. 
Thus ninety per cent of the Sarbadar coins in the hoard are from only 
three mint-years (and we know that there was minting during other 
years), and fifty-five per cent, or almost half of the whole hoard, are 
from 763/1361-62 alone.16 

Besides the early coins and those of the hoard, there have been pub
lished in various numismatic works some twenty-one Sarbadar coins 
with legible mints and with dates which range from 757/1356 to 782/ 
1380-8l,16 The inadequate descriptions of those in the Hermitage cata
logneI7 have been supplemented by photographs and measurements 
provided by A. A. Bykov of the Hermitage Museum in a personal com
munication. Other hitherto unpublished Sarbadar coins include at least 
two in the collection of the Iran Bastan Museum in Tehran.l8 

Taken together with the written accounts of the Sarbadars' history 
discussed above, these coins will help us to establish the chronology of 
that history, to map the fluctuations of political control in and around 
Khurasan, and to suggest the religious attitude of the Sarbadars and the 
changes in that attitude. The appendix annexed to this study includes a 
list of the published Sarbadar and later Iikhanid coins of Khurasan and 
its environs, and of those unpublished coins that have been studied by 
the writer.19 Measurements and representative photographs, as well as 

13 This hoard, which Dr. G. C. Miles kindly brought to my attention and permitted 
me to use, was purchased in New York, but it was alleged by its former owner to 
have come from N. E. Persia. Two more coins-Sabzawiir, 759, and Isfariiyin, 759-
bought by E. Zygman, a member of the ANS, at about the same time and also in 
New York, are probably also from this hoard. I have not listed these two coins in 
the Appendix because I have only hearsay knowledge of them. 
14 The seven non-Sarbadiir coins of the hoard are: (1) Abu Sa'id; Su\tiiniyya, d.e. 
(2) Aba Sa<id; Sabzawiir, 733. (3) Sulaymiin; Jajarm, 743. (4) Taghiiytimur; mint 
1,741 (1). (5) Taghiiytimilr; mint 1, d.e. (6) Taghiiytimilr; mint ?, d.e. and (7) Anon. 
[probably Amir WaH}; Astariibiid, 764: for this last, see Appendix, No. 121. 

16 Coins from this hoard are indicated by the symbol ANS-H under the heading 
"Location or Publication" in the Appendix. 
13 Cited in the Appendix. 
17 A. A. Markov, Inventarnii katalog musulmanskikh monel ... Ermitazha (1 vol. 
and suppls.; St. Petersburg, 1896, 1898). 
18 See Appendix, Nos. 103 and 115. 
19 This writer was not especially on the lookout for Sarbadiir coins while collecting 
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the standard data on sovereign, mint, and date, are given for the latter 
group of coins, and for the published coins where possible. 

Apart from these coins, there are no memorials of the Sarbadars, the 
Jafini J$:.urban, Taghaytimfir or WaH in Khurasan that can be attributed 
to them with any certainty. Our sources bear witness to some architec
tural activity. Dawlatillah says that ~hamsuddin 'Ali "built a warehouse 
[anMr] in Sabzawar" which had a place for unloading camels on its 
roof, and "he built the Masjid-i Jami' of Sabzawar and a pool and a well 
in the middle [ofit]".20 Certain Western visitors to Sabzawar-C.E. Yate21 

and A. V. W. Jackson22-have attributed buildings in Sabzawar to the 
Sarbadars on the authority of the late nineteenth-century Persian traveler, 
Sani'uddawla. SanPuddawla himself was less certain of these attribu
tions. He said, for instance, that "the Masjid-i Jami' of Sabzawar that 
is said to be of Sarbadar construction, is not".23 In fact, none of the 
early buildings of Sabzawar has been attributed or dated by inscrip
tions. Fraser visited Sabzawiir in 1822 and said that he saw there "part 
of another old minar, like that of Khosroghird, and an old medresah, 
which an Arabic inscription in coloured tiles over the gate declares to 
have been built by one Fukkr-u-deen, or Fukkr-u-doulut ... ".24 Nei
ther KhanikofI25 nor Herzfeld26 (to mention only the most assiduous 
epigraphers to visit Sabzawar) reports this inscription, although they 
do mention an illegible inscription on a Sabzawar minaret. 

As to other construction, Dawlatillah says that "in Holy Mamhad 
of lmiim Ri<;la ... [Taghaytimfir] had built a fine building ('imarat)",27 

numismatic data in the various national collections in the Middle East during 1960-
62. The collections of the Iran Bastan Mllsellm in Tehran and of the Archaeology 
Museum in Istanbul in particular may well contain more Sarbadar coins; these collec
tions (and perhaps that of the Iraqi Museum, too) should be studied before a final 
statement on Sarbadilr coinage is made. 
zo DS, p. 282: t'l.:- ~-' ';''; ~4 .;4 l! -,I r4.r.;';; oS'..:...>L... <>.;~I.;I,.i:--' j~ 
..:...>L... ••• ClY.;' <J4lu ~r-' '56.;l..F G)-'fr>. 
21 In Khurasan alld SistaJl (London, 1900), pp. 397-=398. 
22 In From Constantinople to the Home olOmar Khayyam (New York, 1911), pp. 
221-223. 
23 Mu\:iammad I;Iasan!9!iln al-Maraghi, Sani'uddawia, Mafia' a~-§!!ams 3 vols.; 
Tehran I?], 1301-1303/1884-1886), III, p. 203. I am indebted to G. C. Miles(for this 
text and for the use of his copy of the relatively rare Matla'. 
24 J. B. Fraser, Journey into Khurasan (London, 1825), p. 382. 
m N. de Khanikoff,Memoire sur la partie meridionale de I'Asie celltrale (Paris, [1864]), 
p.324. 
28 E. Herzfeld, "Reisebericht", in Zeitschri/t der Dcutscllen MorgenliindischclI Gesell
schaft (1926), p. 277. 
27 DS, p. 236: ,~.; l:.! "!Y.r ujl.F ... W..! (1..1 u--..l4.. ~~ jO. 
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and I;Iafi:?-i Abnl reports that I:Iasan Damg!1ani built a fort at ~asman.28 
These structures, or their remains, have not been identified.z9 

Toponymics and Jegend have faintly kept alive the name of Arghun
miih, though frequently in confusion with the more renowned iIkhan 
Arghun (1284--91). One of the defiles leading into the natural fortress 
Kalat, in which the Jiiun i ~urban under 'Ali Bik b. Arg!1unmah made 
their last stand against Timur, is called the "Darwaza-i Arghawanmah" .SO 

The inscription in this defile, which Curzon attributed to Arghun,31 has, 
however, been read by Sykes3Z and attributed to Nadir Sl!ah, the next 
great patron of Kalat, which is now known as "Kalat-i Nadiri". 

Sykes also says that local legend holds that the Mit-i Radkan (of 
"Riidkiin east") is Arghunillah's tomb.as The structure is, of course, of 
much earlier date. 

28 HA, notes, p. 18. 
•• D. N. Wilber, in The Architecture of Islamic Iran: The 11 Khanid Period (Princeton 
[New Jersey], 1955), p. 181, quotes A. U. Pope (without a citation) as saying "there 
are several inscription tiles in the tomb chamber [of the shrine of Imam Riq.a in 
Maillhad] dated 760/1359". No texts are given, and it is not stated whether these 
inscriptions are attributable; they are too late to belong to TaghaytimUr, but they 
might be connected with I;Iasan Damghani, Dervish 'Aziz, or Mul).ammad Bik JaUni 
Kurbilni. 
,.; V. Minorsky, "Tus", BP. 
81 G. Curzon, Persia alld the PersiWl Question (London, 1892), I, p. 128. 
:J2 P. Sykes, "Historical Notes 011 Khurasan", JRAS (1910), pp. 1151-1152. 
33 P. Sykes, "A sixth journey ill Persia", Geographical Journal, 37 (1911), p. 2. 
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The Early Period, 736-745/1335-45 

Khurasanian coinage for the years 736/1335-36 to 745/1344-45 is 
entirely that of the later Il!illiins; the earliest Sarbadar coins so far iden
tified were minted in 748/1347-48. These facts illuminate the relation
ship of the Sarbadars with the other, competitive authorities in Khura
san and indeed seem to fly in the face of information gained from other 
sources of Sarbadar history. The broadest generality that we may assert 
on the basis of these data is that until 748/1347-48 the Sarbadars did 
not attempt formally to remove themselves from the ilkhanid state, but 
only to throw off the control of the local government. The stages through 
which their defiance passed, and the actual successes of the Sarbadars 
may be traced by an examination of this coinage. 

In 737/1336-37 the Ilkhanid governor and the local lords of Khura
san put forward Taghaytimur, a tribal chief related to the house of 
Jingiz, as 1l1man, and tried on several occasions, sometimes with the 
aid of the Jalayir, l;Iasan Buzurg, to take control of the Ilkhanid empire.1 
By 741/1340-41 these attempts had failed, and Taghaytimur's sover
eignty was recognized only in Khurasan and the areas held by l;Iasan 
Buzurg. But during the period in which it seemed likely that Taghayti
mur might become the ruler of the reunited empire, Mas'ud, and per
haps even (Abdurrazza~ attempted to remain formally loyal to him. 
Although Sabzawiir had fallen to the Sarbadars in 738/1337-38, or per
haps even as early as 737/1336-37,· we find among Taghaytimftr's coin-

1 aI-Ahri, pp. 64/163, 67--69/166-168. HA, text, pp. 5--6; notes, pp. 1-2.l;Iafiqi Abru 
also treats Taghaytimaf's 'Ira!>: campaigns in the Zayl, trans., pp. 122-124, 127-130, 
and 132. 
2 Most of the sources have the Sarbadar revolt begin in 737, and Sabzawar fall in 
738; F~ilJ, however, has 736 (p. 50) and 737 (p. 52). See p. 106, n. 23 below. 
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age of 738 some coins from the mint of Sabzawar.3 Two interpretations 
of these coins are possible. They can be considered as coins struck by 
Taghaytimur's agents before the fall of Sabzawar to the Sarbadars, in 
which case the fall must be placed in 738/1337-38; or they can be taken 
as an indication that 'Abdurrazzii~ or Mas'ud, even after the seizure 
of the city, tried to maintain relations with Taghaytimur. Whichever 
interpretation is preferred for the 738/1337-38 coin, another coin of 
740/1339-40 makes it entirely clear that Mas'ud, at least, pursued a 
policy of loyalty to, or rapprochement with Taghaytimur. There 
can be no question that the Sarbadars held Sabzawar in 740/1339-40, 
and yet we have its coins for that year acknowledging Taghaytimur.4 

In 741/1340-41 Taghaytimur's last attempt to take over the central 
ilkhanid government failed. His brother, 'Ali Kawun, led the armies of 
Khurasan against the Chubiinids, and was defeated. During the absence of 
Taghaytimur's army, Mas'Ud and the Sarbadars freed ~aykh l;Iasan 
JUri from his prison at Yazir and, with ~aykh l;Iasan's support, seized 
Ni:illapur. Despite the fact that Mas'ud tried to maintain relations by 
minting for Taghaytimur at Sabzawar in 742/1341-42, 'Ali Kawun was 
now sent by Taghaytimur to fight the Sarbadars, but was defeated and 
killed, whereupon Sarbadar influence "was spread to [all] corners of 
the country".5 We can observe the extent of this "spread" by its effect 
on Taghaytimur's minting. In 741/1340-41 Taghaytimur was acknowl
edged by Ni:illapur, Tus, and Jajarm in Khurasan, and by Astarabiid, 
Jurjan, !Q1abft:illan, and Abiward.6 In 742/1341-42 Tus and Jajarm 
in Khurasan, as well as Astarabiid, Jurjan, and Amul continued to 
recognize him, as did Sabzawar in accordance with Mas'ud's policy;7 
Ni:illapur, which had just fallen to the Sarbadars, apparently did not. 
In 743/1342-43, however, Taghaytimur's only known mint (apart from 
his "Bazar" or camp mint and those of l;Iasan Buzurg in Mesopotamia) 
was Tus, which is known from I:Iafi~-i Abru's account to have been held 
against the Sarbadars by Arghun:illah.8 This decline in Taghaytimur's 

3 Taghaytimur's coins of 738 are listed in the Appendix, Nos. 2-9; the Sabzawar 
coin is No.8. 
• Appendix, No. 14. 
5 HA, text, pp.18-19 and 23--24. See also aI-Ahrl, pp. 68-69/168, and below, p. 116, 
n.52. 
• Appendix, Nos. 24-25, and 27-31. 
7 Appendix, Nos. 32-38. For Mas'Ud's policy, see below, pp. 108-109 and 115. 
8 Appendix, Nos. 39-40. HA, text, pp. 19 and 28. Ibn Bat(l(a, on the contrary, says 
(p. 67) that the Sarbadars took Tus. On the "Bazar" mint, see below, Chapter 10. 
For l;Iasan Buzurg's coins acknowledging Taghaytim(lr during 741-744, see Appen
dix, Nos. 149-152. 
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minting after 742/1341/42 was the consequence of the Sarbadars' ex
pansion that followed the union of Mas'iid and liliaykh J:Iasan. 

Then, in 743/1342-43, a rival coinage, acknowledging the lIkhan 
Sulayman, protege of the Chiibiinids, appeared in Khuriisiin and its 
neighboring provinces at Jiijarm, Jurjiin, Diimghiin, and Simniin.9 Since 
no Chiibiinids were active in these regions to compel minting for Sulay
miin (Ailiraf had gone to I~fahiin after defeating 'Ali Kiiwun in 741/ 
1340-41, and I)asan KiiQhuk and Sulaymiin were campaigning in Di
yiirbakir),1° and since, according to Mar'ailii,ll Mas'iid had occupied 
Astariibiid, Jurjiin, and ~iimis (in which Diimghiin and Simniin were 
located) after defeating 'Ali Kiiwun, this minting must reflect Mas'iid's 
initiative and an attempt to align the Sarbadiirs with the Chiibiinids. 
Thus the numismatic evidence amplifies the statement of I)iifi~-i Abrii 
about the spread of the Sarbadars' control of Khuriisan after 'Ali 
Kiiwun's defeat and death, confirms Mar'a!illi's data as to the extent of 
the Sarbadiirs' conquests, and supports the date of 742/1341-42 given 
by Fa~ilJ. for 'Ali Kiiwun's debacle. The date of this battle can even be 
restricted t6 the early months of 742/summer 1341, since by the next 
campaigning season, 742-743/summer 1342, the Sarbadars' control 
must already have been widespread in Khuriisan and Mazandaran in 
order virtually to have precluded any minting for Taghiiytimiir in 743/ 
1342-43. 

After 743/1342-43 there are too few coins to indicate exactly the 
fluctuations of allegiance between Taghaytimur and the Sarbadiirs. 
Tus again struck for Taghaytimur in 745/1344-4512 and another of his 
coins from Damghan is dated 744/1343-44, indicating a reconquest of 
this town, but only a temporary one:13 in 745/1344-45 coins of Sulay
man were issued from the same mint,14 as Mas'ud reconquered Damghiin 
during his Miizandaran-Rustamdiir campaign. 

The coins of the early period, 736-745/1335-45, thus show us that 
as long as Taghiiytimur was a strong contender for the throne of HuUigu 
and the Sarbadars themselves were weak, Mas'ud (and perhaps 
'Abdurrazza~) tried to represent their revolt as a protest against 'Ala'ud
din Muljammad and not against the government of Khuriisan or the 
ilkhiinid empire, by maintaining formal loyalty to Taghiiytimur. They 

9 Appendix, Nos. 4]-46. 
10 F.Iafi?-i Abrii, Zayl, trans., p. 133. 
11 Mar'ailii, p. 73. 
12 Appendix, No. 52. 
13 Appendix, Nos. 48-49. 
14 Appendix, Nos. 50-51. 
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also confirm the chronology of Mas'iid's break with Taghaytimur: 'Ali 
Kiiwun was defeated and killed in 742/1341-42; 'Ali Kawun's prior 
defeat in 'Iriil): and the associated fall of Ni!illiipiir must therefore have 
occurred in 741/1340-41. And finally they show that, as in the period 
738-740/1337-40, Mas'iid was still concerned for his relationship to the 
empire after his rupture with Taghaytimur, and that from 743/1342-43 
he acted as the agent of the Chiibanids, attempting to conquer Khura
san for Sulayman Khan who was, conveniently, too far away to exercise 
any control but who remained a potential threat because of the continu
ing Chiibanid progress toward reunification of the empire. 

The Middle Period, 746-752/1345-52 

The extent of the disaster to the Sarbadars wrought by Mas'ud's 
defeat and death in 745/1344-45 is clearly shown by a coin minted in 
746/1345-46 at Sabzawiir, at the very heart of the Sarbadiirs' realm, in 
the name of Taghiiytimur.15 Aytimiir, Mas'iid's successor, to maintain 
the remaining territories of the Sarbadars, had found it necessary to 
restore the status quo ante 741/1340-41: to acknowledge Taghaytimur 
as sovereign once more, and to pay tribute. 

In 748/1347-48 the earliest known "Sarbadar" coins-coins that 
acknowledge no llkhan-were struck at Sabzawiir and Isfarayin.16 They 
show that after a period of weakness and submission to Taghaytimur, 
ca. 746/1345-46, the Sarbadars' strength had revived to a degree that 
again permitted independence of Taghaytimur such as had been enjoyed 
under Mas'ud. Mas'iid, however, had ruled at a time when the collapse 
of the Ilkhanid empire had not yet taken place, and he had used sikka 
as a diplomatic bargaining counter, granting it to one or another il
khanid pretender. It had been only politic of him not to cut himself off 
from the possibility of submission in case the empire were to be reunited 
and an imperial army to appear in Khuriisiin. By 748/1347-48, however, 
the fact of imperial collapse was clear. The Chubanids and Jaliiyirs had 
reached a stalemate, and the empire would not be renewed. The local 
enemies of the Sarbadars, Taghiiytimiir in particular, could neither sub
due the Sarbadars themselves, nor expect any useful support from the 
exhausted powers in Tabriz or Baghdad. The Sarbadiirs were thus free 

.. Appendix, No. 55. 
1. Appendix, Nos. 63-65. 
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to declare their independence with their coins of 748/1347-48. They 
remained cautious, however, and left their coins anonymous. 

Although because of their anonymity these coins must be attributed 
by argument, the credit for the innovation of a distinctly Sarbadar 
coinage is not hard to allocate. The only Sarbadar ruler of those who 
might have ruled in 748/1347-48, and whose activities and character 
would satisfactorily explain this innovation, is ~l!amsuddin 'AlL The 
chronicles credit him with restoring the Sarbadars' defense against 
Taghaytimur, and it is he who made an arrangement (the exact nature of 
which is not clear from the chronicles) with Taghaytimur whereby the 
Sarbadars were to keep "the regions that Khwaja Mas'ud had held".17 
Despite its vagueness, this phrase implies an improvement in the position 
of the Sarbadars, who had been Taghaytimur's vassals in 746/1345-46. 
The coins stating the Sarbadars' independence reflect what can be called 
an assertion de jure of the position the Sarbadars had attained under 
Mas'Ud during 742-745/1341-45 de facto, but which Mas'ud had for
mally masked under recognition of the Q}ubiinids' IIkhan. Conse
quently they indicate that in 748/1347-48 just such a change had been 
made in the relationship between the Sarbadars and Taghaytimur as 
would have provided a basis for the statement of the chronicle. 

§Qamsuddin 'Ali can be linked with the coins of 748/1347-48 for 
other reasons as well. l;Iafi~-i Abrii tells us that §Qamsuddin 'Ali's pre
decessor, also named ~amsuddin, was done away with because he was 
too avaricious and too stingy in paying his men. ~amsuddin 'Ali, who 
had promised to do better, was then installed, and did indeed prove to 
be a better paymaster and a more disinterested financial administrator: 
"everything collected [in taxation] in the country he put in its entirety 
into the budget of the Sarbadars".ls Dawlatiliah says that ~amsuddin 
'Ali managed to pay seventeen thousand soldiers, and that he 
carried out major building projects in Sabzawar.19 Reform of the tax 
administration, regular payment of troops, and construction projects 
would all have required cash payments and would have given an in
centive for minting. These projects, like the defiance of, and favorable 
settlement with Taghaytimur, also exhibit ~amsuddin 'Ali as a capable 
and forceful ruler of the kind needed to inaugurate an independent 
coinage. 

17 DS, p. 282: ..\!4 JI j"..r-=. '-:"~ ~...,....... ~!.p- j"~ oS' J4'::1J • See also Mir, 
p.618. 

18 HA,notes,p.17:~t; ~ c..~I~.r" .:..l~!.,>IJ' rL=~..\! ~ J....l.- .,'::IJjI ~..r'. 
DS, p. 282. 
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We have noted above the considerable chronological discrepancies in 
the sources, as well as the fact that the tentative corrections offered by 
some modern scholars have applied only to single dates, and have not 
formed the basis for a thorough chronological revision. These arguments 
attributing the innovation of an independent Sarbadar coinage in 748/ 
1347-48 to ~amsuddin 'Ali have obvious chronological significance 
when we consider that only l;Iafi~-i Abru's chronology would put 
~amsuddin 'Ali in power in time to issue the new coins: I:Iafi~-i Abrii 
has ~hamsuddin 'Ali accede in 748/1347-48;20 the earliest date given by 
any writer dependent upon the TariklJ-i Sarbadariin is 749/1348-49 
(Dawlat;illah).21 

The chronicles are in general agreement in giving the length of 
~amsuddin 'Ali's reign as somewhat over four years, although the dates 
given for it are quite discrepant.22 Since our argument has placed 
~amsuddin 'Ali's accession in 748/1347-48, his death must have occurred 
in 752/1351-52 (J:Hifi~-i Abru's date)23 or 753/1352-53 (as Mirkhwand 
would have it),24 in order to fit within the period of four-plus years 
generally allowed for his reign. The next group of coins to be considered 
enables us to choose between these two dates, and also to shed light on 
the events of Yal,Iya Karawi's reign, most notably on the murder of 
Taghaytimur. 

l;Ia~-i Abru tells us that "when it was the turn of Khwaja Yal,Iya 
Karawi to rule the Sarbadars ... Taghaytimur Khan many times sent 
an army against him ... [but] for the most part nothing was accom-
plished ... After ... the messengers had been sent between them ... 
Khwaja Yal)ya ... [entered] into obedience [to Taghaytimur] ".25 

Dawlatillah, citing the TariklJ-i Sarbadiiran, says that the Sarbadars 
used to travel each year from BayhaI.<I.< to go before Taghaytimur at 
Astarabad to offer service and renew their oath.26 ~amsuddin 'Ali's 
policy of resistance to Taghaytimiir, attested by coins and chronicles 
alike, had been reversed by Ya1,Iya Karawi. 

20 HA, notes, p.17. 
21 DS, p. 282. 
22 See above, Table 2, p. 52 . 
• 8 HA, notes, p. 17. 
.. Mir, p. 619. 
2. HA, text, pp. 6-7: ~ ... -L,"'J <>J~,-,~ ~),;; c..1,;I~~.r" .:....§- ~.Jj c..Y." 
oS' c..1 jI AA; •.• ,1.Li .;:...., <>JiS"" .:..'43 J .•• ,l: ... .; JI ..r-! ~ c..l> J~ l;.l. .:.. '.? 
[ ... T] J' c..l...::.b :j"..f! ... cr.: .• ~),"" ... ..\! c..l". J' J ... .;. 
26 DS, p. 237. 
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Numismatic evidence confirms this change in policy. Taghaytimur's 
minting appears to have ceased after 746/1345-46 and subsequently, in 
748/1347-48, independent Sarbadar minting had begun, as we have 
seen. All indications, literary and numismatic, thus point to growing 
Sarbadar strength and a gradual weakening of Taghaytimur's position. 
In 752/1351-52, however, the situation is apparently reversed, and 
Taghaytimur's coinage is struck at Sabzawar, Isfarayin, Nimapiir, Ja
jarm, and Simnan, all of them (except perhaps Simnan) cities under the 
Sarbadars' controL27 These coins demonstrate prima Jacie Sarbadar 
submission to Taghaytimiir, and there is no reason not to accept the 
rest of I;Iafi:?-i Abru's story, that it was Ya~ya Karawi who reversed 
Sarbadar policy. 

It should be noted too-apart from the analysis of the hoard-that 
the mints of 752/1351-52 indicate the approximate extent of the Sarba
dars' realm at the beginning of Ya~ya Karawi's reign, and the end of 
~amsuddin 'Ali's. They therefore complement the information convey
ed by the coins of 748/1347-48, and show that ~amsuddin 'Ali had 
not only controlled "the regions that Khwaja Mas'Ud had held" in the 
manner of Mas'iid during 741-745/1340-45, but also that he held almost 
the same territories that Mas'iid had, except for Jurjan and Astarabad. 

The reason for Ya~ya's demarche appears from subsequent events
it was part of a murder plot aimed against Taghaytimur. Having failed 
to overcome Taghaytimftr after years of war, and fearing his actual and 
potential power as a tribal leader and as the only remaining Jingizid in 
Iran, the Sarbadars decided to dispose of him by the method that they 
had so often employed among themselves. Realizing that he would never 
have an opportunity to approach Taghaytimftr except as a loyal vassal, 
Yal).ya Karawi undertook to provide convincing proof of his submission, 
and caused the coins of 752/1351-52 to be struck. Taghaytimiir was 
deceived. Ya~ya and some followers were admitted to his presence, 
armed and unguarded. One Sarbadar struck down Taghaytimur with 
an axe, and Ya~ya cut off his head. Taghaytimur's soldiers panicked, 
and the Sarbadars triumphed.28 

27 Appendix, Nos. 56-60. That Sabzawar and Isfarayin were Sarbadar is shown by 
the coins of 748; Nirnapiir was isolated from Taghaytimiir's realm by intervening 
Sarbadar territories and (in the absence of information to the contrary) presumably 
continued under Sarbadar control; Jajarm was near Isfarayin and probably shared 
its fortunes. 
28 I follow I;iafi+-i Abrii's version of the murder here (HA, text, pp. 7-8; repeated 
by Mir, pp. 596-597). The 1)'irikh-i Sarbadiiriin's slightly different version is given by 
Dawlatmah (p. 237) and Mirl;hwand. (p. 620). 
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The chronological upshot of this reconstruction is, of course, that 
Y~ya Karawi must have succeeded ~amsuddin 'Ali in 752/1351-52, 
since it was in accordance with Ya~ya's policy that the coins of 752/ 
1351-52 were struck. I:Iafi:?-i Abru's chronology29 is again supported by 
the numismatic evidence, as it was by the attribution of the coins of 
748/1347-48 to ~amsuddin 'Ali. 

Since the coins of 752/1351-52 were found in a hoard, some further 
information can be derived from analysis of this hoard, in accordance 
with the proposition that the activity of a mint during a given period 
will be directly related to the number of coins of that mint and period 
found in a hoard.30 First of all, the apparent lack of any coins in the 
hoard for the years 747-751/1346-51 (except for the Sarbadar Sabzawar 
750/1349-50 coins)31 suggests a greatly reduced volume or cessation of 
minting in Khurasan during those years. Some of the illegible coins of the 
hoard (the dates of fifty-six of the coins could not be read by Zambaur, 
even to the decade) may, of course, have been struck during theunrepre
sen ted years, but even the coins of Taghaytimur known from other 
sources approximately follow the hoard's fluctuations: there are some 
of Taghaytimur's coins of 746/1345-46, but none of 747-751/1346-51.32 

The decline and failure of Taghaytimur's minting in the mid-740's/ 
1340's reflects the disastrous effect of 'Ali Kawun's defeat in 742/1341-42 
upon Taghaytimftr's following.33 'Ala'uddinMul).ammad, Taghaytimiir's 
economist and treasurer, was killed at that time by the Sarbadars,34 and 
with him must have perished most of the technicians who had managed 
the economy of Taghaytimiir's realm. After 743/1342-43 Taghaytimiir 
had soon to abandon even the basic governmental economic responsibil
ity of issuing coins: the last coins that he himself (as apart from his 
Jauni ~urban allies or sometime Sarbadar vassals) issued were struck 
at Damghan in 744/1343-44,35 and finally at his camp ("Bazar") in 
746/1345-46.36 

Secondly, the relative importance of the Khurasanian mints in 752/ 
1351-52 is established by the number of coins from each found in the 

29 For the date ofYal;lya's accession, see HA, notes, p. 17. See also Table 2, p. 52 above. 
30 The hoard is described above 011 pp. 63-64. For exposition of this "law" of 
hoards, see B. Thordeman, "The Lohe Hoard. A Contribution to the Methodology 
of Numismatics", Numismatic Chronicle (1948), pp. 188-204. 
31 Appendix, No. 67. 
32 Appendix, Nos. 53-55. 
33 HA, text, p. 24; DS, p. 280; F~ii}, p. 61; Mir, p. 614. 
84 Fa~il)p. 61; and see below, p. 116, n. 52. 
sa Appendix, Nos. 48-49. 
ss Appendix, Nos. 53-54. See Chapter 11 for "Biizar". 
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hoard; in descending order of importance these are Sabzawiir, Isfarayin, 
Jiijarm, Ni!illapiir and Simnan.37 It seems reasonable to assume that the 
importance of the mint reflects the importance of the city, and certainly 
the very large proportion of Sabzawar coins (fifty-five per cent of the 
coins of 752/1351-52) suggests that Sabzawar was the chief city of the 
region at that time, as we would expect the Sarbadars' capital to have 
been.3S 

Analysis of the coins of the early period, 739-745/1338-45, represented 
in the hoard gives less satisfactory results. The overwhelming majority of 
these coins (fifty-nine out of sixty-two) was struck at Tiis, and in theory 
it should therefore be concluded that Tiis was almost the only, and 
certainly the only important mint (and city) of Khuriisan during that 
period. Such a conclusion would be inaccurate. Tagbaytimiir struck 
coins at some eleven mints (counting Ni!illapiir and Tiis, but not "Sari" 
or «JJA.J») during 739-745/1338--45,39 and the existence of these coins 

shows that the hoard fails to represent properly Tagbaytimiir's minting 
for the early period. 

The Sarbadiirs' Religion: The Coins 0/759/1357-58 

For the period 753-756/1352-55 no known Khurasiinian coinage sur
vives. In 757/1356, however, WaH begins to strike coins,40 and from 
759/1357-58 we are again on solid numismatic ground, with a good 
number of Sarbadar coins, most of them from a hoard, and principally 
dated 759/1357-58, 763/1361-62, and 769/1367-68.41 The mints repre
sented in 759/1357-58 are Sabzawiir, Isfarayin, Ni!illapflr, Tus, and 
Diimgnan.42 In 763/1361-62 they are Sabzawar, Isfarayin, Ni!illiipur, 
Jiijarm, and Simnan;43 and in 769/1367-68, Sabzawar, Astarabad, and 
Damgban.44 Virtual identity of type irrespective of mint within each 
year, and the fact that Sabzawar, the Sarbadars' capital, is always one 
of the mints, make certain the attribution of these coins to the Sarbadars. 

37 See Table 3, p. 167. 
38 Zambaur ([1905], p. 183) made this point, too, but thought that Sabzawar 
was TaghaytimUr's capital. 
3. See Appendix, passim. 
.. Appendix, Nos. 119-120. 
<l The hoard is described above, p. 65. 
4. Appendix, Nos. 68-75. 
•• Appendix, Nos. 77-90, 93-102. 
U Appendix, Nos. 107, 108, 110--114. 
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The bulk of these coins, a.s mentioned above, belongs to a hoard, and 
a.s that hoard is examined, the most interesting fact that emerges is that 
all the coins of 759/1357-58, with the exception of three from Damghan 
and one other which will be discussed below, bear the religious formulae 
of the Profession of Faith and the names of the Four Caliphs-the 
Sunni formulae. The four exceptions for 759/1357-58, and all the later 
Sarbadar coins, bear characteristically ~i'i formulae: the Profession 
of Faith supplemented by the phrase '''Ali is the friend of God", and 
the names of the Twelve Imams. And upon looking back at the coins 
struck by the Sarbadars prior to 759/1357-58, whether for themselves 
or for the later Ilkhans, we find that those too carry the Sunni formulae. 
These data indicate, obviously, that at least through 759/1357-58 the 
Sarbadar government remained officially Sunni in outlook, and that 
only between 759/1357-58 and 763/1361-62 did the government change 
its endorsement to the ~i'a. This is a conclusion of some significance. 
The other non-numismatic sources give no indication at all that the 
Sarbadars were anything but ~i'is from the beginning. 

But before considering the religious import of these facts, let us exam
ine their implications for chronology. The only known event in the 
Sarbadars' history that can be shown to have the affiliations to §!!i'ism 
and to Damghan needed to connect it with the ~i'i coins struck at 
Damghan in 759/1357-58 is the rebellion of 'Ali Mu'ayyad and Dervish 
'Aziz against Ijasan Damghani. 'AU began the rebellion at Damghan,46 
and both 'Ali and Dervish 'Aziz were ~i'is.46 It is Ijafi~-i Abril's chro
nology again that makes it possible to connect these events with the 
apparently related numismatic data. The histories based on the Tiiri!sJ:J-i 
Sarbadiiriin place Ijasan Damghani's accession in 762/1360-61 and 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad's in 766/1364-65.47 If we had to rely on these dates, it would 
be impossible to connect the coins of 759/1357-58 with 'Ali Mu'ayyad. 
But as we have already seen, Ijafi~-i Abril gives a different chronology 
in which f:Iasan Damghani comes to power in 759/1357-58.48 Acceptance 

.5 DS, p. 285; Mir, p. 622 . 
• 6 'Aziz was the leader of §!!aykh I;'lasan's dervish organization (Mir, p. 622), for 
the Shi'i character of which we have Ibn Batilta's statement and the evidence of 
Hiifi~ Abril (see Chapter 3 above). For 'Ali Mu'ayyad's Shi'ism, see HA, text, 
p.52, and Mir, IV, p. 693. -
(7 Dawlatilliih says so explicitly (p. 286). Mirkhwiind (pp. 622-623) says that I;'lasan 
Diimghiini acceded in 762 and ruled for four years and four months, which amoWlts 
to the same thing. Fasil) gives 762 for I;'lasan's accession (p. 94), but places 'Ali 
Mn'ayyad's accession in 763 (p. 95), thus changing to a chronology that would agree 
with I;'liifi~-i Abril's. 
•• HA, notes, p. 18. 
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of this date makes the connection between 'Ali Mu'ayyad and the ~i'i 
coins of Damghan of 759/1357-58 perfectly possible: the Damghan 
coins would mark the beginning of 'All Mu'ayyad's revolt (placing it 
in the same year as Basan's accession). Then, if we accept the statement 
of the sources based on the Tarf!sh-i Sarbadaran that Hasan Damghani 
ruled for some four years49 (ignoring their dates for his accession), his 
death, figuring from a date of 759/1357-58 for his accession, would fall 
in 763/1361-62, and the uniformly §Qi'i Sarbadar coins of 763/1361-62 
fit perfectly the hypothesis of general Sarbadar acceptance of 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad's authority and his state ~i'ism in that year. 

Once the attribution of the ~i'i coins of Damghan of 759/1357-58 
to 'Ali Mu'ayyad has been made, we may proceed to consider the reli
gious implications of the Sarbadar coinage. The first important point is 
that, contrary to the general belief, originating in an uncritical use of the 
information derived from Ibn Batfita, that the Sarbadars were all ~i'is, 
and radical ~i'is at that,SO the Sarbadar government was in fact offi
cially Sunnl, at least from 748/1347-48 through 759/1357-58, and if the 
private beliefs of its members inclined toward the ~i'a, this was not 
considered important enough to outweigh the advantages of an official 
Sunnism. 

Ibn Batfita's description is misleading because he has failed to analyze 
the Sarbadar movement into its two component elements, although as 
we have seen,51 the existence of these two components is implied by the 
apparent inconsistencies in his statements about the Sarbadars. Con
sidering the prominence of ~haYkh Basan in Ibn Batfira's account, we 
would conclude that his description of the Sarbadars is based on infor
mation from ca. 743/1342-43, before the attack on Rarat, the death of 
~aykh Basan and the resultant alienation of the dervishes. During the 
period 741-743/1340-43 Mas'iid cooperated with ~aykh J:Iasan in 
order to gain popular support in the only city that he then held-Sabza
war, a §!li'j stronghold!Z The kind of help Mas'fid wanted was that of 
a ~i'i propagandist, and it was the effort that ~ykh I;Iasan made in 
this regard that caught Ibn Batiita's attention, and was thought by him 
characteristic of the Sarbadars in general. Mas'fid's position in religious 
matters was, in fact, much more ambiguous than would appear from 
Ibn Battita's account. Although Mas'iid collaborated with ~aYkh 

Mir, p. 623; DS, p. 286. 
5. Ibn Balula, p. 66. 
5, See above, pp. 58-59. 
52 Mustawfi, J, pp. 149-150; IT, p. 148. HA, text, p. 52. 
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I;Iasan,53 the coins that he had struck for Taghaytimiir and Sulayman 
all bear Sunni formulae. The use of these formulae may, of course, have 
been only an exercise in tact: Mas'fid wanted to remain a subject of the 
Ilkhanid empire, and he had to accommodate the preferences of its 
sovereigns.54 Or Mas'fid may have refrained from an overtly §hi'i 
policy in order to placate his Sunni subjects in cities such as Niillapfir,55 
or potential subjects in, say, Harat. But it should also be noted that only 
in 741/1340-41 did Mas'iid feel the need of ~aykh Basan's authority 
to give him a "mandate for rule";56 Mas'ud had been able to get along 
without §haykh I;Iasan's support all during 738-740/1337-40. What
ever Mas'iid's actual beliefs may have been, therefore, his attitude in 
religious affairs was flexible and pragmatic: if a Sunni, he was not un
willing to work with a ~i'j radical; if a ~i(i, he yet maintained an 
official Sunnism and relations (of a sort) with Sunni rulers, and an inde
pendent attitude toward ~i(i religious leaders such as ~aykh 

I;Iasan. 
The dervishes, on the other hand, were extremists. The reconstruction 

made in Chapter 3 above of the dervishes' Mahdist program even 
makes credible Ibn Batu!a's contention that the Sarbadiirs planned 
to destroy Sunnism in Khurasan. 57 And the contrast between dervish 
§Ql'j fanaticism and what was either a realistically flexible attitude or 
outright Sunnism on the part of Mas'fid suggests the nature of the 
disagreement that finally led Mas'fid to assassinate ~aykh I;Iasan. 
Mas'fid had hoped to gain popular support in Sabzawar for his govern
ment through the religious sanctions of a well-known divine. He found 
himself in harness with a vigorous leader who preached a radical theo
cratic program, and who was supported by an organization of devoted 
and armed disciples. I;Iasan's program envisioned a ~i'i theocracy 
actively doing the Mahdi's work: extirpating Sunnism, among other 
things. Mas'fid, like the Sunnis of Sabzawiir and Amir Arghfinilliih 
before him and 'Ali Mu'ayyad in later times, could not agree to this 
(the more so if he was himself a Sunni). When Basan's program became 
generally known-as it must have for Ibn Batfita to have heard about 

53 To the extent, perhaps, of "converting" to Shaylill Hasan's creed as Ibn Halula 
(p. 66) implies; this "conversion", however, did-;;ot affe~t the official attitude of the 
government. See also HA, text, pp.18-19 . 
.. Taghiiytimur's coinage bears Sunni formulae almost exclusively; there is, how
ever, a ~i'i coin from Amul that was issued in his name in 742; see Appendix, No. 33. 
.5 Most of whom, according to J:Iafi?;-i Abru (HA, text, p. 52) were Sunnl. 

HA, text, p. 18: ... ~~ ,,~::...I 01~ ~ ~~~ <,:'; .r ~4 <S.c. ..... 
'7 See above, p. 58; and Ibn BatOta, p. 66. 
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it-and I:Iasan and the dervishes seemed to be gaining enough strength 
to threaten Mas'ud's control of the Sarbadars and to embarass Mas'iid 
before his new Q}iibanid sponsors, Mas'iid did not scruple to maintain 
himself with the sword by which he had come to power. 

The independent Sarbadar coinage issued by ~amsuddin 'Ali in 
748/1347-48 also bears Sunni formulae.58 From the characterization of 
~amsuddin 'All in the chronicles, however, in which emphasis is given 
to his attachment to the dervishes,59 it would seem likely that he was in 
fact a ~1'i. Some of the anecdotes told about the harshness of his rule60 
may even be imperfect reflections of an attempt by ~amsuddin 'Ali 
to convert the Sarbadar state into a radical ~i'l theocracy. To explain 
why §!1amsuddin 'Ali, if a radical ~i'i, nevertheless issued Sunni coins 
in 748/1347-48, it is necessary only to point out that at that time ~ams
uddin 'Ali had just gained control of a religiously and politically mixed 
state which was seriously threatened from without by Taghaytimur; 
political necessity dictated temporary avoidance of controversy and 
continuation of the customary official Sunnism. By 750/1349-50, how
ever, when §!1amsuddin 'Ali issued his next coins, he must have achieved 
both internal and external security, and was probably in a position to 
impress his own beliefs both on his subjects and upon his coins. Proper 
pUblication of the obverse of his coin of 750/1349-50-Zambaur 
simply says it is similar to the obverse (Sunni) of the coins of 752/1351-
52-should therefore enable firmer conclusions concerning §!1amsuddin 
'Ali's actual beliefs and policies to be drawn.sl 

The official change in the attitude of the Sarbadar government was 
the work of 'Ali Mu'ayyad, as we can see from his coins of 759/1357-58 
from Damghiin,62 and of 763/1361-62.63 But the change was, in an im
portant respect, more formal than real. Like Mas'ud, 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
was flexible in political and religious matters. Toward the close of his 
reign, when Timiir, a Sunni, was about to swallow up Sabzawar, he in
quired of 'Ali Mu'ayyad, who was notorious as a ~i'i among his SunnI 
neighbors, as to his religious position, and 'Ali Mu'ayyad produced a 
flattering statement to the effect of "cuius regia, eius religia"-Khuriisiin 
was now Tlmur's, and 'Ali, as a loyal vassal, would follow his master's 

58 Appendix, Nos. 63-65. 
50 Mir, p. 615; DS, p. 282. 
• 0 Mir, p. 618; DS, pp. 282-283. 
61 Zambaur (1905), p. 183; and Appendix, No. 67. 
62 Appendix, Nos. 73-75. 
•• Appendix, Nos. 77-102. 
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religious example. Timur was pleased, and 'Ali's survival under Timiir's 

protection was assured.64 

But, as in Mas'iid's time, the dervish organization that ~aykh Kha
lifa and ~aykh I:Iasan had created, continued to subscribe to the 
radical program of their founders. As 'Ali Mu'ayyad was making his 
bid for the Sarbadiir throne, the dervishes, under a new and vigorous 
leader, Dervish (Aziz, again tried to put their program into effect. The 
chronicles tell us that among the many problems that I:Iasan Damghiini 
had to face during his reign was one posed by the "pious activities" of 
Dervish 'Aziz at Tus. We can obtain some idea of the nature of these 
activities from a consideration of the circumstances in which they took 
place and the reactions they provoked. I:Iasan Diimghiini had been 
trying unsuccessfully to cope with the insurgency of Amir WaH in Ma
zandariin, and after he had suffered several defeats there, 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
had taken the opportunity to rebel in Diimghiin-in 759/1357-58, as 
we can see from 'AU Mu'ayyad's ~i(i coins. I:Iasan Diimghani ignored 
'Ali Mu'ayyad, but when Dervish 'Aziz's actions came to I:Iasan's 
attention he abandoned Miizandariin to Wali and marched east against 
Tus.66 This concern to scotch 'Aziz, plus the fact that Tiis belonged to 
Mu1;lammad Bik b. Arghiinshiih and could have been taken by I:Iasan 
only at the risk of war with the muni J):.urbiin,66 demonstrates that 
'Aziz's "pious activities" threatened the Sarbadar government and 
threatened it seriously. 

One of the coins in the Sarbadar hoard shows us what 'Aziz was 
doing. This coin, dated 759/1357-58 but giving no mint-name, bears 
the inscription "Sultan Mu1;lammad the Mahdi" :67 Dervish 'Aziz had 
set forth the "sign" promised by §haykh I:Iasan,68 the sign that the 
Time of Concealment was ended and the Time of Appearance come, 
the sign of the Advent of the MahdL 

I:Iasan Damghani crushed the Mahdists, but unaccountably spared 
'Aziz's life and gave him an opportunity to make further trouble. 'Aziz 

•• Ni~amuddin Shiimi, ZaJarniima (Tauer ed.; Prague: I-text, 1937, and II-notes, 
1956), I, p. 85: "men shoiIld follow the religion of their rulers; my creed is the creed 
ofAmir[Tirnurj": .:...-1 .J~ ~L.. .1',:'1 ...,....l.. .r ...,....l.. x..::.4 ~,,:. .Jt..~,l; ';;' .r. r' .... · 
.5 DS, p. 285; Mir, p. 622. The coin issued at Tus by J:lasan Damg!1iini in 759 (Ap
pendix, No. 70) shows that 'Aziz's rebellion was crushed in the same year that it 
started . 
66 See below, Chapter 10. 
.? Appendix, No. 76. I am indebted to Dr. G. C. Miles of the ANS for the deter
mination that this coin indicates no mint; the attribution of the coin to 'Aziz and 
Tus is my own. 
•• HA, text, p. 16. 
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was later summoned by 'AU Mu'ayyad and helped him to seize Sabza
war and destroy Basan Damghani.69 But then, when dervish leadership 
had again attained partnership in the Sarbadar government, the breach 
between the dervishes and the ordinary Sarbadars opened anew. And 
now we can see that its cause was not simply the clash of personalities, 
but a fundamental disagreement over aims and methods. 'AB Mu'ayyad 
was a §!ti'i, certainly, and intent upon giving the §Qi'a official sanction: 
he put §!ti'i formulae on his coins,70 and authorized public §bi'i cere
monies.71 But 'Ali Mu'ayyad was also a practical politician. He had 
made a successful rebellion; he seems to have settled the quarrel with 
the Jaiin! ~urban that Basan Damghani had stirred up overTiis; and 
now he wanted to deal with Wali.'11! He could not afford unnecessary 
domestic troubles. 

Yet 'Azlz was his partner, and 'Aziz was an impractical radical. In 
proclaiming the Advent of the Mahdi in 759/1357-58 at Tiis, 'Aziz 
had acted at an unsuitable time, as his prompt repression by Basan 
Damghani showed, and had tried to put into effect a program that had 
little hope of success among the religiously mixed population of !Q1ura
san. 'AU Mu'ayyad had doubtless found 'Aziz's clandestine partisans 
in Sabzawar useful in the surprise seizure of that city, but after he had 
finally won, 'Ali Mu'ayyad must have become increasingly embarassed 
by 'Aziz's extreme program for the enforced recruitment of the populace 
of the Sarbadar state into the Shi'a, and his eagerness to put it into 
effect. 

'Ali Mu'ayyad would not adopt such a program-his coins of 763/ 
1361-62 are ~!'i but not Mahdist-and he could not risk any action 
such as 'Az!z had taken against Basan Damghani. And so Dervish 
'Aziz was killed, his organization persecuted, and his followers driven 
from the Sarbadar state, though not for good.73 

The Late Period, 759-782/1357-81 

The coins of 759/1357-58 from the Sarbadar hoard also show the 
extent of Basan Damghani's authority toward the middle years of his 

6. DS, pp. 285-286; Mir, pp. 622-623; Fa~il;t, pp. 94-95. 
70 See the coins of 'Ali Mu'ayyad in the Appendix. 
71 HA, text, p. 52. 
72 For discussion of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's foreign policy see below, pp. 148-149. 
18 DS, p. 287; Mir, p. 624. 
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rule.74 He was acknowledged in Sabzawiir, Isfarayin, Ni~iipiir, and 
Tiis. Damghan too, though held by the rebellious 'Ali Mu'ayyad, may 
be considered part of I;Iasan's realm.76 Mazandaran, which Yal).yii Ka
raw! had seized after assassinating Taghaytimiir, was now being disputed 
by Basan Damghani and Amir WaH, and there are, as we might expect, 
no Sarbadar coins from Astarabad for 759/1357-58. 

Wali, the son of Taghaytimiir's governor of Astarabiid, had escaped 
the slaughter of Taghaytimiir's followers by Yal).ya Karawi, and at 
some date not specified in the chronicles had returned to attempt the 
reconquest of Mazandaran from the Sarbadars.76 The first important 
town that he seized was Astarabiid. In the Hermitage collection there is 
an anonymous Astarabad coin of 757/1356 of a type unlike that used 
by the Sarbadars in 759/1357-58 and thereafter-a type, moreover, that 
can definitely be associated with WaH at a later period.77 It appears, 
therefore, that Astarabiid must have fallen to WaH by 757/1356. 

The literary sources, as we have seen, give little coverage to the events 
of the 760's/1360's and 770's/1370's.78 The break between 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
and the dervishes is mentioned,79 as are some further activities of Wall, 
who is said by Biifi{:-i Abrii and Mirkhwand to have conquered Dam
ghan, Bistam, Simnan, and Firiizkiih, and even Rayy and Rustamdar.80 
The literary sources give no dates for these conquests, but the coins en
able the reconstruction of an approximate chronology. 

In 764/1362-63 and 765/1363-64 WaH was again striking coins at 
Astarabi'id.81 Simnan, a Sarbadar mint in 763/1361-62,82 struck coins for 
WaH in 768/1366-6783 which are similar to those of Astarabad, 764/ 
1362-63. Damghan, however, was held by the Sarbadars as late as 764/ 
1362-63.84 The coins also indicate that WaH suffered a setback that is 
not recorded in any of the histories. During 767-770/1365-69 coins of 

7< Since LutfulHih had served only as a figurehead-monarch, I;Iasan's rule may be 
considered as beginning in 757. 
15 Appendix, Nos. 68-75. 
16 Most of our knowledge of WaH's activities derives from I;Iafi~-i Abrii; his rise 
is treated in HA, text, pp. 9-11. See above, p. 28. 
77 Appendix, Nos. 119-120. These coins are of the same type as Nos. 130 and l37-
140, which were struck at a time when Astarabad must have been in WaH's hands. 
See below, p. 85. 7. See above, pp. 29-30 and 39. 
7. See p. 82, n. 73, above. 
80 HA, text, p. 11; Mir, p. 599. 
81 Appendix, Nos. 121-122. 
"" Appendix, Nos. 93-98. 
.8 Appendix, Nos. 123-124. 
54 Appendix, No. 103. 
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the Sarbadar type were issued at Astarabad.85 Coins of a different type, 
which I would attribute to WaH, appeared at Astarabiid in 769/1367-68, 
but were not continued.86 The numismatic evidence seems to show, then, 
that WaH was established in Astarabiid from 757/1356 at least into 765/ 
1363-64. Then, in 767/1365-66 at the latest, <Ali Mu'ayyad made a 
successful counterattack against Mazandaran and drove Wali out of 
Astarabad. WaH succeeded in establishing another base at Simnan 
(which had been Sarbadar as late as 763/1361-62), attempted unsuccess
fully to regain Astarabad in 769/1367-68, and then, according to the 
literary sources, proceeded west to attack the Jalayirs at Rayy.87 

The fact that no mention of the successful Sarbadar campaign of ca. 
767/1365-66 is found in any of the histories derived from the Tarikb-i 
Sarbadiiriin reinforces the argument above that the Tiirfkb was completed 
in ca. 765/1363-64. The Astarabiid coins of 764/1362-63 and 765/1363-
64 show that the Sarbadar reconquest did not occur before 765/1363-64. 
Thus the date of composition is placed Vlrithin close limits-after the 
death of Dervish (Aziz, and before the reconquest of Astarabad. 

The coins also give at least an implicit confirmation of the course of 
events on the Sarbadars' eastern borders as stated by the Tiirlkb-i Sarba
diiriin. Tus, which had been seized by Basan Damgl!ani in 759/1357-58 
when he was suppressing Dervish <Aziz, was regained by the Jauni 
~urban during the early 76O's/1360'8.88 The Jatini ~urban had a good 
opportunity to recapture Tus during the civil war of 759-763/1357-62 
between J:Iasan Diimghiini, 'AU Mu'ayyad, et aI., and took advantage 
of it. It was still in their possession in 772/1370-71.89 

Khurasan and its neighboring regions produced rather few coins in 
the 770'8/1370's and 780's/1370's by comparison with the 760's/1360's. 
The actual paucity of coins for this period is even greater than would 
appear from the list in the Appendix below, because only a few mints 
are represented. The numismatic and literary sources for the reign of 
<Ali Mu'ayyad are thus not complementary; for the early years we had 
many coins and little historical treatment, for the later period a compli
cated series of events is chronicled, but the numismatic evidence is in
adequate fully to verify or supplement this record. 

85 Appendix, Nos. 104, 106-107, and llS. 
.. Appendix, Nos. 125-127. 
81 HA, text, p. 11; and, notes, pp. 4-S (note 14 to text, p. 11). 
88 Dawlat£hah (p. 286) says Tus was lost by 1:Iasan Damgj}ani; there are no Sarbadar .. 
coins of Tus after 759. 
8' HA, notes, p. 5. 
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Malik Ghiya!huddin Pir 'Ali of Haria, utilizing, if not motivated by 
sectarian hostility towards the ~i'i 'AH Mu'ayyad, began a series of 
campaigns against Nimiipfir in 773/1371-72.90 Nimapur fell in 776/ 
1374--75 or 777/1375-76 (Bafi?-i Abrii gives both dates).91 By that year 
Wali, who had taken advantage of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's preoccupation with 
the defense of Niroiipur to reinvade Mazandaran, was strong enough 
to besiege Sabzawar, although not strong enough to take it.92 'Ali did 
soon lose Sabzawar, however, to the combined forces of Iskandar, Pir 
'Ali's governor of Nimapur, and Dervish Ruknuddin, the "successor" 
(as Bafi?-i Abrii calls him) to ~aykh Basan Jiiri and leader or the exiled 
dervish organization that returned from §hiraz in 778/1376-77 mth 
Mu:?affarid support to oust 'Ali.93 Iskandar and Ruknuddin proclaimed 
their sovereignty in Khurasan, but were soon overthrown. Pir <Ali again 
took Nimapur in 781/1379-80, and Wali seized Sabzawar and reestab
lished 'Ali Mu'ayyad in 782/1380-81.94 

Since WaH was able to besiege Sabzawar in 776/1374--75 or 777/ 
1375-76, and to capture it from Ruknuddin in 782/1380-81,95 it would 
follow that the Sarbadars could not have held Mazandaran beyond the 
middle 770's/1370's. No coinage of Mazandaran is available to help us 
determine the political situation there during 771-774/1369-73, but 
from 775/1373-74 to 780/1378-79 and perhaps 781/1379-80 a coinage 
of uniform type was struck at Astarabad, Damghan and certain other 
mints.96 I attribute this coinage to Wali, since the later examples are 
from the period when 'Ali Mu'ayyad could not have held these mints, 
for the reasons cited above. WaH had thus regained control of Mazan
daran at least as early as 775/1373-74. 

An explanation must be given of the fact that the coins of764/1362-63 
and 768/1366-6797 that I have attributed to Amir WaH have Sunni for
mulae, whereas those of 757/1356 and 775-782/1373-81 bear ~i'i 
legends. On his return to Mazandaran in ca. 757/1356, WaH must have 

•• HA, text, p. 52. 
01 HA, text, p. 55. 
.2 HA, text, p. 55. 
93 HA, text, pp. 55-56. The date 778 is given by Khwandamir (p. 158). 
"" HA, text, pp. 13, 34, 56--58. Iskandar and RUknuddin are said to have struck 
coins, but none of these has as yet been found or identified; Nos. 154 and 155 in the 
Appendix might be considered for such attribution . 
OJ; HA, text, p. 13. 
96 The basic type is represented by the coins Nos. 119-120, 130, and 137-140 in the 
Appendix. No. 130 is attributed by Lane-Poole to the Sarbadars: BM, VI, p. 224, 
No. 687. 
97 Appendix, Nos. 121-124. 
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declared for the §!!i'a in order to gain support from the local populace 
against the then Sunni Sarbadars. ~i'ism was strong in and around 
Mazandaran: Mustawfi says that the inhabitants of Jurjan were §!!i'is;98 
the mint of Amul had struck §Qi'i coins even under Taghaytimur;99 
and Diimghan was the place of origin of the §!!i'i rebellion of 'AU 
Mu'ayyad and Dervish 'Aziz.1°0 But then when <Ali Mu'ayyad made 
the Sarbadar state §!!i'i, WaH could no longer successfully exploit the 
resentments of the §!!i'is, and so, during the 760's/1360's, he turned 
back to the Sunnis-to the followers of Taghaytimiir whom he had 
alienated in ca. 757/1356 by usurping the place of LuI$:man h. Taghay
timur.101 In 769/1367-68 he returned to the §!!i<a, having presumably 
found the Sunnis ineffectual. 

Summary 

Chronology 

The numismatic data presented above have enabled the establishment 
of a chronology for Sarbadar history to a degree of reliability that could 
not have been attained by analysis of the information in the chronicles 
alone. These data complement and confirm the generally compatiblc 
chronologies of the various literary sources for the early period. For the 
middle period, where the chronologies are wildly discrepant, they make 
possible the designation of the chronology of I:Iafi:{:-i Abril as the only 
one by which these data can consistently be related to the events depicted 
in the chronicles. 

Information from the coins also permits a considerable reconstruc
tion of the chronology of Amir WaH's activities. The chronicles provide 
few specific dates for these events, but by relating them to events in Sar
badar history that can now be dated, or by using numismatic data 
directly, many dates can now be given, or closely approximated. 

Information 

This treatment of the numismatic data has also provided a variety of 
new infonnation, the most important items of which may be summarized 
as follows: 

98 Mustawfi ,II, p. 156. 
.9 Appendix, No. 33. 

See above, pp. 77-78. 
For Wali's break with the Taghaytimurids, see HA, text, pp. 10-11. 
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1) The diplomacy by which the Sarbadars maintained their relations 
with the Ilkhanid system during 738-746/1337-46 and then severed it 
during 748-754/1347-54 is recoverable only because of the coins they 
issued. These show Mas'iid trying to restore good relations with Taghay
timiir in 738/1337-38, trying to maintain them to 742/1341-42, and then 
joining the Chiibanids in 743/1342-43. Aytimiir is seen submitting for
mally to Taghaytimiir in 746/1345-46 to help stave off an actual sup
pression of the Sarbadars. The coins of §!!amsuddin 'Ali convey his 
declaration of independence, and those of Yal;1ya Karawi elucidate the 
technique by which this independence was consolidated against Taghay
timiir, its principal enemy. 

2) The career of Amir WaH (to repeat a point made above) can be 
assigned dates and periods from the numismatic source. It is possible,' 
to date his seizure of Astarabad-his first important success-in 757/ 
1356. His movement westward to Simnan in 768/1366-67 may be ob
served, and a temporary setback for Wali, otherwise unrecorded, 
discovered in the Sarbadar coins of Astarabad, 767-770/1365-69. The sub
sequent reconquest of Mazandaran by WaH is announced by the Astar
abad coins of 775-782/1373-81. And his coins also attest to his adherence 
first to the §!!i'a, then to the Sunna, and then to the §!!i'a once more. 

3) There is also data on the political geography of Khurasan in the 
numismatic source, discussed more fully in Chapter 10 below. We can 
see what towns the Sarbadars controlled in 743/1342-43, 752/1351-52, 
759/1357-58, 763/1361-62 and 769/1367-68, and we can estimate the 
relative importance of these towns. 

4) And although such a study has not been undertaken here, it will he 
possible eventually to cast some light upon the economic situation of 
Khurasan under the later Ilkhiins and the Sarbadars by metrological 
analysis of their coins. This analysis will depend, however, on a prior 
study ofIlkhanid metrology and economic history, at least for the period 
of Abii Sa'id, in order that the essential background for later llkhanid 
and Sarbadar developments may he known. 

His/oriography 

The information from the numismatic source also improves our 
understanding of the literary sources. I:Iafi~-i Abril's work on the Sar
badars and their neighbors turns out to be more reliable and more useful 
than it appeared to be at first inspection. The brevity of the materials in 

"HA/B is more than offset by the accuracy of its chronology for the 
middle period, 745-759/1344-58. I:Iiifi~-i Abrii also provides the basis 
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for the reconstruction of the character of the dervish organization with
out which their activities and their role in the Sarbadar state cannot 
successfully be interpreted. Despite the bias of his source for RAtA, 
and despite the fact that his lack of information on the middle period 
and the early years of <AU Mu'ayyad's reign precluded his treating the 
dervishes adequately, it is still I;Iafi~-i Abru's quotation of ~aykh 
I;Iasan's instructions to his followers, and I;Iiifi~-i Abru's remark on the 
duality of the Sarbadiir state that show how the random data on religion 
that he himself, the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin, and the numismatic source 
all give, are to be organized coherently. 

The numismatic source reveals the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin in a rather 
less favorable light. As the importance of the dervish-Sarbadiir dialogue 
is heightened by the combination of materials from I;Iiifi~-i Abril and 
the coins, so the failure of the author of the Tiirlkh-i Sarbadiiriin to treat 
the topic of the dervishes because of bias becomes an increasingly serious 
defect in his history. And with the confirmation of I;Iafi~-i Abril's chro
nology, it seems that the Tarikh-i Sarbadiiran may be accused not only 
of inadequacy but of inaccuracy as well. Since the original Tiirikh-i Sar
badiiran is lost, we cannot say for sure that the chronological inaccura
cies of its copiers-Mirkhwand, Dawlatilliih, and Fa~il!-were con
tained in the original rather than committed by the copyists. But there 
are several indications that the errors were in the original. For one, 
Mirkhwiind gives very few dates for the middle period of Sarbadar 
history, whereas Dawlatillah and Fa~il! both give a detailed chronology. 
It seems quite possible that Mirkhwand, faced by differing chronologies 
-I;Iiifi:?-i Abril's correct one, and the incorrect version of the Tiirikh-i 
Sarbadiiriin-was simply shirking the job of resolving most of the dis
crepancies. The possibility of error originating in the Tiirikh-i Sarba
diiriin is also supported by the fact that Dawlatilliih and Fa~i1~, both of 
whom followed the Tiirikh-i Sarbadariin exclusively, are in general 
chronological agreement, except for the period 745-750/1344-50, and 
that discrepancy could be explained by Dawlatillah's indirect contact 
with the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin. 

The numismatic data also reinforce the contention, made above, that 
the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiran was composed about the year 765/1363-64. 
Surely had the date of composition been much later than this we would 
have found mention in its derivatives of the Sarbadars' reconquest of 
Astarabad from WaH in ca. 767/1365-66. The author of the Tiirikh, 
by the look of Dawlatillah's reflection of his work, wanted to 
please <Ali: Mu'ayyad, and he would certainly have described the 
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triumphant Mazandaran campaign had it occurred before he finished 
writing. 

Sarbadar numismatics also permits further comment on Ibn Batilla's 
description of the Sarbadiirs. His implication of two unlike component 
groups among the Sarbadars, which is supported by the explicit state
ments of J:Iafi~-i Abril, is further confirmed by the political and religious 
situation to which the coins attest. The existence of an extensive Sunni 
Sarbadar coinage shows that one party among the Sarbadars must have 
differed from the §gn group that Ibn Batilla described. But although 
his description of the Sarbadars as §gi<is must be qualified, his beliefs 
about those Sarbadiirs who were §gi'is-the dervishes-were probably 
accurate. The "Mahdi" coin of 759/1357-58, reinforcing evidence of 
Mahdism in other sources, requires us to accept rather than reject Ibn 
Batuta's statement that the Shi'i Sarbadiirs wished to destroy !5J!ura
siinian Sunnism. 

Religion 

Analysis of the Sarbadar coins, and of the I1khanid coins produced 
by the Sarbadars has enabled us to elaborate upon that duality within 
the Sarbadar state that I;Iafi~-i Abril described.102 We can now see that 
Mas'ild and his successors were, above all, politicians concerned with 
the immediate, temporal effect of their actions and were both flexible 
and pragmatic in their actions. They were rebels, yet they maintained a 
position within the Ilkhanid system, until its irretrievable collapse, 
through agreements with Taghiiytimilr or the g~[Jbiinids. Their govern
ment was officially Sunni, yet they cooperated with the §gi'i dervishes. 
The dervish organization, on the other hand, was interested in the pur
suit of spiritual goals which had extreme temporal implications, and by 
methods which must be termed radical in relation to the contemporary 
religious situation. Their organization followed a Mahdist ideology, 
and on one occasion even sponsored a declaration of the Mahdi's 
Advent. 

These two elements within the Sarbadiir state thus appear in the addi
tionallight of numismatic evidence to have been essentially incompatible, 
and from this incompatibility can be derived improved explanations not 
only of events that are unconvincingly treated in the chronicles, but of 
the basic flaw in the Sarbadar state that rendered it incapable of reuni
ting Khurasiin, and thus denied Khurasan its usual dominant role in 
the competition for empire in Iran. 
102 HA, notes, p. 23; and see above, p. 59 and D. 19. 
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BACKGROUND 

At the time of Abu Sa'id's death, authority in Khurasan was exercised 
by ~aykh 'Ali b. 'Ali ~iiillQhi, the governor appointed by the central 
Ilkhanid government,l and by a number of locally influential personali
ties, among whom Tagbaytimiir, Argbiinillah, 'Abdullah b. Mawlay, 
and 'Ala'uddin Mul}.ammad Faryiimadi were the most prominent. 
Tagbaytimiir2 was the chief of a nomadic tribe called Chete that occupied 
the areas between the environs of Astarabad and the Kalbiiill region 
on the upper Jurjan River-an area that included the towns of Astar
abad and Jurjan.3 The tribe had entered this region under the leadership 
of Tagbaytimllr's grandfather, Baba Kawun, and had constituted a 
tumlin at that time.4 Tagbaytimiir's family was descended from JllQhi, 
a brother of Jingiz Khan. 5 

1 al-Ahri, p. 57/156. 
2 On the spelling of "Tagl!aytimOr", see below, Chapter 11. 
3 HA, notes, p. 2: "He lTagl!iiytimiir] made his ~i@iilf in Miizandaran and his 
yayliilf;in Kalbii:ill and thoseparts":J~. <.?iy ':'T.; cP~l5:u'..f ~ J')\..!.; ':'~.\ijL.. . .;1. 
Mar'a:illi (p. 72) calls Tagl!aytimiir's followers the ''If:awm-i Jete (""':-)" with variant 
spellings k and~. I have not seen the tribe named elsewhere. Considering that 
BaM Kawun was executed by Uljaytii for raiding with his tribesmen into Khwarezm 
in 715/1315, the name 'Chete: <c:>-' seems appropriate: in Ottoman TUrldsh '~te' 
meant 'small detachment,gang'; 'haydut ~tesi' and '~te 91karmak' were respectively 
'robber band' and 'to go raiding'-see J. W. Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon 
(Constantinople, 19212) under '~te'; and W. Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbuches 
der Tiirk-Dialecte, III: 2 (St. Petersburg, 1905), col. 1983. The name 'chetez: 
':;;~', borne also by one of the tribes of the }5:a:illU'j confederation (see M. S. Ivanov, 
piemena Farsa [Moscow, 1961], pp. 48, 142, 144, and 151), is an old plural form 
(L. Ligeti, "Die Herkunft des Volksnamens Kirgis", Koros; Csoma-Archivum, I, 
pp. 369-383). 
• For Tagl!aytimiir's genealogy, see HA, text, p. 5. BaM Kiiwun and his following 
were refugees from the Golden Horde. Their story is given in Howorth (H. H. 
Howorth, History of the Mongols, II: 1 [London, 1880], p. 149), Hammer-Purgstilll 
(J. von Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der Goldenen Horde in Kiptschak [pest, 1840], 
p. 284) and D'Ohsson (A. C. Mouradgea D'Ohsson, Histoire des Mongols, IV [The 
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Amir Arghunillah was the chief of another tribe, the Jauni JS.urban, 
which was related, at least through its leading family, to the Mongol 
Uyrat tribe.s Arghun:iliah's grandfather, Arghun Al}a, an Uyrat, had 
been appointed governor of Iran by the Mongol Khan in 641/1243-44,7 
and he had established his personal following in Khurasan, where, by 
736/1335-36, their descendants under Arghfln:iliah occupied the regions 
along the Atak, and, across the mountains, along the Ka:iliif Rud and 
the upper Atrak, and controlled the towns of Yazir, Nisa, Abiward, 
Khabu:ilian, Tus, and Maillhad.8 In addition, Arghun:iliah administered 
the town of Ni:iliapiir.9 

The remaining portions of the Ni:iliapur Quarter of Khurasan--Sab
zawar and Juwayn-were controlled by 'AI1l'uddin Mul).ammad Faryii
madi,1o who had been appointed wazlr in charge of finances along with 
Ghiyathuddin Mul).ammad in 728/1327-28, but was later sent to assist 
the governor of Khurasan,ll which he continued to do throughout the 
remainder of the reign of Abu Sa'id. The neighboring regions of JS.uhi-

Hague and Amsterdam, 1835J, pp. 572-575), who derive it, via D'Ohsson, from the 
"continuateur de Raschid", "Mass'oud, fils d'Abd-oullah"-probably (despite the 
name) I:Iiifi<o-i Abrll: see Storey, p. 72, n. 1. In its derivative versions this story has 
Baba Kawun enter Irau in 715/1315; Minorsky however ("Tugha Timllr", EI') gives 
705/1305, apparently relying on the Shajara-see above, p. 20, n. 4. For the term 
tumlin, see below pp. 176-180. -
5 Minorsky, "Tugha Timiir", E[l. 
6 I:Iiifi~-i Abrii (in 1!!!ami, ZaJarniima, II, p.49) speaks of the il and iiliis of the launl 
J:::urban. J:Iiifi~-i Abrii's spelling attempts, according to Minorsky in "Tiis", Ell, to 
reproduce the Mongolian term 'Jiin Ghofban' [je'un ghurban]: "the three [detach
ments] of the left [wing]". Dawlat:illTh (p. 279) renders the name 'Jan J:::urban', in 
an attempt, again according to Minorsky, to Persianize the name ("those who sacrifice 
their souls"). 
7 'Ata-Malik Juwayni, Tiiri1s.h-i Jihiin-Gu~ii (J. A. Boyle trans.: The History of the 
World-Conqueror; 2 vols., Manchester, 1958), II, p. 505. See Storey, pp. 260-266 and 
1272. 
• HA, text, p. 28; and see below, pp. 176-180. 
• HA, text, p. 19. Ni:illapiir and Tiis together constituted a tiimiin (or had done so 
in the thirteenth century) and would naturally have come under a siugle administra
tion. See Juwayni, II, p. 518. See also pp. 176-180 below. 
10 Dawlat:illah (p. 275) makes a direct connection between 'Ala'uddin Mu1)ammad 
and local administration in tbe Sabzawar region, and both Dawlat:illah and Mlr
lillwand (p. 602) imply such a connection by showing that the first important Khurasan
ian personality to react to the growing Sarbadar threat was 'Ala'uddin MU!)ammad; 
Dawlat:illah (p. 279) has 'AIa'uddin send Khwaja JalaJuddin against the Sarbadars 
in 737. -
11 al-Ahri, pp. 56-57/155; DS, p. 279. I:Iiifi~-i Abrii <Zayl, text, p. 127) says that 
'Ala'uddin Mu1)arnmad was removed as wazir after six months and put in charge of 
the administration of the provincial revenue: .::.-::S J-J'-!... .!..IlL: csu.;....4. 
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stan and Harat-both parts of fiscal Khurasan-were held, respectively, 
by 'Abdullah b. Mawlay12 and Mu'izzuddin I:Iusayn KurUs 

During the reign of Abu Sa'id, Ilkhanid policy toward Khurasan had 
undergone a change. In the words of Mustawfi: 

After the Mongol conquest, by reason that during most reigns the 
various Vazirs and secretaries of the imperial treasury were them
selves natives of Khurasan, it was arranged through their influence 
that the provinces of JS.hurasan, Quhistan, Qumis, Mazandaran, 
and Tabaristan should be formed into a region apart, their revenues 
being collected separately. Further the governors were granted 
abatements, by which device they would manage to keep back every 
year some 200,000 dinars from the revenues of this province, nomi
nally for the pay of the troops. In the reign of Sultan AbU Sa'id, 
however, his Vazir the Amir Ghiyath-ad-Din (son of the celebrated 
Rashid-ad-Din) becoming aware of this fraud determined no longer 
to allow facilities for the same. He gave orders, therefore, that the 
revenues of the Khurasan province should be set at a fixed amount; 
then he established the sums payable for the provincial land-tax, 
and for the military fiefs, and for other proper expenses, and en
joined that the balance in moneys, together with the full accounts of 
these provinces, should be transmitted to the imperial treasury.14 

The government that initiated this policy change included (among 
others) Ghiyathuddin Mul)ammad, who had been appointed wazlr by 
Abu Sa'id in 728/1327-28, following the destruction of Amir Chiiban 
and his followers, who had theretofore controlled the empire; and also 
the Jalayir, I:Iasan "Buzurg" ("Big" I:Iasan), the new amir al-uliis. The 
agents charged with the administration of the new policy in Khurasan 
were ~aykh 'Ali b. 'Ali JS.u:ilighi, the governor from 729/1328-29, and 

12 HA, notes, p. 1; for 'Abdullah's genealogy, see HA, text, p. 5. 
13 HA, text, p. 2. The Kurt dynasty of Rarat began with the accession of Shamsuddin 
Mu1)ammad Knrt as malik of HarM in 643/1245 (Ethem, Diivel, p. 401), confirmed by 
Mangu Khan in 651/1253 (Juwayni, II, pp. 518-519). 
14 MustaWfi, II (G. Le Strange trans.), p. 146. The text (Mustawfi, I, p. 147) is as 
follows: 
llL.iy:. -GI .-,>~ jL.iy:. 'yl lll,~~ ..,.,C:S -J \.,j-J o l>.J I ;S-I llY; Jy. • .::.J.J~ lll..j p 

;'f .,;~I..\>;- ~L-.J .GI ci.;f • .1>. .y .;S::U \.,lll:....~l. -J ll\.,-Gjt.. -J cr'!J'.J lll~;-J 

lll...J; ~ llL.iy:.? [J;" ~~.c. JL. r ~ <f-.~.J ·~h ~.r llL>l..O'4 y, cS~ 
cS.\):J 0.;;--1 CY.--.tI1 -!.>l,? ",:-1,>- J~j.J ...,..... -J~I llllJ... ..Lg.&- J' L; -GI .~::...".. 0l,""." cy'-I jl 

llT .s- -'>~ ll1 J~'" ,I.li ll~~ 0l~:I.1 <f-.I jI ,fY.".1 h, ':;";4 t.JI},I JL- cy'-Iy, .!)..,.,l1 
~L... h, .J L>? t.LW1.1 04:1.1 c>J/-- 0~iy:.1 .1 • .yb.;f .;,... JI,..I \.,.:.S:U 
-G1,.;f 04:1." <f-.I 0t.,....~ J>-b 'f~ ,jl;>- "':-Yo \"J~ l.. ·,f t?.1 \"J}.fT. 
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'Ala'uddin Mul;mmmad, who had been sent there to assist the previous 
governor and who was kept on.15 The persons who stood to lose the most 
from enforcement of the new policy were the hereditary lords in Khu
rasan: Taghaytimur, Arghunillah, and 'Abdullah b. Mawlay.16 

It cannot be stated as yet exactly when the reform was inaugurated, 
but the changes in the standard of Iikhanid currency in 729/1328-29 
and 733/1332-33,l' and especially the introduction of a new era in 734/ 
1333-3418 suggest the most likely dates. And of these, one of the last 
two would seem preferable, since, as Mustawfi says, "time ... was not 
granted him [Ghiyailiuddin Mul;1ammad] to accomplish this reform, 
and matters have still remained much in their former evil state (since 
his death)".19 Ghiyailiuddln Mul;1ammad was killed in 736/1336;20 a 
reform begun in 733/1332-33 or 734/1333-34 would only have gotten 
started by that time, just as Mustawfi describes, whereas a reform in
stituted in 729/1328-29 would have been much better established. 

The death of Abu Sa'id was seen by the various lords of Khurasan as 
an opportun1tYt;;-achleve·avarletyo(amblHons. Abu Sa'id Id't: no heir, 
and ihe~~'w~re'no ImE~~:t1l:~.i:rllig[~i4:.Qilg.~.i~lg .!r.lIu .1.Q <is(;~~(r~h~.xitcaiit 
throne' oflifiIigu:'i;;' these circumstances Taghaytimur, a cQ.UllJ.e:m15:1c-
sc;~1.all.rQCiLiiiiz, could ll.1al<e.~s.yalidaclaEnto theel11pire as any. 
Taghaytimur and Arghunillah would haveremembere'd h<iw 'Gliazan 
had moved from Khurasan in 695/1295 with forces marshaled by Ar-

15 al-Ahri, pp. 56-57/155-,156. 
16 Mawlay was the administrator of finances in !9!uriisan under Q!Iazan and pre
snmably laid the basis of Mawiay family power at that time. I would also suppose 
that Mul;mmmad Mawliiy, who was later assigned the governorship of Khurasan by 
I;Iasan Buzurg, was Mawliiy's son or grandson; see al-Ahr;, pp. 48/146and 64/164 
(where Mawlay is spelled Mawlayad), and p. 98 below. Since Mubammad b. 'Abdullah 
b. MawIay became a murid of ~aYkh I;Iasan (Mir, p. 614), the family may have been 
Shi'i. 
i'1 Before 729 Abu Sa'jd's dirhams were struck at a standard of approximately 
1.85 gm.; from 729 through 732 at about 1.62 gm.; and from 733 at 1.44 gm. These 
figures are based on calculations on a frequency table using the weights for Abu 
Sa'ld's coins given in BM, VI and X. Lane-Poole's calculation of the standard used 
under Abu Sa'id is merely an average of coin weights for the whole of his reign; the 
frequency table shows three distinct peaks. For further data on the weights ofIlkhanid 
money, see G. A. Fedorov-Davydov, "On the Question of the Monetary Exchange 
Rate of Gold in Iran and Central Asia in the Fourteenth Century" (in Russian,) 
Kratkie Soobshcheniia Instituta Istorii Material'noi Kul'tury, Akademiia Nauk SSSR. 
(1956), pp. 51-58. 
18 For a discussion of the Khiini Era, see D. Lang, Studies in the Numismatic History 
o/Georgia in Transcaucasia(New York, 1955), pp. 65-66. 
19 Mustawfi,II,pp.I46-147 (Le Strange trans.); I,p.147. 
80 al.Ahrl, pp. 60-61/159-160; HA, Zayl, trans., p. 118. 
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ghiinshah's father, Nawruz b. Arghun Al5:a, to overthrow Baydu.21 

§haykh 'Ali would have had similar memories: his father, 'Ali ~uill!<hi, 
had been instrumental in bringing Uljaytu to the throne in 703/1304 
despite the claim of, and preference of Ghiizan's amirs for Alafrank.22 
And these and the other lords of Khurasan had in any case been waiting 
for a chance to undermine the fiscal reform program and to reassert the 
autonomy of Khurasan. 

It should not be considered unusual, given this background, that the 
Khurasanians became involved in the struggle over the succession that 
broke outwitl:iin ~feWIDonth.s .of AbiiSa'Id's death.~aY1ilirA.rnook 
the initiative in proposing that T~~~l'~i!llii.r. .~,(;l .. prc:>.c!a[~~4~§9~rgg!l.> 
and the other lords allOWed them~elve.s to be persuaded. The Khurasan
ians accQt-diJ1.g1yeleYlited Ja~iyiimur: granted him the. ap!'fopriate ~ 
privileges ofkl!ul~~ and;ikk'd, an~ organized for hima royal C?U~t, in 
which 'Ala'uddin Mul},ammad was wazir, and Shaykh 'Ali, presumably, 
comminder-in:~~hl~fii3~By ~fu;-tiille'this "projecthad beendiscussecC and 
adopted, twowoll!c!:t>e Ilkhans hac!M!llJ;e,adx,§.eize~, an.d~R'"~!l,toppled 
from the i1iro~e:24 and. Sh;tYkh"<A1.i' must have. reck~ned tIlat the 'fresh 
troops of Khuras~n:-yo;rd be' abie' to· ImpOSe a linai settiement(;i the 
succession. And so it might have been had the Khurasanian forces re
mained undivided. 

Taghaytimur's armies marched in the spring of 737/1337. They had 
got no furtller than Bistiim when Arghunillah and <Abdullah b. MawIay 
withdrew from the expedition,25 reluctant, no doubt, to participate in the 
establishment of a government that would be dominated by §haykh 
(Ali, whose views on the proper arrangement of Khurasanian affairs 
were only too well known to them. The campaign was continued by 
~aykh 'Ali and Taghaytimur, who were joined shortly after this deser
tion by a large force of Uyrats and by the sometime Ilkhan, Musa, who 
were fleeing from the forces of I:Iasan Buzurg and his protege Ilkhan, 
Mul;1ammad Khiin, after their defeat at ~ara Dere (14 ~u'l-I:Iijja 736/ 
24 July 1336). The combined forces occupied Sultaniyya in §ha(biin 
737/Mar.-Apr. 1337, but were challenged and beaten by I:lasan Buzurg 

21 al-Ahri, pp. 45-46/143. 
22 al-Ahri, p. 49/147. 
23 al-Ahd, p. 64/163. I have seen no coins of Taghaytimur that I would unhesitat
ingly date 737. HA, Zayi, trans., p. 122. 
.. Arpa Khan, nominee of AbU Sa'id's wazir, Ghiyathuddin MubanIIDad; and 
Musii Kh:l:ll," protege of 'Ali Basha, Abu Sa'ld's governor of Baghdad. See al-Ahrl, 
pp. 5~/158-162; and HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 111-121. 
25 al-Ahrl, p. 64/163; HA, Zayl, trans., p.I22. 
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in ~u'l-I;.a'da/June of the same year.26 According to I:Iafi~-i Abru, 
Taghaytimur fled even before the battle was joined.27 

When the yanquished Khurasanians limped home,;,Ar~u!liliah"",as 
waiting'(or them:"He seizedllndexecuted ~aYkh'Ali at'Bi~t~~ (10 
Za1-I:Iijja 737/10 July 1'337),28 and""senihl~ llead'tothe'eamp"-pre, 
;umably to I:Iasan Bu~urg29 as atok~n ,,1J{)ti:t ~L~p1?~i~~~~,ULand,of 
Klitiras~nian-alitog;;wY,~~aYkli'AIi h-adbeen I:Iasan's r~;;~nt opponent 
in the field, but he had also been the personification of the Ilkhanid 
policy of Khurasanian fiscal reform and a colleague of I:Iasan in the 
government that had initiated that policy. That this "present" stood 
more for defiance than appeasement was soon demonstrated: 'l;Iasan 
Buzurg"s govemoi:desIgJiate'Of'Khurasan,' ~aYRfiMUijammad Maw
lay, proceeded to Khurasan in the late summer of 738/(probably) 1337 
to establish there de facto the authority of I:Iasan Buzurg that Taghay
timur had already acquiesced in de jure following his defeat in 737/1337. 
But Arghuniliah, who had not acknowledged I:Iasan's authority, now 
persuaded Taghaytimiir to resist Mul;J.ammad Mawlliy, and by com
bining their forces they overcame, captured, and executed him (early 
fall, 738/1337).30 

Now that ~aykh 'Ali was out of the way, Arghunmah was ready to 
participate wholeheartedly in the project of establishing a Khurasanian 
Ilkhan-a merit9):"ious schefilein his, eyes, but hitherto disabled by 
the dominant role 'that ~aYkll' 'Aii'Iia<nissumed in it. Accordingly, 
when I:Iasan Buzurg, defeated in his turn by the renascent Chubanid 
faction directed by I:Iasan "Ku!<huk"-"Little;~-ij~~~11-=-(17Zu'I-IJijja 
738/6 July 1338),31 solicited an alliance with the Khurasanians,32 Ar-

2. al-Ahri, p, 64/163-164; HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 122-124. al-Ahri gives the year as 
738, but unless the sequence of events reported by both al-Ahri and I:Iaf4-i Abru is 
seriously out of order, the Khurasanians were beaten early in MuI:tammad's reign, 
and it can be shown from Mul)ammad's coinage that he ruled from some time in 
737 until the latter part of 738, 
27 HA, Zayl, trans" p. 123. 
'8 I;Iati~-i Abru gives the date (Zayl, trans., p, 124), See also al-Ahri, p, 64/163-164, 
29 al-Ahri, p. 64/163-164 (Van Loon trans.): ,L:..)J'Jl! iff" For other uses of 
"the camp" (urd!l) as a reference to Hasan Buzurg's headquarters, see al-Ahri, p. 65/ 
164. . 
so al-Ahri, pp, 64-65/164. Coins were struck for M .. l)ammad !iQ!an at Amul and 
Jurjan in 738 (Hermitage Cat., p. 590, Nos. 467-468). On Mul).ammad Mawlay, see 
above, p. 96, n, 16. From about this time Arghuniliah must have held the rank of 
amir al-umarii as asserted by I:Iafi+-i Abru CHA, text, p. 28). 
31 al-Ahri, pp. 65-66/164-165; HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 124-126. al-Ahri again gives 
the wrong year-739 (see above, n. 26). 
3. HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 127-128. al-Ahri (p, 67/166) has the Khurasanians propose 
the alliance to I:Iasan Buzurg. It would seem to me more likely that I:Iasan, who was 
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ghunshah counseled Taghaytimur to accept. He did so, and in 739/1339 
the Khurasanian armies again marched into 'Irals:-i 'Ajam.33 I:Iasan 
Buzurg, keeping his part of the bargain, caused Taghaytimur to be 
acknowledged as sovereign in Mesopotamia, Rum, and those parts of 
'Irals:-i 'Ajam that remained under the Jalayir's influence.34 

The union between these recent enemies was fragile, however, and an 
intrigue on the part of I:Iasan Ku!<huk soon shattered it. To understand 
and appreciate the Chubanid's trick, it is useful to consider the attitudes 
of his principal victims, I:Iasan Buzurg and Taghaytimur. Thre~£()!!~ 

"siderations determi~(t1:!"&'!!L!!J!.~W'.sS' frame of mind at this juncture. 
/ \,_._c .,, _____ , _._. ________ -- --. ___ '.~ __ '~._~~_~ ___ • _________ ,~~~v_<"..,.,..,~ ...... _~.~."".".,_ .• 

! / )First and fo~e~g§Lw.l!§.l?is fellfof, and anger atI:Iasa~Kfi!<huk,wh() had 
, / jllst toPP1I!clhj~~g()y.~rnm:igi,@<i'A~~tt9.x~A1JiUt()tege-ll!iliari, Mul;1am-

=~:~~~:~k~i;~!~~ii~y_::fs~:~~~~~~1~A~~~~:~~~~ 
I:Iasan Bllzurgdislikedand distnIsted,1!!~Khtlr~sanian allies~;v~o had 
recently tried 'io"overiIi~ow his gover~ment, and had murdered' one of 
his principalsnpporters, Mul;1ammad Mawiay.Butbecause'of fI:iemore 
serious challenge ~d hYl:laSan KU!<huk, I,Iasan Buzurg had overcome 
these latter feelingsp,FinallYl HasIDLJiUzurg was possessed of a funda
mental loyalty to iKe'Ilkhfuid throne, i~b'e-siire:neprefurre(rto'confem
pIate'anarran:ge;:;;:;;'t";f'p~wer-tiiat-would enable him to play the leading 
part in the government, but he was also genuinely concerned that there 
should be a fitting disposition of ilkhlinid sovereignty and a reorganiza
tion of the Ilkhlinid empire. Our evidence for this loyalty is found in 
J:Iasan Buzurg's refusal to assume personal sovereignty even after the 
stock of Persian Jingizids had been exhausted,3S and in the Jalayir policy 
of 758-759/1356-58, whereby the Jingizid ruler of the Golden Horde 
was recognized as likhan.37 

in a very precarious position, would have taken the initiative; al-Ahri, because of his 
pro-Jaiayir bias, would naturally have preferred to show I:Iasan accepting rather 
than imploring assistance. 
33 HA, Zayl, trans., p.128; al-Ahri, p. 67/166. 
.. See for instance, Mel)med Mubarek Ghalib, Catalogue des monnaies Djel1guisides 
,., (Constantinople, 1318/1901), p, 160, Nos, 311-3l2; and BM, VI, p, 100, No, 295 
and p. 99, No. 294. 
.. al-Ahri, p. 67/166, 
36 Kalls:ashandi, in Subh al-A'shii (14 vols.; Cairo, 1918-22), VII, p, 263, says that 
Ihro~ghout his life I;iasa'n BnzUrg used only the titles amir al-iilUs and iiliis bik. al
Ahri (p. 75/175) refers to him at most as amir sa'id and niiyiin a'zam-titles which he 
held from AM Sa'id, His coins either bear the name of a Jingizid II khan (Mul).ammad, 
Taghaytimur, Sati Bik, JiMn TimUr or Sulayman) or remain anonymous. 
37 The evidence for this is found in the coins of Baghdad and I:Iilla struck in 758 
and 759, Two of these are in the ANS collection, one is listed in the Hermitage Cata-
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Taghaytimiir's attitude was shaped by less colllpli.c;,!ted influences. 
It is difficult to distinguish the character o( Tagl!aYtimii!};.ecause of his 
ha~it'='ElLpassi¥ity-he is almost always seeJ.1belug-·used by others: 
lending his armies to one, or his name or presence to another. But insofar 
as we can tell, royal ambition moved him when he did move. He allied 
hillls.eIf y;it4J;Iasan Buzurg because h~.Wjj,!lt!<QJQhel1kh.iin, jusi-as--1iC 
had earlier joined ~aykh 'AU and then Arghiinill,ah to this same end. 
And the simplicity of Taghaytimiir's motivation was matched by that 
of his understanding of the affairs into which he allowed himself to be 
led. To all appearances he believed that his general acknowledgement 
as Ilkhan was only a matter of time, and that he had only to prepare 
himself to accept the eventual homage of his subjects. This attitude led 
to his confusion by I:Iasan KiiQbuk in 739/1338-39, and was to lead him 
to his death at the hands of the Sarbadars in 754/1353-54.38 

The success of I:Iasan KiiQbuk's intrigue stemmed from his under
standing and exploitation of these attitudes. Taghaytimiir was easy to 
fool. I:Iasan KiiQbuk offered to arrange his elevation as Ilkhan on the 
basis of a Chiibanid-Khurasanian alliance through the marriage of 
Taghaytimiir to Sati Bik,39 if only Taghaytimiir would send some docu
ment with which I:Iasan could persuade Sati Bik of the sincerity of 
Taghaytimiir's intentions. Taghaytimiir was so taken with this scheme 
that he accepted the offer on his own initiative-this is the only known 
instance of an independent act by Taghaytimiir-and wrote out his 
acceptance in his own hand for l;Iasan KiiQhuk to use.40 

l;Iasan Kii!iliuk forwarded the acceptance to I:Iasan Buzurg. This 
alone would probably have broken up the Jalayir-Khurasanian alliance, 
but would not necessarily have neutralized their respective forces. To 
accomplish this as well, I:Iasan Kii!iliuk sent a covering letter with the 
treasonable correspondence of Taghaytimiir in which he warned I:Iasan 
Buzurg of Taghaytimiir's unreliable character, reminded him of their 

logue, and the Archaeology Museum in Istanbul has another. Since Hasan Buzurg 
had but recently died (757) and Uways was but a youth at his acces~ion, we may 
safely assume that these coins reflect a continuation of I;Iasan's policy of self-effacing 
loyalty to the house of Jingiz. See Appendix, No. 153. 
.. I;Iiifi?-i Abrii CHA, text, pp. 5-6) says that Taghaytimiir had no mind of his own 
in affairs of state, and had to follow the instructions of 'Ala'uddin Mu\;lammad. 
3. Sati Bik was the sister of Aba Sa'id and the wife, first of Amir Chiibiin, then of 
Arpa ~an, and finally of Sulayman, another protege of I;Iasan Kiicl:luk; see aI-Ahri, 
pp. 58/156, 60/159 and 68/167; and I;Iafi?-i Abra, Zayl, trans., pp. 50, 113 and 130. 
Sati Bik and her son SCirghan controlled an important group of the Qubiinid tribe; 
see I;Iafi?-i Abra, Zayl, trans., pp. 123, 125, and 127. 
O. HA, Zayl, trans., p.129. 
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common ties and mutual obligations to the empire, and reassured him 
as to the friendliness of his own intentions-this warning, he said, would 
serve as proof of the honesty of his statements.41 I:Iasan Kii!iliuk struck 
the right notes: I:Iasan Buzurg's suspicions regarding the Khurasanians 
were revived and his fears concerning l;Iasan KiiQbuk allayed, in part by 
I:Iasan Kii!iliuk's revelation of Taghaytimflr'g perfidy, and in part by 
I:Iasan Kii!<huk's invocation ofloyalty to the imperial system and family, 
which enabled I:Iasan Buzurg to bolster his reappraisal of I:Iasan KiiQbuk 
with wishful thinking about their shared ideals. I:Iasan Buzurg led his 
forces to join the Chiibanids, and Taghaytimiir and the Khurasanians 
were compelled (in ~ii'I-I:Iijja 739/June-July 1339) to retire to Khura
san.42 

From this review of the events of 736-739/1335-39 it may be seen 
that the Khurasanian government was heavily involved in militaryactiv
ities during most of this period. There were campaigns abroad in 737/ 
1337 and 739/1339, and a defensive campaign against Mul;lammad Maw
lay in 738/1337. Furthermore, these campaigns were unsuccessful on the 
whole. The Khurasanians were defeated in 737/1337 and compelled to 
retire empty-handed in 739/1339. Only the defeat of Mul;tammad Maw
lay interrupts the succession of failures. The effect of these failures was 
unfortunate alike for the Khurasanian government and province. The 
defeat of 737/1337, and the subsequent "elimination" of §haykh 'Ali 
by Arghiinillah appears to have involved the destruction of what we 
might call the regular army of Khurasa.n-the force at the disposal 
of the governor and the other agents of the central government, which 
had enabled ~aykh 'Ali to dominate Khurasanian politics until his 
defeat in 737/1337. After 737/1337 the only Khurasanian leaders of note 
are Taghaytimiir and Arghiinill,ah; who dispose of tribal forces; 'Ala'ud
din Mul).ammad plays an important part too, but a subordinate, 
largely non-military one, as Taghaytimiir's wazir, counselor, and finan
cial expert. The continuous and generally unsuccessful warfare of these 
years made it increasingly difficult for any of the Khurasanian leaders 

<I I;Hlfi:(:-i Abra G~ay/, trans., p. 129) is the source for the general outline of the 
intrigue, and for the content of I;Iasan Kiicl:luk's letter concerned with warning and 
reassuring I;Iasan Buzurg. al-Ahri (p. 67/167), out of consideration for the JaIayir's 
reputation, does not mention the affair, but cites a letter from I;Iasan KCighuk appeal
ing to I;Iasan Buzurg on the grounds offamily ties and mutual oaths. The two versions 
of the letter are complementary, and appropriate both to the situation and to Hasan 
Buzurg's attitudes. . 
42 aI-Ahri, p. 67/167; HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 129-130. I;Iasan Buzurg's attempt to 
implement this rapprochement may be seen in the coins he had struck for Sati Bik 
in the mints under his control: see Appendix, No. 148. 
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to raise or maintain any very effective armies, since their resources 
were depleted by the unsuccessful expeditions and were not replenished 
by any important victories. The impoverished government had to make 
increasing demands upon its subjects, and, on the other hand, found it 
more and more difficult to maintain law and order as the apparatus of 
coercion became increasingly inadequate, owing to the withdrawal of 
personnel for foreign wars and the diversion of revenues to expedition
ary war chests. 

7 

THE EARLY PERIOD 

In this imperial confusion the Sarbadars' rebellion had its origins. The 
sources give different accounts of its beginnings, but the most restrained 
is that of I:IA!i.&~i.AJ:llji,. who says that a certain Amir 'Abdurrazzal):, an 
important personage in the town of BaillUn in the Sabzawar district, 
killed a local government official and then organized a rebellion so as 
to escape punishment.! 

The causes underlying' the revolt were probably the "tyranny and 
oppression" complained of by 'Abdurrazzal): in I:Iafi?:-i Abrti's account.2 

As suggested above, the Khurasanian expeditions of 737-739/1337-39 
must have caused financial difficulties, and these caused the rulers of 
Khurasan to turn to 'Ala'uddin Mul:mmmad, who was a specialist in 
financial matters. I:Iafi?:-i Abrii shows us 'Ala'uddin's methods in dis
cussing the measures taken by him to increase the revenues of the Khu
rasanian and Jalayir armies during the brief period of their cooperation 
in 739/1339. 'Ala'uddin revoked many of the taxes that had burdened 
the small proprietors to the point of extinction, and to make up for the 
lost revenue, imposed new and large taxes upon the high dignitaries and 
the amirs.3 And if 'Ala'uddin was willing to force these measures upon 
his reluctant ally, I:Iasan Buzurg, he must surely have done his best al
ready to introduce such measures in Khurasan. The most likely date 
for the institution of 'Ala'uddin's reform would be in 737/1336-37, 
after ~aykh 'Ali had made him Taghaytimiir's wazlr and, presumably, 
put him in charge of Khurasanian finances. Coming on top of the reform 
of ca. 734/1333-34 already discussed, which had also been administered by 
'Ala'uddin, these measures must have enraged the Khurasanian lords. 
Argh iinillah reacted, as we have seen, against the government that enforc-

1 HA, text, p. 11. _ _ _ 
HA, text, p.17: r~.JJY;- ~. 
HA, Zayl, trans., p. 128. 
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ed these measures-i.e., against §haykb. <Ali. But <Alii'uddin would have 
enforced the reform measures himself in the regions under his own con
trol, and among these regions was Sabzawiir, and the town of Biiilltin.4 

(Abdurrazzii~ was the son of Faglulliih Biishtini, whom Dawlatilliih 
describes as "a man of great power"," and was in his own right an amIr 
and "one of the great men of that region", according to l;HHi~-i Abrii.6 

The official whom <Abdurrazzii~ killed is described by J:Iiifi~-i Abrii as 
a tax collector «amil),' and by Dawlatilliih (who does not specify his 
functions) as a nephew of <Alii'uddin Mul.J.ammad.8 It would seem, 
therefore, that the rebellion stemmed from the murder of a collector of 
'Alii'uddin's new taxes by <Abdurrazzii~, who was outraged by the (to 
him) tyrannous imposition of oppressively increased taxes upon himself 
and his family. 

The alternative story of the outbreak of the revolt is found in Fa~il}9 
and Mirkhwiind,IO and is derived from the Tarfk,h-i Sarbadaran. It tells 
of the affront by certain Mongol envoys to the brothers l;Iasan and 
J:Iusayn l;Iamza, who had been charged with the entertainment of the 
envoys, but who were unable to satisfy their demands for female com
panionship. The drunken envoys then proposed to avail themselves of 
the brother's womenfolk, whereupon the brothers drew their swords and 
killed the envoys. This story, giving a popular origin and an unassailable 
justification for the rebellion, is an entirely suitable beginning for an 
"official" Sarbadiir history-even the brothers' names are well chosen, 
considering that the history was probably composed for a §hi<i ruler. 
But it should not satisfy a more critical audience, since it does not ex
plain, once the denigrations of 'Abdurrazzii~ have been doubted,u the 
participation in the revolt of 'Abdurrazzii~ and his family, who were the 
organizers and leaders of the rebels. 

PetrushevskiP2 nevertheless accepts this story-because, rather than 
in spite of the fact that it comes from the Tarik,h-i Sarbadaran-and uses 

4 See above, p. 94, n. 10. 
S DS, p. 277: 8.Jj: ~ ~.r' 

HA, text, p. 17: •. ;>9 0T .r.lS'lji. 
, HA, notes, p. 10 (note 27 to text, p. 17). 'Ami! has other meanings, including 
simply 'official'; but Petrushevskil (p. 120) uses the definition 'tax-collector', as does 
W. Hinz in Die Resiila-ye Falakiyya (Wiesbaden, 1952), p. 14. I;Iafi~-i Abro also calls 
the murdered man a "village headman": ., ..,..J.J (HA, text, p. 17). 
8 DS, p. 278, and see pp. 39-40 above. 
• Fa~ib, p. 50. 
10 Mir, p. 601. 

See below, p. 108, n. 26. 
12 Petrushevskii, pp. 119-120. 
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it to support his thesis that this was a revolt of the "popular mass" of 
peasants, urban poor, and artisans13-all of them §hi'i14-against the 
feudal landowners. But if this indeed had been a peasant revolt, 'Abd
urrazzii~ and his family would surely have been its victims rather than 
its leaders. Petrushevskii tries to avoid this difficulty by saying that the 
peasants had no plan when they rebelled and were manipulated by the 
"Iranian small feudalists" against the "Mongol-Turkic nomadic aristoc
racy".15 However, in a blind rising against feudal oppression it is exactly 
the local representatives of "feudalism"-(Abdurrazzii~ et al.-whom 
we would expect to find as the target of the peasants' wrath. 

Petrushevskii tries to adduce not only class hostility, but also racial 
or national (Iranians vs. Turks and Mongols) antagonisms to explain 
the participation of "feudal" elements in a revolt of the "popular mass" .16 

Although antipathy between these peoples doubtless existed, the sources 
give almost no support to the view that this affected the character of the 
revolt. Terms such as 'Mongol', 'Turk', and 'Tiizik' are usually used 
descriptively rather than pejoratively, as when the muster of armies is 
being described. In the J:Iasan and l;Iusayn J:Iamza story the "Mongol 
envoys" are certainly the villains, but probably because they are envoys 
rather than because they are Mongols-from the comments of Clavijo, 
for instance, it is clear that envoys of any race were feared and 10athedP 
And in any case the story was composed for effect, as seen from the use 
of elements such as 'l;Iasan and l;Iusayn', the drunkenness of the envoys, 
and the offense against the brothers' women. 

The personalities involved in the revolt on the two sides were certainly 
little affected by racial ties or barriers. The principal foe of the Tiizik 
Sarbadars was at first the Tiizik 'Ala'uddin Mul}ammad; neither Mas'ud 
nor 'Ali Mu'ayyad displayed any compunctions about cooperating with 
the various contemporary Mongol governments; Mas'iid hired Turkic 
ghulams;18 and Taghiiytimiir, the quintessential "Turko-Mongol nomad
I;;" aristocrat", was decisively succored by the Tazik Miizandariinians 
against the Sarbadiirs at his moment of greatest need.19 

13 Petrushevskii, p. 94. 
14 Petrushevskii, p. 96. 
15 Petrushevskii, p. 95. 
16 Petrushevskii, pp. 94-95. 

R. G. de Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane (G. Le Strange trans.; London, 1928), 
pp. 187-189. 
18 DS, p. 280. 
10 See below, pp. 119-120. 

... t1H 
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Only Mar'ailli, a rather late source, makes any use of the theme of racial 
antagonism, explaining the Sarbadiirs' revolt as the consequence of 
financial oppression of the Taziks by the Mongol government (in the 
person, however, of 'Alii'uddin Mul.1ammad).20 He was probably cor
rect in adducing an economic cause of the revolt, but the racial antago
nism he claims probably derived from a parochial Miizandariinian (and 
probably anachronistic) attitude. 

Having defied 'Alii'uddin's authority, 'Abdurrazzii1$:, with his brothers, 
friends, and retainers, and with those persons in Biiilltin who thought 
that banditry might prove a more profitable occupation, took to the 
hills, evaded or repulsed the inadequate police forces sent to pursue them, 
and enriched and equipped themselves by plundering poorly defended 
caravans and the pasturing herds of the Khuriisiinian grandees.21 Their 
successes as brigands brought them new recruits-fugitives perhaps 
from the wrack of Khuriisiinian armies-attracted by offers of shares in 
the plunder and by the possibility of further successes.22 By 738f1337-38, 
when 'Abdurrazzii1$:'s forces had grown large and strong enough, he 
successfully undertook the seizure of Sabzawiir, during Safar 738/Aug.
Sept. 1337.23 Shortly thereafter 'Abdurrazzii1$: again to~k the offensive 
in a sweeping raid through Riidkiin, Juwayn (where he killed Khwiija 

.0 Mar'a:illi, p. 72. 

., Ibn Batata, p. 65. Dawlatiliah (p. 279) says that in 737 'Alii'uddin Mnl;lammad 
sent Khwaja Jalaluddin against the Sarbadars, but that he was defeated. He then 
goes onto say, erroneously, that 'Ala'uddin was then pursued and killed by the Sar
badars; according to I;Iafi~-i Abra (Zayl, trans., p. 128), 'Ala'uddin participated in 
the Khurasanian campaign of 739. Dawlat:illah may have had in mind 'Abdull)al;:l;: 
b. 'A1a'uddin Hindii: see below, p. 107, n. 25. For the death of 'Alii'uddin Mu\:lam
mad, see below, pp. 115-116. 
2. Ibn Batata (p. 66), putting the matter in the worst possible light, says that slaves 
would flee to the Sarbadars and would be given money and a horse by tbem; as Pe
trushevskii says (p. 127), these were probably military slaves, i.e., deserters or un
employed soldiers. 
.3 DS, p. 279; HA, text, p. 17; Mir, p. 603. The chronology of the beginnings of the 
revolt is by no means certain. Most of the sources put its outbreak in 737-I;Iafi?-i 
Abru (HA, notes, p. 10) says ~a<ban 737-bnt F~i\:l (p. 50) has 736 in the Farakh 
edition (but not in Dorn's notes to Khwandamir, p. 136, n. 1). The next landmark 
is the Sarbadars' seizure of Sabzawar:-Which event is dated 737 by F~il) (Fariith ed., 
p. 52), and 12 :;lafar 738 by Faryamadi (see Petrushevskil, p. 124, n. 4). The murder 
of <AbdurrazziiJi: is dated in ~ii'I-I;Iijja (HA, text, p. 18, and notes, p. 11) or :;lafar 
(DS, p. 279) 738. I;Iiifi~-i Abra's date for this latter event would seem the more likely, 
since it would allow more time for the development of strength by the rebels prior 
to their attack on Sabzawar, and since it would coincide with the Mawlay campaign. 
In any case, the outbreak of the revolt, the growth of the rebel force and the capture 
of Sabzawar all coincided with the period during which the rulers of Khurasan were 
preoccupied with the struggle for f1khiinid power. -
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'Abdull.1a1$:1):. h. 'Alii'uddin Hindu at Faryumad) and Sul~iin Maydiin.2~ 
The Khurasanian armies were engaged at that time against Mul;1ammad 
Mawliiy and could not countermarch against 'Abdurrazziil):.. As the 
sources mention Radkan and Sultiin Maydan in particular, we may con
clude that one of 'Abdurrazza1$:'s objectives in this raid was to despoil 
and cripple the nomadic tribes which customarily inhabited these regions 
as /sishlalss. By doing so he would not only have enriched the Sarbadiirs, 
but also would have reduced the effectiveness of the Khurasiinian armies 
that by now depended heavily on the resources of these tribes. Another 
objective must have been to revenge himself upon 'Alii'uddin Mul;1am
mad, the lord of Juwayn. But this raid, though a military triumph, was to 
prove disastrous for 'Abdurrazzii1$:. 

The booty that 'Abdurrazzii.~brought back included the widow of 
Khwiija 'Abdull).a~1$:. This lady was reluctant to submit to her new 
master, however, and fled from Sabzawiir. 'Abdurrazzii1$: sent his brother, 
Wajihuddin Mas'ud, to bring her back, but Mas'iid was shamed by the 
widow's entreaties and failed to do so. 'Abdurrazzii1$:, who lusted for the 
widow, l!pbraig~.d Mas'iid for letting her go, and cursed and hit him, 
whereuporiMas'iid drew his dagger and struck his brother down. This 
story, which is found in all the sources,25 is probably a correct account 
of the murder, as far as it goes. 

We can take it farther, with a considerable degree of probability, if 
we consider the position of the Sarbadiirs and the character of 'Abdur
razzii1$:. Bold action by 'Abdurrazziil):. that coincided with the involvement 
2< The raid is mentioned by Dawlatiliah (p. 279); the killing of 'Abdull)aJi:Ji: by 
F~il) (p. 52). 
21> HA, text, pp. 17-18. Mir., pp. 603-604. In the account of Dawlat:illah (pp. 279-
280), <Abdurrazza~ was killed jumping from a window of the castle of Sabzawar to 
escape Mas<ad. Fa~il) (pp. 54-55) does not go into the details of the murder, but 
says that 'AbdurrazziiJi: was killed because he was mistreating the children of the 
aristocracy-an obvious reflection of the story of 'Abdull)aJi:Ji:'s widow. 

There is confusion in the sonrces as to the identity of the woman in question. 
I;Iafi~-i Abra (HA, text, p. 17) calls her the daughter of <Ala'uddin Hinda. Mir
thwand (p. 603) has her as the daughter of 'Ala'uddin Mul,ammad. I have adopted 
Dawlat:illah's identification (p. 279) because Fa~il;l (p. 52) tells us that Khwaja 'Abd
ull;lali:Lc b. 'Ala'uddin Hindu was killed by 'AbdurrazzaJi: in FaryUmad in 738, no 
doubt during the Sarbadar raid on Juwayn. <AbdurrazzaJi: would thus have been in a 
position to have taken possession of <Abdnll;laI;:Ji:'s harim. 

Petrushevskil (p. 122) has made for further cou"fusion in attempting to reconcile 
these conflicting accounts by identifying 'Ala'uddin Hindii as <Ala'uddin Mul;lam
mad. Both were important personages in Juwayn, and both were at one time or an
other wazirs in Khurasan (see Dawlatiliah, p. 279, for <Ala'uddin Hindii as wazlr-i 
Khuriisiin), but they were separate persons, as can be seen from their separate men
tion as part of a single notice by F~il;l (p. 52) and especially from their separate 
mention within a single context by I;Iiifi~-i Abra (Zayl, trans., p. 57). 
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of the principal Khuriisiinian armies elsewhere had enabled the Sarba
diirs to take Sabzawiir and to sweep the domains of 'AHi'uddin Mu-
1)ammad and Taghiiytimur. But the armies of Taghiiytimiir and Arghun
illah were still superior to those of 'AbdurrazziiJs:, and given an oppor
tunity, could be expected to destroy the Sarbadars, especially now that 
the latter had come down from the mountains and committed them
selves to a base at Sabzawar. Since the military balance lay against them, 
the Sarbadiirs had need at this moment for the weapons of diplomacy 
to fend off their enemies. But 'AbdurrazziiJs: was not a diplomat. The 
stories in the sources all show him as acting heedlessly on impulse, and 
although the stories may not be unimpeachable,26 their characterization 
of'AbdurrazzaJs: is borne out by at least one major event: the beginning 
of the Sarbadar revolt itself.27 If 'AbdurrazziiJs: was willing to challenge 
!1Q1urasanian and even iIkhanid power by murdering a tax-collector, he 
must indeed have been a rash man, as I:Hifi~-i Abru says.2B 

Mas'ud, who had not irrevocably committed himself to rebellion as 
had his brother, could envision a wider range of possible policies for the 
Saibadiirs than could 'AbdurrazzaJs:, who was confronted by the alter
natives of "victory or the scaffold".29 Mas'ud could see that the current 
activities of the Sarbadars would eventually precipitate a collision with 
the superior forces of Taghiiytimur and Arghunilliih, but he could also 
see that a reconciliation with these opponents might be possible, except 
for the presence of 'AbdurrazzaJs: himself, the instigator of the rebellion, 
the despoiler of Juwayn, Riidkan, and Sultiin Maydiin, and the would-be 

.6 Dawlat:illah (po 278), and Mirkhwand (pp. 600-601) begin their Sarbadar histories 
with a tale of 'Abdurrazzii!>'s service under Abu Sa'id and his embezzlement of im
perial funds that he had been assigned to collect in Kirman. BUchner suggests in his 
article "Serbedars" in EJlthat 'AbdurrazziiJs: may have been blackened by the chron
iclers so as to excuse Mas'ud's fratricide, and certainly the embezzlement story 
seems to warrant such suspicion. The stories of 'AbduIl;taJs:Js:'s widow and of the 
circumstances of 'AbdurrazziiJs:'s death might also be considered contrived, except 
for the fact that they show the same intemperate rashness on the part of 'AbdurrazzaJ, 
that is independently attested to by 'Abdurrazzii!>'s rebellion itself and his raids into 
the domains of the Khuriisiinian rulers. 
27 H one accepts, as! do, I;Iiifi~-i Abru's account of the beginning of the revolt. See 
above, p. 104. 
28 HA, text, p. 17. 
29 'AbdurrazziiJs:'s exhortation of his followers at the outset of the revolt as reported 
by I;Iiifi~-i Abru (HA, text, p. 17) was: "If God, be He praised and exalted, grants us 
divine assistance, we are going to abolish tyranny and drive out the oppressors. 
Otherwise we have [only] the choice of putting our heads on the gallows": :;,.. Gl..)"1 
(.)~ ... 1,,:>1 )~.Y. G ¥ .r ~IJ r.S ')11lJ; e' J ,.lli C!'" ~ JJy JL.:;J <liL...,.-.. 
The phrase "heads on the gallows (sar ba-diir)" was presumably taken up as a 
slogan by the rebels and then came to be used as the name of their movement. 
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ravisher of a lady of the Khuriisiinian aristocracy. Given his intention 
of inaugurating a policy of appeasement of the Khuriisiinian authorities, 
it becomes easy to see why Mas'lid released 'Abdul1)aJs:~'s widow, and 
to understand that he killed his brother, not to avenge blows and insults, 
but to remove the main obstacle to rapprochement. 

Mas'ud's reasoning proved correct. After 'Abdurrazzii~ had been 
disposed of, it became possible to arrange for a cessation of hostilities 
between the Sarbadars and the Khuriisiinian government. The Khurii
siinians were willing to compromise with Mas'ud, now that their blood
feud, as it were, had been settled,SO because they still had hopes of seizing 
the Ilkhiinid throne for Taghiiytimur and wanted to be free to campaign 
abroad without having to fear raids on their home territories such as 
'AbdurrazzaJs: had mounted in 738/1337. Mas'ild, for his part, acknowl
edged Taghiiytimilr's sovereignty-Taghaytimur, as we have seen, was 
more than ready to believe the sincerity of such acknowledgements
and undertook to pay the customary revenues for the regions under 
Sarbadiir control into the Khuriisiinian treasury. The evidence for this 
compromise and for its nature is found in the fact that no campaigns 
against the Sarbadiirs were undertaken in 739/1338-39 or 740/1339-40, 
and that coins were struck at Sabzawiir in 740/1339-40 in the name of 
Taghaytimur.31 This interval of peace enabled the Khuriisiinians to 
participate in the short-lived alliance with l;Iasan Buzurg in 739/1338-39, 
and then to recoup their strength during 740/1339-40 in preparation for 
another round in the struggle over the succession. It likewise gave 
Mas'ud an opportunity to build up his own power by instituting a 
corps of regularly paid cavalry, and recruiting, in traditional fashion, 
a bodyguard of slave-soldiers.32 

3. Dawlat:illiih (p. 280) says that "the grandees and common people of !Q!uriisiin 
approved this deed [the murder of 'AbdurrazzaJs:l by Mas'iid": .)L..1.r-'- • Jt.IJ .)tt)! 
..\.:..C!.b .~~ ~JA-'j1 G ... ts' .f.-I. 
at See Appendix, No. 14. Recognition of Taghiiytimur's sovereignty by Mas'ud 
implies the payment of revenue or tribute by the Sarbadars to Taghiiytimar. This 
implication is valid not only from the legal point of view, but from that of practical 
politics: the Khuriisiinian government would have been unlikely to have reconciled 
itself to Sarbadar possession of Sabzawar had not there been the real advantage of 
cash payments to balance the humiliations of recognizing rebels. The Sabzawilr, 738 
coin (Appendix, No.8) may also be Mas'iid's. 
32 DS, p. 280. Petrushevskil (p. 127) uses Dawlat:illiih's statement that "[Mas'udl 
paid a salary to twelve thousand soldiers (sipiilt)" ,b "."k Gt..?~..>\r .,j~~ to 
assert that Mas'ud enrolled twelve thousand peasants in the militia in order to gain 
popularity among the peasantry. Dawlat:illiih makes no mention of peasants, and 
after the campaigns of 737-739 there would have been enough unemployed soldiers 
in !Q!urasiin so that Mas'ad would not have had to recruit peasants. 
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But while the various chiefs in Khurasan were reinforcing themselves, 
events were again taking place in the centrallIkhanid provinces which were 
to affect the balance of power in Khurasan. After forcing the retire
ment of the Khurasanians in 739, Basan KUQluk proceeded, despite his 
agreement, to undermine Basan Buzurg's authority in Sat! Bik's govern
ment by increasing the size and influence of his own faction among the 
.Q!:1.ubanids. By early 740/1339, only a few months after having convinced 
Basan Buzurg of his friendship and persuading him to acknowledge 
SaU Bik, I:Iasan KUQluk was strong enough to bring off a coup against 
SaU Bik, execute her principal adherents, marry her off to his puppet, 
Sulayman, and drive Basan Buzurg into flight to Baghdad (winter, 740/ 
1339-40).33 I:Iasan Buzurg twice attempted to regain control, but was 

The slave-soldiery (Persian ghuliims, Arabic mamliiks) that had been so common 
in earlier Islamic states, is largcly lost to sight during the Mongol period in Iran. 
But the institution survived, and by the time of Ohazan Khan (1295-1304) was again 
important, if not conspicuous, as shown by a passage from RasJjiduddin (Jahn ed., 
p. 308) stating that a military iktii' whose holder dies without heirs shall be given to 
one of his !!!!.uliims: ~ ~(,;. 0T jl 0y'" J c:..,....J),.. ... ~.J'; er.r. t!W1 cr.1 
..;...,}J .c..., J.\; cip t!W1 • .l:i b)" JI ,lA.. rli G§, JI ';,IJ lil J 01.r-? jI .\;~ uGJ 
.;;.;b)".J),..JI t:..\J,"Ji..J,';;:4 .0:.:.:.,: tJ-'.JI)"IJ O. Q!!azim's practice very cIoseIy 
resembles that later employed by the Ottomans: see Oibb and Bowen, 1:1, p. 51; 
and H. :Inalclk, "Ottoman Methods of Conquest", Studia Islamico, II (1954), 
pp.12O-121. 

Ibn BaNta (Oibb trans., II, p. 343) somewhat later speaks of Abil Sa'id's mamliiks 
in describing the traveling I1khanid court, and with the decline of the iIkhanid empire 
!I!!uliims again begin to achieve prominence: see al-Ahri, pp. 70/170, 72/172, 73/173, 
and 74/175 for mentions of ghuliims and mamliiks of the Chilbanids; see also pp. 123, 
127, and 141 below. - -
sa al-Ahri, p. 68/167; HA, Zayl, trans., p. 130. ll1ese sources specifiy only that in 
the winter after the coup J:Iasan Buzurg retired to Baghdad while J:Iasan Kilct1uk 
went to Sultaniyya. The year in question may be discovered by reference to later 
IIkbanid coinage, which shows that SaU Bik was acknowledged in areas controlled 
by both the Chilbanids and the Jaiayirs in 739, but that in 740, after a few coins were 
struck in hername, the rest were minted instead for the Chilbanids' Sulayman and 
the Jalayir's JiMn Timilr. Sati Bik's coins of 740 include ODe from Chilbiinid Tabriz 
(Ahmet Ziya, Meskl1kat-i is[timiye [Constantinople, 1328/1910-11], p. 94, No. 1491) 
and another from Jaillyir Baghdad (Hermitage Catalogue, p. 942, No. 505a); later 
in the year Tabriz strikes for Sulayman (Hermitage Catalogue, p. 592, Nos. 514-515) 
and Baghdad for JiMn Timilr (in the absence of published dated Baghdad coins of 
Jihan TimUr, the final establishment of the fact of his minting there at that time must 
await fuller publication, planned by this writer, of later Ilkhanid coinage; for the 
moment we have a Baghdad coin of JiMn Timar, date effaced, in Bartholomae, 
"Quatrieme lettre ... aM. F. Soret ... ", RNB [1864], p. 322, No. 132). Thus the 
break between J:Iasan Buzurg and I;Iasan Kilct1uk, and the coup against Siiti Bik 
must have occurred early in 740 (late summer or early fall 1339), and J:Iasan Buzurg's 
removal to Baghdad in the winter of 740 (1339-40). 
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defeated by the <;1!ubanid on both occasions (late 740/1340 and early 
741/1340).34 After Sati Bik had been removed from the contest for nom
inal Iikhanid sovereignty and replaced by the Chubanid's Sulayman, 
Basan Buzurg tried to elevate a certain Jihan Timur as rival Ilkhan 
(740/1340), but soon found him unsatisfactory, deposed him,35 and 
returned to his earlier policy of acknowledging Taghaytimur.36 Basan 
Buzurg seems to have intended the formation of another combined army 
of Jalayir and Khurasanian forces, strengthened by the Chfibanid follow
ers of Sati Bik's son, Surghan, who had decided to throw over his obe
dience to Basan KUQluk. Basan KUQluk's forces moved too quickly, 
however, and Basan Buzurg was beaten before Surghan and Taghayti
mur could come to his aid. Surghan and Taghaytimur then had to face 
the Chubanid armies alone, and were defeated in their turn,37 in the 
summer or fall of 741/1340. 

These maneuverings and engagements of the Chflbanid and Jalayir 
forces during 740-741/1340 produced two results. First, Basan KUQluk's 
success in the struggle for the central Iikhanid provinces of Az;arbayjan 
and (lra~-i 'Ajam was confirmed by his victory over Basan Buzurg and 
the Khurasanians. Second, I:Iasan Buzurg and Taghaytimur made an
other alliance in 741/1340-41, and despite their respective reverses, main
tained it through 744/1343-44. Khurasan was thus committed to the 
Jalayirs against the increasingly powerful Basan KUQluk-Khurasan, 
that is, with the exception of the part controlled by the Sarbadars. 

Since his accession in 738/1338, Mas'ud had realized that he would 
have to make a stronger appeal to the populace of the region under his 
control in order to gain general support for the Sarbadars-hitherto 

34 The first defeat is called the battle of Suntay by aI-Ahrl, who does not date it; 
I;Iafi~-i Abru calls it the battle of Vmas and dates it at the end of ;?;U'l-Hijja 740 (June 
1340). The second battle took place in 741-the date is given by al-Ahrl this time. 
See al-Ahri, p. 68/168, and HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 131-132. 
35 HA, Zayl, trans., p. 130. The "reign" of Jihiin Timar lasted for only a few months 
of 740, probably from winter up to the battle of Suntay (see previous note) at the end 
of 740. The fact that al-Ahri makes no mention of JiMn Dmm at aU is illustrative 
of the nature of his bias. 
3. Neither al-Ahri nor Hafi~-i Abril mentions this renewed alliance. al-Ahri could 
have been expected to ign~re it just as he omitted to mention J:Iasan Buzurg's sponsor
ship of JiMn Timilr. Hafiz-i Abril's failure to notice this connection reflects upon the 
character of his sourc~s, .:vhich must have had at least a certain pro-Jalayir attitude 
in common with aI-AhrL The evidence for J:Iasan Buzurg's alliance with Taghaytimilr 
is found in the coins struck in the name of Taghaytimilr during 741-744 at Baghdad 
and other Mesopotamian mints controlled by J:Iasan Buzurg: see Appendix, Nos. 
149-152. 
3' al-Ahri, pp. 68-69/168; HA, Zayl, trans., p. 132. 
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only an armed band dominating Sabzawar and its region at first by 
force alone, and then as the agents of Taghaytimo.r. Mas'o.d now decided 
to do this by making use of the prestige and authority among the Sabza
waTis of I;Iasan Jo.ri, a radical.§Qi'i shaykh. 

I;lasan Jo.ri was the disciple of~ a certain .§Qaykh Khalifa who had 
preached .§Qi'i doctrines in Sabzawar in some form that had badly up
set the Sunnis. They had first appealed to AbO. Sa'id to have him exe
cuted, and, when AbO. Sa'id refused to interfere, in conformity with the 
usual IIkhanid policy of religious tolerance, they had then arranged his 
murder themselves, according to the story given by I:Iafi+-i Abro..38 On 
his master's death, I:Iasan Jo.ri succeeded as leader of his disciples, and 
either began or continued religious work of a distinctly political charac
ter. Employing an ideology that centered on a belief in the imminent 
reappearance of the Twelfth Imam, and on the thesis that all good 
Muslims should prepare themselves to aid the Mahdi in his work, I:Iasan 
Jo.ri proceeded to create an organization of armed artisans and trades
men who were obedient to a discipline that was probably derived from 
thefutuwwa and devoted to a religious mission. The only unusual aspects 
of this organization were the radical §hi'i formulation of its mission 
(and this was not unique) and its clandestine nature, which was obviously 
essential for an organization that advocated a .§Qi'i theocracy in the 
face of a Sunni government, and that was opposed by the militant hostil
ity of the Sunni religious leadership.39 

I:Iasan left Sabzawar in 736/1335-36 after his master's murder and 
spent several years traveling outside of Khurasan spreading his doctrines 
and trying to form branches of his organization. On his return to Khu
rasan from Tirmiz in 740/1339-40, Argho.nrmah had him arrested and 
incarcerated in the castle of TaI.c in Yazir, where he remained until 
Mas'o.d came to free him.40 

To reach .§QaYkh I:Iasan's prison, Mas'o.d had to travel through 
the heart of the Jao.ni ~urban territories, cross the mountains 
separating Khurasan from the steppes toward the Oxus, and then work 

.. All the detailed information that we have about Shaykh Khalifa and Shaykh 
J.fasan Juri originates with l;Iafi~-i Abru (as far as extairt worksgo), and wascopied 
from him by Samarl,:andi and Mirkhwand. Fa~i1;t and DawIatshah, who relied upon 
the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin or other sources independent of l;Iiifi~-i Abru's, say almost 
nothing about either of these persons. 
8. See above, pp. 55-56 • 
• 0 See above, p. 51. There is an alternative story of Shaykh Hasan's rescue, 
whieh gives the credit to his dervish followers (Mir, pp. 607=-608); this comes from 
the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin, which was concerned (0 minimize Mas'ud's involvement 
with the ~aYkh. 
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northwest into the hills of the Kopet Dagh.41 It would seem unlikely that 
Mas'o.d could have achieved such an extensive penetration of potentially 
hostile territory except under unusual conditions. For this reason I 
would assign the liberation of .§QaYkh I:Iasan to a date at the beginning 
of 741 (June or early July, 1340), when many of Argho.nrmah's troops 
would presumably have left the Jaiini ~urban area to join the expedition 
that Taghaytimo.r was then preparing to send to help I:Iasan Buzurg 
fight against the Cho.banids. 

Having brought §.haykh I:Iasan back to Sabzawar, Mas'iid made him 
co-ruler and encouraged him to call forth his secret supporters and put 
them to work for the new state.42 I:Iasan's appeals would have had an 
authority that Mas'o.d's could never have achieved. The populace of 
Sabzawar was largely .§Qi'i,43 as was that of much of the surrounding 
district as well; J:lafi+-iAbrii calls "most of the people" of Bayhals:l5: (the 
Sabzawar district) "followers of I;Iasan Jo.ri."44 I:Iasan's (and presumably 
§.haYkh KhaUfa's) previous teachings had accustomed the §.hi'is of Sab
zawar to the idea of a theocracy in which they would play an active part, 
and when I:Iasan appeared as a ruler in Sabzawar, his former audience 
would have considered this as confirming his teachings and would 
actively have supported his government. Moreover, I:!asan's futuwwa 
organization-though hitherto probably not any very formidable appa
ratus-now made it possible for l;Iasan and Mas'iid to utilize the enthu
siasts and fanatics who were drawn by I:Iasan's ideology. Properly 
organized and disciplined, these persons could be formed into a military 
auxiliary, and I:Iasan probabiy saw to it that they served also as a model 
and example to the less eager ~i'is, and, no doubt, as an organ of religio
political pressure through propaganda and thought-control. Thus, fol
lowing Mas'o.d's co-optation of I:Iasan Jo.ri into the Sarbadar govern-

U See below, Chapter 10, for the locations of Yazir and Tali:. 
.. I:Iiifi{:-i Abru (HA, text, p. 18) entitles a section of his Sarbadar history "The 
Government of Amir Wajihuddin Mas'iid Sarbadar and Shaykh Hasan Juri". Mir
khwiind (p. 604) follows I:Iafi?-i Abru, but omits ~aykh I:Iasan froni his title. Dawlat
shah, following the TiiriklJ-i Sarbadiiriin, which was concerned to play down the role 
of Shaykh Hasan and his followers in Sarbadar affairs, indicates Shaykh Hasan's 
position less·clearly. He says that Mas'ud became a disciple of I;Iasa~but als~ speci
fies that the break with Taghaytimuf and the attack on Harat were carried out by 
Mas'ud "in agreement with" Shaykh Hasan (DS, pp. 28{}-281). 

Petrushevskil (p. 130) says that in his MS of I:Iiifi?-i Abru's Zubda it is asserted 
that ~aykh J.fasan's name was read before Mas'ud's in the klJurba at Sabzawar; 
I have not found this passage in Tauer's Cinq Opuscu[es (HA). 
AS Mustawfi, I, p. 150; II, p. 148. HA, text, p. 52. Mustawfi refers to the period ca. 
1340, and Ha~-i Abru to ca. 1370. 
... HA, te~t, p. 17. 
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ment, the state acquired the dual character that I:fiifi{,:-i Abril has pointed 
out, saying that "that people has two groups: they call the followers of 
~aykhI;Iasan maykhiytin and the followers of Amir Mas'ud Sarbadiir".45 
And Ibn Batuta's apparently contradictory description of the Sarba
dars first as robbers and riffraff, and then as a band disciplined to an 
honesty that forbids them even to take money dropped in their camp, 
is but an inadequate attempt to describe these two components of the 
Sarbadar state.46 

For the time being these two leaders and their respective followings 
could work together toward the common goal of strengthening their 
state. It had been for this purpose that Mas'ud had liberated I;Iasan, 
and of course for I;Iasan the achievement of such strength was a necessary 
step on the way to fulfillment of his program. But the two were look
ing toward different ends: Mas'iid wanted to keep and extend his power 
in a Khurasan that was a part of the Ilkhanid imperial system, whereas 
I;Iasan Juri envisioned the establishment of an independent ~i'i theoc
racy. This difference as to ends must soon have become apparent to 
both leaders, and it may have been as a result of this, as Mas'ud tried to 
find an immediate program on which he and ~aykh I;Iasan could agree 
and which could absorb the pressures generated by the dervish organi
zation, that the Sarbadars now adopted a policy of external aggres
sion. 

In 741/1340, Mas'ud and I;Iasan took advantage of the commitment 
of Taghaytimur's army in 'Ira~ to attack the Jauni ~urbil.n. Arghunillah 
had probably sent tribal forces to accompany 'Ali Kawun, and the 
absence, or destruction of these (which had already enabled Mas'iid to 
liberate .§QaYkh I;Iasan) tempted the Sarbadars to strike at their normally 
more powerful neighbor. ~aYkh I;Iasan was doubtless eager to revenge 
himself upon the author of his imprisonment, and Mas'ud probably 
thought that Taghaytimfu would not react. In their surprise at Mas'ud's 
attack, the Jaimi ~urban leaders fell into strategic errors that threw 
away victory to the Sarbadars. The startled defenders made separate and 
uncoordinated counterattacks against Mas'l1d, and thus enabled him to 
destroy their forces in detail. The survivors retreated to Tus, abandoning 
Niillapur to the Sarbadars.47 

46 HA, notes, p. 23; see above, p. 59. 
46 Ibn Batilta, pp. 65-66. 
47 I;!afi~-i Abril (HA, text, p. 19; Zayl, trans., p. 132) tells us that the Sarbadars 
attacked while 'Ali Kawun was away in 'IriiJ.c-i 'Ajam; al-Ahri (pp. 68-69/168) that 
'Ali was away in 741. The story of the battles between the Sarbadars and the Jiiilni 
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By attacking Arghunmah Mas'ud had, in effect, thrown down the 
gauntlet before Taghaytimur as well. But Mas'Ud apparently thought that 
Taghaytimur, whose armies had just undergone another trouncing in 
(Ira~, could be induced to overlook this attack as long as the Sarbadars 
maintained their vassal and tributary status. Mas'ud therefore continued 
to acknowledge Taghaytimur on the Sabzawar coins of 742/1341-42,48 
and continued, doubtless, to send a good number of these coins to 
Taghaytiml1r. Nevertheless, Mas'l1d had miscalculated. The counsels 
of 'Ali Kawun, anxious to repair his military reputation, and of Ar
ghunillah and 'Ala'uddin Mul;tammad, desirous respectively of repos
sessing Niillapl1r and Sabzawar, must have persuaded Taghaytimur 
that the Sarbadars had at last to be dealt with by force. 'Ali Kawun 
was required to prepare another army and in 742/1341-42 this army 
collided with Mas'ud's Sarbadar troops.49 

It is not clear which force had taken the offensive. I:Iafi{,:-i Abru says 
that the Sarbadars met 'Ali Kawun in the Sabzawar district,60 while 
Dawlatillah puts the battle "on the bank of the river Atrak"51-that is, 
on Taghaytimur's home territory. However, there is no doubt about 
who won. 'Ali Kawun was killed and his army put to flight. 
The Sarbadars closely pursued the fugitives into Mazandaran, and 
overtook and killed many of them, including Taghaytimur's wazir, 
(Ala'uddin Mul}ammad, as well as 'Abdullah b. Mawliiy of I~uhistan. 
After this victory of the Sarbadars, in the words of I;Iafi{,:-i Abru, "their 
name and fame spread to [all] parts of the country, and the great men 

~urbiin derives from the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin, and is found in DS, p. 280; Mir, p. 
604; and Fa~jl:t, pp. 55-57. Fa~il:t dates these battles in 739, but this must be in error, 
since they are invariably connected with the Sarbadars' conquest of Nishapilr, which 
our other more reliable sources (and even aI-Ahri) place in 741, and which must have 
resulted in a rupture of relations with the sovereign of the Jiiiini ~urban, Taghayti
miir-a rupture that took place only in 742. The Ttirilsh-i Sarbadiirlin, like Daw
latshah and Mirliliwand, probably did not date these battles, and Fa~il), committed 
to an annual arrangement of events, simply assigned them arbitrarily to 739. The 
story has it that Mas'ild won three battles in a single day against stupendous odds; 
it is thus more interesting as a commentary on the reliability of the Ttirilsh-i Sarbadii
rlin as history than on the ability of Mas'ild as commander. 
... Appendix, No. 37. 
•• Fa~il:t (p. 61) gives the date, and this date is supported by logic: 'Ali Kawun would 
have needed time to prepare for another campaign after his defeat by Ashraf in 741; 
it is also supported by the numismatic evidence: Mas'ild tried to maintain his old 
relationship with Taghaytimilr during at least part of 742, which he would not have 
bothered to do after 'Ali Kawun's attack. 
50 HA, text, p. 24. 

DS, p. 280: !l,;1 ..,..T ..,.J .p. 
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and ~arifs of Khuriisiin submitted to [Mas'iid] willy-nilly, [and] those 
far and near, Turk and Tiizik, accepted from them another con
dition".5z 

The coins of 743/1342-43 show us how "far and near" this acceptance 
extended, and what sort of "condition" it entailed. Jiijarm, Jurjiin, 
Diimgl1iin, and Simniin were occupied, and the mints of these towns set 
to making coins for the Chiibiinid's IIkhan, Sulaymiin.63 Forced to a 
rupture of relations with Tag!1iiytimiir, Mas'iid had yet retained the 
hope of making a place for himself and the Sarbadiirs within the Ilkhan
id empire, and now the only way he could do so was by acknowledging 
the Chiibiinids and working for a mutual victory that would leave him 
dominion of Khuriisan under their nominal authority. 

By 743/1342-43, Mas'iid was well on the way to achievement of this 
goal. His local enemies-Tag!1aytimur and Arg!1iinmiih-were beaten 
if not humbled, and direct contact with the Chiibiinids had probably 
been established following the submission of Simnan, through Sawa to 
Sultiiniyya, which latter towns were Chiibiinid possessions. 54 But as 
Mas'iid's schemes approached fruition, his relations with ~aYkh I:Iasan, 
whose aims were not at all the same as his, must have deteriorated. 

It is not likely that l;Iasan Juri either understood or approved of the 
policy of recognizing l;Iasan KiiQluk's government, an officially Sunni: 
organization for which he could have had nothing but hatred. And for 
his part, Mas'iid must have seen his alliance with l;Iasan Jiiri increasingly 
as a nuisance and a danger. With the capture of Ni:miipiir, the Sarbadiirs' 
realm came to include a predominantly Sunni area,55 and one which 

.2 HA, text, p. 24: JI L., .... !, lJL..1r .j1~IJ j~l5'1 ~!.,.::.;.;.,. ..:.Ill< .j~!'4 lJL:.,1 :),T 

..\:.:;;p .r. j~~ yL.>- lJl~1 jI ,:.J.,jl; J !.l-" J <!.i:.~J J jY~ .lj.?7C. ~1,,'<';1 I; yl Jtz..1 L..)"". 
Mar'a:;hi (p. 73) mentions the battle, but puts it after the Harat campaign, as does 
Khwandamir (pp. 149-150). FllJiil~ (p. 61) places the death of 'Alft'uddin Mui;lammad 
in742; Dawlat:;hah (p. 278) describes the Sarbadars' pursuit, seizure, and execution 
of 'Ala'uddin, but dates it in 737. We know from I;Iafi~-i Abrii's account (Zayl, trans., 
p. 128) that 'Ala'uddin was alive in 739, and the most likely occasion for his death 
as a fugitive from the Sarbadars would have been following the defeat of 742. For 
the death of 'Abdullah b. Mawliiy, see Mir, p. 614. 
63 Appendix, Nos. 41-46. Mar'a:;hi (p. 73) says that Mas'iid appointed officials to 
govern Jurjan and ~amis after destroying 'Ali Kawun and driving Taghiiytimur 
into flight. Khwandamir (p. 151) says Mas'ild occupied Astarabiid after his victory 
and then, in"""%ii'l-~'da 743, Amul. 
64 For Sulayman's coins of 743 from Sawa, see Markov, Hermitage Catalogue, 
p. 942, No. 522b. 
55 f:Iam:-i Abrii CHA, text, p. 52) says that most of the Nimapiiris were Sunni, even 
when referring to the year 773, after Niwapiir had been under Sarbadar control for 
over thirty years. 
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was at least as important as Sabzawar.56 Mas'iid had found l;Iasan's aid 
useful in mustering Sabzawiiri support, but in Nishiipiir the radical 
~i'i element in the Sarbadar government must have been viewed with 
suspicion. Furthermore, Basan brought pressure on Mas'iid in favor 
of a forcible establishment of the ~i'a in the newly acquired territories, 
as is indicated by the character of l;Iasan's doctrines and the statement 
of Ibn Batiita.57 Mas'iid must have been reluctant to consider such 
measures. He could calculate the weights of political forces nicely, and 
he would have seen that l;Iasan's party was neither so powerful nor so 
necessary (after the defeat of Arghiinillah and Tag!1aytimiir) as to re
quire satisfaction by methods which would alienate the Sunnis ofKhura
san and risk annoying the Q!ubiinids. And finally, Mas'iid must have 
been suspicious of l;Iasan, who had coped with the restrictions of an 
unsympathetic government before, and on that occasion had done so 
by organizing an underground movement that aimed at a coup d'etat. 
There was no reason for him to suppose that l:-iasan would not resort 
to similar methods when he found Mas'iid hindering the execution of 
his program. 

Mas'iid therefore got in the first blow. As the moment of crisis in the 
relations between l;Iasan and Mas'lid drew near, with the increasing 
imminence of a Chiibiinid demand for the re-establishment of the 
imperial system in Khura.san, Mas'iid came to an agreement with l;Iasan 
to take action on a project that both of them cherished: the conquest 
of Harat. !:lasan naturally favored expansion of the realm which he hoped 
eventually to dominate, and Mas'iid not only had territorial ambitions, 
but must have seen that the keys of Hariit (or more likely the head of 
Malik l;Iusayn) would make a choice gift for his Chiibiinid ally, l;Iasan 
KiiQluk, whose grandfather, Amir Chliban, had been destroyed by the 
treachery of l;Iusayn's father, Ghiyailiuddin. The Sarbadiir forces march
ed on Hariit in 743/1342, and were met by I:Iusayn at Ziiwa. During the 
battle, ~aykh l:-iasan was struck down by a Sarbadiir soldier, and 
Mas'lid regained sole control of the Sarbadar government.58 

56 Compare Mustawfi's descriptions of Nimapiir and Sabzawiir (BayhaJ,J,), (I, 
pp. 148-150; II, pp. 147-148). 
.. Ibn Baliila, p. 66; and see the argument above on p. 58. 
5. The accounts of this battle are to be found in HA, text, pp. 25 and 32-37; DS, 
p. 281; Fa~ii;l, p. 63; Mir, p. 614 and IV, pp. 681-683. The date of the battle was 16 
Safar 743, according to Hafiz-i Abrii (HA, text, p. 36). 
. f:Iafi'lO-i Abrii does not directly blame Mas'iid for f:Iasan's death, but says that 
f:Iasan's dervish followers believed Mas'iid guilty (HA, text, p. 25). All the other 
sources state outright that Mas'iid ordered the murder, and since he had such a strong 
motive, his guilt seems highly likely. Mirkbwlind, although he depends heavily on 

:' 
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Although Mas'ud achieved one of his aims, the clmnsiness of his 
assassin partly offset his gain. By striking before the battle was won
and up to that time the Sarbadars had been winning-the murderer 
caused Mas(iid's defeat: the Sarbadar forces became demoralized at 
the loss of one of their leaders and gave Malik I;Iusayn an opportunity 
to rally, counterattack, and win. And by attacking §haYk!! I;Iasan too 
openly, the assassin made it plain that this was murder and not accident 
or the result of enemy action. The dervishes consequently withdrew 
from further cooperation with Mas'fid. 

The alienation of the dervishes was to cause Mas'fid's successors 
more trouble than it did Mas'iid himself. By 745/1344 Mas'ild was again 
ready to make war, and this rapid recovery shows that the Sarbadars no 
longer depended upon ~aykh I;Iasan's dervish organization, or upon 
the active support of the ~i'i community of Sabzawar for their strength. 
§hayk!! I;Iasan's great prestige, supplemented by the dervish organiza
tion, had given essential service in the critical days when Mas'iid, based 
only on Sabzawar, had decided to challenge Taghaytimfir and Arghiln
mah, both of whom possessed much greater resources and more man
power than did the Sarbadars. The alliance with l;Iasan and his follow
ers had enabled Mas'iid to mobilize the resources of Sabzawar-in men 
and especially in money-much more efficiently than would have been 
possible on the basis of a purely secular appeal, and this efficiency had 

ljIafi?-i Abril's account (compare HA, text, pp. 32-37 and Mir, IV, pp. 681-683), 
gives both the name of the assassin-N~rulIah Juwayni-and a different story about 
the cause of the war, saying that the Sarbadars were trying to forestall a joint attack 
by Taghaytimfir and Malik .!;lusayn. Mirkhwand's additional information probably 
was derived from the TiirlkJJ-i Sarbadaran, which we would expect to have contained 
some excuse for the attack on Harilt. There is little reason to believe that Taghilytimfir 
and ljIusayn planned any joint attack. l;Iusayn made no move when Taghilytimilr sent 
his army against the Sarbadilrs in 742, and he would have been unlikely to cooperate 
with Taghilytimiir in any case. ljIusayn had acknowledged Taghaytimur's authority 
before 743, and had even been given a daughter in marriage by Taghilytimfir CHA, 
text, p. 32). But as far as 1;lusayn was concerned, the alliance was only one of neces
sity, dictated by HariH's situation among Taghaytimur's tribal supporters, and l;Iu
sayn threw it off after 743; see Ibn Batuta, pp. 70---71. However, Taghaytimiir may 
well have taken advantage of the Sarbadars' preoccupation in the east in 743 to de
scend from his refuge in Lilr-i Ka~ran, whither he had fled after the 742 disaster, to 
attack the ~umis region. The ~oins of Damghan attest to a reoccupation of J$:iimis 
by TaghaytimQf at least by 744 (see Appendix, Nos. 48-49), and if this reoccupation 
is put in 743, the basis may be seen not only fOf Mirkhwand's story, but for Ibn 
Batala's unlikely looking assertion that the Simnanis aided Malik l;Iusayn against 
the Sarbadars (Petrushevskil attempts [po 134] to interpret Ibn BatQta's statement as 
meaning that the Simnanis attacked the army of Mas'iid in the rear, but this is un
convincing). 
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the effect of reducing the discrepancy between the power of Mas'iid 
and that of his enemies. Mas'fid's careful timing of his campaigns, and 
the division and blunders of his opponents had done the rest. Mter the 
victories of 741-742/1340-42, however, the change in the composition 
of the Sarbadar population as regards religion, from largely §hi'i to 
perhaps half §hi'i and half Sunni, rendered useless the special technique 
of heightening mobilization of resources through §hi'i religious agitation. 
In any case, now that the territorial basis of the Sarbadar state had been 
enlarged, more ordinary methods of recruitment and financing sufficed 
to assure the Sarbadars of military parity with their neighbors. 

Nor was §haYk!! I;Iasan's organization militarily indispensable. Al
though it could field a militia, the quality of this force was probably not 
high. Its members were drawn from the crafts and trades, 59 and could 
not have been of much use in the field in an age when the army of choice 
was formed of professional cavalrymen. The dervish organization func
tioned most effectively as a political faction, and especially in Sabzawar. 
But because Mas'iid relied principally upon the support of the Bamtini 
gentry and the army, who had their bases outside of Sabzawar,6o and 
because of the disruption of the organization caused by its leader's 
death, the dervishes could not make themselves felt even in this role 
during the remainder of Mas'iid's reign. 

The debacle suffered by the Sarbadars in 745/1344 had other, more 
obvious causes than the dervishes' alienation. Taghaytimiir and his 
decimated following had retreated after their defeat in 742/1341-42 to 
Lar-i ~a~ran61 in the valley of the Jajrfid, south of Amul and not far from 
Mt. Damawand.sz The "kings of Rustamdar" and the Ispahbad ruler 
of Mazandaran, Fak!!ruddawla I;Iasan, of whom the latter at least had 
been a vassal of Taghaytimfir, gave the fugitives aid and support.63 
During 743/1342-43 or 744/1343-44, Taghaytimur had taken advantage 
of the Sarbadars' weakness to attempt the reconquest of the I>-fimis 
region, and had managed to take or force recognition by Damghan." 
It was to secure ~iimis-and thereby the road to the West and his com
munications with the Chftbiinids, presumably-and to destroy Taghay-

59 See above, p. 57; and HA, notes, p. 10 and text, p. 16. 
60 See below, pp. 122-123. 
Gl Mar'ami, p. 73. 
62 H. L. Rabino, Mazandaran and Asfarabdd (London, 1928), pp. 34 and 155-156. 
G3 Mar'ami, p. 73. For the rulers of Rustamdar and Mazandaran, see Rabino, 
pp. 134-136 and 141-142. Fakhruddawla l;Iasan struck coins for Taghaytimiir: see 
Appendix, Nos. 3--4, 10-11, and 33. 
.. Appendix, Nos. 48-49. 
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timfir once and for all that Mas'fid undertook his Mazandaran campaign 
of 745/1344.6• 

Mas'iid prepared the ground for his attack on Mazandaran with a 
diplomatic offensive, sending messengers and letters to cajole and intim
idate the local rulers. He won over in this fashion three of the Kiya-i 
Jalai, a noble family of Sari (and one hostile to Fakhruddawla I;Iasan),66 
and these helped him to enter Mazandaran without opposition and 
establish an advanced base at Sari. Tagbaytimfir's principal local sup
porters, Fakhruddawla I;Iasan, whose main city was Amul, and Jalal
uddawla Iskandar of Rustamdar, nevertheless refused to give in to 
Mas'fid. When the Sarbadars advanced from Sari to Amul, Fakhrud
dawla abandoned his city and brought his forces around to Mas'ud's 
rear, destroying the Sarbadar garrison in Sari and cutting Mas'fid's 
lines of communication and retreat. Mas'iid tried to push on from Amul 
into Rustamdar, perhaps hoping that Tagbaytimfir would lose his nerve. 
But the Mazandaranis, not Tagbaytimiir, were conducting the defense, 
and when Mas'fid left Amul, Fakhruddawla moved in to attack his rear 
while Iskandar blocked his route from the front. The trapped Sarbadar 
army was destroyed. Mas'fid was captured and handed over by Iskandar 
to the son of 'Ala'uddin Mu~ammad for execution.67 

The effect of this disaster was to re-establish the balance of power in 
Khurasan approximately as it had been in 739-740/1338-40, before 
Mas'fid broke with Tagbaytimfir and Argbfin:illah. Tagbaytimfir re
gained his former territories in Astarabad and Jurjan;68 Argbun:illah 
continued to hold Yazir, the cities of the Atak, KhabU.:illan, Tus, and 
Ma:illhad (the status of Nimapfir is uncertain, but it probably remained 
under Sarbadar control) ;69 and the Sarbadars, holding Sabzawar and 
probably Juwayn and Ni:illapur, were again compelled to recognize and 
pay tribute to Tagbaytimur.70 But although the balance was restored, 

GO With the exception of I;Iafi:?-i AbrO, who says that Mas'od was attacking Taghay
timor (HA, notes, p. 16) the sources give no adequate account of Mas'od's motive 
for invading Miizandaran. 
.. Rabino, pp. 141-142. 
'7 I have followed Mar'awl (pp. 7J-77) for the details of this campaign. The other 
sources mention it only briefly: DS, p. 281; HA, text, p. 25 and notes, p. 16; Fa~il:J, 
p. 69; Mir, p. 614. Dawlatwah dates Mas'iid's death in Rabi' a1-Awwal, 745, and 
Faliii). in Rabi' a1-Akhir. Mas'iid executed his Kiyii-i Jaliil "allies" when he found 
himself trapped (Mar'as.hi, p. 76). 
68 I assume this from the restoration of Taghaytimur's power vis-a-vis the Sarbadars 
after 745; by the early 750'8, certainly, TaghaytimOr was in full control of the Astar
abiid region. 
•• HA, text, p. 28. 
70 Appendix, No. 55. 
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the power of Khurasiin was not. Nine year of foreign and domestic 
wars had rendered the various authorities in Khmasan too weak for any 
one of them ever again to be able to subdue its neighbors and rivals in 
any potentially permanent manner and reassert the influence of 
Khmasan abroad. For the three decades that follow, Khurasan is but a 
theater of civil wars, divided and ineffectual. 

The situation outside Khurasan was no more hopeful. As Mas'iid 
marched to his doom, Chlibanid power crumbled, with I;Iasan KIi!<huk 
assassinated and SUlayman exiled, as Malik A:illraf fought and tricked 
his way to control of a truncated Chiiba.nid realm.?! The provinces 
laboriously restored to central control by I;Iasan Kii!<huk and Sulayman 
during 741-744/1340-43 were lost while A:iliraf rose,72 and with this loss 
collapsed the hope of restoration of the Hkhanid empire. As in Khura
san, the would-be unifiers in the other provinces were now too divided 
and too weak to be able to impose their solutions, and none had the 
prestige to achieve a reunification by consent. 

71 HA, Zayl, trans., pp. 140-144; aI-Ahri, pp. 70-72/169-171. 
72 The territorial losses of the CJ!ubanids during the civil war between Sulayman, 
As.hraf, et aI., can be seen most clearly from a comparison of the lists of mints of 
Sulaymiin and As.hraf; these data will form part of a subsequent study related to the 
present work. 
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THE MIDDLE PERIOD 

The literary sources available for the period 745-759/1344-58 of Sarba
dar history, from the death of Mas'iid to the accession of J;Iasan Dilm
ghani, are of less variety and lower quality than those for the earlier 
period. As mentioned above,' I:Iafi?-i Abril's detailed coverage of the 
Sarbadars' affairs does not extend to this period, for which he gives only 
brief notices concerning deaths, depositions, and accessions, occasionally 
augmented by comments on a ruler's activities. The other historians, 
Fa~i.I)., Dawlatmah, and Mirkhwand, have to rely upon the TiirlkJ1-i 
Sarbadiil'iin, and so we too depend to a great extent upon its material 
for coverage of this period. I;iafi?-i Abril's statements sometimes help 
to supplement or correct the story of the Tari!sh-i Sarbadariin-taken 
together with the coinage of the period they do at least permit a close 
reconstruction of the chronology-but in the main our account must 
follow where the Tiiri!sh-i Sarbadarall leads: through the tangles of Sar
badar struggles for the throne. 

With the disappearance from the scene of the dominating figures of 
~aYkh I:Iasan Juri and Wajihuddin Mas'ild, the lesser men in Sarbadar 
politics begin to make an appearance, and from their activities and the 
attempts of the chronicles to explain these, we can begin to make out 
something of the pattern in Sarbadar affairs at tIus time. The main fac
tions involved in these politics seem to have fallen into two groups: 
(1) Mas'ild's followers, and (2) the Sabzawaris. 

Mas'ud's followers include (a) Mas'iid's family: his brother, ~amsud
din and his son, LutfuIlilh b. Mas'iid, for instance; (b) the BamBni gentry: 
persons such as Kulii Isfandiyar,2 and those Bii5.htinis who objected to 
Aytimilr's rule because of his servile origin3;3 and (c) Mas'ild's army, 
I See above, p. 30. 
2 Discounting statements of Kulu Isfandiyar's base birth (Mir, p. 616): see below 
pp.128-129. 
3 HA, notes, p.16. 
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composed of ex-bandit elements, ex-soldiers, and Turkic ghuliims.4 To 
judge by his name, Aytimur, Mas'lid's deputy and success;;;' may have 
been one of these ghuliims, and was certainly a Turk. 

The Sabzawaris-;;ay be divided into (a) the aristocracy-the !shwiija
zadagan (who may be distinguished by the title khwaja): including 
~amsuddin 'All, Yal)ya Karawi, and 'Ali Mu'ayyad; (b) the guilds 
(probably organized in accordance with the jilfuwwa), whose known 
leaders include ~amsuddin 'Ali and (probably) I:Iaydar IS.a~~ab; and 
(c) the dervish organization founded by ~aykh I:Iasan.5 

The two groups were divided from one another, first, by the hostility 
between the dervishes and Mas'ud's followers that had its origin in the 
murder of ~aykh Basan; and second by the Sabzawaris' jealousy of 
Mas'ud's followers' dominance in the government. Nor did these groups 
have any strong internal cohesiveness. Mas'iid's soldiery tended to 
respect only its own commanders, and was, in turn, despised by the 
Bamtini gentry. Both factions, however, seem to have had some affec
tion for the house of Mas'ild. TheSabzawaris, for their part, were divid
ed as to the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the extreme 
doctrines and program of ~aykh I:Iasan's dervishes; although the pop
ulation of Sabzawar was largely ~i'i, many of these were moderates 
in religion and politics, and, with the Sunnls (whose strength had been 
demonstrated by their murder of ~aykhKhalifa in 736/1335-36), opposed 
the dervishes and their associates. 

PetrushevskiI's analysis6 of the groups involved in Sarbadiir politics 
is rather different. To satisfy Marxist prerequisites he has a "popular 
mass" composed of peasants, urban poor, and artisans, and, opposed 
to this, the "feudalists", divided into "small, local Iranian landowners" 
and "the Mongol-Turkic nomadic aristocracy". Little of the "popular 
mass" is visible in the sources: some artisans participate in Sarbadar 
affairs, but no peasants (except the probably mythical I:Iasan and 
• The ex-bandits would include the Bash Hni youths "possessed by the idea of valor" 
(HA, text, p. 17) who were 'Abdurrazzal):'s original recruits; the ex-soldiers would be 
the runaway slaves cited by Ibn BalUla (p. 66)-on this last point I agree with 
Petrushevskii{p. 127); the recruitment of ghuiiims is mentioned by Dawlatshah (p. 280). 
See above, p. 109, n. 32. -
5 For the dervish organization, see above, pp. 56-58. As evidence of the existence 
of guilds we have the fact that Shamsuddin 'Ali had organized a company of corpse
washers (Mir, p. 617); and suggestive personal names such as I;Iaydar ~3.l!~ab (Butch
er) and Fakhruddin 'Assar (Oil-Presser; one of the assassins of KulU Isfandiyar: 
Mir, p. 616); and also I;Iafi~-i Abril's statement that Kula Isfandiyar was an akhi, 
with all that this implies (see above, p. 58). 
G Petrushevskii, Pl'. 94-96. I have criticized parts of this analysis on pp. 104-106 
above. 
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I;Iusayn I;Iamza) and no urban poor (except, perhaps, the "commons 
and mob" of Mirkhwand; which could refer to the army). The divi
sion between small Iranian and large Turko-Mongol "feudalists" also 
rings false in the light of Mas'11d's diplomatic activities. Apart from 
this anachronistic Marxist structure, Petrushevskii also posits a divi
sion between "moderate" and "extremist" Sarbadars following I;Iafi?-i 
Abrfi's statement cited above.8 This analysis permits him to discuss 
Sarbadar politics in a manner reasonably convincing even for the non
Marxist, although he has been unable to specify the content of 
"moderation" or "extremism", and places both within the context of 
the §lii'a. 

Upon the death of Mas'iid in 745/1344, one of his military command
ers, Mul)ammad Aytimiir, took over the direction of the Sarbadar 
state. Mas'fid had left Aytimiir as his deputy in Sabzawar on his depar
ture for Mazandaran, as he had done during the Harat campaign,9 and 
with the destruction of Mas'11d and his forces, Sarbadar leadership 
naturally devolved upon Aytimiir as the' director of the government in 
Khurasan. After the Sarbadars' disaster of 745/1344, Taghaytim11r and 
his followers regained Astarabad and Jurjan, and tried to push into 
Khurasan,I° but Aytimur managed a defense of the Sarbadars' home 
territories and even recaptured some lost groundY However, the Sarba
dars had been so weakened by their defeat that their position was quite 
precarious, even against Taghaytim11r, and Aytim11r therefore considered 
it necessary to give in, to some extent, to Taghaytimiir's demands. He 
abandoned Mas'11d's policy of alignment with the Chubanids-now 
worthless in any case in view of the ChUbanids' collapse during 744-745/ 
1343-45-and again made the Sarbadars subjects and perhaps tribu
taries of Taghaytimur.12 This new arrangement, whether because of the 
demise, shortly thereafter, of its Sarbadar author, or because of the 
ambition of Taghaytimiir, did not long endure. 

7 Mir, p. 615. 
• See p. 59. 
9 Mir, p. 614; F~ii:J, p. 70. 
10 This assumption is based on (I) the fact of the Sarbadars' acknowledgement of 
the sovereignty of Taghaytimiir in 746 (see above, p. 71), and (2) the position of 
Taghiiytimilr in Astarabiid and Jurjan at the time of his death, which position 
could have been regained only during the period 745-748, since after 748 the strong 
rulers Shamsuddin 'Ali and Ya\:lya Karawi were in control of Sarbadar defenses. 
Hafi~-iAbru (EA, notes, p. 16) states that AytimUr controlled Sabzawar, NiillapUr 
~nd their dependencies as far as Bi~tam. 
II Mir, p. 614. 
12 See Appendix, No. 55. 
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The Sarbadars were likewise aided by the death, in 746/1345-46, of 
Amir Arghiinmah of the Jaiini ~urban,13 and by the denunciation of 
Taghaytim11r's suzerainty by the new chief, Mui)ammad Bik b. Argh11n
mah. While Argh11nmah had ruled, his mint at Tus had struck coins 
regularly for Taghaytim11r. But coincident with Arghfinmah's death, 
the issue of these coins ceased.14 Furthermore, the break with Taghayti
m11r enabled or required the Ja11ni J$:.urban chiefs to make peace with, 
or adopt a neutral policy toward the Sarbadars.15 After 746/1345-46 
we hear of no more clashes between the Jaiini J$:.urban and the Sarbadars, 
although one is implied in the conquest ofTus in 759/1357-58 by I;Iasan 
Damghanps 

At least one reason behind Mui)ammad Bik's change of policy may 
be found in the economic advantages to be gained by it. Despite Taghay
tim11r's counterattacks, the Sarbadars still controlled the main road 

13 HA, text, p. 28. Fa~n). (p. 64) puts ArghUnillah's death in 743, but coins acknowl
edging Taghaytimilr were minted at TUs through 745, which strongly suggests that 
the change of ruler and policy occurred thereafter. 
14 The last were struck in 745; see Appendix, No. 52. 
15 HA, text, p. 25. J:Iafi?;-i Abru's phrasing makes it appear that the decision was 
taken unilaterally by the JaUni ~urban leaders. 
16 DS, p. 283. Our scanty information on the affairs of the Jauni Kurban from 
746 to the coming of Timur in the 780's is found mostly in f.Iafi~-i Abru (HA, 
text, pp. 28-29 especially). Mul)ammad Bik succeeded ArghUnshah, as mentioned 
above, made an alliance with HariU, and maintained neutrality toward the Sarbadars 
(except, presumably, when they seized Tus); under his rule "the a/as prospered". 
Although local JaUni Kurban rulers had some freedom of action-Amir Shibli, the 
ruler of Nisa, seems to have taken the initiative in making an alliance with, and giving 
support to Amir Wali against the Sarbadars (see below, page 142)-Mul)ammad 
Bik's commands, when issued, were obeyed, as is demonstrated in the case of TimUr, 
who was imprisoned by 'Ali Bik b. Arghunillah (the relationship is asserted in EA, 
notes, p. 5), the ruler of Malillan (near Marw) but released on Mul)ammad Bik's orders. 

The date of Mul)ammad Bik's death is uncertain. Fa~jl) (p. 106) places it in 774; 
according to f.lafi~-i Abril (HA, notes, p. 5), 'Ali Bik, his successor, was in power in 
772. 'Ali Bik b. Arghunillah also maintained good relations with Harat, and appar
ently with the Sarbadiirs as well for some years. The Jauni Kurban do not seem to 
have taken advantage of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's troubles during 773-782. In the 780's, 'All 
Bik, like the other Khuriisanian rulers, became involved with Timur. Like Wali, and 
unlike 'Ali Mu>ayyad, he attempted to resist Timur's advance, In 783 he tried to 
withstand TimUr's siege in the natural fortress of Kaliit-a fortress whose defenses 
had presumably been improved by Arg!J.unillah, since his name still designates one 
of the principal entrances to the valley (see V. Minorsky, "Tus", EJ1 and P. Sykes in 
JRAS [1910], pp. 1151-1152)-but to no avail. 'Ali Bik and a section, at least, of the 
JiiUni ~urban tribe were deported to Transoxiana, where he was executed in 784 (see 
V. Minorsky, "Tugha TimUr", EJ1; and ~iimi, ~afarniima, II, pp. 48-49). Hajji Bik, 
brother of 'Ali Bik, was left in control of Tus (and presumably of another section of 
the Jiiuni ~urban), but he rebelled in 791/1389 (with "Sarbadar" support) and was 
killed; Tus was devastated. Other Jliuni ~urban chiefs were executed in 807/1404--05. 
See Minorsky, "TUs", EI'. 
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linking Mul)ammad Bik's capital, Tus, with the West, and still threatened 
(or perhaps held) the alternative route through Khabuillan to Astar
abad. And furthermore, intercourse with the Sarbadars and especially 
with the dervishes would help to sustain the importance of the religious 
shrine and center of pilgrimage at Maillhad, a suburb of TusP But 
while the encouragement of ~i'i activity in Maillhad brought advan
tages to the Jauni ~urban, it also involved dangers. In 759/1357-58, as 
we shall see in more detail below, a certain Dervish 'Aziz seized control 
of Tus by force, and brought upon himself (and upon the dispossessed 
Jauni ~urban) a Sarbadar invasion and conquest. Thus, while the Jaunt 
~urban wanted peace with the Sarbadars, they wanted it in order to 
facilitate contact with a particular element of the Sarbadar population
the ~i'is. And because sections of this element of the population were 
deeply involved in internal Sarbadar politics, the launi ~urban policy 
led to trouble when the element at which it was directed incurred the 
wrath of the Sarbadar government. 

Alt.hough Aytimur was able to hold off the Sarbadars' external ene
mies by this combination of military resistance and diplomatic retreat, 
he was in a much weaker position against his domestic foes. The need 
to reinforce the remaining Sarbadar armies against Taghaytimur com
pelled Aytimur to seek help from the dervishes, despite their enmity 
toward him, thus enabling them to arm, reorganize, and infiltrate the 
military establishmentlS and, from this improved position, eventually to 
attack Aytimur. The dervishes and their associatedJutuwwa militia soon 
found themselves in a strong position within the city of Sabzawar, con
trol of which would, by this time, have been the key to power in the 
Sarbadar state, since the truncated dependencies of the Sarbadars' realm 
now provided no alternative base for such power. Mas'ud's disaster had 
reduced the preponderance of his forces in numbers and quality over the 
dervish militia, which had not participated in the Mazandaran campaign, 
and the requirements of the defense against Taghaytimur must have 
drawn most of the regular Sarbadar army, and thus most of the men 
loyal to Aytimfu, out of Sabzawar. Aytimiir's position was further' 
undercut by differences between the erstwhile followers of Mas'ud. The 

17 Taghaytimur also patronized Ma:;hhad by erecting a building there (DS, p. 236, 
and see above, p. 66), apparently in accordance with a policy of placating the Shi'is 
of Khurasan-a policy to which may also be attributed the Shj'i fonnula on Tajiliay-
timur's Amul coin of 742 (Appendix, No. 33). -
,. Mirkhwand (p. 615), speaking of the situation of the dervish party during Ayti. 
miir's reign, says that "their party had attained preponderance over the military 
chiefs of the Sarbadars": cll~ ~J" )-'".r" 0K:....r"y. G0~1 -,..;~. 
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Bailltini gentry, which supplied a part of the Sarbadar military leader
ship, was disdainful of Aytimur because of his base birth and also jealous 
of his position}9 

Thus, at a time when the dervishes were seeking ways to regain the 
position they had held before §haYkh I;Iasan's fall, when the Sabzawari 
aristocracy and guild leadership were planning to gain a place in the 
Sarbadar government, and when the Bailltini gentry wished to see a 
more suitable leader on the throne, Aytimiir had dispersed his followers 
to the borders, and remained alone in Sabzawar, a leader without men. 

The opposition, on the other hand, had found a new leader; a leader 
who proved able to take advantage of these favorable circumstances
Khwaja §hamsuddin 'Ali. A member of the Sabzawar aristocracy,20 a 
leader of one of the Sabzawar guilds,21 sometime adviser of ~aykh 
I;Iasan, and sympathizer with dervish aims if not member of the dervish 
organization,22.§hamsuddin 'Ali was ideally qualified to unite the various 
Sabzawari factions against Aytimur. 
~amsuddin 'Ali made an issue of Aytimur's disregard for the in

creasingly influential dervishes in his conduct of government, and call
ing together a band of the Sarbadar chiefs who belonged to the dervish 
party, confronted the isolated Aytimur at his majlis . .§hamsuddin 'Ali's 
companions attacked Aytimiir's attitude toward the dervishes, complain
ed that Aytimur preferred the "commons and the mob", and finally 
began to object to Aytimiir's leadership on the grounds that it was dis
graceful for the son of a slave to rule.23 The second and third charges 
reflect the attitude of the Bailltini gentry and the Sabzawari middle
classes and aristocracy toward the band of adventurers and merce
naries that composed Mas'ud's, and now Aytimur's principal military 
following. The first indictment is simply the product of the feud 
between Mas'fJd's party and the dervishes: Mas'ud had killed 
§.haykh I;Iasan, now the dervishes would destroy Mas'ud's successor, 
Aytimur. 

19 The antipathy of the dervishes toward Aytimiir as Mas'iid's successor is shown 
by Mirkhwand, p. 615; the hostility of the Ba:;htinis by I;Iafi~.i Abrfi (RA, notes, 
p. 16). As Petrushevskil notes (p. 138), Aytimur was probably one of Mas'fid's ghu-
lams: see above, p. 123. -
20 Mir, p. 615. 
21 Mir, p. 617. The guild was an association of corpse-washers. For this guild in 
another setting, see Eviiya Chelebi Efendi, Narratil'e of Trarels in Europe, Asia and 
Africa (J. von Hammer·Purgstahl trans.; 2 vois. in 3: London, 1834-50),1:2 (1846), 
p.114. 
22 Mir, p. 615. 
2. Mir, p. 615. 
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The dissident chiefs deposed Aytimiir, and, at the instigation of 
§!!amsuddin 'Ali, executed him in Jumada al-Awwal, 747(Aug.-Sept. 
1346.24 In his place a certain Kulii Isfandiyar was installed. §!!amsuddin 
'Ali refused the crown himself, but put forward Kulii Isfandiyar as a suit
ablc ruler.25 §!!amsuddin 'Ali's willingness to see another occupy the throne 
probably sprang not from his self-proclaimed desire for the simple life, 
but from a desire to head off the reaction provoked by the coup among 
Aytimur's partisans and the Sarbadar field army. Kulu Isfandiyar 
could appeal to this potential opposition. He was a military commander 
himself,26 and had been a member of Mas'iid's entourage.27 Kulii Isfal1-
diyar was also a Bamtlni,26 and thus would have been more acceptable 
to the Bamtini faction than Aytimiir had been. And finally, Kulii Isfan
diyar was popular and "respectful of dervishes".29 According to Petru
shevskiI, he was an artisan, and I;Iafi?:-i Abrii calls him an a!s;hi.30 It 
could be surmised that Kulii Isfandiyar led an artisans' organization 

-;. I. affiliated with the dervishes. He was thus a~oll1promise candidate suitable 
/ to stand between the hostile factions that c'oniposed the Sarbadar state. 

He '';as suitable, that is, except for the fact that his abilities were not 
adequate to the demands of high command and militariadministrati~n. 
And~t this critical moment, with the state unsettled by revolution and 
with Taghaytimiir patiently nursing hostility in Astarabad, this inade

!quacy was politically crippling, and shortly, in 747(1346-47, led to Kulii 
; Isfandiyar's ouster. The accounts based on the Tiiri!s;h-i Sarbadiirtln, in 
. discussing th;reasons for his fall, give the same causes as were adduced 
)in the case of Aytimiir: he did not honor the dervishes, he preferred the 
commons, and he was of base origin. Again, §!!amsuddin 'Ali and the 
group that deposed Aytimiir are supposed to have done away with Kulii 
Isfandiyar.31 The story has a very second-hand look about it. If there is 
reason to doubt that §!!amsuddin 'Ali and the dervish party would have 
installed and then removed Kulii Isfandiyar (especially in the manner 
described in the Tiiri!s;h-i Sarbadiiriin's story), there is even more reason 
to question whether they would then have put on the throne a relative 

24 Mir, pp. 615-616. Dawlatmah (p. 281) and Fa~il) (pp. 73-74) have little to say 
about these events. The date is given by I;!afi?-i Abril (HA, notes, p. 16). 
25 Mir, pp. 615-616. 
26 HA, notes, p.17. 
27 Fa~il), p. 74. 
28 HA, notes, p.16. 
2. Mir, p. 615:.c.s:".. 1;1;.. 0l~-"p 4. 
30 Petrushevskil, pp. 139-140. HA, notes, p. 16, and see above, p. 58. 

Mir, p. 616; DS, p. 281. 
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of Mas'iid, the murderer of §!!aykh I;Iasan Jiiri. I;Iafi?:-i Abrii supplies 
the much more likely information that Kulii Isfandiyar was overthrown 
by the followers of Mas'ud,a2 and his statement is supplemented by the 
fact, registered in the Tiiri!s;h-i Sarbadiiriin, that the Sarbadars had been 
complaining about Kulii Isfandiyar's Jailure to pay theni properIy:33 

These indications suggest that after Aytiml1r's fall, the Bailitini and 
army elements of Mas'iid's party reunited, and used the complaint of 
inadequate pay to rally support. §!!amsuddin 'Ali's "compromise candi
date" failed to achieve a compromise, and Mas'iid's party then made a 
counter-coup against Kulii Isfandiyar and his Sabzawari supporters. 
This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that the next Sarbadar ruler 
was :§!!amsuddin b. Fa4lullah, the brother of Wajihuddin Mas'iid,34 
and consequently the head ofMas'iid's family and leader of the Bam
tini gentry. 
~amsuddin's accession was thus a triumph for Mas'iid's family, for 

the Ba~tini gentry, and for the dynastic principle. But because the chief 
exponent of these parties and this principle had himself undertaken the 
responsibilities of rule, all of them were involved in, and discredited by 
his failure adequately to discharge these responsibilities. For ~amsud
din did fail, and soon. Within a year-by some time in 748/1347-4836

-

he too showed that he could not, or would not handle the Sarbadar 
armies. The Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin says he was incompetent to campaign 
against Taghaytimiir, and I;Iafi?:-i Abrii says he did not pay the Sarbadar 
troops.36 The frustrated military chiefs withdrew their support from 
~msuddin, and the Ba:illtini gentry could not supply another leader. 
§!!amsuddin 'Ali, who had managed!o survive the (<!IIoLKululsfandi
yar with his power and authority intact, nowt()okadval1tageofthe 
political bankruptcy of Mas'iid's party to forc~§!!arnsuddin'to ~abdlcate, 
and to take over the government himself, in 748(P_47-4§. ., ."" 

The first task facing ~amsuddin 'AU as the Sarbadars' ruler was to 
improvethestate of affairs in the army so as to be able to overcome the 
lJl!<na.ci()(r~~",¥~ur-:-Effective action in this matter was essential not 
only for the defense of the state, but also for the political survival of 
§!1amsuddin 'Ali himself. The two previous rulers had fallen over this 
issue, and the army, whidi' had'-abandoned its -natural allegiance to 
Mas'ud's heirs in the search for leadership, was waiting expectantly. 

32 HA, notes, p. 17. 
33 Mir, p. 616. 
'" Mir, p. 617; DS, pp. 281-282; Fa~il), p. 75. 
35 HA, notes, p. 17. 
m Mir, p. 617; DS, p. 282; HA, notes, p. 17. 
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And ~amsuddin 'Ali must have pointed out to his Sabzawari support
ers that they too had a large stake in his success: that his failure would 
discredit Sabzawari leadership as ~amsuddin's had that of the Baili
tini gentry; and that after such a failure they might expect only the dis
agreeable alternatives of a military dictatorship a la Aytimiir, or the 
return of Taghaytimiir. 

But however he put his case, ~hamsuddin 'Ali managed to convince his 
backers and to gain the increased moral, and especially financial support 
that he needed to deal with the emergency. His first actions in 748/ 
1347--48wyre to effect a reform.QCthe tax aciminls!ra!ign-"everything 
coiIe~ted· [in taxation] in the cOUlltry he-put in its entirety into the 
budget of the Sarbadars"37-to ,issuene-w_cQiJl§.using the income thus 
produced;38 and to disburse tllese funds to the soldiery-"he made 
payment to seventeen thousand men".39 These measures had the desired 
effect. The army was won over to ~amsuddin 'Ali and persuaded that 
its interests would be defended at home while it defended the state 
abroad. Revitalized Sarbadar forces shortly compelled Taghaytimiir to 
abandQtl.hope·Qtiigaining Khurasanfor the time being and to acquisce 
in the Sarbadars repudiation of his' s~~erainty.40 According to Dawlat
iliah, Taghaytimur agreed that the Sarbadars should keep "the regions 
that Khwaja Mas'iid had held";41 in fact, the "agreement" recognized 
the Sarbadars' independence in Khurasan from Niiliapur in the east to 
Damghan in the west. These limits of the Sarbadars' realm may be seen 
in .§l!amsuddin 'Ali's attempt and failure to take Tus from a rebellious 
launi ~urban governor, and in his success in suppressing a revolt by 
Dervish Hindii-i Mailihadi in Damghan.42 

The same administrative and fiscal talents that had enabled .§l!amsuddin 
'Ali to survive the initial challenges to his leadership "made the country 
prosper and filled treasuries"43 as his reign progressed. Among the mea
sures that contributed to this happy result were the enforcement of 
honesty and economy among the government personnel,44 attention to 
the prompt and adequate payment of salaries (as we have seen above), 

37 HA, notes, p. 17; see above, p. 72, n. 18. 
Appendix, Nos. 63-65. 

39 DS, p. 282: ~b p~.r I;~.r..llj.o .~;.. 
The Sarbadar coins of 748 acknowledge no sovereign (Appendix, Nos. 63-65). 

41 DS, p. 282; see above, p. 72, n. 17. 
<2 Mir, p. 618. I;Ia14-i Abrii (HA, notes, p. 17) says that in 749 the Sarbadars held 
Sabzawar, Nisl!apiir, Khabiisl!an and Jiijarm . 
.. Mir, p. 618: ~~ 0GL;T .;.Ij;- J .t,.ib)'..lr-'" I; ~'')J. 
.. On economy, see HA, notes, p. 17; for honesty, see the story of I;Iaydar J:Cal!~ab's 
disgrace in Mir., pp. 618-619, and below, p. 133. 

i 
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and the undertaking of a building and public works program. This con
struction activity, says Dawlatiliah, produced a Masjid-i Jami' in Sab
zawar, with a reservoir in it, and a great warehouse which had a 
place for unloading camels on its roof.45 It would also have produced 
emloyment for laborers, including, of course, many of the Sabzawari 
artisans whose guild organizations (andfutuwwa militia) were one of the 
sources of ~amsuddin <Ali's power. 

But bread was not alone the concern of ~msuddin 'Ali. He soon 
began to give his subjects food for thought, with a less pleasant taste. 
~amsuddin 'Ali's domestic program called not only for economic but 
also for moral improvement. A dervish at least by avocation,46 he at
tempted to enforce upon his subjects conduct according to principles of 
dervish morality. An apparatus of informers was set up across the realm 
to keep the government in touch with local doings and local ideas, and 
~amsuddin 'Ali, like the Caliph Hariinurraillid in the fables, even 
participated personally in the inspection of the condition of his subjects 
by prowling about the city at night to see for himself what was going 
on.47 

He did not like what he found. And with the same energy and direct
ness that he had brought to bear on the problems of defense and internal 
political stability at the outset of his reign, he started to set matters right. 
Drastic steps were taken to stamp out prostitution and traffic in drugs,' 
and liquor. Five hundred whores were thrown down a well, and the very! ''';' 
names of wine and bang were no more heard in the land.48 

The reforms of ~amsuddin 'Ali probably went beyond this. There 
seems, as we have _s .. een above, to be considerable evide!1ce that ~amsud-I / 
din 'Ali \~_~.i~~i'i: he called himself a dervish, .he served as spokes- ( 
man for de-rVlshmterests, and he had been an adVIser to ~aykh Basan ' 
Jiiri.49 On the other hand, when assuming control of the Sarbadar 
government in 748/1347--48, ~amsuddin 'AU had maintained an offi
cial Sunnism.50 The most helpful manner in which this apparent incon
sistency can be resolved is by the hypothesis that, in 748/1347-48, 
~amsuddin 'Ali chose not to insist upon official recognition of the §hi'i 

45 DS, p. 282; and p. 66 above. 
•• Mir, p. 616. 
" Mir, p. 618. Intelligence arrangements of this sort were commonly used in Iran: 
see, for instance, the recommendations in this regard of the Seljii1$: minister, Nizamul
mulk in the Siyiisatniima (H. Darke trans.: The Book of Government [London, 1960 J), 
passim. See also C. E. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids (Edinburgh, 1963), pp. 93-97. 
4. Mir, p. 618; DS, p. 282. 
•• See p. 127 above. 
00 Appendix, Nos. 63--65. 
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beliefs of himself and his Sabzawari partisans, in order to facilitate the 
essential task of wi1111ing over the army, which, like the rest of Mas 'ud 's 
party, was probably composed of moderate ~l(is and Sunnis.51 But 
after the army had been won and used, and the Sarbadars' borders and 
~amsuddin 'Ali's throne were secure, such restraint was no longer 
necessary or even desirable. The time had now come to begin the re
ordering of the Islamic community in anticipation of the Mahdi's Ap
pearance-"the victory is near", as ~amsuddin 'AU put it on his coins 
of750/1349-?!).52 The attacks upon forbidden practices were thus but 
the most sensational actions of the government in a general campaign 
to bring the populace into the ~i(a.53 

But whatever the exact theoretical content of the reform program lllay 
have been, its practical effect wastoa~natemany of Shliinsuddin 'Ali's 
former supporters and eventually to ili-"i~-;;-;;;;me of the"m to assassinate 
him. If the hypothesis of§ha~si.;ddin 'Ali's atfempt to createaji~hdTst 
republldscorrect, it is easy to imagine how this opposition was gener
ated. But even without this hypothesis it can be concluded that opposi
tion was widespread. Even the dervishes were not entirely content under 
~amsuddin 'Ali's government, and one of these, Dervish Hindu-i 
Mailihadi, rebelled unsuccessfully in Damghan.54 The moderates were 
disquieted by ~amsuddin 'Ali's familiarity and sympathy with the 
dervish extremists, sophisticates were impatient of his puritanical re-

51 See above, pp. 78-79 for Mas'lid's attitude; many of the original rebels were pre
sumably Shj'j, but the ghuliims and unemployed soldiery later attracted were pre
sumably SUnni in the maln. 
52 Appendix, No. 67; and see p. 64 above. 
53 It may be possible to confirm (or, perhaps, necessary to correct) this hypothetical 
reconstruction of Shamsuddln 'Ali's internal reform program when his coins of 750 
are fuBy published." Zambaur reproduced only the reverse of these coins as part 
of his description of the hoard of Tagl!iiytimlir's (and Ya\;!ya Karawi's) coins (see 
above, p. 64). Of the obverse he said only that it was similar to those of the coins 
of 752. The religious formulae on the coins of 752 are Sunni, but are, in fact, those 
of the 750 coins also? It is easy to overlook a variation in religious formulae. These 
data are given on the obverse, while the ordinarily useful information-mint, date, 
and sovereign-appear on the reverse (at any rate, on the coins of this hoard). After 
working through a mass of similar coins whose obverses are identical and uninfor
mative, the researcher tends not to pay much attention to another obverse. Because ". 
of the ease of such methodological errors, because the published legend of the coin's 
reverse seems of Mahdist significance, and, of course, because it would fit with the 
hypothesis above, this coin should be suspected of bearing Shi'i formulae, and should 
be reinspected and republished. By 750, when it was issued, Shamsuddin 'Ali would 
probably have been free to make the official religion conformto his own beliefs, so 
that the formulae on the obverse, whatever they may be, can be taken as a true re
flection of Shamsuddin 'AIrs creed. 
54 Mir, p.6JS. 
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strictions, and the corrupt, who could not or would not control their 
venal instincts as ~amsuddin 'Ali demanded, were terrified. One of 
these latter became ~amsuddin 'Ali's murderer. 

If we are to believe the Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin, ~amsuddin 'Ali fell 
victim to his own severity in enforcement of morality. The accounts of 
Baydar IS-a~~ab, the Sarbadar official in charge of tamfLhii revenues,55 
were found to be in arrears, and ~amsuddin 'Ali ordered all his effects 
sold up to cover the shortage. When Baydar had been rendered destitute 
and appealed to his sovereign to excuse him from further payments, 
~amsuddin 'Ali retorted that I;-Iaydar could still raise more money by 
selling his wife into prostitution. I;Iaydar IS-a~~ab became desperate at 
this, continues the tale, and contriv;i the ass-asslmltiono~nsUddin 
'Alt56 This story seems at least somewhat dubi';~;in-view of m!aillsU-d
din 'Ali's interest in the eradication of vice, but it is very likely generally 
accurate. The Sarbadar leadership included many adventurers, and it 
does not seem incredible that one should have followed the example of 
embezzlement and rebellion allegedly set by 'Abdurrazzal$:, the founder 
of the state. 

I;Iflydar's _a.£i>-«'QDlllIitled in 752/)1351-52,)ed to the seizure of power 
by:ta1}.YIC Karawi. 5~Waydar had informed Yab.ya of his intentions 
againsi-§1j:amsuifd"in 'Ali, and Y~ya protected the assassin when mem
bers of the entourage of the murdered ruler would have killed him.58 

The chronicles do not state the sources of support on which Yal)ya 
relied in this defiance of ~amsuddin 'Ali's men, but we may guess at 
them from a consideration of Yal).ya's origins, activities, and policies.59 

Yal;!ya Karawi was an !l!l~!~cLat-an important qualification if we recall 
the complaints against AYt~ur-and had served under Mas'ud. More
over, he was a moder!!te in religious affairs: he was careful to honor and 
respect the derv1sh~s, and ther~ is no mention of any opposition by them 
during his reign; but he also deferred in matters of law "to the 'u/amii 
of the true religion"60 (which I would interpret as meaning the Sunni 

5. On which see A. A. Alizade, "Termin 'tamga''', [zvesti{a Akad. Nauk Azerb. 
S.S.R., 4 (1955). 
56 Mir, pp. 618-619. DS, p. 283; Dawlatiliiih mentions the killing but not the cir
cumstances. I,Iiif4·i Abrli (HA, notes, p. 17) does not even mention the manner of 
Shamsuddln 'Ali's fall. 
ii7 Dawlatiliah (p. 283) says Karab was a village in Bayhall:l, (the Sabzawar district). 
I have followed the spelling ofYa\;!ya's name found in Tauer's Cil1q Opuscu!es (HA). 
58 Mir, p. 619. 
•• The information on Ya\;lya Karawi comes from Mir, p. 619 and DS, p. 283. 
60 Mir, p. 620, lines 1-2: ..,.a.;..,..;; ~ .:r..~ ,V"l. Since Mirkhwand was a Sunni, 
and was using a source known to be"of ~i<i tendency, he would surely not simply 
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'ulama). Yal;1ya's support, then, would have come from all those ele
ments which feared the extremes to which §Qamsuddin 'Ali seemed to 
be prepared to go-the Sunnis, including the 'ulamii of Sabzawar, and 
the moderate §.Qi'is; the Bamtini gentry, and the soldiers of Mas'ild's 
party; many of the aristocracy of Sabzawar, and those of its guildsmen 
who were more concerned with economic than spiritual rewards. In 
bringing the guilds into opposition, Yal}ya may well have had aid from 
the assassin, whose name, 'J>.a~~ab', suggests a connection with, and 
(in view of the important post assigned him by §.Qamsuddin 'Ali:) per
haps leadership of a Butchers' Guild.61 

The only event of Yal;1ya's reign that is discussed in detail by the 
sources-;--a-side from his accession and assassination, is his murder of 
n~aYf~ur.6~\ Taghaytimilr, who at best considered the Sarbad1lrs 
as rebels to be tolerated only of necessity, and preferably in return for 
tribute, had remained a threat to the Sarbadars since the establishment 
of their state. He was the leader of the tribes dominating Astarabad 
andJlJrj~11,63a;d;"moreover, he was, or had been the nominal sovereign 
of the Jailni J>.urban (who were in turn allied with the king of Harat)64 

have copied the words 'true religion' indicating the Shi'i persuasion from the Tiirikb-i 
Sarbadiiriin, but would have used it deliberately in a-manner corresponding with his 
own beliefs, 
61 The Butchers' Guild (like the Corpse-washers' Guild mentioned above, p. 127, n, 21) 
also is found later in the Ottoman alay; see Evliya, 1:2, p. 140, 
62 The story is given in RA, text, pp. 6-8; Mir, p. 620 (from the Tiirikb-i Sarbadiiriin) 
and pp, 596-597 (from l;lafi.?;-i AbrU); DS, p. 237, and Fa~jl:t, p. 85 (misdated 756; 
taken from Rafiz-i AbrU or his source). 
63 See abo~e, p'. 93. 
.. The exact relationship between Tagilaytimur and his former subjects is problem
atic. Tagilaytimar was acknowledged as sovereign by the Mazandarani chiefs in 
743-745 (Mar'a:illi, p. 73), by the "Turks living in the desert near Rarat" at least 
until 743 (Ibn Ba!u!a, p. 70), and by the JaUni l):urMn at least through 745 (Appen
dix, No. 52), As for Harat, Ibn Ba\Uta (p. 70) tells us that Malik l;lusayn ceased to 
pay tribute to Tagilaytimur after 743, and began to treat the neighboring tribes as his 
own, rather than Tagilaytimur's subjects. These tribes subject to Rarat did not include 
the JaUni Kurbiin, as can be seen from the Tus coin of 745 (Appendix, No. 52), and 
in later ye~rs the rulers of Rarat maintained friendship and alliance with the Jaiini 
l):urban (RA, text, pp. 28-29): HarM was too vulnerable to the attacks of tribal raid
ers, as Ibn Batuta shows (pp. 71 ff.), to pursue any other policy. Thus, although the 
formal arrangement of sovereignty and tributary status that had previously obtained 
between Tagilaytimur, Hara! and the Jaiini l):urhiin broke down during 743-745, the 
essential relationship between Rarat and the Jauni l):urMn at least was maintained 
(but note I.Iusayn's punishment of a Jauni J):urban chief: HA, text, pp. 47--48). In 
assessing the power of Taghaytimur during the latter years of his reign, it should 
therefore be inquired to what extent the Jauni l):urban leaders, out of sentiment or 
respect, continued to acknowledge, if not to obey, Tagilaytimilr. As mentioned on 
page 125 above, there are indications that the Jauni l):urbiin abandoned Tagilaytimiir 
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and of the chiefs of Mazandaran.65 And if not very capable or particu
latly brave, Tagha,ytimilr had at least proved resilient. Numerous defeats 
by the Sarbadars had failed to dispose of him or to change his attitude. 
I:Iafi:?:-i Abril says that during Yal}ya Karawi's reign "Taghaytimilr 
Khan many times sent an army against him and battles took place be
tween them ... [but] for the mostIlartnothing was accomplished".66 
This statement, inaccurate as applied to Yal)ya's reign,67 summarizes the 
history of the Sarbadars' relations with Tagj}aytinlllr during_}37-752/ 
1337-52. Yal)ya Karawi now decided to put an end to this unsatisfactory 
state -of affairs for good. 

To begin with, Yal}ya directed a demarche in the official Sarbadar 
policy toward Taghaytimilr. Since §gamsuddin 'Ali's accession, the 
Sarbadars had been able to assert and maintain their independence of 
Taghaytimilr, but this favorable relationship was based on the uncertain 
foundation of a military stalemate. Yal}ya now decided that more could 
be accomplished ilirough a rapprochement than by a military standoff. 
Negotiations were therefore undertaken to arrange,~ p~:lceful s~tlI'!
ment with Taghaytimilr on the basis of the Sarbadars'ya,s~!!-Jc:!om. Yal)ya 
Karawi offered to pay Taghaytimilr tribute, to acknowledge his sover
eignty by sikka, and to present himself each year before. the Khan to 
demonstrate his loyalty and renew his pledge of obedience.68 

Mas'Ud, during 738-741/1338-41, had gone so far as to grant sikka 
and tribute to Taghaytimilr,69 but had not, as far as we know, abased 
himself to the extent of waiting upon his sovereign. That Yal)ya, whose 
position vis-a.-vis Taghaytimilr was much less precarious than Mas'ild's 
had been in 738-741/1338-41, should do so gratuitously, should have 
aroused the suspicions of Taghaytimilr and his followers. But Yabya 
overcame whatever doubts Taghaytimilr may have had by an extreme 
generosity of terms with regard to tribute. We may imagine that Yal)ya's 
negotiators took the position that the traditionalllkhanid system should 

from 746 on. Mirkhwand (lV, p. 681) mentions an attempt at a coalition between 
TaghaytimUr and I.Iusayn-infonnation apparently derived from the Tiirikb-i Sar
badiiriill, not from Hafi.?;-i AbrU, and therefore of dubious authenticity . 
.., Mar'a:illi, p. 73: 
.6 HA, text, p, 6; see above, p. 73, n. 25. 
.7 Since Yuoya came to the throne in 752 (see above, pp. 73-75), and began to 
strike coins for Tagilaytimur in that same year (see Appendix, Nos. 56--60), there 
would have been no time for the many campaigns suggested by l;lati~-i Abru. 
68 We may deduce the first two proposals by Yal)ya from the fact of the coins of 
752 (Appendix, Nos. 56-60); the evidence for the third is found in the subsequent 
practice of Yal)ya. 
69 See pp. 68--69 above. 
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b~ restored in Khurasan, and tha~T~ghaytimilr, as n~an'/s~ould again 
dIspose of the revenues of the provtnce~revenues whIch hIS would-be 
vassal, Yal)ya Karawi, in the capacity, perhaps, of governor of Khura
san, would turn over to him. Taghaytimur was vulnerable to appeals 
aimed at his ambition for sovereignty, as I:Iasan Kiighuk's intrigue in 
739/133970 had shown, and Yal;1ya's proposals catered both to his ambi
tion and to his greed. Taghaytimilr could hardly afford to reject them, 
since Yal}.ya might be sincere. 

The proof of sincerity offered by Yal)ya was money. In 752/1351-52 
the Sarbadar mints worked as they had not done for over a decade, 
turning out coins asserting Taghaytimilr's sovereignty71 that were to be 
paid into Taghaytimiir's Khurasanian revenues: When these funds had 
been remitted to Taghaytimilr, all his fears must have vanished, and all 
of Yal)ya's suggestions must have appeared to bim in a new and favor
able light. For a 11)9.ment, therefore, the rule of the Ilkhan J'aghaytimilr 
'YlI,SI~:,".sJ.ahlish~d.-in.-KIHli:asan,-and Yal)yaK~~awi w~sacknowiedged 
as his obedient and (now) cherished 'vassalaucCwelcomed ai-liis-court. 
Yaliyaoegan tonialCe journeyseacliyeiiitqTAst~rabi~ to renew his " 
allegiance, taking with him a deputation of s&f5ad~i;chiefs and a body 
of retainers.72 Taghaytimilr, convinced of Yal)ya's loyalty by his pay
ments, now became accustomed to his presence and company by his 
annual visits. 

By obtaining access to Taghaytimilr's camp and person, Yal)yii Kara
wi had set the stage for a final settlement with his temporary master and 
traditional enemy. In 754/1353-54,'3 feeling that an opportunity could 
be found now that Taghaytrmfi~s""suspicious had been lulled by these 
careful preparations, Yai}.ya and the Sarbadars laidphl);!~LQI!!JI~_l!.cher
ous attack upon their sovereign. The Sarbadars-a band of some ih;;e 
hund!ed. men-makingiheir 'annual journey to Taghaytimilr's camp 
took arms and armor with them, and, moreover, remained under arms 
after reaching the camp. Yal)ya and two henchmen, I;Iafi~ ~al}l}ani 

and MuI)ammad I;Iabam (the latter one of the assassins of Kulil Isfan
diyar), themselves also armed and armored, sought an opportunity to 

,. See p. 100 above. 
71 Appendix, Nos. 56-60. See above, pp. 74-76, for further information derived 
from these coins. 
72 Only Dawlatmah (p. 237) states that YaQ.ya made annual visits, but unless Taghay
timOr's death is to be placed in 752 (see below, pp.138-139), it seems very likely that 
this was in fact the practice followed. 
73 See below, p. 139. 
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gain admission to Taghaytimfu's tent while his attendants were off 
guard.74 

Mirkhwand's version of this event, which derives from the Tilrikh-i 
Sarbadaran,76 attempts to justify Yal)ya's action by showing that the 
Sarbadars had not been required to renew their annual oath of allegiance 
immediately upon arrival at the camp, and were thus free to act against 
Taghaytimiir, and also claims that Taghaytimilr himself intended to 
take action against the Sarbadars. But from the long-range planning 
done by Yal)ya to obtain access to Taghaytimiir, from the careful prep
arations made by the small Sarbadar party, and especially from the 
success of their operation against such large numbers, it is easy to see 
whose initiative led to the attack. Let I:Iiifi~-i Abril describe the event: 

When he [Yal)ya] came to that place [Taghaytimfu's camp], all his 
men, their bodies covered and armored, came to the tent-entrance of 
Taghaytimilr Khan. And Padimah Taghaytimilr was in the tent. 
It is said that !'Q!waja Ghiya1huddin BuJ;rrabadi was with the Padi
mah with one or two scholars. By trickery and scheming [there oc
curred] a moment of carelessness (we take refuge with God from 
the evils of carelessness and from the accidents of that day!) because 
the guards of Taghaytimilr and the servants in charge were unpre
pared. Many chamberlains and footmen and eunuchs of the court 
were with him [Taghaytimilr], and no one in this situation had any 
inkling of perfidy or trickery. Khwaja Yal)ya [Karawi] and J:Iafi~ 
§!1aghani [sic] and two other Sarbadars came in, armored, and 
began to talk about the affairs of Khurasan. Suddenly, in the midst 
of the conversation, I:Iafi~ ~ag.hani drew an axe from his girdle 
and struck Taghaytimiir Khan on the head, so that he fell on his 
face. Khwaja YaJ:1ya at once cut his head from his body.76 

,4 I follow Hafiz-i Abrii's version here except that MuQ.amrnad Habam is mentioned 
by Mirkhwfutd (p. 620): HA, text, p. 7; see also Fa~iQ., p. 85. . 
7. The version, that is, that he gives in his Sarbadar history, found in Vol. Vof the 
Rawda, and that deals with the death of Taghaytimur on p. 620. However, Mirkhwand 
also has I;Iafi+-iAbrO's version (via Samarl>andi's Maf/a' as-Sa'dayn) on pp. 596-597 
of Vol. V. 
7. HA, text, p. 7: <.Y'l!.)"'.J~ '~J; Cy....J o.::_~ Yo JI 01, ...... tJ*~ ~.J l::"1~ 0J':; 

.!.>u. ~¥- oS' .:...-1 "bl t.~.1 ~ J ~~ .tf.r'-.J' .Jr"!-l;.b ,L..:.'4J .\.oT 0l>- .Jr"!-l.;1 

.J' .JJ4 ~.; Jj~.JG'j J.J p:. J ..\f" j I J ~ ~Jl1. J' -'.1, 4 ~ ,l:"4 ,.r.:{ <>,4 ~ .r..J.JI 
~,.; ~l>- ~ ~L-.J' 0\h;J .Jr"!-l.;1 0G'lt: jI jJ.J .:J 0l>LUI j~ 0)U;j1 0l;T 

JI.,>- .::.Jl>- .r..J' G~ ~J .ti~ JI ~ '..r;?J <>I.r- ~¥-J ..;I";J 0 .... ~jl0~ 
2~ JJ..\..T~,.J~' )~.r'J'J Ju,\...:. J;.;l>-J 0~ ~1y- ~j ).l>-.J' <.S~J <.S.J~ 
.J~ 0L:,. jI <>.r? Ju,\...:. J;.;l>- 0GJ~ 0t,...J' .tft; -l;,)"' j~T J$ ;/ 0L,Y. .JY'I .J'J 

. ......, 
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The Sarbadars outside the tent then drew their weapons and fell upon 
Tagl!aytimur's troops, "They spared no one, and the slaughter of the 
army of Taghaytimiir Khan was complete".77 

Yal;!ya's men not only hunted down as many as possible of Taghay
I timiir's family, household, and army, but they attempted also to destroy 

:: the nomadic tribes upon which Taghaytimiir's strength had been based . 
• I Inthew()-rds of l;Iafi{:-i Abrii once more, "the Sarbadars turned most of 

that province into a desolation poisonous to animals; they seized the 
shepherds of all the flocks on the grasslands and killed them".78 The 
Sarbadars' control was then extended, according to Fa~il:t,79 over Astar-

fiibaa;-]Qasman, Bistam, Dilrrighan (which had, however, already been 
taken by ~amsuddin 'Ali), and Simnan, to Khuwar near Waramin 
: and Tabarak by Rayy.80 

The date of Taghaytimiir's death is not certain. Did Yal)ya appear 
before his sovereign in 752/1351-52 laden with sacks of the new-minted 
coins and at once win his trust? Or did he find the fatal opportunity only 
after several submissive visits to the Khan? The sources do not provide 
any firm date. l;Iafi{:-i Abrii gives none at all, and it would appear, from 
the fact that he placed the chapter on Taghaytimiir's death in the Zubda 
following the events of 746/1345-46, that he had no idea when it oc
curred. Khwandamir gives two different dates,S1 and Fa~il;!'s date (756/ 
1355-56) is too late.s2 The poet 'Azizi says: 

';J.~ jl ,,1 j' JL!-I J <5::";. ~Iy-" ,bl J' <.5"J.r. .sJ~ ,j .;t,;. J-'~w. J).r. J 'J} 
,,;- I-l:-. 

77 RA, text, p. 7: ~-i~ ';l':'J-'""~lW. '-'''')J' J::'J ..G,;;:j I;.~I ..;S ~::".r.. 
78 HA, text, pp. 7-8: .(if .T J ..G.t)I,..IS" .;~u ';b"-'" ~-! .::..,'1" .;T XI ';~I"-!r' 

..GJ.;~, ..\:::.;l, ~'r .;T J~,l::f~' ..s'. 
79 Fa~il), p. 85. 
80 The locations of Klmwar and Tabarak (which latter is spelled Tabaran in Fa~i1;t) 
are given in Mustawfi, I, pp. 53, 161 and 173; and II, pp. 59, 157 and 168. Minorsky, 
citing Ibn Batuta, III, p. 77 ("Tus", EI') says Tabaran was another name of Tus; 
however, FaJiil;l is listing towns from east to west, and ends with Tabaran-Tabarak. 
For Tabarak as the citadel of Rayy, see O. C. Miles, The NlImismatic History of Rayy 
(New York, 1938), passim. 
81 In Dorn's edition of Khwandamir's Sarbadar history, Tagl!aytimfir's death is 
dated 753 (p. 155), and theaccount is attributed to Samarl,andi. In D. Price's trans
lation of Khwandamir's Habib as-Siyar (in Chronological Retrospect . .. of jl,fahom
medan HWory, II [London, 1821], pp. 687-688), it is given as "about the seven 
hundred and fifty-second of the Hidjerah". Khwandamir could not have obtained 
his dates from I;Iafi~-i Abril, who gave none; allct the TiiriklJ-i Sarbadiiriin, as reflected 
in DawlatslJ,ah and Mirkhwand, does not seem to have given any either. 
82 Fa~il;1, p. 85. 
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).j£ \;.1, tl$. ~ J;M e:)\j The date of the murder of 
World-Ruler Tagha 
Timiir 

JL..)~.3 ol~:!,) ...l...a.A~ .)y. 0J~~ jI Was the year seven hundred 
and fifty and four of the 
Hijra 

o.)jl.!. o..IJUiJl lS;' <\,4 jI ~ j))).) Saturday, the sixteenth of 
Zii'l-Ka'da 

JYJ.;I (.5;':f> jl ~IJ ~ f>- 0;<)'" Th~ go'vernment changed; 
- the greatness passed. 

This date-16 ~ii'l-l}.a'da, 754/13 Dec. 1353-agrees with the only ac
count of the murder that provides enough detail on its surrounding cir
cumstances to enable any cross-checking, and also would permit the re
conciliation of that account with the coinage of 752/1351-52. Dawlat
mah's version of Taghaytimiir's death places his camp at Sultan Du
win-i Astarabad at the time of Yal;!ya's visit;84 this place was the custom
ary Zd~liifs; or winter-quarters of Taghaytimiir, according to Dawlat
~ah,85 and it is where we would expect him to have been in ~u'l-l}.a'da, 
754 (28 Nov.-27 Dec. 1353). And if Taghaytimilr was killed in 754/ 
1353-54, at least two visits could have been paid him by the Sarbadars 
as vassals since their submission in 752/1351-52-enough to give a basis 
for Dawlatmah's statement that "each year the Sarbadars came ... be
fore the Khan at Astarii.bad to offer service ... "88 

The murder of Taghaytimilr and the destruction of his armies and 
tribes enabled the Sarbadars once more to add to their realm those terri
tories that Mas'iid had won for them and then lost. And it seemed as if 
this second conquest would be permanent. Their enemies were dispersed, 
and since they had no more leaders who could match Taghaytimiir in 
prestige, there seemed to be little likelihood that they could rally again. 
Furthermore, Yal)ya did not repeat Mas'iid's mistake of trying to cam
paign in Mazandaran. 

But the Sarbadars were, nevertheless, to have difficulty holding the 
newly conquered territories, and difficulties-eventually to prove insur
mountable-with a successor to Taghaytimiir. We have already ob-

8' DS, pp. 237-238. Dawlat>l:\iih apparently overlooked the discrepancy between 
this date and the regnal dates (755-759) that he gave for Yal)ya Karawi (p. 283). 
a.I DS, p. 237. 
8. Dawlatillah (p. 236) says that Tagl!aytimfir's yaylii'f was in Radkan, and his 
lfisJ!.liilf: in Sultan Duwin-i Astarabad. I;Iafi:r,-i Abril has these, respectively, at KiilbU>l:\ 
and "in Miizandaran" (RA, notes, p. 2). 
•• DS, p. 237: J,;.;:;J ($ '41;~4 .;t,;. J.::; ... ';~I""r' J.,~ J.;,J..f." .;....j")i.. ~ Jt.....T. 
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served symptoms of those weaknesses in the Sarbadar state that lay at 
the root of the trollble: the lack.gf a dearly defined or generallyacknowl
edged rulini· family, group,- or· class among the Sarbadars, -~nd the 
absence of established proprieties to restrain ambitious men from schem
ing to seize power. Furthermore, the state contained within itself a 
divisive element in the Shi'Idervish organIzatIon that hoped, -~gainst 
the~lShes of-most of th;-p~p~i~tion, to establish a radical §hi'i theoc
racy. The internal troubles that arose because of these weaknesses were 
to prevent the Sarbadars from maintaining the position in which Yai).ya 
Karawi had placed them. 

Yal).ya Karawi was murdered in 756l!1~?~.!>y.!l1embersoihis own 
ent;;u:mge-:-llicIuding ·his-biother:.in~law. Our sources all describe the 
actlonsofille-assassin and his victim in some detail,87 but give no motive 
for the killing. It seems, however, that Mas'iid's followers, who had been 
quiescent under the firm governments of §hamsuddin 'Ali and Yai).ya 
Karawi, had chosen this moment to attempt a comeback. Lutfullah b. 
Wajihuddin Mas'iid was coming of age and provided the BMhtini 
gentry with a personality suitable for attracting those who hoped to see 
the establishment of a dynasty, who wished to throw off Sabzawari con
trol, and who disliked Yal).ya's rrue. This group found sympathizers 
among the Sabzawaris, and even within Yal).ya's family, and when an 
opportunity presented itself, they struck Yai).ya down. 

The conspirators encountered difficulties. I:Ia}C@.r15:~ab, the murder
er of §hamsuddin 'Ali, whom Yai).ya had-apparen11Y-retained in an 
importantmilitary._co1llllland, returned to Sabzawar from Astarabiid 
after the murder, di~v~-tli~ regicides into flight, trapped many of them 
in a castle, and burned it down over their heads.s8 He then installed 
~ahinld(Hn.KaIawLYal;1ya's ne.phew, as ruler.89 .... ---

., And they all follow the same source. It would seem that some lost wa!iiyiit work 
must have been available to the various writers on the Sarbadars in order to explain 
the similarity of these passages, as well as the similar accounts of Taghaytimur's 
death found in F:l$il;l and I;Iafi?-i Abrii (see above, p. 41, n. 55). Fa$il)'s version of 
Yal)ya's murder (p. 90) is the most detailed. He names a certain Aminuddin as the 
first man to attack Yal)ya, and Yal)ya's brother-in-law, 'AIll'uddaw\a, as the one to 
administer the coup de grace; the other writers omit Aminuddin, and call the brother
in-law 'Izzuddin (Mir, p. 620), 'Ala'uddin (Khw, p. 156) as well as 'Ala'uddawla 
(DS, p. 283). I;Iafi?--i Abril names no names (HA, notes, p.l?). 
88 Mir, p. 620; Fa$il), p. 90. 
89 I;Iafi~-i Abrii (HA, notes, p. 18) has ?ahiruddin as YaI;Iya's nephew, and this 
version is transmitted via Samar~andi to Mirkhwiind (p. 620). But there is another 
version stemming from the TiiriklJ-i Sarbadiiriin, found in F:l$ib (p. 90) and Dawlat
:illiih (p. 283), whereby ?:ahiruddin is YaI;Iya's brother; the passage Mirkhwiind pre
sumably derives from the TiiriklJ is obscure and perhaps corrupt in the Tehran edition 
(pp. 620-62.1). 
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But Mas'iid's followers escaped. (Na~rullah~ Lutf1!!I.a~:s_aftl~i~l gath
ered his supporters and such of 1lle-'Yegicldes -as had survived into 
Isfarayin and bade defiance to l;Iaydar, ?=ahiruddin, and Sabzawar.9o 

l;Iaydar, although he had managed to keep hold of the army and the cap
ital, and to enthrone a "legitimate" successor to Yal;1ya, was unable 
finally to cope with his challengers. The common interests and capable 
leadership that had enabled Yal).yii to take and hold power were gone. 
There was no more external threat from Taghaytimiir nor internal trou
ble with the dervishes to unite the various parties. And as for leaders, 
~ahiruddin was an iR9QIll.Q.~tent91 and J:Iaydar himself could have had 

bUta-Slender following outside the army, since he had at one time been 
~amsuddin 'Ali's man, which would have alienated Mas'iid's party, 
and had later become §hamsuddin 'Ali's murderer, which would have 
discredited him with the dervishes. 

Haydar urged Zahiruddin to take action against the rebels in Isfara
Yin~ When his ur~ng went unheeded, he deposed Zah-~(fdrn (after he 
had reigned for only forty days), ascended the thronthll~~nd march
ed __ ll.gai11st the .. r~.bels.92 But before ne'cotild--overcome t~e~·-~~~~~as 
murdered by l;Iasan Damghani. l;Iasan was an old enemy of l;Iaydar, 
and had attempted to killhiffi-ol1ce before, after l;Iaydar's assassination 
of §..hamsuddin 'Ali, but had been prevented from doing so by Yal;1ya 
KarawL Since then l;Iasan had either become a secret supporter of 
Na~rul1ah and the rebels of Mas'iid's party, or saw in the civil war an 
opportunity to gain advancement and revenge at l;Iaydar's expense. He 
instructed his ghultlm, J::.utlul}: Biil):a, to accompany him before l;Iaydar, 
and to stab l;Iaydar when he, l;Iasan, took l;Iaydar's hand to kiss it in 
token of respect. The scheme worked as planned, and l;Il!Y!!ar was slain 
in 757/1356.93 

,Lutfulla11reigned for two yea!:'..> .~erving largely as a figl:!reh~l!.!:! .. Lor 
I;Iltsan-UamgJiiini: Then,in-759/1357-:-5~~ j3.fter quarreling with I;Iasan, 
he was deposed-and_t:.g;cuted.94 With the fall of Lutfullah, thepo~sibility 
of estabfishin:g -~-dynastY among the Sarb~dars based on -the i~mily of 
Mas'fja disappeared, and that group which we have caifedMas'iid's 

I,. Mir, p. 621; Fa~iQ, p. 94. Isfarayin was the most important city of the Sarbadiir 
realm after Sabzawar: see below, Chapter 10. .1 Mir, p. 621 ; Fa~il), p. 92; DS, pp. 283--284. 
.2 Mir, p. 621; DS, p. 284. 
., The details are from Mirkhwiind (p. 621); Duw\atiliah (p. 284) tells a similar 
story. The date is from I;Iafl~·i Abru (HA, notes, p. 18). I;Iasan was a Biishtini (HA, 
notes, p. 18). 
•• Mir, pp. 621-622; DS, p. 285; F:l$il), p.94. 
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party-the supporters of Aytimur, §hamsuddin, and finally,_LllJ.fullah
passes into obscurity. The change was an inauspicious one for J:Iasan. 
His murder of J:Iaydar, and his support of the Barntini gentry and the 
partisans of Mas'ud against the Sabzawaris had already alienated a 
considerable body of the Sarbadars, and now by striking against Mas 'ud' s 
family and dynasty he estranged many more. All these hostile factions 
must have had their followings in the army, and these would all have 
been ready to take advantage of, or even provoke failures in J:Iasan's 
leadership-failures which were not long in coming. 

The murder of Yal)ya Karawi and the subsequent struggle for control 
of the Sarbadar state had led to the undoing of much of Yal)ya's work. 
When J:Iaydar I}:a~~ab left Astarabiid to campaign against Yal)ya's 
murderers, he weakened the Sarbadar forces occupying Astarabiid 
and Jurjan, and enabled the enemies of the Sarbadars, who had been 
defeated and dispersed following Taghaytimur's assassination, to rally 
agai_n_li-udJrise rebellion. The leader of this opposition was a certain 

!Amir:Walif the son of Taghaytim.?r'sl!;()vt!IDor of Astarabiid,§haykh 
'<.Ali Hindu.so After the deafll of Taghaytimur, WaH-had-escaped from 
the Sarbadars and fled to the territory of the Jauni I}:urbiin, where he 
settled for a time with Amir §hlbli Jauni~uro1i]i.1;the-tOTd of Nisa,96 
and married his daughter. Then, seeing his opportunity in the Sarbadars' 
distraction by civil war, he returned to Mazandaran.97 The job of gener· 
ating active opposition to-theSarbiiaars--CQula-not have been easy. 
WaH had, no doubt, a smallluilitary force of his own-members of his 
father's entourage and adventurers from the Ja11ni I}:urban probably. 
But to meet any important Sarbadiir force he would have had to induce 
the remnants of Taghaytimiir's tribal following to join him, and this 
would have been a difficult task since WaH himself seems not to have 
had the necessary tribal connections. He overcame this obstacle by de
claring himself a partisan of Lu\:man b. Taghaytim11r and using his 
llalXW to eiiIlst-stiPport. 98 

95 HA, text, p. 9.1:iafil'-i Abru's chapter on Wali in the Majmii'a (HA, text, pp. 9-14) 
is the principal source of information on Wali. Mirkhwand (pp. 597-599) repeats 
almost exactly the material of HA, text, pp. 9-10, and part of p. 11. 

Shaykb. 'Ali Hindu, the father of Wali, was presumably related to the Hindu 
family discussed above on p. 107, n. 25. 
.. For Nisa see V. Minorsky, "Nasa", £Jl. In the thirteenth century at least, the 
pronunciation seems to have been 'Nisii: rather than 'Nasa': see the pun on nisa 
'women' in Juwayni, II, p. 348. 
• 7 HA, text, p. 9. 
•• Lul):man was not in the region when Wall took up his cause, and before he could 
return, WaH had decided to rule himself- He told Lul):man to turn back, and exiled 
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The time of WaH's return is not specified unequivocally in the sources, 
but it can be established within reasonably narrow limits. Mirkhwand 
tells us that J:Iaydar I}:a~~ab had been preparing for a campaign against 
WaH when he was diverted by the rebellion of Na~rullah and Lutfullah 
in Isfarayin.99 Then we learn from J:Iafi~-i Abrii's account in the chapter 
of the Majmii'a on WaH, that, when returning to Mazandaran, Wali 
first went to Dihistan and Chilaw to collect troops, and with this force 
inflicted a defeat on the garrison of a Sarbadar fort near Astarabad.1oo 

Upon this success many persons, including Taghaytimiir's former 
followers, rallied to WaH's banner, and at this point the Sarbadar govern
ment-I;Iasan Damghani-began to show concern for the situation in 
Mazandaran. A Sarbadar army was sent by Basan from Khurasan, but 
WaH defeated this also and then seized Astariibad, in 757(1356.101 An
other Sarbadar force, composed of troops from Khuriisan and the garri
sons of ~asman under its commander, Abu Bakr, met the same fate as 
its predecessors had at WaH's hands.loa Eventually Basan Damghani 
had to take the field in person, and he too was defeated.103 The sources 
based on the Tiirilsh-i Sarbadiiriin say that this last defeat led to 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad's rebellion in Damghan,l04 which may be dated in 759( 
1357-58, as we have seen.I°5 Wali's reappearance in Mazandaran should 
therefore be placed in 757(1356 or eadier,-during the reign ofZahifuc:fdin 
or J:Iaydar ~a~~ab; the seiiure of Astarabad by WaH occu~ed in 757( 

his relatives and partisans (HA, text, p. 11). Lul):man may have been as far away as 
Anatolia, where two of his brothers, Babul): Bek (Bik?) and Dawlatohah, perhaps 
after having fled 19turasan following their father's assassination, served I):aramanid, 
Artanid and their own interests (see, Ami Dergisi, 1:6 [1949], pp.17-20). L~man's 
descendants, however, appear again in Khurasan in Shab Rum's time (see Minorsky, 
"Tugha TimOr", £[1). --
99 Mir, p. 621. 
100 HA, text, p. 9. In the chapter on Wall of the Majlflll'a, J:lafi?-i Abru (HA, text, 
p. 11) said that Wali's rise occurred during the fighting between 1:iaydar 1):W]~ab 
and I;lasan Damghiini; in the Zubda (HA, notes, p. 5) he corrected this to place it 
in 'Ali Mu'ayyad's reign. In my opinion he was probably right both times: Wali 
probably returned to Mazandaran ca. 757, and his main expansion took place in the 
early 760's. 
101 Wali issued coins at Astarabad in 757; see Appendix, Nos. 119 and 120, and 
above, p. 83. 
102 HA, text, p. 10. 1:iasan Damghani was responsible both for the building of a 
fort at ~asman and for the stationing there of AbU Bakr, according to I;lafiz-i Abru 
(HA, notes, p. 18). 
103 FW]il:l, p. 94; DS, p. 285; Mir, p. 622 . 

Mir, p_ 622; DS, p. 285. 
105 See above, pp. 76--77. 
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1356 during the reign of Lutfullah;lo6 and the defeat of l;IaS:l,JLhimself 
by WaH (if we rely on the order of events in the TiirikJJ-i Sarbadiiriin) 

';~~ldhave occurred iu}59j13~2:::-.~~: 
l;I~s!lIlI)amgj}ani's authority was challenged not only by Wali but 

by the rebellions of 'Ali MlI)~yy~cijl'l: Damgj}an. and l).et:vjsh.'Aziz in 
M1lmhJ!ci.107 J.:Iasan apparently ignored 'Ali's rebellion; perhaps consider-

ing £oniy as a struggle for power within Damgj}an which would pose 
no threat to his rule (although 'Ali's initiative in altering the formulae 
on the Sarbadar coinage should have roused suspicion). But the activi
ties of Dervish 'Aziz were another matter. The Dervish had decided that 
the timenactcometo establish the Mahdi's governm~nt on earth, and 

. had ~~ster~d·supporters (probablyrecniited from the Mailihad section 
of the dervish organization of §haykh J.:Iasan Juri) to carry out this task. 
After winning over Mafillhad, 'Aziz marched on Tus, seized the citadel, 
and began to set up his theocracy in the name··of "S-uTtaii-:Mi.i1:lam!Ilad, 
the.Mal1di".lo8 J.:Iasan Damgj}ani could not overlook this. 'Aziz's action 
in taking Tus from the Jauni ~urban might provoke them to attack the 
Sarbadars, and his program, which would have attracted the dervish 
party in Sabzawar, threatened the outbreak of a religious civil war. Thus, 
after a delay of six months109 which suggests how deeply the Sarbadars' 
were now involved in fighting WaH, J.:Iasana,ttack~ Tus and suppressed 
the .. Mahdist government. Dervish 'Az·iz· was sent into exile, thanks to 
J.:Iasan's misplaced leniency, and proceeded to I~fahan.n° The ~nj 
Ifurban, nominal owners of Tus, apparently failed to react to the 
attaekof'Aziz, bilCiiTtef1:IasaJI's occupation they took steps to regain 
their territorv.m 

106 l;Iiifi+-i AbrO CHA, text, p. 10) has l;Iasan Diimghiini as the Sarbadiirs' leader 
at the time of WaH's seizure of Astariibii.d; his statement should probably be taken 
as a reflection of tbe reality of Hasan's control at a time when LUifulliih was formally 
the sovereign. . 
107 See above, pp. 77 and 81; Appendix, Nos. 73-76; Mir, p. 622; DS, p. 285. 
The Dervish is called 'Aziz Majdi by DawlatslJ.ah (p. 285), but 'Aziz MUQammadi by 
l;Iafi+-i Abro CHA, text, p. 26). 
108 Appendix, No. 76; Mir, p. 622. 'Aziz may have claimed to be the Mahdi; this 
is not clear from the available evidence. 
109 Mir, p. 622. Petrushevskii (p. 1 S1) erroneously says that l;Iasan's siege lasted six 
months. 

Mir, p. 622; DS, p. 285. 
m DS, p. 286. 
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'Ali Mu'ayyad summoned 'Aziz to Damghan to participate in, and to 
help gain support for his own rebellion.' The position of the Damghan 
rebels was favorable from the beginning because of the relative remote
ness of Damghan from the center of the Sarbadars' realm. And from 
759/1357-58 J.:Iasan was fully involved defending himself against WaH, 
putting down the dervish government in Tus, and then trying to over
come yet another set of rebels which had sprung up at §ha!s:!s:an near 
Jajarm.2 While J.:Iasan busied himself with these immediate challenges, 
'Ali Mu'ayyad had time to recruit fugitives from the defeated Sarbadar 
armies to his cause, and 'Aziz could reorganize his surviving followers 
from Tus and Mafillhad, and restore contact with his partisans in other 
§hi'i centers-especially Sabzawar. 

By 763/1361-62 'AIIand 'Aziz hadcollectedenoug~~!!length.to move 
against J;Iasan:nii.m.Jihani.3 After J.:Iasan~ haci" been-drawn away from 
Sabzawar to besiege the rebels in the castle of iTha!s:!s:an, 'Ali and 'Aziz 
marched suddenly on Sabzawar, and, probably thanks to the efforts of 
their dervish and other §hi'i supporters in the city, gained admittance 
by passi~g themselves off as J.:Iasan's re_turning army. B~ ~hi~-f0Uif the 
rebels seIzed control not only ofSabzawar, but of the famIlies arret·prop
erty of the Sarbadar chiefs who formed J.:Iasan Damgj}ani's govern
ment and high command. With these as hostages, 'Ali: wrote to the 
leaders of J.:Iasan's army, suggesting that they would do well to placate 

1 Mir, pp. 622-623; DS, p. 285. 
2 For the ShaJ>J>iin revolt see Mir, p. 623, and DS, p. 286. The exact location of 
Shal>l>an is unclear, but see Mustawfi, II, pp.149 and 187. I have followed the spelling of 
Mustawfi and DawlatslJ.iih (p. 286); l;Iafi+-i Abril CHA, notes, p. 67) and Mirkhwand 
(p. 623) give Shaghiin. 
3 Fa~iQ, p. 95. At this point Fa~il;t reverts to the correct Sarbadar chronology: see 
above, pp. 52 and 53, n. 9. 
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him by overthrowing I;Iasan. The commanders agreed, and sent 1:Ia~l!I1's 
head to Sabzawar in token of submission to the rule of 'Ali and-'Aziz~4 

For some ten months after their seizure of power, 'Ali Mu'ayyadap-d 
pervish 'Aziz.rl,lledjointly.5 One of their first unde~fu.ki~g~ was the 
establishment of §hi'ism as the state religion, as is attested. by their 
coins of 763/1361-62.6 And to this period probably also belonged the 
inauguration of tneceremony in which a caparisoned horse was brought 
forth each day at dawn and dusk in preparation for the Appearance of 
the MahdU 

But as the building of the ~i'i state progressed, differences between 
its two leaders also developed. 'Ali Mu'ayyad held 'Aziz back from the 
establishment of a §hi'i theocracy such as he had set up at Tus in 759/ 
1357-58: the Sarbadar coins, though they acknowledge the Twelve 
Imams, say nothing about "Sultan Mul}ammad, the Mahdi" in 763/ 
1361-62. The incompatibility of dervish and moderate Sarbadiir aims 
and methods that we have seen in considering the joint rule of Mas'iid 
and ~ay1;h I;Iasan Juri worked also to divide 'Ali and 'Aziz. The politic 
and worldly 'AU Mu'ayyad-"one of the khwajazadagan ofSabza;.¥iir"'s=. 
~~en ihouglihewasa ~i'i, could not countenance the extreme measures 
that 'Aziz would employ to exact literal and general obedience to the 
prescriptions of his faith. When their relationship proved too much of a 
strain for 'Ali, he dealt with 'Aziz as Mas'iid had with §hay1;h J;iasan. 
After maneuvering 'Aziz into a demonstration of disloyalty, 'Ali dis-

_patched troops to hunt down and destroy the Dervish and hiSfollowers.· 
i\lld 'Ali did not satisfy himself with this, as Mas'ud had done, but 
took measures to destroy the dervish organization altogether. It is 
possible to view 'Ali's persecution of the dervishes, which is attested by 
the frequent mention of dervish fugitives escaping from the Sarbadar 
state,lO and by 'Ali's desecration of the tombs of the illay1;hs KhaHfa 
and I;Iasan.n the founders of the organization, as a program adopted 
for the purely political end of removal of the main source of discord 
within the Sarbadar community. But one wonders whether the extreme 

, Fa~iQ, p. 95; Mir, p. 623; DS, p. 286. 
" Fa~iQ, p. 95. Mirkhwand (p. 624) says nine months. 
• Appendix, Nos. 77-102. 
7 HA, text, p. 52; Mir, p. 624. See Ibn Ba!li!a (Defremery and Sanguinetti ed.; II, 
pp. 97-99) for a similar ceremony at Hillac 
8 Fa~ii), p. 94: ~ .)~";"" z.,lf~~",:-Y: .;1 ... 1. 
9 Mir, p. 624; FlI(lii), p. 95. 
10 Some escaped to Harat (Fa~i1~, p. 104), and others to Shiriiz (HA, text, p. 56). 
11 Mir, p. 624; DS, p. 287. -
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measures taken, in particular the desecration of the tombs, does not betray 
more than mere political hostility toward the dervish organization. It 
must be remembered that 'Ali Mu'ayyad was himself a §]!i'i,12 and had 
worked to promote the §hi'a. He had issued §hi'i coins at Damghan in 
759/1357-58 despite the fact that these would probably bring him to the 
hostile attention of I;Iasan Damghanl. And as we have suggested above, 
'Ali was a moderate. He not only seems to have tried to restrain 'Aziz, 
but in later times he came well recommended to Timur, and maintained 
good relations with llimP a feat of diplomacy and character which does 
not suggest the extremist. Yet after his break with 'Aziz, 'Ali committed 
outrages against the dervishes-outrages which suggest moral revulsion 
as well as political antagonism. 

We have some information about internal Sarbadar affairs under 
'Ali Mu'ayyad other than those involving the dervishes. 'Ali Mu'a:,'yad 
is depicted by Dawlatillah as a just. anclcetlPtl2!~_P.!:.~.!. u~der . wl~~~e 
guidance the state and its people prospered.14 Although this view of 'Ali 
and his times can be traced to the Tarikh-i Sarbadaran, which was com
posed at 'Ali Mu'ayyad's court during the mid~760's/1360's15 and which 
cannot be relied upon too· hea~iiy in its eharacte~i~~ti~~ of 'Ali, we 
can find some truth in it for the period to which it most likely refers: 
ca. 764/1362-63. The mere length of 'Ali Mu'ayyad's reign gave the 
Sarbadar state, for a time at least, a stability it had not known before. 
The longest previous reign had been Mas'iid's, lasting six years (738-745/ 
I 33S":'44):the average length of reign, prior to 'Ali's accession, had -been 
just over two years (twelve rulers in twenty-five years). 'Ali Mu'ayyad 
is also credit~(n;YDawIatillah with a reform that improved the Sarbadars' 
eeonomic situation: "he took three-tenths (thirty per cent) in kind from 
the peasants and not one dinar more".16 Since we have no other figures 
for this rate under earlier Sarbadar or contemporary neighboring rulers. 
it is not possible to say whether the reform meant a reduction in taxation, 
but even the imposition and enforcement of a limit upon the amount 
to be collected would have had a beneficial effecU7 During 763-770/ 

12 HA, text, p. 52; Mir, p. 624. 
13 Mir, p. 624; DS, pp. 287-288; and see pp. 80-81 above, and 154--155 below. 
14 DS, p. 287; Fa~ib, p.96. Mirkhwand, on the other hand, somewhat disparages 
his government (p. 624). 
,. See above, pp. 38-39 and 47-48. 
16 DS, p. 287, line 5: <>.l}L..~ ~.~ Js::,~.)l:,~ ~~J :;~f ...,..:f ...... ~ l;~.)jl. 
10 Petrushevskii (p. 128) says that under the I1khan Ghizan (1295-1304) the rate of 
this tax was as high as sixty per cent; he also helieveSthat the phrase "and not one 
dinar more" meant that the peasantry paid no other taxes. 
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1361-69 the standard of the Sarbadar coinage was maintained. But from 
~770/1368-69 on-a period which the Tiirikh-i Sarbadariin did 
not discuss-conditions within the Sarbadar state began to deteriorate, 
owing to a series of misfortunes in external affairs. 

<Ali Mu'ayyad inherited Basan Damghani's diplomatic and military 
problems when he seized his throne. In the east there had been hostilities 
between Basan and Mul).ammad Bik, the chief of the launi I}.urban. 
Basan Damghani had captured Tus in 759/1357-58 to suppress Dervish 
<Aziz's Mahdist uprising, and Mul).ammad Bik, the former lord of Tus, 
had then retaken it.IS Although we have no direct information as to the man
ner in which a settlement was achieved, the very lack of such information 
and of any evidence of hostility at any time between Mul).ammad Bik 
and <Ali Mu'ayyad suggests that some solution of the problem was found. 
In all probability <Ali Mu'ayyad, while still a rebel, acknowledged Mu
I)ammad Bik's title to Tus in order to obtain the favorable neutrality of 
the Jafmi I}.urban during his struggle against Basan Damghani, and 
after his accession 'Ali probably maintained this position so as to have 
peace on his eastern borders. The next mention of Tus in the sources 
puts it in the possession of the launi I}.urban in 772/1370-7J.I9 

<Ali Mu'ayyad needed peace in the east because he had to make war 
in the west. The other problem that Basan Damghiini had bequeathed 
him was that of Amir WaH, and this problem had not been settled 
during the civil war. While the Sarbadars had been fighting among 
themselves during 759-764/1357-63-first Basan DamghanI against 
the §!!aJ::l~an rebels and <Ali and 'Aziz, and then <Ali against 
<Aziz-Amir WaH had moved out of his base at Astarabad across the 
mountains to Bistam and Damghan,20 in 761/1359-60, according to 
Samarl~andi.21 WalLalsD-<tt about this time abandoned allegiance to 
Lul.<-ll1ap. iJ. Taghaytimfu.22 ,After 764/1362-63, when DerviSh~(Azj'z~~nd 
his partisans had been disposed of, <Ali Mu'ayyad wasat'iast-tree to 
confront Wall. The chronicles do not record his campaigns, but his 
coins remain a memorial to his victory; Sarbadar coins began to be 
issued at Astarabad again in 767/1365-66 and continued to appear 

18 DS, p. 286. 
to HA, notes, p. 5. 
20 HA, text, p. 18 and noles, p. 5; Mir, p. 599. There are no coins confirming these 
conquests; there is only a Sarbadar coin of Damgban, 764 (Appendix, No. 103). 
'1 Samarl}andj's dale, from the Mafia', is given by Minorsky in "Tugba TimOr", 
Ell, citing Dorn, Ausziige aas Muhammedanischen Schri/tstellern (St. Petersburg, 
1858), pp. 155-157. 
2' HA, text, pp.1O-It. 
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through 770/1368-69.23 That these coins reflect the Sarbadars' ouster of 
Wali from Astarabad rather than an accommodation with WaH based on 
his acknowledgement of Sarbadar sovereignty is shown by the appear
ance of a non-Sarbadar (Sunni) coin from Simnan in 768/1366-67-
a coin of the same type as the Astarabad coin of764/1362-63 which may 
surely be attributed to Wali.24 Since Wali was therefore still issuing coins 
independently in 768/1366-67, he cannot have given in to the Sarbadars 
in 767/1365-66. We may say then, that by 767/1365-66 at the latest, 
WaH had been defeated by 'Ali Mu'ayyad and driven from Astarabad. 

But WaH had not been utterly defeated. He now established himself a 
new bllseatsimnan, which had belonged to 'Ali Mu'ayyad as recently 
as 763/1361-62,26 and attacked Astarabad once more in 769/1367-68. 
He regained it for a momenl;-omWas quickly-oust~d.26 <AliM~;ayyad 
thereafter left him in peace, thinking .iTuse!'ufto'have' a vigorous, though 
suitably cowed chieftain as a buffer against the expanding Ja1ayir power 
further west.27 This informal arrangement lasted through the first years of 
the 770'8/1370's. The Sarbadars held Astarabad at least into 770/1368-69, 
and in all probability-through 774ji372':"73.28 WaILrefuiriea'-sifilffiin, 
which was not among the Sarbadar mints of 769-770/1367-69, and 
during 772-774/1370-73, when the chronicles again mention him, Wali 
is found in the vicinity of Rayy and Sawa, fighting against Sultan Uways 
Jalayir.29 In the short run, <Ali Mu'ayyad's policy served the Sarbadars 
well: WaH was diverted against the West and served to block Ja1ayir ex
pansion. But by 774/1372-73 WaH had decided that Uways was too 
formidable an opponent, a decision made easy by the fact that his 
eastern neighbor could now no longer maintain the pressure that had 
forced him to face west. 

The train of events that was to end in the Sarbadars' collapse apparent-
1y had its origins in those old antagonisms which had so often decisively 
affected the course of Sarbadar history. One of those antagonisms was 
that which divided the dervish organization and the Sarbadar govern-

2S Appendix, Nos. 104, 106--107, and 115. 
2< The Simniin coin is cited in the Appendix, No. 123; that of Astariibiid likewise, 
No. 121. 
.6 Appendix, Nos. 93-98. 
26 Appendix, Nos. 125-127, and see above, p. 84, 
27 In 772, after driving Wali back to, or beyond Simnfm, Sultan Uways tried to 
induce 'Ali MU'ayyad to attack Wali from the rear; 'Ali MU'ayyad, fearing to lose 
Wali as a shield against the Jalayirs, would not act (HA, notes, pp. 5-6). 
os However, Miles reads a coin of Wali's type in the ANS collection as Astarabiid, 
77(2): see Appendix, No. 128. 
"" HA, text, p. 11, and notes, pp. 5-8. 
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ment. Driven into exile by 'Ali Mu'ayyad's persecution, the dervishes 
had continued to hope and plan for a return to Khurasan, and, like 
Dervish 'Aziz before them, they attempted to promote anti-Sarbadar 
activities directed at Khurasan from bases abroad. One of the exiles, 
Dervish Ruknuddin, of whom we shall say more presently, had gone 
to §!!iraz where the Mu~affarid ruler, ~ah §!!uja', had welcomed and 
subsidized him and his followers.so Some dervishes fled to Harat,31 and 
others, we must imagine, to the Hii"mi ~urban. But Malik I;Iusayn and 
Mul]ammad Bik, while providing asylum, did not permit their guests to 
disrupt the peace with the Sarbadars which both had for long maintained. 

Fortunately for the dervishes, however, Malik I;Iusayn was approaching 
the end of his days, and his heir, GhiyafuuddinPlr'Ali, saw both the 
dervishes and the Sarbadi;s in a different light. Malik I;Iusayn's greatest 
triumph had been his defeat of the Sarbadars in 743/1342-43, and we 
may imagine the eagerness of the prince to surpass his father's exploits. 
We may also suspect in him a familial hatred of the Sarbadars-he was 
the grandson (through his. ,mother, Sul~an KhatUn) of Taghaytimiir 
whom the Sarbadars had murdered.32 He probably planned a reversal of 
Ha(at's Sarbadar policy when he should come' to' the throne, and for 
this reason probably encouraged, and was encouraged by the dervish 
exiles. 

(Ali Mu'ayyad seems to have been aware of Pir 'Ali's attitude, and 
for a time managed to anticipate and distract his hostility. Malik I;Iusayn 
had another son, Malik Mul;tammad, half-brother to Pir 'Ali, and, 
possessed of a kind of fatuity that has all too often afflicted rulers, he 
intended to divide his realm between the two (albeit with PIr 'Ali getting 
the major share).33 The Sarbadars, it appears, got in touch with Malik 
Mul;tammad, encouraged in him hostility toward PIr 'Ali, and promised 
to help him defend himself against his brother if necessary, and Malik 
Mul]ammad accepted this support.34 

.. HA, text, pp. 55-56. 
3t Fa~il;l, p. 104. 
32 HA, text, p. 32. According to Tauer, I;Iafi?,-i Abril is the earliest extant source for 
Kurt history of this period (HA, notes, p. X). 
"" HA, text, p. 49. 
M The evidence for this contact and for Malik Mul~atruTh1.d's acknowledgement of 
Sarbadar suzerainty is tenuous. Dawlat~ah includes Sarakhs, Malik Mul)ammad's 
appanage, among the possessions of 'Ali Mu'ayyad (p. 287); and we have 'Ali 
Mu'ayyad attacking Pir 'Ali at Farhadjird in time to distract him from the siege 
of Sarakhs (Fa~il), p. 104). 

And if there was in fact such contact between Malik Mul;lammad and the Sarbadars, 
when did it begin?}f Dawlat~ah's information came from the Tiirikh-j Sarbadiiriin, 
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Thus, when Malik I;Iusayn died in 771/1369-70,35 leaving Harat to 
Pir 'Ali and Sarakhs to Malik Mul]ammad, and when Pir 'AU almost 
immediately marched against Sarakhs, apparently early in 772/1370-71,36 
Malik Mul]ammad and the Sarbadars were ready. Malik Mul]ammad 
acknowledged the Sarbadiirs' sllzerainty27 and prepared to withstand a 
siege in Sarakhs; and the Sarbadars prepared a counterattack against 
Pir 'Ali-a counterattack for which Pir 'Ali himself had provided a 
justification. One of Pir 'Ali's early acts as sovereign had been to install 
two of the fugitive dervishes as castellans of Farhadjird near the Sarba
dars' borders with the intention, surely, that they should engage in sub
versive activities against 'Ali Mu'ayyad. The Sarbadars now took tbis 
provocation as a casus belli, and, also in 772/1370-71, overwhelmed 
Farhadjird,38 at once disposing of the dervishes' threat and effectively 
countering PIr (Ali's attack upon Sarakhs. PIr 'Ali, ill the winter of 
772/1370-71, had to abandon the siege of Sarakhs and return to Harat.39 

Although outmaneuvered in this first encounter, Pir (Ali, wiser and 
probably angrier from the experience, thereafter did much better. Even 
before quitting Sarakhs he came to some agreement with Malik Mul;tam
mad which apparently permanently settled their differences.4o Disem
barassed of tllls conflict, Pir 'Ali could then devote himself to war with 
(Ali MU'ayyad. This enterprise turned out to be much more promising 
than any attack on Sarakhs. PIr 'Ali, who had encouraged the radical 

then the alliance must have been arranged in 763 or 764, before the Tari kh was com 
pleted. On the other hand, this information may have come to Dawlat:;hah from the 
source that he used for Timur's relations with 'Ali Mu'ayyad (which I have not dis
cussed); in such a case it would represent a Sarbadar claim of indefinite date. 
35 I;liifi+-i Abrfi (HA, text, p. 50) gives 3 ?;fi'I-J5:-a'da, 771. 
3. Since Malik Husayn died late in 771, and the war between Pir 'Ali and the Sarba
dars that broke ~ut in 773 came after Pir 'Ali's attack on Sarakhs, we are left with 
772 as the year of the Sarakhs campaign. Pir 'Ali must have begun the campaign 
early in the year because he abandoned it in winter, which occurred during mid-772 
(between Jumada al-Awwal and RamaQiin). 
" One would wish for some coins of Sarakhs of this date, but none is known, al
though I;lafi:r.-i Abrfi (HA, text, p. 51, line 16) implies that such coins were struck. 
The only Kurt coins that have been published (according to L. A. Mayer's Bibliog
raphy of Moslem Numismatics [London, 1954]) are some of Malik I;lusayn, struck 
at Harat in 752 (e.g., BM VI, p. 2m, No. 592), and of Pir 'Ali, Hariit 775 and 782. 
"" F~jl;l, p. 104. Mustawfi (I, p. 177; II, p. 171) has FarhMan village on the road 
from Ni~apfir to Harat, between the junction of the route to Sarakhs and the town 
of Jam. 
3. HA, text, pp. 5\-52. 
<. I;lam:-i Abril (HA, notes, p. 32: note I to text, p. 52) does not make it appear as 
if the peace talks between the brothers were very successful, but Pir 'Ali was not sub
sequently disturbed by Malik Mul:lammad, as far as we know. 
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~i(i dervishes to subvert the Sarbadars, now induced the Sunnl 'u/ama 
of Hariit to declare a Holy War against the moderate ~i(i 'Ali Mu'ay
yad. Pir 'Ali thus became a Sunni gfliizi and in 773/1371-72 led out his 
armies to win the spiritual a1o1d temporal rewards of the conquest of 
Khurasiin.41 

The attacks from Harat continued annually. pir '1li'sforces carried 
the war to 'Ali Mu'ayyad and forct:d him to fight ;epeatedly before 
Ni:map11r.42 And while the Sarbadars were committed thus to campaign 
in the east, Amir WaH took the opportunity to reinstate himself in the 
west at the expense of Sarbadar territories. WaH had been a useful 
buffer as long as the Sarbadar armies were free to compel his discretion, 
but now he became a menace. By 775/1373-74 he had regained Astar
abiid,43 and in 776/1374-75 (or 777/1375-76) he was able even to invade 
Khurasan proper and lay siege to Sabzawar. Coincident with, and prob
ably because of WaH's attack on Sabzawar, 'Ali Mu'ayyad's defense 
of Ni:mapfrr. collapsed, and the Sarbadar armies retreated before Pir 
iAlitoih;;~;cue of their beleaguered capital." 

At this point, seeing that the Sarbadars had been unnerved by defeat, 
and that they had been driven to take refuge in the Shi'i center and 
former dervish stronghold of Sabzawar, the group of dervishes main
tained in exile at ~iraz by ~ah ~uja' now decided that the moment 
had come for them to return to Khurasan and dispose of 'Ali Mu'ayyad. 
~ah ~uja', who presumably hoped that the dervishes would enable 
the establishment of Mu?=affarid influence in Khurasiin, supplied them 
with arms and money for their campaign.45 When the dervish army 
reached Khuriisan, its leader, Dervish Ruknuddin, allied himself with 
Pir 'Ali's governor of Nimiipiir, Iskandar, and marched with him on 
Sabzawar. In 778/1376-77, this combined force, aided, no doubt, by 
sympathizers of the dervishes within Sabzawar, succeeded in taking the 
city. 'Ali Mu'ayyad took to flight and found refuge with his former 
enemy, Amir WaH.46 

41 HA, text, p. 52. 
HA, text, pp. 52-55. 

•• See above, p. 85; and Appendix, No.BO. 
.. HA, text, p. 55. l;Iam:-i Abrii gives both 776 and 777 as the dale of the fall of 
Ni:;hapiir and siege of Sabzawar. 
4& §!!ah ~ujii' may have encouraged the dervishes as potential allies against Amir 
WaH, who had been approached by ~ah ~uja"s M~affarid rival, ~ah Man~Or 
(see Kutbi's Mu~affarid history in Mustawfi, TiiriklJ-i Guzida [E. G. Browne ed. 
and abridged trans.; Leyden and London: I-text, 1910, and II-trans., 1913J, I, 
p.719). 
•• HA, text, pp. 55·-57. !Q!wandamir (p. 159) gives the date of the fall of Sabzawiir. 
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The dates that I give for the events of 777-780/1375-79 are uncertain. 
I:Iiifi?=-i Abrii, whose chronology I prefer to follow, says that Ni:miipiir 
fell to Pir 'Ali in 776/1374-75 or 777/1375-76, and the next dates he 
gives are 781/1379-80 for Pir 'Ali's reconquest of Ni:mapflr from Iskan
dar Qiliiwi, and 782/1380-81 for WaH's capture of Sabzawiir.47 Khwiin
damir, the only source to date the intermediate events, gives 777/1375-
76 for Pir 'Ali's conquest of Niilliipiir, 778/1376-77 for the seizure of 
Sabzawar by Ruknuddin and Iskandar, 779/1377-78 for the revolt of 
Ruknuddin and Iskandar against Pir 'Ali, but 780/1378-79 for the fall 
of Sabzawar to Wali.48 Thus Khwiindamir appears to be following a 
chronology that diverges from that of I:Iiifi?=-i Abrii. But since neither 
chronicles nor coinage provides an alternative to !Cl!wiindamir's dating 
for 777-780/1375-79, I have chosen to use his dates, with the explicit 
reservation that they are suspect. 

WaH's reception of <Ali Mu'ayyad involved no abandonment of 
principle or change of policy, since WaH's actions were guided by op
portunism. When newly returned from exile at Nisa in ca. 757/1356, 
Wali had championed the rights of Lu1$.man b. Taghaytimiir in order to 
gain the support of the remnants of Taghiiytimiir's following in the 
fight against the Sarbadars. But as soon as WaH had achieved a measure 
of power he threw Lu1$.man over49-probably soon after his seizure of 
Astarabad. WaH's Astarabad coins of 757/1356, certainly, acknowledged 
no sovereign other than (by implication) himself.50 And on occasion 
Wali would change his religious posture, in order, we may imagine, to 
make himself appear as a more attractive leader, now to the predomi
nantly ~i'i population of Mazandaran, now to the Sunni tribesmen 
that had followed Taghaytimflr. 61 

Thus when 'Ali: Mu'ayyad appeared at his court, WaH did not see 
him as one of the ancient foes of Taghiiytimur, WaH's former master, 
or as a heretic, or even as the author of his own reverses of 767/1365-66, 
but as the recent ruler of Sabzawar and leader of the Sarbadiirs-as a 
pretender to power in Khurasan who could be used to WaH's own ad-

47 For the fall of Ni:;hapiir, see HA, text, p. 55; for its reconquest, HA, notes, p. 34 
(note 2 to text, pp. 55-57). Hafi~-i Abru here corrects the date of the reconquest from 
778 (HA, text, p. 57, line 3) to 781. For the recapture of Sabzawar, see HA, text, p. 13. 
.. Khw, pp. 158-159. Ruknuddln and Iskandar ruled for ten months according to 
Fa~il:t (p. 95), nine according to Mirkhwiind (p. 624). This length of reign would fit 
)9lwandamir's chronology better than that of l.lafi7,-i AbrO, but citations of lengths 
of reign are often unreliable: see above, pp. 52-53. 
•• HA, text, pp. 10--11. 
5. Appendix, Nos. 62--63. 
&1 See above, pp. 85-86 and 148. 
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vantage. Accordingly, Wall began to make preparations to restore Sab
zawar to 'All Mu'ayyad, and thereby to extend his own power into 
Khurasan. 

WaH's (and 'Ali Mu'ayyad's) plans were aided, unwittingly, by the 
dervishes. After they and Iskandar had conquered Sabzawar, they 
foolishly adopted extreme policies in both external and internal affairs. 
Iskandar threw off his allegiance to PIr 'Ali in 779/1377-78 and joined 
Ruknuddjn as independent co-ruler over Sabzawar and NiIDapur ;52 

Ruknuddin and the dervishes began to govern according to the radical 
principles of Shaykh 1;Iasan Jiiri, and to take revenge for the persecu
tions inflicted by 'Ali MU'ayyad.53 As a result, Iskandar and Ruknuddin 
had to face the attacks of both Wall and Pir 'AU from without, while 
coping with the hostility of many of their subjects at home. Their state 
could not withstand these simultaneous pressures. NiIDi'ipur fell once 
more to Pir 'Ali in 781/1379-80,54 and Sabzawar to Wall (aided by 'All 
Mu'ayyad and the Mu{:affarid exile, ~i'ih Man~Ur)55 in 782/1380-81.56 

Iskandar managed to make his peace with his former master, Pir 'All, 
and 'All Mu'ayyad was restored by WaH as ruler in SabzawarY The 
fate of Ruknuddin and the defeated dervishes is not known. 

Thus by 782/1380-81, even before the coming of Timftr, the Sarbadar 
undertaking had failed in both its aspects-as a "secular" state, and as a 
theocratic movement. Neither the dervish organization nor the "secular" 
Sarbadars had been able to achieve lasting, exclusive control of the state, 
and their struggles to attain such control had only weakened it. Further
more, all efforts to establish the Sarbadars' security against external 
enemies had only provoked reactions from their neighbors which, by 
supplementing the damage that the Sarbadars were inflicting upon them
selves by civil war, eventually brought the state to ruin. 

The last important act of ~MLMl!'ayyad was an admission of his in
ability to recover the Sarbadars' independence. In the summer of 783/ 
1381, having forced Pir 'Ali: into submission at Rarat, Amir Timiir 

50 HA, text, pp. 56-57. I;liifil'-i Abru says that they had the kill/!ba read and coins 
struck in their names; I have not seen any of these coins, except perhaps Nos. 154--
155 in the Appendix. 
'" See above, pp. 146-147. According to I;Ii'lfil'-i AbrQ CHA, text, p. 57) the populace 
of the region was caused great suffering by Ruknuddin's activities. 
54 HA, notes, p. 34. I;Iam-i Abru CHA, text, p. 57) had dated Pir 'All's reconquest 
in 778 while writing the Majml;'a, but revised the date to 781 for the Zubda (see 
above, p. 153, n. 47). 
.. HA, text, pp. 12-13. 
56 HA, text, p. 13; Khwandamir (pp. 158-159) to the contrary. 
"' HA, notes, p. 34:--
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_ ma)"chcd into Kburasan. 'Ali Mu'ayyad hastened to meet him, paid 
homage, and abjured the §ti'a in order to secure the support of this new 
contender for mastery in Khurasall; 'Ali Mu'ayyad had fought both 
WaH and Pir 'Ali, and hc could guess the outcome of a struggle against 
an invader who could subdue Harat. 'Ali Bik, the new chief of the Jaftni 
~urban (since 774/1372-73), also professed obedience. WaU, who would 
110t come to Timur, was punished by the loss of lsfarayin, which Timftr 

seized and sacked.58 

When Timur retired from Khurasan in the fall of 783/1381, WaH and 
'All Bik made an alliance and tried to prepare defenses against another 
onslaught by Timftr. Since 'Ali Mu'ayyad would not join them, they 
attempted to seize Sabzawar by force. 'Ali Mu'ayyad withstood their 
siege, and Timfir, responding with vigor to his vassal's need, re-entered 
Khurasan early in 784/1382, although it was still winter. 69 His attack 
forced the allies to raise the siege of Sabzawar. 'Ali Bik and many of 
the Jauni ~iirban were shut up in Kalat, and Wall was compelled to 
make peace after TImUr had advanced into Jurjan. This campaign assured 
Timiir of control of Khurasan: further efforts were required finally to 
dispose of WaH and 'Ali Bik, but after 783/1381 they had no more hope 
of victory. And as the defeat of WaH and 'Ali Bik was assured, so the 
vassaldom of 'Ali Mu'ayyad was confirmed; 'Ali Mu'ayyad had chosen 
the winning side, but the success of his new sponsor meant the final 
extinguishing of the independent Sarbadar state.so 

56 For events in ~urasan after 782 we must tum, as I:Iafi~-i Abru did, to Timur's 
chronicle, the ZaJarniima, by N~1imuddin Shlimi. For the events of Timilr-s lirst 
Khurasanian campaign in 783, see Sham!, I, P. 85. 
,.- SMmi, I, pp. 86-87. -
6. A "Sarbadar" ostensibly related to Mas'iid rebelled against Shah Rukh in 807/ 
t404-{)5, but this is a matter for Timurid, not Sarbadar history. s.;-Buchner, "Serbe
<lars", and Minorsky, "Tugha Timur", in Efl. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

Political Geography 

The Sarbadars' Realm 

The literary sources give a certain amount of information about the 
extent of the Sarbadiirs' rule, but usually present it in the form "under 
so-and-so the Sarbadiirs ruled from X to yo.. They occasionally mention 
the capture or loss of a town by tlus or that ruler, but they do not give 
any systematic account of the process of the Sarbadars' expansion and 
decline. The information found in the chronicles is summarized here so 
that it may be analyzed and compared with the numismatic data, and 
reworked into a more intelligible whole. 

I:Iiifi~-i Abrii says that the Sarbadars took Sabzawiir under the leader
ship of 'Abdurrazziil$:,t and then, under Mas'iid, liberated ~aykh Hasan 
Juri and attacked Niillapur. Owing to the absence of the Khurasanian 
armies on campaign in 'Iral$:-i 'Ajam (741/1340-41), nothing could be 
done to prevent the fall of Niillapur, and the agents of Arghl1nillah who 
had governed there fled to Mul;tammad Elk b. Arghiinilliih in Tus and 
Maillhad.2 After overcoming Taghaytimur's belated counterattack, the 
Sarbadars extended their influence to "all parts of Khurasan".3 I:Iafi~-i 
Abrl1 explicitly mentions only Sabzawar and Niilliipur as being under 
Mas'iid's control, and indicates that Tus and Maillhad were not taken 
at the same time as Niillapiir. In 746/1345-46, at the death of Arghfm
illah, his sons still held Tiis and Maillhad, as well as Abiward, Nisa, 
and Yazir,4 and the Sarbadar, Mul;tammad Aytimilr, Mas'iid's successor 
in 745/1344-45, ruled only "Sabzawar and Niillapiir with [their] depen-

1 HA, text, p. 17. In 737 (Fa~il:t, p. 52) or 738 (on 12 !?afar 738 in Faryiimadi, ac
cording to Petrushevskii, p. 124, n. 4). 
2 HA, text, pp. 18-19. 
3 HA, text, pp. 23-24. 'Khurasan' here, and as used in this chapter, refers to the 
'Ni>hapiir Quarter' of Khurasan as defined by MustawH (II, pp. 147-150). 
• HA, text, pp. 25, 28.-
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dencies as far as the border of Bas.!1tin".5 By 749/l348-49, during the 
reign of ~amsuddin 'Ali, the Sarbadars held the Khurasanian territo
ries of Sabzawar,Niiliapiir, Khabililian, and Jajarm, as far as the borders 
of Mazandaran.6 Subsequently Yal).ya Karawi held Bayhal5:l5: (Sabzawar) 
and Niiliapilr, and I:Iasan Damghani seized Damghan and Astarabad 
(only to lose them later to Amir WaH) and also conquered Tus.7 During 
the reign of 'Ali Mu'ayyad, Tils was again taken by the Hilni ~urban 
(by 772/1370-71), and Niiliapilr was lost to the king of Harat (776/ 
l374-75 or 777/l375-76); for a time, 'AU was even driven from Sabza
war, but he was later (I:Iafi~-i Abril: 782/l380-81) restored by Amir 
WaH.s 

From the information given by I:Iafi:f-i Abril, it would appear that 
the main Sarbadar centers were Sabzawar and Niiliapllr, and that from 
these they controlled much of western and central Khurasan, and, for a 
time, Mazandaran. To the east and north, however, there remained the 
hostile powers of Harat and the Jailni ~urban, and in the west Amir 
WaH soon came to dominate Mazandaran. 

Dawlatiliah also has the Sarbadars begin with the capture of Sabza
war, but he goes on to say that 'Abdurrazzal5: likewise ruled in Juwayn, 
Isfarayin, Jajarm, Biyar, and "Khujand", while Arghilniliah held Ni
iliapiir and Tils.9 Mas'ild took Niiliapiir and Jam from Arghuniliah,I° 
and ruled "from Jam to Damghan", and "from Khabllilian to Turili jz".11 
Later on, Yal).ya Karawi took Tils from Arghilniliah's descendants, and 
also ruled "from Jam to Damghan".12 I:Iasan Damghani apparently lost 
Astarabiid to Amir Wali,I3 and Tus, as well, to the JaCmi J>.urban;14 but 
'Ali: Mu'ayyad conquered Turilliz, ~uhistan, and Tabas Gilaki, and 
ruled from Damghan to Sarakhs.16 Mirkhwand contributes the facts 
that ~amsuddin 'Ali controlled Damghan, but not TUS;'6 and Fa~i1). 
gives us the details of Yal.1ya Karawi's conquests after the murder 
of Taghaytimilr: these included Astarabad, ~asman, Bis!am, Dam-

5 HA, notes, p. 16. 
• HA, notes, p. 17. 
• HA, notes, p. 18; and text, pp. 6, 10-n. 
• HA, text, p. 13; and notes, p. 5. 
9 DS, p. 279. 
10 DS, p. 280. 
11 DS, p. 281. 
12 DS, p. 283. 
13 DS, p. 285. 
1< DS, p. 286. 
,. DS, p. 287. 
16 Mir, p. 618. 
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wan, Simnan, and as far as Khuwar and Tabarak.17 Fa~il) also mentions 
that the ruler of the JatIni ~urban, Mui}.ammad Bik b. ArWiinshah, 
died in Tus in 774/1372-73.18 The Tiirikh-i Sarbadiiriin thus claimed more 
extensive territorial control by the Sarbadars than is indicated by I;Iafi?-i 
Abru. Not only western and central Khurasan are held, but also eastern 
Khurasan, and parts of ~iimis-Tabaristan, and, in 'Ali Mu'ayyad's 
time, ~uhistan and other areas in the south. The Sarbadars' territorial 
losses of the 770's/1370's are not discussed at alJ.l9 

The other chronicles also comment on the extent of the Sarbadars' 
realm. Ibn Ba!uta, describing the Sarbadars' expansion eastward during 
the early 74O's/1340'8, says that after they had taken Bayha1i:1). (Sabza
war), they seized Niillapiir, and then Sarakhs, Zawa, Tus, Maillhad, 
and Jam. It seems from his arrangement of events that Ibn Batiita in
tended to say that the latter cities-Sarakhs, etc.-were taken after the 
defeat of Tawaytimiir's forces, but this is not stated.20 Mar'ailli gives 
further information on the Sarbadars' westward expansion during the 
same period, recounting their seizure of Astarabad, Jurjan, and ~iimis 
after the defeat of Taghiiytimfu, and describing in some detail the inva
sion of Mazandaran that resulted in disaster for the Sarbadars and the 
death of Mas'iid in 745/1344-45.21 

This compilation of territorial information can be reduced to a certain 
order by logical consideration according to a chronological scheme, 
and especially by comparison with the numismatic data available on 
territorial dispositions. Islamic coins are usually inscribed with the name 
of the mint in which they were struck, and this information, along with 
that concerning the date of, and authority for the coins, enables the con
struction of mint-maps which-given enough coins-will show the ap
proximate extent, year by year, of a ruler's control. 

Sarbadar coins cannot always be distinguished from those of Taghay
timiir until 743/1342-43, as explained elsewhere,22 but during the period 
737-42/1336-42 the process of the Sarbadars' expansion as given in the 
chronicles is in any case a simple one: in 737/1336-37 or 738/1337-38 
'Abdurrazzal>. and his followers seized Sabzawar, and in 741}1340--41 
Mas'Ud captured Niilliipur.23 It is only after the defeat of Taghiiytimiir's 

17 Fa~iQ, (p. 85) has Tabaran ; see above, p. J 38, 11. 80. 
18 Fa~iQ, p. 106. 
'9 See above, pp. 35-38, and 88-89. 
20 Ibn BatG(a, pp. 65-67. 
21 Mar'a:illi, pp. 73-77; repeated in Khw, Pl'. 150 152. 
22 See p. 68 above. 
2' See p. 106, n. 23, and p. 114 above. 
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forces under 'Ali Kawun in 742/1341-42 that large-scale Sarbadar ex
pansion took place, and owing to Mas'iid's reorientation of Sarbadar 
foreign policy in favor of the Q!iibanids and his consequent numismatic 
innovations, the extent of this expansion can in part be seen. The literary 
sources gave a mixed impression of this expansion: I;Iafi:(:-i Abrii says 
that the Sarbadars' influence spread to "all parts of Khurasan",24 and 
Dawlatillah that Mas'iid ruled from Jam to Damghan and Khabiiillan 
to Turilliz.25 Ibn Baliila says that he held, besides Sabzawar and Niilla
piir, Sarakhs, Zawa, Tiis, Maillhad, and Jam;2S and Mar'ailli that he 
conquered Astarabad, Jurjan, and J>-iimiS.27 The Sarbadar coinage of 
743/1342-43, struck in Jajarm, Jurjan, Damghan and Simnan,28 confirms 
the statement of Mar'ailli, and, as regards the western frontiers, that of 
Dawlatillah. 

The eastern Sarbadar borders, as well as the statements of Dawlatillah, 
and especially Ibn Batiita, are more dubious: Mas'iid certainly marched 
to Zawa in 743/1342-43, but he was defeated there by Malik I;Iusayn of 
Harat,29 and it seems unlikely that his authority there, or at Jiim nearer 
Harat, was subsequently acknowledged; at most it would have been 
recognized during parts of 742/1341-42 and 743/1342-43. There are no 
Sarbadar coins from these towns. Mas'iid's hold on Tiis-Maillhad, and 
Sarakhs beyond, must similarly have been ephemeral at best. Tiis contin
ued to mint for Taghaytimiir during 742-745/1341-45 (with a hiatus in 
744/1343-44),30 confirming the impression conveyed by I;Iafi:(:-i Abrii 
that Tiis did not fall to the Sarbadars along with Niillapiir in 741/1340-
41, and that it remained in the hands of Arghiinillah at least until his 
death in 746/1345-46.31 And if Tiis remained under Jauni J>-urban con
trol, Sarakhs must likewise have been beyond Mas'fid's grasp, Ibn 
Batiita to the contrary. 

The Sarbadars' realm at its height under Mas'iid must therefore have 
consisted of Sabzawar, Niiliapiir, and their environs; of the district 
of Juwayn, including Jajarm and Isfarayin; of J>-umis-Tabaristan with 
the towns Damghan and Simnan; of JUljan; and of Astarabad in 
Mazandaran. The frontier toward the Jaiini J>-urbiin lay between 

,. HA, text, pp. 23-24. 
2j DS, p. 281. 
"" Ibn Batllta, pp. 65--{j7. 
" Mar'ailli, p. 73. 
28 Appendix, Nos. 41-46. 
2!1 See above, pp. 117-118. 
30 Appendix, Nos. 38, 40, 52. 
31 HA, text, pp.19 and 28. 
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NiruapOr and Tils, and the border toward Harat probably lay well 
short of Jam. 

After the debacle of 745/1344-45, the Sarbadiirs' possessions were 
much diminished and only precariously held. I;Iiifi?:-i Abril says that 
Aytimiir controlled Sabzawiir and Niruapiir and their dependencies 
toward Bistam,32 and to do this much Aytimur had to acknowledge 
faghaytimur's sovereignty.33 But after the accession of ~amsuddin 
'Ali in 748/1347-48 the Sarbadars' territory was again somewhat enlarged . 
.tIafi~-i Abru includes in it Sabzawar, Niruapiir, Khaburuan and Ja
jarm;34 Mirkhwand has it extend to Damghan;36 and the Sarbadars' 
coins attest to their control ofSabzawar and Isfarayin in 748/1347-48, with 
the addition of Niruapiir, Jajarm, and perhaps Simnan in 752/1351-52.36 

Although the "Taghaytimiir" coinage of 752/1351-52 was struck by 
~amsuddin 'Ali's successor, Yal;!ya Karawi, as I have argued elsewhere,3? 
it was struck at the beginning of Yal;!ya's reign, when he was eager to 
make peace with Taghaytimiir. The mints represented in the 752/1351-
52 coinage must therefore have been acquired, apart from those of Sab
zawar and Niruapiir, during ~amsuddin 'Ali's reign, so that we may 
conclude that during 748-752/1347-52 ~amsuddin 'Ali had reasserted 
Sarbadar control not only over the Juwayn area, including Isfarayin and 
Jajarm, but also quite likely over ~umis-Tabaristan as far as Simnan 
once more. 

Yal;!ya Karawi's territorial contribution to the Sarbadar realm in
cluded ~asman in Jurjan and Astarabad in Mazandaran, which were 
seized, as Fa~il;! tells us, after Tagl!aytimur's assassination.38 We have 
as yet no numismatic confirmation of these conquests, but their actuality 
may be accepted as a logical consequence of that assassination. The con
quest of Tus, also attributed by I:Ia~-i Abril and Dawlatruah to Yal).
ya,39 does not seem as likely to have occurred. I:Iafi~-i Abru had some 
doubts about this event: he asserted in the Majmit'a that Yal;!ya held 
Tus, but in his Geography and the Zubda he left this statement out.40 

32 HA, notes, p. 16. 
S3 See above, p. 124, and Appendix, No. 55. 
M HA, notes, p. 17; f.lafi~-i Abru here speaks of the situation in 749. 
ali Mir, p. 618. 
,. Appendix, Nos. 56-60, and 63-64. 
37 See above, p. 74. 
'6 Fa$i/:!, p. 85. 
,. HA, text, p. 6; DS, p. 283. Ibn Batuta (p. 67) also claimed a Sarbadar conquest 
ofTus. 
00 The text of the Majmii'a is given in HA, text, p. 6; the revision is noted in HA, 
notes, p. 2 (note 9 to text, p. 6). 
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By 759(1357-58 Tus had fallen to the Sarbadars, but the coin that 
confirms this fact likewise indicates that the conquest was of short 
duration. The Sarbadar coin from Tus is unique -in a hoard of 143 
Sarbadar coins of the period 759-769/1357-68.41 This poor showing by 
Tus as a Sarbadar mint during a decade of considerable Sarbadar 
strength confirms Dawlat:mah's statement that Ijasan Damghani later 
lost Tus.42 

To the west, Sarbadar control over certain of Ya1).ya Karawi's con
quests had lapsed by 759/1357-58, owing to the successes of Amir WaH in 
Mazandaran,43 so that the status quo of 752/1351-52 again approximately 
obtained: besides Tus, the Sarbadars held Sabzawar, Isfarayin, Ni:ma
pur, and Damghan.44 

Dawlat:mah attests to Sarbadar expansion east to Sarakb,s and south 
to Tur:miz, Tabas, and l}.uhistan during 'Ali Mu'ayyad's reign,45 but 
these claims are not numismatically confirmed. The coins of the 760's( 
1360's and 770's/1370's indicate a whole series of events on the Sarba
dars' western frontiers that are not mentioned in the chronicles. The 
rise of Amir WaH, which is treated in detail only in its beginnings by the 
chronicles, can be seen at a later stage as WaH issues coins from Astar
abaci in 757/1356 and 764/1362-63 and from Simnan in 768/1366-67.46 

A successful Sarbadar counterattack against Wali is indicated by the 
Sarbadar coins of Astarabad of 767-770/1365-69;47 and WaH's second 
rise is accompanied by another series of his coins issuing from Astar
abad and Damghan during 775-781/1373-80.48 By the mid-770's/1370's 
the chronicles become more informative. The Jiiuni ~urban are again 
seen to hold Tiis in 772/1370-71 (they had probably reoccupied it 
in the early 760's/1360's)49 and in 773(1371-72 there begins a prolonged 
attack (or counterattack) upon Ni:miipur by Malik Pir 'Ali of Harat
an attack which succeeds in 776/1374-75 or 777/1375-76.50 

The advances of WaH and Pir 'Ali forced 'Ali Mu'ayyad back into 
Sabzawar, from which he was soon ousted by civil war, only to be re-

n Appendix, No. 70. 
42 DS, p. 286. 
.3 See above, pp. 143-144. 
.. Appendix, Nos. 6&--75. 
45 DS, p. 287. 
4. Appendix, Nos. 121,123; and see p. 83 above. 
<7 Appendix, Nos. 104, 106-107, and 115; notice also Nos. 125-127. 
•• Appendix, Nos. 130-133, 139, and 141-144; see also p. 85 above. 
(9 HA, notes, p. 5. 

HA, text, pp. 52-55. See above, pp. 94, and 125, 11. 16, for further infonnation 
on the Jiiiini J>:urban. 
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turned first as a protege of Wall and then of Timfir. By the late 770's/ 
1370's Sarbadar power had perished; Timiir's only opponents in Khu
rasan were WaH, the Jaiin! JS..urban, and Harat.51 

The Realm of the Jiiiini ~urbiin 

The territories held by the launi JS..urban during 736-785/1335-84 
may easily be enumerated. Before the rise of the Sarbadars, ArghllDrnah, 
the paramount chief (amir buzurg) of the Jauni JS..urban and amir at
'umarii of Tag../:!aytimllr, controlled the Atak and its cities: Abiward, 
Nisa, and Yazir; and within Khurasan [minor], Fis and Nirnapur. The 
Sarbadars took Nimapur from Arghiinmah in 741/1340-41, but on 
Arghunmah's death in 746/1345-46 his heirs continued to hold the rest 
of his realm.52 These territories remained almost inviolate until the 
coming of Timur. Various notices to the contrary, the Sarbadars seem 
only once and only briefly in ca. 759(1357-58 to have occupied Tus, 
which was taken again by the Jauni JS..urban at the latest by 763/1361-62.53 

Another Jauni JS..urban possession was the great stronghold of north
eastern Khurasan called Kalat (later better known as Kalat-i Nadiri). 
When 'Ali Bik's rash leadership led the JauDi JS..urban into opposition 
to Timiir in 783fl381-82, much of the tribe took refuge in Kalat, to the 
natural defenses of which Arg!lunmah had, presumably, earlier added 
artificial works in an effort that is still commemorated by the name of 
one entrance to the valley: the "Derwaza-i Arghawan:w.ah".64 

Wa{['s Realm 

Amir WaH's realm, unlike that of the launi JS..urbiin, is somewhat 
difficult to specify because it was constantly in flux. To put it as briefly 
as p0ssible, WaH managed to take Astarab1td in 757(1356 and hold it 
at least through 764/1362-63, profiting from a series of civil wars within 
the Sarbadar state.55 From ca. 767(1365-66 through 770/1368-69 Astar
abad was again held by the Sarbadars, and WaH moved into JS..umis
Tabaristan, occupying Simnan by 768/1366--67 and attempting to ex
pand westward against the Jalayirs during 772-774/1370-73.56 By 775/ 

.1 See above, pp. 154-155. 
"" Nlffiapiir is attributed to ArghGn:illah in HA, text, p. 19; his other holdings are 
enumerated in HA, text, p. 28. 
a3 See above, p. 84. 
5. See above, p. 67. 
55 See above, p. 83. 
56 See above, Pl'. 83-84 and 148-149. 
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1373-74 WaH was back in Astarabad, and as Sarbadar power failed, he 
moved eastward, to Damghan by 777/1375-76, to Isfarayin in 782/ 
1380-81,57 and even to Sabzawar, which he captured and restored to 
'Ali Mu'ayyad in 782/1380-81.58 But the enfeeblement of the Sarbadars 
who had blocked his first rise left WaH facing Timur, an opponent whom 
he could not subdue. 

Cities and Towns 

Before the rise of the Sarbadilrs, Mustawfi ranked the cities of Khu
rasan approximately as follows: Niillapur was in first place, as the "chief 
city of Khurasan". 59 Behind Niillapur (and not necessarily in this order) 
came Isfarayin, a "city of medium size" which had as dependencies 
"some fifty (the translation mistakenly has 'thirty') villages" ;60 Sabza
war, "of moderate size .... some forty villages [are] its dependencies" ;61 

Jajarm, "a medium-sized town" ;62 and Astarabad, also a "medium
sized town".68 Damghan was about half the size of Nlillapiir;64 the sizes 
of Tus and Simnan are not given. 

We have no direct testimony as to the size or condition of the cities 
of Khurasan at the time of the Sarbadars. Archaeological investigation 
of, say, the ruins of Tus, Isfarayin, or Jurjan could considerably add to 
our knowledge in this regard. But few archaeologists have been inter
ested in the Islamic period, and few students of the Islamic period have 
felt the need to resort to archaeological methods except where more 
convenient sources are especially inadequate, as for very early Islamic 
times. The relatively "recent" and relatively "well-known" Mongol 
period has yet to attract adequate archaeological attention. 

It may therefore be useful to see what information about the Sarbadilr 
cities is suggested by the Sarbadar coins. The evidence available is scanty, 
and may have been affected by unknown and thus uncorrected factors; 

•• See above, pp. 85 and 152-153. 
58 See above, p.154. 
S. Mustawn, II, p. 147 (Le Strange trans.); I, p. 148: ':'L-I.,> ~)\,ll -il. 
.. Mustawfi, II, p. 148 (Le Strange trans.); I, p. 149: ""'.; .... .:;......1 J,..,J <.S~ 

.:;......1 ..r.~1 C;!,Jjl "'~ .~. 
61 Mustawfi, II, p. 148 (Le Strange trans.); I, pp. 149-150: .:-1 J,..,J ~ ... J\., y.... 
~\ <l!.~ 0-'4 ~ ~~';J ... . 
60 Mustawfi, II, p. 149 (Le Strange trans.); T, p.150: .:-1 .lz...J <.S~. 
63 Mustawfi, II, p. 156 (Le Strange traus.); I, p. 159: .:-1 .lz...J <s~. 
.. As calculated by a comparison of the lengths of their walls: see Mustawfi, T, pp. 
148 and 161, and II, pp. 147 and 157. 
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the conclusions drawn may easily be doubted. However, in the absence 
of any systematic archaeological study, there is nothing else to offer. 

In examining the coins I use, first, Thordeman' s thesis that the number of 
coins in a hoard from a given mint and period will be in direct proportion 
to the volume of coins issued by that mint during that period.G5 Secondly, 
I assume that the importance of a mint reflects the importance of the 
town in which the mint was located. The data to be analyzed is provided 
by the Sarbadar coins of 752/1351-52 minted for Taghaytimur and 
found in the Zambaur hoard, and by those of 759-769/1357-68 in the 
American Numismatic Society hoard.66 

TABLE 3 
Coins of '[ag!J.aytimiir in the Zambaur Hoard 

Mint 

Sabzawar. 
Isfarayin . 
Jajarm .. 
Niillapur . 
Simnan 

TABLE 4 

Number of Coins 

53 
17 
10 
9 
4 

Total 93 

Sarbadar Coins in the 
American Numismatic Society Hoard 

Mint 

Sabzawar . 
Isfarayin . 
Niillapur . 
Simnan 
Jajarm .. 
Damghan 
Astarabad. 
Tus 

Number of coins 

9 

6 
6 
6 

Total 41 

Under the Sarbadars, if the coinage is any indication, Niillapur lost 
the importance it had had as capital of the Nis.!1apur Quarter of Khu
rasan, and became a frontier town facing hostile Tus and Harat. Its 
former importance now shifted to Sabzawar, the Sarbadar capital. After 

•• See above, p. 75, n. 30. 
m; These hoards are described above on pp. 63-65. 
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Sabzawar in prominence, and approximately on a level with Niiliapl1r 
as regards mint activity, came Isfarayin (the second most important 
mint in 752/1351-52), Jajann, Damghan, and Simnan. After these came 
the disputed towns of Astarabad and Tus. 

It appears, then, that the cities on traditionally important sites-Tus, 
Niiliapur, Damghan, and Simnan-survived, though in somewhat di
minished circumstances, despite their precarious location on the Sarba
dar border. The towns and cities in the interior of the realm, however 
-Sabzawar, Isfarayin, and Jajarm-increased in importance. 

A certain perspective on this numismatic comparison of the Sarbadar 
cities may be gained by considering Clavijo's estimate of the same 
places some quarter-century after the end of Sarbadar rule, and after 
the reunification of Khurasan under Timur. For Clavijo, Tus is the 
largest city: "It has a greater population than any other place that we 
had come to since leaving Sultaniyah".67 In the second rank, almost as 
in the Sarbadar period, he has Niiliapiir, a "great city" ;68 Simnan, an
other "great city";69 Damghan, "[one of] the chief towns of Western 
Persia";70 and Isfarayin, "a very large place with many fine buildings", 
but largely deserted since its sack by Timfir in 783/1381-82.71 Jajarm is 
described only as a "town",72 and Sabzawar, unfortunately, was not 
visited by Clavijo. 

In reunified Khurasan, the towns that had been in the interior of the 
former Sm.-badar territories lost their advantage over the traditional 
centers. Sabzawar fell to second- or third-rate status; Jajarm declined 
from its former parity with Damghan and Simnan; and Isfarayin, sub
jected to sack and depopulation, began to fade away. It has today dis
appeared. Where its "many fine buildings" stood there is now only the 
mound known as the "City of the Queen of Sheba" @hahr-i Bilkis). 

Some of the Khurasanian towns that were important during the eight/ 
fourteenth century are no longer inhabited, or are now known under 
other names. I have indicated the situation of these towns, as far as 
possible, on Map 1, and have given some other pertinent information 
on them in the list below, including their position in the Ilkhanid pro
vincial system and their modern name, if different, and their location, 
if obscure. The most nearly contemporary sources of geographical in-

67 Clavijo, p. 186. 
6S Clavijo, p. 181. 
69 Clavijo, p. 306. 
7. Clavijo, p. 173. 
?1 Clavijo, p. 180. For the sack, see ~ami, I, p. 85. 
7. C1avijo, pp. 176 and 304. 
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formation axe 1:Iamdullah Mustawfi's Nuzhat al-~uliib, written in ca. 
740/1339-40, and Clavijo's account of his travels to Samarl5..and in 
1403-06. Le Strange's Lands of the Eastern Caliphate (Cambridge, 1905), 
and the Encyclopaedia of Islam are especially useful reference works for 
historical geography. The maps in Curzon, Persia and the Persian 
Question (London, 1892), Vol. J, are helpful. 

':>j.J;:-!1 Abiward. In the Marw ~ahijiin Quarter of Ilkhanid Khurasan 

(Mustawfi, I, p. 157; II, p.154). S.E.of Aili~abii.d on the Transcaspian 
RR. See also Clavijo, pp. 303-304. 

J..~I Isfarayin. In the Niiliapur Quarter of Ilkhanid Khurasiin (Mus

tawn, I, p. 149; II, p. 148). See Clavijo, p. 180. Isfarayin is today 
a ruined site known as "~ahr-i Bilkis" located south of BUjIlurd. 
Aerial photographs of these ruins may be found in E. Schmidt's 
Flights Over Ancient Cities of Iran (Chicago, 1940), PIs. 59-60. 

~) Turiliiz. In ~uhistan (Mustawfi, I, p. 143; II, pp. 141-142). Sul

taniibad on Curzon's map. 

i6:- Jam. In the Rarat Quarter of Khurasan (Mustawfi, J, pp. 153-154; 

II, pp. 151-152). Now called Turbat-i ID!aykh Jam. 

j~ J. Jurjan. In Mazandaran (Mustawfi, I, p. 159; 1I, p. 156). Now 

in ruins, its site is shown on Curzon's map, and on the map in Rabino, 
Mdzandardn and Astardbdd. Also called Gurgan, btlt the modern city 
of Gurgan is the former Astarabiid. 

0:r. Juwayn. A district in the Nimapur Quarter of Ilkhanid Khura

san, the chief town of which was Faryumad (Mustawfi, I, p. 150; II, 
pp. 148-149). "Ferumed" appears on Curzon's map of "West Khora
san", Persia, I, facing p. 245. 

0l;.y" KhabUillan. In the Niiliiipiir Quarter (Mustawfi, I, p. 150; II, 

p. 149). Now called Kuchan. See Clavjjo, p. 304. 

~ "Khujand". Location not known. The name is spelled thus in 

DS (p. 279) but the only town so listed in Mustawfi (I, pp. 217 and 
261; II, pp. 210 and 254) is inappropriately situated on the Jaxartes. 
Silvestre de Sacy's translation of Dawlatiliah (p. 254) gives "Dj6mend". 
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0\;:..".a.~ Dihistan. A tuman and town of Mazandaran. Mustawfi (1, pp. 

159-160 and 176-177; II, pp. 156-157 and 170) locates Dihistan 23 
farsangs (ca. 145 km.) from Jurjan, and 30 farsangs (ca. 190 km.) from 
Farawa (the modern Kizil Arvat: see below, p. 171, n. 74), and also 
says it had "water from a river". From this it would seem that the 
site of Dihistiin should be sought in the vicinity of the ruins of Akhdla 
Kala, Bozum, and Gezika, some 70 km. north of the modern town of 
Kizil Atrak on the U.S.S.R.'s border with Iran. See U.S. Army Map 
Service series N502, Western Siberia, 1: 250,000, NJ 40-2, 40-5, 40-6, 
40-9. See also Le Strange, Lands, pp. 379-380. 

0lS"' ~~ Radkan. The yayla~ of Taghaytimfu, according to Dawlatiliah 

(p. 236). There is a Radkan in the mountain southwest of Astarabad 
with adjacent yaylalf;s at Jahannuma and Chaman-i Sawar, noted by 
Rabino (pp. 101-102); and another on the way between KhabUilian 
and Mailihad, which was noted as being a nomadic habitation in 
June by Fraser (J. B. Fraser, A Winter's Journey, II [London, 1838], 
p. 263) and in October by Curzon (p. 116). 

~t Zawa. In the Rarat Quarter (Mustawfi, I, p. 154; II, p. 152). Now 

called Turbat-i I;Iaydari. 

Lr..J~ 0\kL... Sultan Duwin-i Astarabad. The (dshla~ of Taghaytimiir, 

according to Dawlatiliah (p. 236). Rabino (p. 85) mentions a hill called 
Sultan Duwin near Astarabad, and calls it "a favorite winter residence 
of Mirza Abu'l-Qasim Babur"; the location is shown on Rabino's map. 

~1:~ ~ Tabas GilakL In ~uhistan (Mustawfi, I, p. 145; II, p. 143). 

"Tabbas" on Curzon's map. 

.MJ!.) Faryiimad. See under Juwayn above. 

.}y;J\5" KalbUili. The yaylalf; of Taghaytimiir, according to I:Iafi~-i 

Abrii (HA, notes, p. 2). A "Kalpush" is shown on Curzon's map on 
an affluent of the Jurjan River, between the town of Jajarm and the 
fonner city of JUljan. 

l-.i Nisa. Or Nasa (see above, p. 142, n. 96). Not mentioned by Mustawfi, 

but placed by V. Minorsky ("Nasa", EJl) at a ruinous site near the 
modern village of Bagir, some twelve miles northwest of Aili~abad. 
Le Strange (Lands, p. 394) has Nisa district in the Dere Gaz, and 
thinks its town has become the modern Mulfammadabad. 
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Yiizir and "Bazar" 

The name Yazir has designated a tribe, a region, and a town. The tribe 
is encountered in the thirteenth century Persian geography Jihannama73 

which states that the Yazir are "a tribe of Turks found on the borders 
of the Balkhan and its mountains ... They migrated ... to the borders 
of ~ahristan and Faraw.74 After this they settled in J;Ii~ar-i TaJ~".75 By 
the time of the Mongols the tribal name had been applied to the region 
inhabited by the tribe, as may be seen from the manner in which Yazir 
is mentioned in Juwayni76 and Railiiduddin.77 This regional meaning 
continued to be the primary one for I:Iafi~-i Abrii,78 although in the 
fourteenth century Mustawfi described Yazir as a "medium-sized town" 
in the Marw ~ahijan Quarter of Khurasan.79 

The region of Yazir may be seen in its geographical relationship to 
neighboring areas in Railiiduddin's statement that "in 691 [1292] 
[Ghazan Khan] sent Prince Anbardli, ... to Dihistan, Yazir, Nisa, 

73 A. Tumanskii, in a review of V. A. Zhukovskii's Drevnosti Zakaspiiskago kraiia 
in ZVO, IX (1895), pp. 300-303, cites and quotes from the MS of this Jihiirmama 
that belongs, apparently (Tumanskii refers to it as "our manuscript"), to the 
Russian Archaeological Society. Other MSS of this work cited by Tumanskii are 
in Rieu, I, 423 and BibIiotMque Nationale Ancien Fonds Persan No. 384. The author 
is apparently a certain Mu\;lammad b. Najib-i Makran. I have found no reference to 
this work in Storey. 
,. ~allristiin is listed by Ma\i.disi (ed. De Goeje in Bibliotheca GeograpllOrum Arabi
corum [Leyden, 1885-92J, Un, p. 300, according to Minorsky in his commentary on 
the lfudiid al 'Alam (London, 1937), p. 325, as a dependency of Nisii. V. Barthold, in 
Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasion (London, 1928), p. 153, n. 16, says that 
Shahristiin lay three miles north of Nisii. 
-'Faraw' is thought by Turnanskii to have been Fariiwa. According to Le Strange, 
Lands, p. 380, Fariiwa was four stages from Dihistan toward Kbwarizm, and was 
probably the same as the modem Kizil Arvat. The only place hi which the Yiizir 
could have been at once on the border of Nisii and of Fariiwa-Kizil Arvat would 
have heen between the two regions. 7. Tumanskii,ZVO,IX(1895), p.303: 03Y;.J .li,bl Cli ,,+-yS-.J ClL;..1 , ... "'" ClIS) jI 03;> 

.Jj!. jI ti)' u::".J -i.! .Jl,,-! Cl~1 ,.l>- v-! ClL..!.,>- jl ~'03;>.J ..\.:My::, Cl~J.; t-,\.!..7::... jI 
.:,ySI J .li-i.! §L.. -ilk.J~ Cli jI ..L..; ..I .li.(.I.Ji}y .;i;...,~-;'; 'J""'.J ..u'JS"" Jl.<::.il ~I 

<5'.J4 ... J~'.J u--Jl>. .Jj~ J.:..!.4 "';~l!' ..., Clt~l. 
7. Juwayni, I, pp. 151, \68; II, pp. 483,616. 
77 Ra:;hiduddin, Jam;' at-Tawiirikh (Russian trans.: Sbornik letopisei [various 
translatorsJ, Moscow and Leningrad, 1946-52),1:2, p. 219; III, p.i152. Hereinafter 
Sbornik. 
78 HA, text, pp. 27,25; notes, p. 10. 
7. Mustawfi, II, p. 155. In translating, Le Strange calls the town 'Bazar', but notes 
that the MSS give many variant spellings. The text, in Mustawfi, T, p. 159, is:: tS~ 
L:. ... I .k....J. 
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and Abiward" ;80 and I:HHiZ-i Abril's version of Nizamuddin §hami's 
description of Timur's campaign of 785/1383-84 against Amir Wall, 
during which he marched to Mazandaran via Sarakhs, Abiward, Nisa, 
Durun, Jilawun (a town that 1:Iafiz-i Abru elsewhere in the Zubd(jU 
specifically places in "the region of Yiizir"), Dihistan, the Jurjan River, 
Kabildjama,82 and §hasman.83 The Yazir region can thus be seen to 
have been located between the regions of Nisa and Dihistiin. 

A characteristic of the Yazir region is suggested by the fact that two 
of Juwayni's six mentions of Yazir concern its use as a place of refuge. 
The adventurer K5zli is advised by a Turkoman of Yazir to "go [with 
him] to Yiizir and make.its strongholds our refuge".84 And Mul:lammad 
!5j1warizmill,ah's official, Baha'ulmulk, fled to "the castle Tal}:-i Yazir" 
for safety from the invading Mongols.8s It does not seem at all likeJy 
from these passages that the Yazir referred to was in the flatlands; this 
Yazir, with the castle Ta~, was a place that came to mind when it was 
time to 'take to the hills'. 

I would suggest, therefore, that the Ya:zir region induded both a 
mountainous area (in the Kopet Dagh) and the skirts of these moun
tains facing the steppe (in the Atak)-a region such as would have natu
rally been occupied by the nomadic Yazir in order to obtain both winter 
and summer pastures. In Abu'l-Ghiizi's time, at least, some of the 
Yazir are in the mountains near Durun; since 1:Ii~ar-i Ta!}:-i Yazir would 
seem from the Baha'ulmulk incident to have been in the mountains, 
the settlers in I:Ii~ar-i Ta~ of the Jihtinntima may well have been ancestors 
of Abii'l-Ghazi's mountain-dwellers.86 

The town of Yiizir cannot be assigned either to mountain or lowland 
on the basis of Mustawfi's description. Barthold87 and MinorskyBB iden
tify Yazir and 1:Ii~ar-i Ta~ with Durun, utilizing Tumallskii's illforma-

80 Sbornik, III, p. 152. The te"t, in Railiiduddin, Jami' at-Tawarikh (partial ed. by 
K. Jahn entitled History oJ Giliizan Khan: London, 1940), p. 33 is: ~ ... <sob-I .:.....~, 

0)"" ;,jl,~ '~r.;I ... L.i ... -,..iL, .... iJl.::...,., YJ .... .r. .. 1;0,:");1 ,'i.H--'" ';~~.J. 
Sl ~ami, :t;a/amama, I, p. 129, and II, p. 102. 
82 For Kabildjiima, see Rabino, Mdzandardll and Astardbdd, pp. 84 and 162; and 
Mustawfi, II, p. 157. 
83 For Shasmiin see Rabino, pp. 90 and 162; and Shaml, r, p. 95, and II, p. 54. 
.. JuwaYni, I, p. 338. -
85 Juwaynl, I, p. 154. 
86 TumanskH, ZVO, IX (1895), p. 302, quotes a passage on the Yazir from the seven
teenth century Shajarat al-Atrak of Abu'I-Ohazi Bahadur Khan. The Shajara has 
been published bYJ. Desmaisons (among othefs) in Histoire de; Mogols etdes Tatars 
(text and trans.: 2 vols., St. Petersburg, \871-74) . 
., V. Barthold, Kislorii oroslleni{iL Turkestana (St. Petersburg, 1914), p. 41. 
88 V. Minorsky, "Nasa", EI'. 
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tion from the Jihiinniima (quoted above), and from a passage by Abu'I
Ghazi to the effect that the Yazir tribe, after an inter-Oghiiz civil war, 
had gone to the area around Durun, that it had in partsettled in the 
mountains near DurOn, and that Durun had accordingly come to be 
called the 'Yazir yurt'. But the first mentions of the town of Durun that 
I have seen are in the chronicles of Timur by Ni?:amuddin !iliami89 and 
§harafuddin 'Ali Yazdi,90 Neither of these sources identifies Durun 
either with Yazir or with 1:Ii~ar-i Tal).-in fact, neither mentions Yazir 
at all. Nor did 1:Iafi~-i Abru, who did know about Ya:zir, place Durun 
in Yazir when copying §hami's ?-afarniima into his Zubdat at-Tawiirikh.91 

Therefore, given the tendency of Middle Eastern towns to fall out of 
habitation and be replaced by new towns at different, if more or less ad
jacent sites (as in the case of Tus and Maill,had), I see no necessity for 
identifying Yazir town as Durun. Nor, given the character of 1:Ii~a.r-i 
Ta:~ as a last and probably mountainous refuge, do I sec any cause to 
identify it as the citadel of Durun, which was an easily accessible low
land town capable of little resistance, as Timfu's campaign of 785/1383-
84 demonstrated. I would also doubt the identification of Ta~ as the 
citadel of Yazir town. Mustawfi's entries in the Nuzha that are rendered 
in Le Strange's translation as 'Bazar' and 'Nay Castle'92 were probably 
intended as descriptions of two separate places in the Yazir region: 
Yazir town and Tal). (J\1 -+ JI; instead of 1St.;) castle. This last 

surmise would, of course, have to be checked in the Nuzha MSS. 
The exact location of Tal$: castle and Yazir town must remain in 

question until investigation has been done on the ground-a task that 
must be left to Russian and perhaps Persian colleagues, since the pre
sumptive Yazir region approaches the Iran-U.S.S.R. frontier, especially 
in the case of the mountains where Tal). might be sought. 

I have gone into some detail in trying to establish the location of 
Yazir so as to lay the groundwork for a discussion of the mint of j~\" 

or u~\". Since this mint-name appears on some of Taghaytimilr's Khu

rasanian93 coins, and even on some of 743/1342-43 when Taghaytimur 

so ~ami, I, p. 95, and II, p. 54. 
90 Sharafuddln 'Ali Yazdi, Za/arniiflla (Petis de la Croix trans.: Histoire de Timur
Bec;I; Paris, 1722), pp. 371-372. 
01 ~ami, I, p. 95, and II, p. 54. Tauer's notes in Vol. II give the additions to, or 
changes in Shiimi's text in Hafi?-i Abru's Zubda. 
"2 Musta~ I, p. 159; II, pp. 155-156. 
93 See Appendix, Nos. 12, 24, 34, 39, and 53-54. Coins struck in the fiscal area of 
:!9!urasan, which included Miizandaran, ~umis-Tabaristiin, and ~uhistan-Nimrilz-
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was acknowledged only in the regions under Jaun! ~urban control 
(which regions included Yazir),94 it would appear at first glance that 
the mint should be placed in Yazir (or Y[ziir, as it would be spelled from 
the form of the mint-name). 

But the mint of J~L cannot be disposed of so easily. Not only Taghay-

timiir, but also his H!illanid rival Sulayman struck at J~L in 743/1342-

43. And lest it be suggested that perhaps the governor of Yazir decided 
during that year to acknowledge Sarbadar authority indirectly by mint
ing for Sulayman, as we have elsewhere argued may have been the case 
at Damghan and Simnan, it must be mentioned that the .)~L mint 

struck for both sovereigns not only in 743/1342-43, but in 741/1340-41 
and 742/1341-42 as well. A shift of allegiance might be accepted; so 
many shifts or such prolonged fence-sitting is difficult to credit. And as 
the mint-record of .)~L is further examined, the difficulties increase 

The following list indicates, year by year, the sovereigns acknowledged 
by j~L during the later ilkhanid period. 

736/1335-36 . . 
737-738/1336-38 
739/1338-39 
740/1339-40 
741/1340-41 
742/1341-42 
743/1342-43 
744/1343-44 
745/1344-45 
746/1345-46 
747-756/1346-56 

TABLE 5 
Minting at .)~L 

Arpa 
MuI:tammad 
Sati Bik; Tagilaytimflf 
Sati Bik; Sulaymiin 
Sulayman; Taghaytimiir 
Sulaymiin; Taghaytimiir 
Sulayman; Taghaytimiir 
Sulayman 
Aniiillirwan 
Aniiillirwan; Taghaytimiir 
Aniiillirwan 

Zabulistiin as well as the four quarters of Khurasan proper (see Mustawfi, I, pp. 142, 
146, 159, and 161; n, pp. 141, 146--147, and 156-157), are easily distinguished from 
those of the other parts of the lI!ilianid realm because of their generally greater size; 
the basic Khur8.sanian coin was struck probably at 4.32 gm. and its normal IIknanid 
counterpart of ca. 736/1335-36 at about 2.88 gm.; Khurasanian coins of larger 
denomination are frequently encountered; la.rge coins from non-~urasanian mints 
are rare. 
S! Only Tus and J~L.. are represented on Taghaytimilr's coins of 743/1342-43 (see 
Appendix, Nos. 39-40); the Sarbadars may not have taken Astarabad from Taghay
tim(jr, but they had closely invested Mazandaran, as the 743 coins of Sulayman from 
Jurjan, Damghan, and Simnan show (see Appendix, Nos. 41-46). 
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Now whatever the attitude of the governor of Yazir may have been 
in 743/1342-43, neither he nor any other authority in Yazir would have 
acknowledged Sati Bik in 739/1338-39 or 740/1339-40; Sulayman in 
740/1339-40, 741/1340-41 or 742/1341-42; or Amlillirwan at any time. 
The location ofYazir, even within the approximate limits drawn above,9. 
was too distant from the center of the ll!illanid empire for it to have had 
reason or the freedom to follow the devious political policy to which 
the J~L coins apparently attest. And jf Chiibanid influence was wide-

spread under I:Iasan Ku~uk's leadership (when Sat! Bik and Sulay
man reigned), it was not under that of Malik Aillraf; the minting of 
Yazir in Marw ~ahijan for Aniiillirwan thus cannot be explained by 
any stretch of the imagination. 

But there seems to be no alternative site for the mint. The only region 
in which such an overlap of the Khurasanian coinage of Taghaytimur 
and the coins of the Chl1biinids might conceivably have occurred would 
have been toward the frontier between the .Q!}iibiinids and the Khura
sanian territories-say around or between Waramin and Simnan-and 
the geographers, who knew this area well, make no mention of any 
town there with an appropriate name.96 It would seem, then, that the 
Q!iibanid .)~L and that of Taghaytimiir must have been separate, and 

.)~L designated more than one place. 

A solution for the problem of a plural .)~L that suggests itself is that 

the name might have applied to a tribe. As the tribes of the Middle East 
have so frequently been broken up by emigration or deportation, it 
would 110t be impossible to find groups with the same or similarly 
spelled names both in Khurasan and further west. A Yazir/Yazar 
(Yamr) group such as we have already seen in Khurasan would be one 
possibility. Or we might take the Yazir itt Khurasan and the Baran in 
Anatolia or A?:arbiiyjan.97 But as far as I have been able to discover, 
tribal names were not used as mint-names unless a tribe had given its 
name to a region, with the main town of the region either going by the 
same name or having insufficient importance to supplant the regional 
name. ~abankiira, which was a Kurdish tribe, a region (with its center 

so See pp. 172-173 above. 
"" See Muslawfi, J, pp. 52-55 and 161-162; IT, pp. 58-61 and 157 for a description 
of this area. I scarcely believe that the village of Firilzbaran, mentioned by Mustawn 
0, p. 54; n, p. 59) as a dependency of Rayy can be considered as the mint-town. 
"" On 'Baran' as a tribal name, see V. Minorsky, "The Clan of the Qara Qoyunlu 
Rulers" in FUI1d J(opriilii Armagalll (Istanbul, 1953), and Faruk Somer's article, 
"Kara-Koyunlular" in the ;SiOlll AlISiklopedisi. 
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at Ij), and an occasional Ilkhiinid and Jaliiyir mint, is a case in point."8 
Yiizir in Khurasan would satisfy these conditions, but we have no Baran 
or Yazar region in the West to supply the necessary Chflbiinid mint. 

The most satisfactory answer to the .JGL question is indicated by a 

coin minted for the Ilkb,an UljaytCJ in 713/1313-14 at "al-Bilzar al
Urdii".99 Both the army on the march and, given the well-known migra
tory tendencies of the Ilkhanid rulers, the traveling court would have 
required an accompanying mint, and the coin of UljaytfJ confirms its 
existence. Abbreviation of the mint-name for economy of space on the 
coin would make the designation of the traveling mint "Bazar". This 
assignment of the .JGL mint clears up the apparent difficulty of frequent 

.JGL minting for several sovereigns in a single year, shows why .JGl., 

has been impossible to find in the geographies, and explains its relative 
importance among ilkhanid mints.10o 

Tumiln 

The term tiimiin (Mongolian tlimen), apart from its meaning as a sum 
of account in monetary affairs, designated a military unit, a nomadic 
group or tribe, and a geographic or administrative region. 

The tuman as a military unit originated at the time of Jingiz Khan's 
organization of an imperial Mongol army, and constituted a force of 
ten thousand men.10I The term tuman continued to be used in the sense 

98 That the Shabankara were still of importance as a tribe during the first half of the 
fourteenth century may be seen from references to them in Ma]:unOd Kutbi's revised 
version of Mu'inuddin Yazdi's Mu?.affarid history, whicb is included in Mustawfj's 
Tiirils.h-i Guzida (E. G. Browne ed. and abridged trans.; Leyden and London: I-text, 
1910 and II-trans., 1913), I, pp. 619, 666. For Shabankara as a region, see Kutbi, 
Cuzida, I, p. 665, and Mustawn, II, p. 137. For'"'Zoins minted at 'Shabankara', see 
BM, X, p. 133, No. 671 m @ah ~uja' Mu?affari, 762); and p. 136,No. 683p (~ah 
!iliuja', n.d.). 
9. BM, X, p.l04, No. 146g; Plate XXVIII: lR,0.9 in., 6Ogr. (3.89gm,):-,,~"'1 ~GUI. 
There is a similar coin in the ANS Wright Collection. 
100 Some indication of the importance of the 'Bazar' mint to certain rulers is given 
by the fact that, of the 46 !'Q!urasanian coins of TaghaytimOr listed in the Appendix, 
six, or roughly one-eight, are from 'Bazar', and, of the twelve-odd coins of Arpa 
Khan from six-odd mints (it is not always possible to tell whether a coin listed in one 
publication has not already been published elsewhere; and the citation of both 'Shir
van' and 'Shiraz' as mints raises a suspicion of complication), one coin-and the 
only gold Pkce---is from 'Bazar'. 
101 B. Vladimirtsov, The Life of Chingis-Khan (D. S. Mirsky trans.; London, 1930), 
p. 69. B. Spuler, Die Mongolen in Iran (Berlin, 19552), p. 399. 
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of a large unit of the army throughout the Mongol period, although, as 
will be mentioned below, it did not always intend a strength often thou

sand men. 
A Mongol expeditionary force was accompanied by a large nomadic 

establishment that served as a base and supply organization. In the 
regions that they conquered, these forces and their ancillary nomadic 
groups were assigned the occupation of areas suitable to maintain them.102 
Assignments were made to tumtins, in many cases, and the areas occupied 
came also to be called tumiins-provinces under military administration. 
As examples we have the settlement of the tumiin commanded by Baba 
Kawun, Taghaytimur's grandfather, in the regions of Astarabad and 
Jurjan ;103 in Mustawfi's time these regions were designated as tumans.1M 

A similar process took place with the Jaunt ~urban under Arghiin A!i:a 
in the regions of Ni:mapflr and Tus.10G 

Jingiz had used his army as a means of breaking up the pre-existing 
Mongol tribes. But his manner of constituting these self-sufficient ex
peditionary forces, and their nomadic mode of occupying territory pro
vided the material and motivation for a subsequent "retribalization" of 
the army. The military units resumed nomadic life within their assigned 
areas, and their military organization and authority, become hereditary 
and responsive to the needs of the nomadic group, turned back into 
tribal organization and authority. In the fourteenth century the Jaiinl 
~Ul"ban, still bearing their military organizational name, and still, 
presumably, carried on the army rolls as a tuman, are Arghfln:mah's 
tribe.IOG By the fourteenth century, therefore, a tuman might also be 

a tribe. 
By the time of Ghazan Khan the military j~!a( system was once again 

in use in Iran. Certain territories were assigned to military units for their 
support, and were subdivided among the lesser component units and 
finally among the individual soldiers, who cultivated some land person
ally, and received taxes from the rest. As Ra:miduddin describes the 
practice of Ghazan's time, assignments were made to haziiras-units 
nominally of one thousand menYJ7 But by the time that Mustawn de
scribes, the units supported by i~!a( are tUmtins: "The tiiman of Pishkin 
comprises seven cities, namely: Pishkin, Khiyav, [etc.] ..... [the Piru-

Vladimirtsov, p. 148; Spuler, pp. 399-400. 
See above, p. 93. 
Mustawfi, 1, p. 159; II, p. 156. 
See above, p. 94. 
See above, p. 94. 
Railiiduddin (Jahn ed.), pp. 307-308. 
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kin] district is apportioned among military fief-holds, some five tumans 
being allocated here" ~ ~I ~ ~ 01...; u:.1 j:' ~ 01..'; 

j).. 01...; ~ ~l5" ~\ j).. ~ tI.W4 J.i:'1J ..... J~J 
:.):..108 Here we have the assignment to five military tumlins of i/f;!a's 

in the Pilillkin district, which consequently comes under military adminis
tration and is itself called a tiiman. 

In administrative usage, therefore, the term tuman designated not 
only a military unit, but also an area or district assigned to the main
tenance of, and administration by such a unit or units, whether of the 
nomadic or sedentary variety. This definition helps us to understand the 
description of the regions of Lur-i Buzurg and Lur-i Ku!<huk as tftmiins 
by Mustawfi. These regions were autonomous under their own leaders, 
as his description makes clear: the "revenues [of Lur-i Buzurg] go to the 
Atabeg and it is said that they amount to over a million dinars. What the 
Atabeg however pays over to the Mongol Treasury is only 91,000 dinars 
••• ".109 But these districts are called tumans, despite their autonomy, 
because the Atiibiks were vassal leaders of iIkhiinid military auxiliary 
forces, and their districts were considered as areas assigned to maintain 
(and be administered by) these forces, like the other tumans. 

It is questionable whether the administrative tumiins, and even the 
military tumtins with which they were connected, had any exact size or 
numerical content in practice. Attempts have been made somehow to 
fit the number ten thousand into the tribal (ten thousand families or 
tents) and administrative (areas of ten thousand population or supplying 
ten thousand soldiers) tiimtins, but without convincing argument. Un
fortunately for those who would like to approximate population figures 
by using lists of tumans, it appears that no definite numerical value can 
be assigned the tftmtin except in the accountants' usage. no 

Consider the military tUman. Although the Mongo] armies were orga
nized according to a decimal scheme-in units of 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000 
-it certainly does not follow that these units were in fact always, or even 

108 Mustawfi, II, p. 85 (Le Strange trans.); I, pp. 82-83. 
10. Mustawfi, II, pp. 73-74 (Le Strange trans.); I, p.70. For Lur-i Kuctluk, .see 
Mustawfi, I, p. 70: n, p. 74. 

110 There are two schools of thought about the size of the administrative-geograph
ical taman. G. Vernadsky, for instance, follows Ibn 'Arabmiih in saying that such a 
taman provides 10,000 soldiers (Vernadsky, The Mongols and Russia [New Haven, 
1953], p. 216). Others, including Barthold ("Tuman", EI'), Spuler (p. 402, n. 8), and 
Vernadsky himself at an earlier stage (p. 216, n. 285) saw that many regions called 
t"mans by Mustawn could never have supported such numbers, and they therefore 
call this tllman an area of 10,000 population or taxpayers. 
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usually at full strength. Most armies on campaign fall considerably 
below their theoretical strength. The Roman legions that conquered 
Gaul, for instance, usually numbered closer to three thousand men than 
to the six thousand called for by their tables of organization, and the 
Roman century-by definition one hundred men-usually numbered 
about sixty. The Mongol tumlin on campaign was doubtless commonly 
under strength, and doubtless often remained under strength when settled 
in conquered territory. 

And if the size of the original military tuman is uncertain, so also 
would be that of the later tumans. The size of the nomadic tiimiins would 
fluctuate in accordance with their economic fortunes as nomads. It would 
also vary in accordance with the strength of military or tribal authority: 
components of the tiiman might remove to other areas if control slack
ened. 

The military tiimans based on i/f;fa' settlement likewise can scarcely 
all have numbered ten thousand men. The fact, mentioned above, that 
ilr-!a' assignments were made to hazaras in Ghazan's time, but to tumans 
in Mustawfi's time, plus the fact that the Pilillkin district, also mentioned 
above, in which five military tumiins were settled, could not have support
ed so many soldiers as well as its ordinary peasantry, suggests that at 
some time after Ghaziin's death there was a reduction in strength of the 
military tuman-at least of the tiiman supported by i/f;la'. This reduction 
in size was probably politically inspired. The i/f;!ii' tumiins were very 
likely intended not simply to provide troops, but to provide loyal troops. 
Loyalty could best be encouraged by promotions and large land allot
ments; it could best be enforced by insuring that effective power was 
not proportionate to rank. Therefore, a district which could support, 
say, ten thousand i/f;!a' soldiers, and which would have been apportioned 
among ten haziiras under Ghiizan, might have been apportioned among 
several tumans in later times-among tumtins each of which would have 
been understrength and "top-heavy" in ratio of officers to men. Each 
soldier and officer would receive the full allotment appropriate to his 
rank, but there would be several tuman commanders rewarded under 
this system instead of only ten hazara leaders, and proportionately larger 
numbers of lesser officers. More leaders could be supported and reward
ed by this use of the lands available, and at the same time the creation 
of several tUmans reduced the risk of disloyalty-a disloyal tUmlin com
mander would lead only a small force, and the district as a whole could 
be subverted only by an unlikely combination of several, presumably 
rival commanders. 
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To sum up, the tuman was first of all a large military unit, nominally 
of ten thousand men in the early Mongol period, probably understrength 
at most times, and, in the late Ilkhiinid period (under Uljaytu or AbU 
Sa'id), reduced even in nominal size. The term tuman in this sense could 
be applied equally to troops supported by nomadism or sedentary agri
culture, and to "regular" and auxiliary formations. 

The areas assigned for the support of military forces and administered 
by these forces were also called tumans, whether the occupying and ad
ministering forces were nomadic or sedentary, "regular" or auxiliary. 
By the late IIkhanid period, at least, there was no "one-to-one" relation
ship between a particular military tumon and its tuman of residence: the 
Piilikin tuman supported five military tiimtiJ1s; Baba Kawun's tuman (in 
his grandson's day at any rate) migrated between the !umiins of Astar
iibiid and Jurjan. 

11 

PHILOLOG ICAL CONSIDE RATION S 

,[agf!.aytimur' 

'Taghaytimur' corresponds better to the original usage than the 
versions usually employed: 'Tugha Timur';l or 'Tughay Timur'.2 The 
vocalization of the first syllable as 'a' is indicated by the convergent 

~ - ~ 
evidence of al-Ahri's vowel-markings: J~L;.:.b;3 and of the letter 

... employed in the Uyghur rendering of the name: this letter could be 
only 'a' or (considering the spellings of "adiI' [photograph C] and 
'Timur' [photographs B and CD 'i'-certainly not 'u', which is found as 
..::. in both 'Sultan' and 'Timur' (photographs B and C). 

The case for 'Taghaytimur' rather than 'Tagha Timur' is also clear. 
Although it was apparently the intention of both al-Ahri (or his 
copyist) and the engraver of the coin in photograph A to render 'Taghay
timur', it could be argued that the placing of the points in this order was 
the result of hasty writing or the desire to fill available space on the 
coin-die. But the Uyghur spelling answers the question unequivocally. 
As may be seen from comparison of photographs Band C, there are 
"three-tooth" and "four-tooth" versions of the first name, which may be 
read respectively as '~ : Taghi'; and '~ : Taghay'. The use 
of <..) (medial fOIm -"-) to indicate Arabic<.? may be seen in the Uyghur 

spelling of [Alnuiliirvan: ~y".:;,.:{.t::;;..;. and the common failure of the 
Uyghur script to represent fully the diphtong 'ay', as in the "three-tooth" 
version may be seen in the spelling of Suliman (Sulayman): ("""':7t:.t::;;..J,(,." 

1 V. Minorsky, "Tugha Timur", EI'. 
2 Used by Van Loon in his edition of al-Ahri's Tiirikh·i Shaykh Uways. 
3 al-Ahri, p. 167. -
4 Despite Minorsky's statement (in "Tugha Timilr", El'), the final letter of this 
word Taghi-Taghay is not 'n', as may be seen from comparison with final 'n' in 'Sul
tan' and '~an' in photog:aphs Band C. 
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But since the "four-tooth" version is characteristic of the Khurasanian 
coins of Taghi.iytimiir's own mints, and the "three-tooth" variety, how
ever superior in execution, is Jalayir and Mesopotamian, I would con
sider the "four-tooth" spelling to be the more accurate, and Taghi.iyti-

~ --miir: j~[;.J,: ~~ ~ to be the correct rendering.s 

The name 'Taghi.iy' (Turkic 'maternal uncle')6 was borne by others in 
the fourteenth century. al-Ahri, for instance, mentions a Hajji Taghay 
and a Narin Taghay (see al-Ahri, index). 

'Blk' 

The term 'bik' varies both in spelling and in meaning. I:Jafi+-i Abrfl, 
al-Ahri, and the coins of Sati (sometimes Sati) Bik7 all employ the 
spelling 'bik' (al-Ahri even adds a kisra), but apparently in Anatolia 
the customary spelling was 'bik' ('bek' or 'beg'), as is seen from inscrip
tions Nos. 5674, 5728, 5973, 5982, and 5983 (No. 5659 to the contrary) 
in the Repertoire Chronoiogique d'Epigraphie Arabe.8 The variant spellings 
seem only to show different ways to render the "closed 'e'''. 

In some cases 'bik' serves as part of a proper name, as in Janibik 
("whose soul is firm"); 'bik' here equals 'pek' in modern Turkish, as 
Hasan Eren has pointed out.9 At the same time, since names of this 
sort were commonly taken by rulers of the Golden Horde-6zbik 
(6zii-pek according to Eren), Janibik,lO and Dinibik-the term 'bik' 
may have been intended to retain its titular connotations. In the case of 
Birdi Bik b. Janibik, certainly, we seem to have a title rather than an 
adjective. 

'Bik' as a title seems to have two main usesll (one of which may derive 
from the other) in the period under discussion. First of all it designates a 
tribal leader (it had been used by Merkit and Uyrat sovereigns), and 

• For the Mongo!-Uyghiir alphabet, and for the spellings of Mongol names, see 
S. Lane-Poole, EM, VI, pp. xlv-xlvii. 
6 W. Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbllches der Turk-Dialecte, III (St. Petersburg, 
1905), p. 795, col. 1. 
7 See Appendix, No. 148. 
B XV (E. Combe cd.; Cairo, 1956). 
9 H. Eren, "TUrk onomastiquei hakk1l1da", Fuad Koprulii Armagam, pp. 127-129. 
,. See Appendix, No. 153, where the spelling is 'Janibik', however. 
11 For these (and other) uses of the term 'bik', see V. Barthold, Turkestan Down 
to the Mongol Invasion (Gibb trans.: London, 19282), pp.391-392; and V. Barthold, 
"Beg",EP. 

Spellings oj'TagflaylimiJr' 

A. Taghaytimlir. Baghdad. xx9. 
14.5 x 15.5 1111ll. 1.07 gm. 
Amcrican NUlllismatic Society. 

,-~s.r:"::"'-(' Sultan 

:j-..::... ... _"=-- 0"'-~~ Tagha Timur 

B. Taghaytimor. Wasil. 7[44]. 
16.8 x 18.3 mm. 1.44 gm. 
Archaeology Museum, Istanbul. 

c. TaghaytimCir. "Bazar". 746. 
24 x 27.1 mm. 4.28 gm. 
American Numismatic Society. 

'-~\( J5._ban 

c-~ ( .... J.r:..::..._(' Sultan Adil 

~J..~:;;. Taghay 

t ... ·\(::)-2::;":'"'c;. Timur Khan 
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secondJy, it may designate a Mongol princess. The latter usage is found 
in Jingiz's time (the term was bige or bigi). As used by Mul,lammad Elk 
and 'Ali Elk of the Jailni I>.urban (who were of Uyrat origin), the term 
is a tribal title; as used by Sati Bik, the daughter of ilkhiin Uljaytil, it 
could be either a princess' title, or, given her importance among the 
Q!ilbanid tribe, again that of a tribal leader. 





THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 

A List of Coins and Coin Types 

TIns appendix includes a list of the coins that constitute the numismatic 
source for Sarbadar history, descriptions of the principal coin-types, 
and a series of plates illustrating many of these coins. Only coins from 
Khurasan and its immediately neighboring areas are listed (with the ex
ception of Nos. 148-153); Taghaytimu.r, Sulayman, and san Bik issued 
an extensive coinage in other areas as well. All coins listed are silver ex
cept as noted. Diameter is in millimeters and weight in grams. Dates are 
in the hijrl era. Abbreviated indications include: 

de - date effaced 
me - mint effaced 
date? - date probably illegible 
mint? - mint probably illegible 
ng - not given 

1£ -copper 
" -inches 
gr. - grains 
(p.) - pierced 
* - illustrated in plates 

Square brackets [] enclose my comments or interpretations; parentheses 
o indicate a doubtful reading in the source. 

All attributions to individual Sarbadar rulers and to Amir WaH are 
my own, and pertain only to coins that I have inspected or seen in re
production. 

In the coin lists, the following abbreviations are employed for sources: 

ANS--collection of the American Numismatic Society, New York. 
ANS-H-hoard of (chiefly) Sarbadar coins in the American Numismatic 

Society collection. 
Azami-private collection of Ch. A. Azami, Tehran. 
BM-S. Lane-Poole, Catalogue of Oriental Coins in the British Museum 

(Vols. VJ, London, 1881, and X, London, 1890). 
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Hermitage-A. Markov, lnventarnil katalog musulmanskikh monet 
Ermitazha (1 vol. and suppl.; St. Petersburg, 1896-98). 

lA-collection of the Archaeology Museum, Istanbul. 
IB--collection of the Iran Bastan Museum, Tehran. 
1M-collection of the Iraqi Museum, Baghdad. 
JA (1824)-C. M. Fraehn, "Extrait d'une lettre a M. Ie baron Silvestre 

de Sacy ... ", lA, IV (1824), pp. 274-282. 
JA (1842)-L. de Saulcy, "Leth'es sur quelques points de la numisma

tique arabe a M. Reinaud" (seventh letter), JA, XIII (1842), pp. 
113-152. 

NC-Sir A. Houtoum-Schindler, "The Coinage of the Decline of the 
Mongols in Persia", Numismatic Chronicle, N.S., XX (1880), pp. 
320-331. 

Num. ReJl.- B. Augst, "A Persian Coin of the 'Gallows Birds' 
Dynasty", Numismatic Review (Apr.-Oct., 1947), pp. 91-92 and PI. 
XXIV. 

Rec. Num.-C. M. Fraehn, Recensio numorum muhammedanorum Acade
miae Imp. Sci. Petropolitanae ... , Petropoli [St. Petersburg], 1826. 

RNB-J. de Bartholomae, "Troisieme lettre .. , a M. F. Soret sur des 
monnaies koufiques inedites trouvees en Georgie", Revue de la Numis
matique beige, 3eme serie, VI (1862), pp. 23-105, 305, 1 pI. 

ZaI-E. von Zambaur, "Contributions a la numismatique orientale" 
(part 1), Numismatische Zeitschrift, XXXVI (1904), pp. 43-122, PI. 1. 

ZaII-E. von Zambaur, "Contributions a la numismatique orientale" 
(part 2), Numismatische Zeitschrift, XXXVII (1905), pp. 113-198. 

ZaIII-E. von Zambaur, "Nouvelles contributions a la numismatique 
orientale", Numismatische Zeitschrift, XLVII (1914), pp. 115-190. 

ZVO-V. de Tiesenhausen, "Numizmaticheskiia novinki", Zapiski 
Vostoclmago Otdeleniw lmperatorskago Russkago Arkheologicheskago 
Obshchestva, VI (1891), pp. 229-264, PIs. I and II. 
With a few exceptions, the photographs in the plates were taken at a 

scale of 1: 1.5. I have chosen to present most of them enlarged in order 
to~improve legibility; the Oliginal measurements are given in the list. 

Comments on the coin types 

Taghaytimftr's Khurasanian coin types include eight annual types: 
1-738 hijrf, II-739, III-740, IV-741, V-742, VI-744, VII-746, and 
VIII-752. There are variant types as well: Type IX is peculiar to 
Amul and bears a ~i'i formula instead of the Sunni legend usually 
used by Taghaytimur (see No. 33, Arnn1, 742); No. 10 is Type I but is 
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dated 739; No. 39 is Type IV but is dated 743; No. 47 is Type I but 
is dated xx4. 

Taghaytimur's Mesopotamian coin types of 741-744 are not remark
able per se. It is remarkable, however, that they are almost unknown in 
the major published coin collections (see BM, VI, p. 100, No. 297 for one 
of the few exceptions). There are large numbers of these coins in museums 
in the Middle East: the Istanbul Archaeology Museum, for example, 
has several thousand of them, probably from a hoard; but they are pub
lished obscurely, if at all. 

Sulayman's Khurasanian coin types include two apparently annual 
types (I and II) and one local variant type (Ill, Damghan, 743). 

The Sarbadars' coins (not counting the "Mahdi type") are of five 
types, exhibiting sectarian, local, and monetary denominational differ
ences: I and II are Sunni, IlI-V are §Qi'i; IV is a local, Astarabad type; 
V is a ten-dirhem type. 

WaH has three types. I is Sunn!; II and III are §Qi'j. 
The types of the Sarbadars and WaH described below cover all the 

coins that I have seen and that are illustrated in this Appendix. The list 
of types is not exhaustive, however. There is the Sarbadar type exempli
fied by the Sabzawar, 750 coins described by Zambaur (Appendix, 
No. 67), for instance. I have omitted this type because I have doubts 
about the accuracy of Zambaur's description (see above, p. 132, n. 53). 

The types of Taghaytimur and Sulayman that are described are only 
those emanating from ~!urasan, and, in the case of Taghaytimftr, from 
Mesopotamia during the limited period 741-744. Many coins from Eastern 
Anatolia, A?;arbayjan, and 'IraJi:-i 'Ajam, issued during 739-746, also 
name these sovereigns; the study of these types must be done separately. 

The DyghUf inscriptions that appear on many of Taghaytimur's coins 
include his name, and, on some types, his titles in transliteration from 
the Arabic. The fullest formula is found on Taghaytimftr's Type VII: 

lida natlu s 
C:~....... t""!:\t~-\C' = c:'::'':' ~ t ... ~'i. t ..Q. -\r = Sultan Adil 

r umi t yagha t 

6.D..~~=6..Q.::J'::'~v"""""'''''~=TaghayTimurl 

n a (kh)Ji: 
(~) ( ......... r. = (,,-... ) t ... --\S: Khan (l).an) 

1 See above, pp. 181-182. 
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Coin types of '!'ag!J.iiytimiir 

1. Type of 738 h. Khurasan (see plates of Nos. 3, 5-10, 47. 
No. 10 is 739 h. No. 47 is Amul, xx4) 

Obv., within ornamented lozenge (or octagon, becoming 
an eightfoil in some examples) 

I""'':{ 
'")11~1'")1 

~ ..L_--s! '\ 

4.UI J..r") 

0~ 

Rev., Area, in ornamented and looped hexagon 

fWI0lkLJI 

')1>-.J~1;..b 

4.<1,. .uJ\ ..\b:. 

Margin, in spaces between hexagon and outer circle, 
divided by loops 

~~ / ~ /J.)11 / A:..... j / [mint] / ,-:,..rP 

II. Type of 739 h. Khurasan (Nos. 12-13) 
Obv. 

As type I 

Rev., Area, within looped sixfoil 

fWl0 lkLJ\ 

b-.Q~~ 

~.uJ\..\b:. 

Margin, in spaces between sixfoil and outer circle, 
divided by loops 

~~ / 0;;1'; / J t:? / A:..... j / [mint] / ,-:,..rP 
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III. Type of 740 h. Khurasan (No. 14) 
Obv., within double circle 

As type I 

Rev., Area, within looped sixfoil 

fWI01.k.W1 
b-..2:j~~ 

.i5:J.. .uJ1..\b:. 

Margin, in spaces between sixfoil and outer circle, 
divided by loops 

~~ / ~) / A:..... / / [mint] / ,-:,..rP 

IV. Type of 741 h. Khurasan (Nos. 16-18, 24-25, 27-31) 
Obv., within eightfoil 

As type I 

Rev., within sixfoil of superimposed quatrefoils 
'-!/; 

fW\ lbJiW 
b-.Q~~ 

~.uJ\..\b:. 

[mint] 
Margin, in segments (spacing varies) 

~L. / t;:" / ~) / ..\;0-\ / A:..... /,-:,.r'> 

191 

V. Type of 142 h. Khurasan (Nos. 32, 34, 36, 39. No. 39 is 743 h.) 

Obv., within circle 
As type I, but some have ,-:,..rP between lines 1 and 2, and 

the mint between lines 2 and 3. 

Rev., Area, within looped quatrefoil 

i~\ j 

fW;~lkLJ\ 
..\b:. .)I>-.Jr=;. I;..b 

~ 
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Margin, in spaces between quatrefoil and outer circle, 
divided by loops (formula varies) 

/ [mint]! ~~ / ~~J / ~!.)I ~I / ~j ~~ 

VI. Type of 744 h. Khurasan (Nos. 48-49) 
Obv, 

As type V, but with ~~ between lines I and 2, and 

the mint between lines 2 and 3 
Rev., within six-pointed star of superimposed triangles 

.)lk.LJ1 

\.;,1.~W\ 

~1.6:-.)1> J.r=:' 
6J.. 

Margin, in segments within and between points of star 

~L. / ~ / r.:.r.. / ~ / ) / c. / ) ! ~ / / / J / ~ ~ 

VII. Type of 746 h. Khurasan (Nos. 53-55) 
Obv., within ornamented square 

As type I 

Rev., Area, within ornamented triangle 

t:-'1.":~~~ 
~ 

~6~~ 
[mint] 

Margin, in spaces between triangle and outer circle, 
divided by points of triangle and loops on ornaments 

~~ / 4.r:!u. / ) J / ..::....... / ~ J / ~ ~ 

VIII. Type of 752 h. Khurasan (Nos. 61-62) 
Obv., within eightfoil 

As type I 

THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 

Rev., Area, within looped octagon 

'-7f-> 
(w':1I.)lk.LJ\ 
.)1> • l;.1 
J~ 

6J...uJ1 J.1:,;.. 

[mint] 

Margin, in spaces between octagon and outer circle, 
divided by loops 

'jL. / L J / ~ / J / ~I / ~ / ,j / ~ ~ 

IX. ~i(i type of Amul, 742 h. (No. 33) 
Obv., Area, within double circle 

~J 

""I 

':1\~\':1 

....L..-.-:s! 

.JJ\ JYJ 

.JJ\ JJjP 

.( 

\ . 

Margin, between inner and outer circle 
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<s"'-YJ.J~ J ~ J jP J ~\J ~\J uiJ:. J ~ '-~ (.>L.o ~I 

~J~IJjPJ~JjPJ 

Rev., Area, within sixfoil 

As type III 

Margin, in spaces between sixfoil and outer circle, 
separated by stars 

~~ J / ~JJ / ~I / ~ j / J .. I / ~ ~ 

X. Type of 741-743 h. Jalayir Mesopotamia (Nos. 149-151) 
Obv., within circle 

As type I 
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Rev., Area, within hexagon 

F ~\"'[lb.LJ1 
,)c;.. 

.D:l. ..lb:- • W, .J.Y-'. 

[mint] 

Margin, in spaces between hexagon and outer circle 

ZL. / r::; J / ~ / ) J / [1,2 or 3] / '-:"' ~ 

XI. Type of 744 h. JaIayir Mesopotamia (No. 152) 
Obv., Area, within square (with slightly concave sides) 

~'d'~ 
~ 

.uJ\ JrJ 
Margin, in spaces between square and outer circle 

Js- / 0~ /./ / ~y'l 

Rev., Area, within ornamented circle 

\~~~-\r 

~~~ 
~<: 

Margin, in spaces between circle and outer circle, 
divided by the three ornaments 

Z~ J ~.J / IJ c:) ~ / [mint] '-:"' ..rP 

Coin types of Sulayman 

I. Type of 743 h. Khurasan (Nos. 41-44, 46) 
Obv., Area, within square 

~141\~ 

~.uJ\ 

.uJIJr.J 

Margin, in segments between square and outer circle 

Js- / 0~ / ./ / ~y" 

THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 

Rev., Area, within ornamented and looped quatrefoil 

JWI0tkwi 

<L<l. ..\l.>. 0 b:- 01..J..... 
[mint] 

Margin, in spaces between quatrefoil and outer circle, 
divided by loops 

Z~/~) /..:.J; / ~ 

n. Type of 745 h. Khurasan (Nos. 50-51) 
Obv., within eightfoil 

1i(''5 
.uJ1~\41I~ 

J.c 
~ '\ 

4111 Jr.J 

0~~ 
Rev., Area, within eightfoil 

J~10\kU\ 

0b:- 01.:J,... 

.D:l.~ 
Margin, between eightfoil and outer circle 

Z~J ~)J~~[mintl '-:"'~ 

III. Type of Damghan, 743 h. (No. 45 ) 
Obv. 

~(' 
.uJ\~\41I~ 

\, ~ ~ 
.uJIJr.J 

~y'\ 
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Rev., Area, within square 

J~I .)lk.L.J1 

.)\;.:. .)1cL 
.6l. 4.UI"..u,,:. 

Margin, in segments between square and outer circle 

4J~ / ~) ..:.J; / .)lMb / '-:"'..rP 

Coin types 0/ the Sarbadilrs 

1. Sunni type of 748 h. (Nos. 63-64) 
Obv., Area, within pentagon 

[arabesque at top] 
':ildl':i 

~ 

.uJ I J.)-"..> 

Margin, in spaces between pentagon and outer circle 

Jy / .)~ / .;.r / .r~y'l / [ornamental figure at bottom] 

Rev., within ornamented quatrefoil 
y"";:' . 

~~J u:'·uIJ.)1i 
[mint] 

H. Sunni type of 759 h. (Nos. 68-71) 
Obv., Area, in square block of square kii/lletters: 

":1:- 4l.l1 ~ 4l.l1 Jy ..> ..4s! 4l.l1':i1 .01 ':i 
On sides 

Jy / .)~ / .r" / ~y.\ 
Rev., Area, within double circle (order varies) 

.l.:.:,M 
[mint] 

Margin, between circle and double eightfoil 

~~J~J~4:...-,..>~J,-:",..rP 

THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 

IU. "§.!!i'i type" (Nos. 73, 77, 82, 87, 93, 99, 103, 108, Ill, 115) 
Obv., Area, within double sixfoil 

':ildl':i 

~ 

4.\l1 J.)-"..> 

4.\l1 JJJy 

Margin, between sixfoil and outer circle 

} ~~ J J~ J U;J-IJ -rJ-IJ Jy J ~ Jy ~ fU' 
~I .4.:>! -' -rJ-I J Jy -' J .. .>. -' uL.::. J &Y' J? 

Rev. 
As type II (with different dates) 

IV. "Astarabad type" (Nos. 104, 106-107) 
Obv. 

As type III (but single sixfoil) 

Rev., Area, within sixfoil (occasionally double) 
As type II 

Margin, between sixfoil and eigbtfoil 
As type II 

197 

V. Large Coin type (not illustrated; see citations for Nos. 116-117) 
Obv., Area, within double sixfoil 

4.\l1~ 

4l.l1 ':il .JI 'j 

U::l I J;ll Gill \ 
4l.l1 Jy ..>..4s! 

0:.':i1 ~)I Jl~1 

00)\ ./.:"01 4l.l1 JJ J~ 
tt='L.::. 
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Margin, between sixfoil and outer circle 

~J ~I 0;-:-J L,.;)I cJ->J J,ll ~J ~l -W! J>=- u\.p ~l 
-W!J L,.;)I ~J rISJ1 &YJ J~I...a.lI~)}l:lI...w:J .:r..'"'-!W1.:r..j 

4lJ1 --.:.J.>. ¥l -W! J <.>}:-JI j~) <.>~t.J,\ J? J .:>~\ 

Rev., Area, \vithin looped double sevenfoil 

.;Jil.1 

Gy .!.1J~ ~\ J 
t.? J .. \.!j 0" .;Jil.1 

.. \..:,j 0":ru J .. \.!j d .;Jil.l 

..:tl ~I !.l~ .. \.!j 0" Jj;) 

J'.~ & JS' ulc-

(Kor. HI, 26) 

Inner margin, between sevenfoil and inner circle, 
divided by loops 

~~ / t:"'J / ~~ / ;;;.... / j~ / J / [mint, on some] I <-;J /> 

Outer margin, between inner and outer circles 

.j)ri4 ':'J f'':l I .)JJ:::-Wl 0y S"I)\ 0y!WI 0)..\.AI.:lI ~,-,~L..lI 0J-~l::J\ 
~)IA J 4.U1 .:»..\;l 0fol.:ll ) ...LUI jY CJY"UI) 

(Kor. IX, 112) 

VI. "Mahdi type" (No. 76) 
Obv. 

As typeIIJ 

Rev., Area, within double circle 

CJlkUl 

-W! 

15~1 

Margin, between circle and double eightfoil 

~~J~)~4:..,...j~J<-;J..rP 

THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 

Coin types of Wali 

L Sunni type (Nos. 121-124) 
Obv., within eightfoil 

\""'::{ 
':1ldl':1 

~ ~L---~ '\ 

,,-UI Jyj 

0~ 

199 

Rev., in center, within circle (No. 121) or square (Nos.122-124) 

<-;J/> 
[mint] 

Around, in square k~ri letters forming square 

4:-ls:. ,,-UI (,.>\..p 4.Ul Jyj -W! 

Margin, in segments between square and outer circle 
(No. 121) 

~1,..7"" / ) ~ I) L-) / ;;;.... [j] 

]I. ~i(i type A (Nos. 119-120, 129, 131-132, 134, 136, 138-139) 
Obv. 

As Sarbadar type II [ 

Rev., Area, within looped square 

4.:.,..\.A 

[mint] 

Margin, in spaces between square and outer circle, 
divided by loops (No. 132) 

4j~ J / ~) I ~ 4:""" I j-,~ j 
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III. lli!i'i type B (Nos. 125-127, 141, 144) 
Obv. 

As Sarbadar type m 
Rev., within quatrefoil (No. 141) 

;,\"1 
. pI ~~\..o 
0.~\l4:....,., 
~~~) 

Margin, in spaces between quatrefoil and outer circle 
Ornamental figures 

THE NUMISMATIC SOURCE 201 

Coins of the Later lllslJans from K!!.urasan, Miizandaran, 
and J>,umis-Tabaristan 

Location or 
Year Sovereign Mint Diameter Weight Publication 

1. 737[?] Taghaytimllr Ni:illapllr ng about 4.32 ZaII, pp. 179-180. 
# 378 

2. 738 Isfarayin(?) 21 2.42 ZVO, pp. 250-251. 
#54 

3.* 738 Amul 22.8 x 24.2 4.21 IB 
4. 738 22.6 x 23.4 4.15 IB 
5.* 738 Jajarm 26.8 x 27.4 7.40 ANS 
6.* 738 25.3 x 26.4 7.10 IB 
7.* xx8 24.3x2S.7 7.49 1M 
8.* 7x8 Sabzawar 24.5 x 26.5 7.49 1M 
9.* 738 Ni:illapiir 26 x27.4 7.37 ANS 

10.* 739 Amul 18.4x 19.8 2.12 ANS 
11. 739 20.3 x21.3 3.77 ANS 
12.* 739 "Bazar" 23.9x26 6.31 Azami 
13.* 739 Jajarm 23.2x25.5 6.40 1M 
14.* 740 Sabzawar 23.9 x 27.4 6.49 1M 
15. 740 Tlls ng about 4.32 ZaII, p. 180, # 381 
16.* 7[4]1 Abiward 22.5 x23.8 5.36 1M 
17.* 74[1] 24.1 x2S.3 5.16 IM 
18.· 741 Astariibiid 24.3 x2S.1 5.20 IB 
19." 741 Isfarayin 5.33 ANS 
20. 741 5.24 ANS 
21. 741 5.27 ANS 
22. 741 5.24 ANS 
23. 741 !i.38 ANS 
24.* 741 "Bazar't 24 x26 5.32 1M 
25.* 74[1] Jajarm 22.8 x 26.9 5.21 IB 
26.* 741 5.30 ANS 
27.* 741 Jurjan 25.4 x26.9 5.30 IB 
28.* 741 25 x26.5 5.08 1M 
29.* 741 Khabn:illan 22.5 x 23.8 5.37 1M 
30.* 741 Tas 24.2x25.8 5.28 1M 
31.* 741 Nishapl1r 23.8 x25 5.33 1M 
32.* 7x2 Astarabad 24.2x26.9 4.26 IB 
33.* 742 Amul 23.7 x 24.8 3.63 Azami 
34.* 742 "Bazar" 23.1 x2S.7 4.20 IB 
35. 742 [Jajarm] ng ng JA (1842), p. 149, 

('Khwarezm' #27 
in text) 

36.* 742 Jurjan 22.1 x 23.4 4.18 (p.) IB 
37. 742 Sabzawar 21 2.7 ZVO, p. 251, # 55 
38. 742 TUs ng about 4.32 ZaII, p. 180, # 381 
39.* 743 "Bazar" 23.8 x26 3.96 IB 

(clipped) 
40. 743 Tlls ng about 4.32 ZaII, p. 180, :If 381 
41.* 743 Sulaymiin Jajarm 22.5x23.6 4.l5(p.) IB 
42.* 7x3 22.5x24 4.32 ANS 
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Location or Location or 
Year Sovereign Mint Diameter Weight Publication Year Sovereign Mint Diameter Weight Publication 

43.* 743 SuJaymau Jajarm 24 4.14 Hermitage, p. 942, 86. 763 [CAliM.] Jajarm 4.18 ANS-H 
~ 522c 87. * 763 Sabzawar 24.5x27.5 4.27 ANS-H 

44.* 743 Jurjan 22.8x24.7 4.18 IE 88. 763 4.12 ANS-H 
45.* 743 Damghan 24 x26.2 4.21(p.) IB 89. 763 4.08 ANS-H 
46.* 743 Simnan 23.5 x25.6 4.29(p.) IB 90. 763 4.29 ANS-H 
47.* xx4 Taghaytimilr Amul[?] 21 x22.1 4.23 IE 91. 763 ng ng ZaIlI, p. 188, ~ 540 
48.* 744 Damghan 23 x25 4.30 IE 92.* 763 19 4.08( A<;) Hermitage, p. 599, 
49.* 7[4]4 23.9 x27.8 4.23 ANS ~2 
50.* 745 SuJayman Damghan 20.8 x24.9 4.00(p.) IB 93.* 763 Simnan 28 x29.5 4.24 ANS-H 
51.* 7x5 24.1 x25.2 3.90 ANS 94. 763 4.17 ANS-H 
52. 745 Taghaytimilr Tils ng about 4.32 ZaII, p. 180, :It 381 95. 763 4.23 ANS-H 
53.* 746 "Bazar" 23.5 x26 4.20 ANS 96. 763 3.65 ANS-H 
54.* 746 22.7x2S.5 4.23 IE 97. 763 4.16 ANS-H 
55.* 746 Sabzawar 23.1 x2S.2 4.26(p.) IB 98. 763 4.20 ANS-H 
56. 752 Isfarayin ng about 2.75 ZaII, p. 182, ~ 392 99.* 763 Ni§hiipilr 26.5x31 4.21 ANS-H 
57. 752 Jajarm ng ZaII, p. 182, ~ 389 100. 763 4.02 ANS-H 
58. 752 Sabzawar ng ZaII, p. 182, ~ 387- 101. 763 4.21 ANS-H 

388 102. 763 4.30 ANS-H 
59. 752 Simnan ng ZaII, p. 182, ~ 390 103.* 764 Damghan 21.3 x23.8 2.37 IE 
60. 752 Ni:;hapilr ng ZaII, p. 182, ~ 391 104.* 767 Astarabad 20.7 x 26.2 2.75 ANS-H 
61.* 75x 1sfarayin 20.3 x21.5 2.78 ANS 105.* 7[6]7 Damghau 24.5 2.60 Hermitage, p. 943, 
62.* 75x Sabzawar 21.1 x 21.7 2.70 ANS ~ 3a 

106.* 768 Astarabad 21.1 x23.1 2.69 ANS-H 

Coins of the Sarbadars 107.* 769 22.1 x25.7 2.70 ANS-H 
108.* 769 Damghan 22 x25.7 2.61 ANS-H 

63.* 748 [~.<Ali] 1sfarayin 24 x26 7.01 1M 109.* 76[9] 2.71 ANS 
64.* 748 Sabzawar 25 x25.5 7.02 1M 110. 769 2.75 ANS-H 
65. 748 ug ug RNB, p. 91, ~ 148; 111.* 769 Sabzawar 24.1 x 26.3 4.17 ANS-H 

PI. III, ~ 24 112. 769 4.28 ANS-H 
66. 7x8 me 25 x29 7.00 1M 113. 769 4.21 ANS-H 
67. 750 Sabzawar ng ug ZaII, p. 183, # 393 114. 769 4.12 ANS-H 
68.* 759 [!:lasan D.] Isfarayin 23 x26.1 4.12 ANS-H 115." 770 Astarabad 22.1 x23 2.63 IE 
69.* 759 Sabzawar 24 x25.9 4.27 ANS-H 116. 770 Sabzawar 52 ng Num. Rev. 
70.* 759 Tils 22.6 x25.8 4.02 ANS-H 117.* 770 no mint 46 40.65 Hermitage, p. 599, 
71.* 759 Nishapilr 24.5 x26.3 4.21 ANS-H ~4 
72. 759 4.24 ANS-H U8. 772 Sabzawar ug ug JA (1824) 
73.* 759 [CAliM.] Damghan 24.7x26.8 4.22 ANS-H 
74. 759 4.17 ANS-H 
75. 759 

" " 
4.19 ANS-H Coins of Amir Wali 

76.* 759 "Sultan MI)d. no mint 24.8 x 28.3 4.27 ANS-H 
al-Mahdi" 119.* 75[7] [WaH] Astarabad 30 4.32 Hermitage, p. 943, 
[CAziz] #0 

77.* 763 [CAliM.] 1sfarayin 24.9 x 27.8 4.25 ANS-H 120.* 75[?] 30 4.19 Hermitage, p. 599, 
78. 763 4.26 ANS-H ~1 
79. 763 4.24 ANS-H 121.' 764 21.8 x 22.9 2.68 ANS-H 
80. 763 4.21 ANS-H 122.* 765 23 2.74 Hermitage, p. 943, 
81. 763 4.25 ANS-H ~ 2g 
82.* 763 Jajarm 24.4 x 26.7 4.25 ANS-H 123.* 768 Simnan 22.5x24.1 2.68 IB 
83. 763 4.26 ANS-H 124.* [768] 22 1.86 Hermitage, p. 600, 
84. 763 4.27 ANS-H ~7 
85. 763 4.16 ANS-H 125.* 769 Astarabad 4.34 ANS 
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Location or 

Year Sovereign Mint Diameter Weight Publication 

126.* 769 [WaUl Astarabiid 22 4.39 Hermitage, p. 943, 
~ 3b 

127.* 769 28.5 4.31 Hermitage, p. 943, 
1j: 2a 

128.* 77(2) 4.23 ANS 

129.* 775 28 4.22 Hermitage, p. 943, 
~ Sa 

130. 775 27.5 4.28 BM, VI, p. 224, 
~ 687; PI. IX 

131.* 775 22 4.05 Hermitage, p. 943, 
# 5b 

132.* 775 22 4.34 Hermitage, p. 943, 
:It 5c 

133.* 7x5 4.19 ANS 

134.* 775 Diirn!ilian 28 4.22 Hermitage, p. 600, 
:Its 

135.* 775 4.21 ANS 

136.* 777 28 3.86 Hermitage, p. 600, 
~6 

137. 777 ng ng Rec. Num., p. 633, 
~2 

138.* 778 Rayy 23.9 x 26.3 3.80 ANS 

139.* 77[9] Astarabiid 24.9 x26.8 3.62 ANS 

140. 77(9?) mint? ng ng Rec. Num., p. 633, 
~3 

141." 780 Astarabiid 24.1 x27.7 4.11 ANS 

142.* 780[1] 
::(?) 

28.1 x29.9 4.16 ANS 

143. 780 ng ng Rec. Num., p. 633, 
#4 

144.* 780 Astariibiid 22 3.95 Hermitage, p. 1039, 
~9 

145. 781 Diirnghan 28 4.01 Zal, p. 99, ~ 137 

146. 78x ng ng Rec. Num., p. 633. 
#5 

147.* 78[6?] Astariibiid 30 4.15 Hermitage, p. 943, 

:11: 8 

Other Coins 

148.· 73x SiitiBik Baghdad 16.9x18 2.14 ANS 

149.· 741 TaghaytimOr 16 1.39 1M 

150.* 742 17.6 1.41 1M 

151.* 743 15.8 x 18.6 1.43 IA 

152.· 744 15.4 1.41 1M 

153.* 759 Janibik 17.8x18.6 2.64 ANS 

Unattributed CoillS 

154.* 778 mint? 26.6x28.8 5.66 ANS 

155.* ? mint? 26 x29.7 5.00 ANS 

156." no date Sari 19 2.84(JE) Hermitage, p. 599, 
:11: 3 
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